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PREFACE

The United States Air Force Summer Faculty Research Program (USAF-SFRP)

is a program designed to introduce university/college faculty members to Air

Force research. This is accomplished by the faculty members being selected

on a competitive basis for a ten-week assignment during the summer intercession

to perform research in Air Force laboratories/centers. Each assignment is in

a subject area and at an Air Force facility mutually agreed upon by the faculty

member and the Air Force. The assigned faculty member is compensated for his

time and reimbursed for his travel. The USAF-SFRP is sponsored by the Air

Force Office of Scientific Research/Air Force Systems Comaand, United States

Air Force, and is conducted by the Southeastern Center for Electrical Engin-

eering Education, Inc.

The specific objectives of the 1979 USAF-SFRP are:

(1) To develop the basis for continuing research of interest to the Air

Force at the faculty member's institution.

(2) To further the research objectives of the Air Force.

(3) To stimulate continuing relations among faculty members and their

professional peers in the Air Force.

(4) To enhance the research interests and capabilities of scientific and

engineering educators.

In the 1979 USAF-SFRP seventy appointments were made to faculty members

from across the US. These professors were assigned to twenty-three USAF lab-

oratories/centers ranging in location from California to Massachusetts. This

three-volume document is a compilation of the final reports written by the

* I assigned faculty members about their summer research efforts.

.
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1979 USAF/SCEEE SUMMER FACULTY RESEARCH PROGRAM

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

N eAE/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, & LABORATORY
ASSIGNMENT

Dr. Yelagalawadi V. Acharya Degree: D. Sc., Aeronautics, 1954
Professor, Nechanical Engineering Dept. Specialty: Fluid Mechanics, Aero-

West Virginia Tech dynamics

Montgomery, WV 25136 Asaigped: AFFDL (Wright-Patterson)
(304) 442-3289 

Dr. Adel A. Aly Degree: PhD., rndustrial Eng., 1975

Associate Professor Specialty: Applied OR, Math Frog.,

Dept. ot Industrial Engineering Facility design and location theory
University of Oklahoma and routing and distribution system.

202 W. Boyd, Suite 124 Assigned: AFRADC (Griffiss)
Norman, OK 73019 
(405) 325-3721 

Dr. Clarence A. Bell Degree: PhD., Mechanical Eng., 1971
Associate Professor Specialty: Vibrations, Dynamics,
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering Applied Mathematics
Texas Tech University Assigned: AFWL (Kirtland)

Lubbock, TX 79409 
(806) 742-3563 

Dr. Warren W. Bowden Degree: PhD., Chemical Eng., 1965

Professor of Chemical Engineering Specialty: Physical properties, Phase

Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology equilibrium, Computer utilization

5500 Wabash Avenue Assigned: AFAEDC (Arnold)

Terre Haute, IN 47803 
*; (612) 877-1511 

Mr. Barry D. Bullard Degree: MS, Electrical Eng., 1977
Instructor Specialty: Electronic Communications-
Dept. of Engineering Technology Antennas and Microwave

University of Central Florida Assigned: SAMTEC (Patrick)

P.O. Box 25000 
Orlando, FL 32816
(305) 275-2710/2268 

Dr. James A Cadzow Degree: PhD., Electrical Eng., 1964

Professor, Dept. of Electrical Engineering Specialty: Communications, Controls
Virginia Polytechnic Institute & Digital Signal Processing
Blacksburg, VA 24061 Assigned: AFRADC (Griffiss)

(703) 961-5694 

Dr. Malcolm D. Calhoun Degree: PhD., Electrical Eng., 1976
Assistant Professor Specialty: Electronics, Communications
Dept. of Electrical Engineering Assigned: AFAL (Wright-Patterson)

Mississippi State University 
Drawer EE
Mississippi State, MS 39762

(601) 325-3912/3073 
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1979 PARTICIPANTS
Page Two

NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, & LABORATORY
ASSIGN1ENT

Dr. William R. Carper De_.ree: PhD., Physical Chemistry, 1963
Professor, Dept. of Chemistry Specialty: Kinetics, Molecular

Wichita State University Spectroscopy

Wichita, KS 67208 Assigned: AFFJSRL (USAF Academy)

(316) 689-3120 

Dr. Chi Hau Chen Degree: PhD., Electrical Eng., 196
Professor and Chairman Specialty: Signal Processing, Pattera

Electrical Engineering Dept. Recognition and Communications

Southeastern Massachusetts University Assigned: AFGL (Hanscom)

N. Dartmouth, MA 02747 
(617) 999-8475 

Dr. Donald C. Chiang Degree: PhD., Fluid Mechanics, 1965
Professor Specialty: Fluid Mechanics, Thero-
Division of Civil and Mechanical Engineering dynamics, Heat Transfer. Analog
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology Computer
5500 Wabash Avenue Assigned: AFFDL (Wright-Patterson)
Terre Haute, IN 47803 
(812) 877-1511, EXT. 323 

1. Dr. Aaron S. Collins Degree: PhD., Electrical Eng., 1973
Assistant Professor Specialty: Classical and Modern
Electrical Engineering Dept. Control Theory, Computers, Simulation,
Tennessee Technological University Numerical Methods
Box 5004-TTU Assigned: AFAL (Wright-Patterson)
Cookeville, TN 39501 
(615) 528-3352 

Dr. William A. Davis Degree: PhD., Electrical Eng., 1974
Assistant Professor S~pecialty: Electromagnetics

Electrical Engineering Dept. Assigned: AFWL (Kirtland)
Virginia Polytechnic Institute 

and State University
Blacksburg, VA 24061
(703) 961-6307 

Dr. Alan S. Edelstein Degree: PhD.. Physics, 1963
Associate Professor, Dept. of Physics Specialty: Solid State Physics,
University of Illinois at Chicago Circle Magnetism, Superconductivity
P.O. Box 4348 Assigned: AFML (Wright-Patterson)
Chicago, IL 60680 
(312) 996-5348/3400 

Mr. Willard R. Fey Degree: MS, Electrical Eng., 1961
Associate Professor Specialty: System Dynamics

I. Dept. of Industrial and Systems Engineering Assigned: AFESC (Tyndall)

Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, GA 30332
(404) 894-2359 
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1979 PARTICIPANTS
Page Three

NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, & LABORATORY
ASSIGNMENT

Dr. John T. Foley R___ree: PhD., Physics, 1977
Assistant Professor of Physics Dept. Specialty: Optics

Mississippi State University Assigned: AFWL (Kirtland)
Mississippi State, MS 39762 

(601) 325-2806 

Dr. Garabet J. Gabriel Degree: PhD., lectrical Eng., 1964

Associate Professor Specialty: Electromagnetics

Dept. of Electrical Engineering Assigned: AFAPL (Wright-Patterson)
Notre Dame University 

Notre Dame, IN 46556
(219) 283-7531 

Dr. James A. Gessaman Degree: PhD., Zoology, 1968
Associate Professor of Biology Dept. Specialty: Thermoregulation, Ecologic4

Utah State University Energetics
UMC 53 Assigned: USAPSAM (Brooks)
Logan, UT 84332 

(801) 752-4100, EXT. 7876 

Dr. Paul K. Grogger Dee: PhD., Geology
Assistant Professor Specialty: Utilization of conseratli

* Dept. of Geography and Environmental Studies and solar energy, Investigation of
University of Colorado land use planning by remote sensing
Colorado Springs, CO 80907 Assigned: AYESC (Tyndall)
(303) 598-3737, EXT. 273/217 

Dr. William D. Gunther Degree: PhD., Economics, 1969
Professor of Economics Specialty: Regional Economics
University of Alabama Assigned: AFESC (Tyndall)
P.O. Box 650 

University, AL 35486
(205) 348-7842 

Dr. John Hadjilogiou Dree: PhD., Electrical Eng., 1970
Associate Professor Specialty: Digital Systems
Electrical Engineering Dept. Assinged: AFHRL/FTE (Williams)

Florida Institute of Technology 
P.O. Box 1150
Melbourne, FL 32901
(305) 723-3701, EXT. 217 

Dr. Keith M. Hagenbuch Degre: PhD., Physics, 1967

Assistant Professor of Physics Specialty: Electricity and Magnetism
Behrend College of ssined AFFDL (Wright-Patterson)

, Pennsylvania State University /--oiaj 

Station Road -
Erie, PA 16563
(814) 898-1511 £, / ,
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1979 PARTICIPANTS
Page Four

NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, & LABORATORY
ASSIGNMENT

Dr. Donald F. Hanson Degree: PhD., Electrical Eng., 1976
Assistant Professor Specialty: Numerical Solution of
Electrical Engineering Dept. Electromagnetice Problem
University of Mississippi Assigned: AFWL (Kirtland)
University, MS 38677 
(601) 232-7231 

Dr. Charles Hays .Dgree: PhD., Metallurgical Eng., 1973
Associate Professor Specialty: Metallurgy, etallography,
Dept. of Manufacturing Technology Alloying, Materials requirements
University of Houston Assigned: AFML (Wright-Patterson)
Houston, TX 77004 
(713) 749-4652 

Dr. Michael J. Henchman Degree: PhD., Chemistry, 1961
Associate Professor of Chemistry Dept. Specialty: Physical Chemistry,
Brandeis University Reaction Kinetics
Waltham, MA 02154 Assignc . AFGL (Hanscom)
(617) 647-2821 

Dr. Manuel A. Huerta Degree: PhD., Physics, 1970
Associate Professor of Physics Dept. Specialty: Plasma Physics, NHD, Fluid
University of Miami Mechanics, Electromagnetic Wave
Coral Gables, FL 33124 Propagation and Doppler Radar, Acoustics,
(305) 284-2323 Tomography

Assigned: AFATL (Eglin)

Dr. Frank M. Ingels Degree: PhD., Electrical Eng., 1967
Professor Specialty: Communications, Error
Electrical Engineering Dept. Correcting Codes, Signal Tracking
Mississippi State University Electronics
Drawer EE Assigned: AFATL (Eglin)
Mississippi State, MS 39762 

(601) 325-3912/6067 

Dr. Prasad K. Kadaba Degree: PhD., Physics, 1950
Professor Specialty: Microwave Absorption &
Electrical Engineering Dept. Dielectric Relaxation of various

University of Kentucky materials, Microwave Measurements,
Lexington, KY 40506 4agnetic Resonance, Application of
(606) 258-2966/257-1856  new techniques to evaluate toxic

effluents.
Assigned: AFML (Wright-Patterson)

Dr. Madhoo Kanal Degree: PhD., Physics, 1969Professor Specialty: Transport Theory

Dept. of Physics Assigned: AFGL (Hanscom)
,k Clark University 

Worcester, MA 01610
(617) 793-7366 

1
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1979 PARTICIPANTS
Page Five

NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, & LABORATORY
ASSIGNMENT

Dr. William D. Kane, Jr. Degree: PhD., Organizational Behavior,

Assistant Professor 1977

Dept. of Management and Marketing Specialty: Behavioral Science as it

Western Carolina University applies to Management of Organisations
Cullowhee, NC 28723 Assigned: AFHRL/ASR (Wright-Patterson)

(704) 227-7401, EXT. 26  

Dr. Allen E. Kelly Degree: PhD., Civil Eng., 1970

Associate Professor of Civil Engineering Specialty: Structural Eng. &

Oklahoma State University Mechanics

Stillvater, OK 74074 Assigned: AFATL (Eglin)

(405) 624-5206  

Dr. Robert V. Kenyon Degree: PhD., Physiological Optics, 19

Post Doctoral Felloe Specialty: Visual Science, Eye

Dept. of Optometry Movement Control Systems, Information

University of California Processing for Motor Control

Berkeley, CA 94705 Assigned: AFHRL/FTE (Williams)

(415) 642-7196 

Dr. Keith Koenig Degree: PhD., Aeronautics, 1978

9. Assistant Professor Specialty: Bluff Body Separate$ Flows,

Dept. of Aerospace Engineering Laser Doppler Velocimetry
Mississippi State University Assigned: AFFJSRL (USAF Academy)

Drawer A 
lississippi State, MS 39762

(601) 325-3623 

Dr. John R. Lakey Degree: PhD., Phsiological Psychology,

Assistant Professor 1973

Pyschology Dept. Specialty: Sensory Processors

University of Evansville Assigned: USAFSAM (Brooks)

Evansville, IN 47702 
(812) 479-2531 

Dr. Gordon K. Lee Degree: PhD., Electrical Eng., 1978

Assistant Professor Specialty: Multivariable Control

Dept. of Electrical Engineering Systems

Colorado State University Assigned: AFATL (Eglin)

Ft. Collins, CO 80523 
(303) 491-5767 

Dr. Jack C. Lee Degree: PhD., Statistics, 1972

Associate Professor Specialty: Multivariate Analysis and
Mathematics Dept. Application of Statistics to different

Wright State University Disciplines

Dayton, OH 45435 Assigned: AFAMRL (Wright-Patterson)

(513) 873-2433  

! -vii-
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1979 PARTICIPANTS
Page S ix
NAME/ADDRESS 

DEGREE, SPECIALTY, & LABORATORYASSIGMENT

Dr. Robert D. Lyng Degree: PhD., Zoology, 1969

Assistant Professor Specialty: Development Biology

* Dept. of Biological Sciences Assigned: AFAIfRL (Wright-Patterson)

Indiana University - Purdue University 

2101 Coliseum Blvd. E.
Ft. Wayne, IN 46805
(219) 482-5798/5271 

Dr. Arlyn J. Melcher Degree: PhD., Industrial Relations,
Professor of Administrative Sciences 1964
Kent State University Specialty: Organizational Analysis

Kent, OH 44242 Assigned: AFBRHC (Wright-Patterson)

(216) 672-2750 

Dr. Bonita H. Melcher Vjree: DBA, Organization Theory &
Assistant Professor of Management Adninistratiov, 1975
University of Akron SneciLalty: Organization Design

Akron, OH 44325 Assigned: AFBRMC (Wright-Patterson)

(216) 375-7037 

Dr. Andrew U. Meyer Degree: PhD., Electrical Eng., 1961
Professor of Electrical Engineering Specialty: Automatic Control Systems,

V. New Jersey Institute of Technology Application of System Analysis to

323 High Street Biomedical Engineering
Newark, NY 07102 Assigned: AFAMRL (Wright-Patterson)
(201) 645-5468/5472  

Dr. Jerrel R. Mitchell Degree: PhD., Electrical Eng., 1972

Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering Specialty: Control Systems
Mississippi State University Assigned: AFWL (Kirtland)
P.O. Drawer EE 
Mississippi State, MS 39762

(601) 325-3912/6064 

Dr. William T. Morris Degree: PhD., Industrial Eng., 1956
Professor Specialty: Industrial Engineering,
Dept. of Industrial and Systems Engineering Engineering Economics, Productivity
Ohio State University Improvement
1971 Neil Avenue Assigned: AFBRMC (Wright-Patterson)
Columbus, OH 43210 
(614) 422-2178 

Dr. Stephen E. Mudrick Degree: PhD., Meteorology, 1973

Assistant Professor Specialty: Dynamic Meteorology,

Dept. of Atmospheric Science Numerical Modeling of Atmosphere

University of Missouri-Columbia Assigned: AFGL (Hanscom)

701 Hitt Street 

Columbia. MO 65211
(314) 882-6591 

-viii-



1979 PARTICIPANTS
Page Seven

NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, & LABORATORY
ASSIGNMENT

Dr. William C. Mundy Degree: PhD., Physics. 1972
Associate Professor of Physics Specialty: Raman Spectroscopy &
Pacific Union College Mie Scattering
Angwin, CA 94508 Assigned: AFRPL (Edwardn)
(707) 965-7269  

Dr. Maurice C. Neveu Degree: PhD., Physical-Organic
Associate Professor Chemistry, 1959
Dept. of Chemistry Specialty: Physical-Organic Chemistry,
State University of New York Kinetics, Catalysis, Reaction Mechanisso
Fredonia, NY 14063 Enzyme Chemistry
(716) 673-3285 Assigned: AFATL (Eglin)

Dr. Charles E. Nuckolls Degree: PhD., Mechanical Eng., 1970
Associate Professor Specialty: Engineering Mechanics
Mechanical Engineering and Aerospace Science Assigned: AFAEDC (Arnold)
University of Central Florida 
P.O. Box 25000
Orlando, FL 32816
(305) 275-2242 

Dr. Nicholas G. Odrey Degree: PhD., Industrial Eng., 1978
Assistant Professor Specialty: Manufacturing Engineering
Industrial Engineering Dept. Assigned: AFML (Wright-Patterson)
University of Rhode Island 

103 Gilbreth Hall
Kingston, RI 02881
(401) 792-2455 

Dr. William J. Ohley Degree: PhD., Electrical Eng., 1976
Assistant Professor Specialty: Biomedical Engineering
Dept. of Electrical Engineering Assigned: AFHRL/ASR (Wright-Patterson)
University of Rhode Island 
Kingston, RI 02881
(401) 792-2505 

Dr. John V. Oldfield Degree: PhD., Electrical Eng., 1958
Professor Specialty: Computer-aided Electronic
Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering Design, Graphical Display
113 Link Hall Assigned: AFRADC (Griffiss)
Syracuse, NY 13210 
(315) 423-4443 

Dr. John M. Owens Degree: PhD., Electrical Eng., 1968
Associate Professor Specialty.: Electrical Engineering

Electrical Engineering Dept. Assigned: AFRADC/ET (Hanscom)

University of Texas 
Arlington, TX 76019
(817) 273-2671 HOME (817) 277-9633

-ix-



1979 PARTICIPANTS
Page Eight

NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, & LABORATORY
ASSIGNMENT

Dr. Michael J. Pappas Degree: PhD.. Mechanical Eng., 1970
Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering Specialty: Structural Optmization
New Jersey Institute of Technology Assigned: AFFDL (Wright-Patterson)
323 High Street 
Newark, NJ 07102
(201) 645-5367 

Dr. Steven E. Poltrock Degree: PhD., Psychology, 1976
Assistant Professor Spectalty: Cognitive Psychology
Dept. of Psychology roigned: AFHRL/TTY (Lowry)
University of Denver 
2030 S. York
Denver, CO 80210
(303) 753-2478 

Dr. Douglas Preis Degree: PhD., Electrical Eng., 1969
Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering Specialty: Electromagnetics, Signal
Tufts University Processing, Acoustics
Medford, MA 02115 Assigned: ESD (Hanscom)
(617) 628-5000, EXT. 287  

Dr. Rangaiya A. Rao Degree: PhD., Electrical Eng., 1966
Associate Professor Specjalty: Semiconductor device
Dept. of Electrical Engineering Physics and Technology, Solar
San Jose State University Ceils, Semiconductor Crystal Growth,
S. 7th Street III-V Compound Semiconductors,
San Jose, CA 95192 Photodetectors, Microwave Devices,
(408) 277-2459  Characterization of Semiconductors

Asslgned: AFAL (Wright-Patterson)

Dr. Stephen M. Rappaport Degree: PhD., Environmental Science
Assistant Professor and Eng., 1974
Dept. of Biomedical and Environmental Specialty: Industrial Hygiene

Health Sciences Assigned: USAPSAM (Brooks)
University of California 
Berkeley, CA 94720

Dr. Jane A. Rysberg Degree: PhD., Educational Psychology,
Assistant Professor of Psychology 1977
Ohio State University Specialty: Educational Psychology,
1680 University Drive Cognitive Development
Mansfield, OH 44906 Assinged: AFHRL/PE (Brooks)
(419) 755-4277 

Dr. Michael C. Smith Degree: PhD., Industrial Eng., 1977
Assistant Professor Specialty: Operations Analysis,
Dept. of Insutrial Engineering Analysis of Capital Investment, Health
Oregon State University Systems Design

Corvallis, OR 97331 Assigned: AFLC (Wright-Patterson)
(503) 754-2365 

- . .



1979 PARTICIPANTS
Page Nine

NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, & LABORATORY
ASSIGNMlENT

Dr. Walther D. Stanaland Degree: PhD., Electrical Eng., 1979

Assistant Professor Specialty: Electrical Properties of
Dept. of Systems Science Dielectric Materials

University of Western Florida .Assigned: AFATL (Eglin)
Pensacola, FL 32504 
(904) 476-9500, EXT. 495 

Dr. Edwin F. Strother Degree: PhD., Physics, 1971

Associate Professor Specialty: Experimental Physics

Dept. of Physics/Space Science Assigned: AFGL (Hanscom)

Florida Institute of Technology 
Melbourne, FL 32901
(305) 723-3701, EXT. 326/240 

Dr. Edgar C. Tacker Degree: PhD., Electrical Eng., 1964
Professor Specialty: Systems (Decislin

Dept. of Electrical Engineering Processes, Estimation, Control, and
University of Houston Modeling)
Houston, TX 77004 Assigned: AFFJSRL (USAF Academy)

(713) 749-4416 

Dr. Richard H. Tipping RS&ree: PhD., Physics, 1969

Associate Professor Secalt: Molecular Spectroscopy
Physics Dept. AsSIjned: AFGL (Hanscom)
University of Nebraska 
Omaha, NB 68182
(402) 554-2510 

Dr. Pramod K. Varshney Degree: PhD., Electrical Eng., 1976
Assistant Professor §PEcialt : Communications and
Electrical and Computer Engineering Computers

Syracuse University Assigned: AFRADC (Griffiss)

Link Hall 
Syracuse, NY 13210
(315) 423-4432 

Dr. Ghasi R. Verma Degree: PhD., Mathematics, 1957
Associate Professor Specialty: Mathematics

Dept. of Mathematics Assigned: AFFDL (Wright-Patterson)
University of Rhode Island 
Kingston, RI 02881
(401) 792-2889 

Dr. Ta-hsien Wei DegR_eet PhD., Physics, 1964
Assistant Professor Specialty: Systems Engineering
Electrical Engineering Dept. Ass gped: AFAPL (Wright-Patterson)

North Carolina A & T State University 

Greensboro, NC 27411
(919) 379-7760 

1 xi
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1979 PARTICIPANTS
Page Ten

DEGREE, SPECIALTY, & LABORATORY
NAME/ADDRESS ASSIGNMENT

Dr. Herschel Weil Degree: PhD., Applied Math, 1948
Professor Specialty: Electromagnetic Theory
Electrical and Computer Engineering and Applications
University of Michigan Assigned: AFAPL (Wright-Patterson)
4517 East Engineering 
Ann Arbor, MI 48109
(313)764-4329 

Dr. Bronel R. Whelchel Degree: PhD., Education & Business
Associate Professor of Electronic Administration

Data Processing Specialty: System Analysis and
Tennessee State University Design. Electronic Data Processing
Nashville, TN 37203 Assigned: AFHRL/PE (Brooks)

(615) 320-3i54 

Dr. Charles R. Willis Degree: PhD., Physics, 1957
Professor of Physics Specialty: Theoretical Physics,
Boston University Quantum Optics, Statistical

111 Cummington Street Mechanics
Boston, MA 02215 Assigned: AFRADC/ET (Hanscom)
(617) 353-2600 

Dr. Dennis E. Wilson Degree: PhD., Mezhanical Eng., 1976
Assistant Professor Specialty: Viscous Flow, Analytical
Dept. of Engineering and Approximate Methods
University of South Carolina Assigned: AFAEDC (Arnold)
Columbia, SC 29208 
(803) 777-7118/4185 

Dr. Gerald A. Woelfl Degree: PhD., Civil Eng., 1971
Assistant Professor Specialty: Highway and Construction
Dept. of Civil Engineering Materials
Marquette University Assigned: AFESC (Tyndall)
1515 W. Wisconsin Avenue 
Milwaukee, WI 53233
(414) 224-7384 

Dr. John C. Wolfe .Deree: PhT., Physics, 1974
Assistant Professor Sppcialty: Electrical Engineering
Dept. of Electrical Engineering Materials
University of Houston Assigned: AFAL (Wright-Patterson)
4800 Calhoun 
Houston, TX 77004
(713) 7L9-2506 

Dr. Richard G. Yalman Degree: PhD., Organic Chemistry, 1949
Professor of Chemistry Specialty: Coordination Chemistry,
Antiock University Organic Chemistry

I. Yellow Springs Campus Assigned: AFAL (Wright-Patterson)
Yellow Springs, OH 45387 

(513) 767-7331 
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PARTICIPANT LABORATORY ASSIGNMENT

1979 USAF/SCEEE SUMMER FACULTY RESEARCH PROGRAM

AFAEDC AIR FORCE ARNOLD ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT CENTER
(Arnold Air Force Station)

1. Dr. Warren Bowden - Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
2. Dr. Clarles Nuckolls - University of Central Florida
3. Dr. Dennis Wilson - University of South Carolina

AFHRL/PE AIR FORCE HUMAN RESOURCES LABORATORY
(Brooks Air Force Base)

1. Dr. Jane Rysberg - Ohio State University

2. Dr. Bronel Whelchel - Tennessee State University

USAFSAM UNITED STATES AIR FORCE SCHOOL OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE
(Brooks Air Force Base)

1. Dr. James Gessaman - Utah State University
2. Dr. John Lakey - University of Evansville

3. Dr. Stephen Rappaport - University of California

AFRPL AIR FORCE ROCKET PROPULSION LABORATORY

(Edwards Air Force Base)
1. Dr. Bill Mundy - Pacific Union College

AFATL AIR FORCE ARMAMENT DEVELOPMENT AND TEST CENTER
(Eglin Air Force Base)

1. Dr. Mahuel Huerta - University of Miami
2. Dr. Frank Ingels - Mississippi State University
3. Dr. Allen Kelly - Oklahoma State University
4. Dr. Gordon Lee - Colorado State University

5. Dr. Maurice Neveu - State University College of Fredonia/NY
6. Dr. Walter Stanaland - University of Western Florida

AFRADC AIR FORCE ROME AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
(Griffiss Air Force Base)

1. Dr. Adel Aly - University of Oklahoma
2. Dr. James Cadtow - Virginia Polytechnic Institute/State Univ.
3. Dr. John Oldfield - Syracuse University
4. Dr. Pramod Varshney - Syracuse University

AFGL AIR FORCE GEOPHYSICS LABORATORY
(Hanscom Air Force Base)

I. Dr. Chi Hau Chen - Southeastern Massachusetts University
2. Dr. Michael Henchman - Brandeis University
3. Dr. Madhoo Kanal - Clark University
4. Dr. Steven Mudrick - University of Missouri/Columbia
5. Dr. Edwin Strother - Florida Institute of Technology
6. Dr. Richard Tipping - University of Nebraska/Omaha

AFRADC/ET AIR FORCE ROME AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
(Hanscom Air Force Base)

1. Dr. John Owens - University of Texas
2. Dr. Charles Willis - Boston University

-xiii-
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PARTICIPANT LABORATORY ASSIGNMENT (Continued)
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ABSTRACT

Thermodynamic and Aerodynamic Analysis

of

High Speed Ejectors

by

Y.V.G. Acharya

Ejectors have been used for quite a long time for pumping fluids.

While the approximate performance of ejectors is well known due to a

variety of tests from which engineering designs have evolved, there is

yet quite a lot of unknown areas in the analytical design of ejectors.

An early attempt by the author (1) gave some insight into the incompress-

ible ejector. The bibliography of work done during the intervening

period is quite long (2 )

Recently the problem has been further investigated (4-6)and the

present study is a reevaluation of the efficiency and the thrust augmen-

tation of high speed ejectors. A brief introduction is given; after

which the problem for one dimensional flow including turbulence and

friction is stated and the general equations derived.

These equations are solved by lumping together the effect of the

turbulence and friction by a friction factor. These solutions can be

considered as only a first approximation.

Actually one has to take into account the effects of compressibility

on the turbulence factors as well as the effect of structure of the flow

for supersonic jets and its interaction with the boundary layer. These

are left for a later investigation.

1-2
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ejectors have been the subject of investigations over the past

75 years and thousands of reports have been written (2 ). Ejectors have

been used for pumping applications, increase of lift over airfoils and

augmentation of thrust.

Recently much attention has been focussed on the increase of lift

by the use of ejectors for VTOL/STOL aircraft. The author recently

analyzed the effect of ejectors under transonic conditions for heli-

copter rotors, which are called Controlled Circulation Rotors (CCR),

with some success(3) .

Over the past 15 to 20 years fundamental analytical and experimental

studies were done on ejectors at the Aerospace Research Laboratories

of the Wright Patterson Air Force Base (4 ). But it remains a fact that

the actual performance of the ejector is less than that expected. So

it is proposed to investigate the ejector flows both experimentally oinc(

analytically more systematically and thoroughly.

As part of this effort the recent work of Nagaraja et al

Alperin(6' and Porter (2 ) are examples. An experimental program has

been initiated at the WPAFB and the mixing problem is being contracted

out to some well known investigators in the universities.

The present investigation is a part of this overall effort.

1I. OBJECTIVES

The primary objective is the formulation of the ejector flow

equations for (A.) one dimensional,

(A.2) two dimensional,

and (A.3) axi-symmetric flows;

Including the effects of

(B.1) compressibility

(B.2) turbulence

(8.3) friction

and (B.4) shockwave and boundary layer interaction;

for (C.1) Lowspeed

(C.2) Subsonic

(C.3) Transonic
1,. 1-4



and (C.4) Supersonic ranges,

with (D.1) constant area

or (D.2) constant pressure

mixing of primary and secondary flows occuring

either (E.l) subsonically

or (E.2) supersonically

In addition the analytical model should include the geometric

features of the secondary channel or tube - and that of the diffuser.

This is a formidable problem. Once the analytical formulation is

done, the objective is to develop a comprehensive computer program for

all the variables (A, B, C, D, E) as inputs.

But since we had only ten weeks for this effort, it was decided

to narrow the objective to consider only the performance of an ejector

with one dimensional flow (A.l), which is compressible (B.l) either

subsonic or supersonic: (C.2) or (C.4). The primary and secondary streams

mix at constant pressure (D.2) and either subsonically or supersonically:

(E.1 or (E.2).
The influence of compressibility on turbulence is neglected in

this effort. Later investigations can be done taking it into account,

as has been done previously by the author (7 ). But at present the effect

of turbulence and friction is taken into account by means of a psuedo

coefficient of friction.

III. EJECTOR MODEL

Fig. 1 gives the basic configuration. The stagnation conditions

for the primary stream are Pop' Top$ and.for the secondary stream the

stagnation condition are POW, ToW, Section (1) is the plane at which

the primary and secondary streams are unmixed. It is assumed that the

pressure is constant in this plane. The efficiency of the primary

nozzle and the secondary inlet are taken as unity. There is no diffi-

culty in introducing those efficiencies for a practical case.

.



Section (2) is the plane where complete mixing has taken place.

Again we take the flow characteristics are constant over this plane.

Actually we have to consider the mixing process, in which case the

velocity profile is known (I). But we have not introduced this varia-

tion in this investigation.

Section (3) is the plane at the diffuser exit, where the pressure

is constant, namely, P..

IV. FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS

We shall assume that the flow through the ejector is staady state

steady flow, then from thermodynamics, if h is the enthalpy at any

point and h is the stagnation enthalpy:

2.

where u is the local velocity. If we assume that the fluid is a perfect

gas we further have

CpT," CrT4 4 (2)

with the velocity of sound defined as

(2) becomes T, T (14 -r M") (3)

In the mixing region, we shall assume that there will be turbulence

such that

(4)

V. PRIMARY JET

T = stagnation temperature at the reservoir (e.g. gas generator)
or

Top a stagnation temperature at the nozzle exit.

IJ. Upa velocity at the nozzle exit where the back pressure is p.

1K. 1-6



up1" =velocity at nozzle exit when the back pressure is p,.

Using equation (2)
k.* j [2c C? ,-,' (Top

1A I Ae, c . -T.)1 (6)

'Lbv • Wpe (7)

We need not consider (6) unless in s desired.

Now we can use the flow in the nozzle as isentropic and consider

only TOP in which case, we have

P, . (8)

if we define (r-a)I r v

Top olToo POPib (9)

An isentropic nozzle with the stagnation temperature Tor, will

have the relation 0

If we consider the nozzle to be isenergetic i.e. T op Tor we

have from (7)

or ,. t ()', (

VI. GAS GENERATOR

Either the gas generator or the compressor increases the pressure

of the incoming gas. Its temperature is increased by the burner in the

latter case, whereas in the former case, it is increased due to the gas

generation process.

Now we consider thetut, is the velocity of the air entering the

compressor at T, such that

o^ A.. 11
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where q is the effective amount of heat added during the process. Now

using (2) we have

• ' .(12)

VII. REFERENCE THRUST

The thrust of the nozzle, when the back pressure is atmospheric

is due to the primary jet only. If Mp is the primary mass flow, then
p.

where the mass flow

where Ap W cross section at nozzle exit.

VIII. SECONDARY STREAM

There is a loss of pressure in the inlet such that

' I- Afg f6 1Ct (14)

where Cdi is the drag or the loss coefficient and Pol is the stagnation

pressure at section (1) and Poi is that at the inlet;

l e a d i n g t o p t 1 4 -k t o o

'~u L~ 1 .(5
If Cdi = 0, Poi a Pol.

Again by disregarding the inlet loss, we have from (3)

Pe P. (,, 6."  (16)

IX. ENTRAINMENT

The amount of secondary flow induced by the primary flow is the

entrainment (r)

A "' ,"ap (4,wfel(4 .J e.) (17)

where
, € C a i ,1 - ,(18)
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If the mixing channel has a constant area of A2 , from section (1) to

(2).A. - 4 A

and defining of - f its Rolk.,

we have
•A. (.-t) a (19)

X. ENTROPY AT SECTION 1

The change in entropy for any perfect gas flow is:

44 , Cy 4 e/,. (20)

The change of entropy for the primary stream is:

,~A . c , 4 ,/ .1 C,1/..A'7 (21)

The change of entropy for the secondary stream is:
6

A,-,. .. , (bCA.) /fk,/01 0 (22)

XI. FLOW CHARACTERISTICS AT SECTION 2

At this section mixing has already taken place and if we use the

similarity of profiles we can write an equation for the velocity pro-

file from the considerations of mixing(' ). We will return to that in

a later investigation. At present, we will assume that

4(,) * i~(23)

Hence, except for turbulence, we will consider that the mean quantities

are constant in the section.

Since the flow is isenergetic, we have

or (T., . ..)/(,+^) (24)

Considering the momentum integral equation between section (1) and

(2), we have:

ri I -#.... . .... . ... A, 4 .4 f .. . . .- F (25)



where F is the frictional component.

Noting that lob$% ft

________ks (26)

tha is . *

hnw lequstconsie the) beerg qain:ohecin()

It So Xx 1 4 (28)

iteatingadnoigs

ell 14 A Aj - C' o A.) (29)*
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Defining ", I~SCT after some algebra

So finally we get another value for

We can now equate the values of (Ja- be) as given by equations
(27) and (31), and get an equation for A2.which we'write as

k A'- kA 1,- A/fro (32)

where 42 4. # cr
. P. 2V, X', -" 16 1,

a (,/ )"1 (32a)

where 1 (32b)3,. Ar [ ,',]C/'

We will see in the computation that the negative sign gives M2< 1,
and the positive sign gives M2 > 1. Hence there are two solutions to
the given problem, where the mixing is subsonic and another where the
mixing is supersonic. This can also be proved analytically.

Computed values of M2 are shown for a particular case in Fig. 2.3.
In the computations we have taken K = (2-n)/2 +CF, with 0.02 < CF < 0.08.

XII. ENTROPY AT SECTION 2

Considering equations (21) and (22) the total change of entropy
between section (2) and (1) is

If we disregard turbulence. Even if we consider S* SM, for a natural
processaccording to the second law of thermodynamicsothe change of
entropy should be greater than or equal to zero.

1-11
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We can write

Se, *, 4 A) ecv€4 -- L 4biC s 1%1 ) 2!O (34)

We have assumed constant pressure mixing, o*. I'. . Therefore,

in our computation, Pm for the case Ap,-.A* A,-As a , we have

Fpl a pi. The test that the flow is real is then:

l et)

XIII. CHARACTERISTICS AT SECTION (3)

Equation (30) can be written as

p. , 7.0 P Na (35)

Since the flow is isenervtic and mixed, we have

T.-
Also at the exit of diffuser (36)

Hence writing an analogous quation to (35), we have, using (36):

NJV .3 i __106_ka 1-) (37)

In addition, we have the entropy equation:

Fi 14 .A,, r .. sa- ,s
~C4C&p~ 'J (38)

One more equation is the continuity equation

For the special case, where we disregard turbulence or when we

make an empirical approximation to the correlations, we can compute

the values of TS ,'% T C%'4 t 3  ,provided we take St- S 0 .
We can then determine 6'u A 4,,, as the diffuser area ratio.

1:. -l1-12



XIV. THRUST AUGMENTATION

The actual thrust of the ejector is:

T - OAe 4t h Z) U1- *4 , l. - Ui I (40)

The reference thrust is that due to the primary jet only:

"r (41)

Hence the increase in thrust due to the ejector is:

dividing through by up1

a __- __A3 _-_A- _& (42)

The above ratio does not give an idea of the actual thrust developed,

hence we have derived a coefficient of thrust

CT . Te> /( Co re To At) (43)

Using CT one can determine the variation of the actual thrust for a

given area of the primary nozzle and the ambient conditions.

XV. EFFICIENCY

The efficiency of an ejector can be stated in different ways,

depending on the circumstance.

(a) Propulsive Efficiency

Considering the ejector as a propulsive device, we can compare

the work output to the mechanical energy input. Thus:

Work done by Thrust

Available Mechanical Energy

1 N 1-13
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r

Hence

1P* 41 ( Ao / 10bel,) A7 (44)

This will be zero for static conditions when u. = 0. Hence it is

necessary in that case to define an efficiency which is meaningful.

(b) Energy Efficiency

If we compare the energy gained by the flow in the ejector

to the thermal energy available in the primary flow this will always

give us a finite value for the ratio. This ratio can be called energy

efficiency. It can also be called the thermal efficiency (not to be

confused with the thermodynamic cycle efficiency).

= 0+^ (45)

c) Overall Efficiency

If we consider the ejector as producing thrust for the aircraft

(or any other vehicle), then we can combine the concepts of (a) and (b)

and define the ratio of the work output to the enthalpy energy input as

an overall efficiency.

Work Output Ce , (O f 4,-10 h U0

Enthalpy input. ' p Cp C Tei- Too)

• C C(" e, 7 -a.] a. (46)
Cr L. w. -Tw) / f.,

We note that the overall efficiency defined in this manner vanishes
-- a for the static ejector just like the propulsive efficiency.
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Where u u nn, the velocity coefficient for the nozzle. If we

take rn=l, there is no difference between the propulsive and overall

efficiencies.

XVI. NUJMERICAL COMPUTATION

Computer programs have been developed to compute all the flow

characteristics of the ejector. The input for the program consists of

the following:I A2
ALO =A an assigned value (e.g. 20)

PR Po PP, a variable
P

MO = M Flight Mach number. Variable

Ml = M I Mach number at Section 1. Variable

TA = Ti Temperature of secondary flow at inlet. Constant

To  T A.'bient temperature of fluid. Constant

G = y = Cp/CV  for the fluid. Constant

CF = an empirical value for the coefficient of friction and turbu-
lence (see eq. 32a)

The output of the program consists of a tabulation of Pto k/l,

TA.r/./. a aS 4,lp ; pi&. .6 M/., r # , Mach number

of flow at nozzle exit; T4 7L/lr : /Erw /ya: &a Pf, , Mach

number of flow at section 2, entrance to diffuser; RL.u-Ib, ratio of

exit to entrance areas of diffuser; hi. 14HMach number of flow at the

exit of diffuser, PHI a Y, Thrust augmentation factor,

as At 6 64 s R,k Entrainment; CT = psuedo thrust coefficient de-
fined by e.g. 43;

All these characteristics are tabulated for values of M1 varying

from 0.1 to 2.0 for subsonic mixing (Root I) and supersonic mixing (Root II).

1-15
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The input for each case: ALO, PR, MO, TA, TO, G, and CF are listed.

At present the input data used are:

ALO = 20, 10

PR = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6. 0.8, 1, 2, 5, 10.

MO = 0, 0.1. 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8.

TA = 520

TO = 520

G = 1.4

and CF = 0, .02, .03, .04, .05, .06, .07, .08, .09

But they can be easily changed to cover a wider range of values or a

particular value as desired.

Basically this program has been written to enable calculations

involving nn = 0 and Cdi = 0. i.e. friction-less flow in the nozzle

and the secondary inlet. This enables us to assume constant entropy in

this section.

We have also assumed tiat the entropy is a constant in the diffuser

section of the ejector.

Hence only approximate results are available. The appended figures

sbow the various characteristics.

XVII. CONCLUSION

The scope of this study is restricted, as explained before. Even

then, we can derive some general conclusions:

(1) Mixing can be either subsonic or supersonic (Fig. 2.3)

(2) For a static ejector (M.=O) (Figs. 2-6, 9)

(a) Thrust augmentation decreases with increase in pressure ratio;

(b) Thrust coefficients increase with increase in pressure ratio;

(c) Maximum values of(9occur atM 1 = 1.0 for subsonic mixing;

(d) Maximum values of CT occur at M1 < 1, for supersonic mixing;

(e) Diffuser area ratios decrease with increase in pressure ratio;

(f) Maximum values of thrust augmentation;

(i) decrease with increase in pressure ratio;

(ii) increase with increase in mixing tube area.
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(g) Maximum values of thrust coefficients

(i) increase with increase in pressure ratio;

(ii) increase with increase in mixing tube area.

(h) Both maximum values of ( and CT are higher for supersonic

mixing than for subsonic mixing.

(3) For a moving ejector: When the flight Mach number (M) increases

(Figs. 7, 8):

(a) Mixing tube ratios decreas6 with increase in pressure ratio;

(b) Diffuser area ratios decrease with increase in pressure ratio;

(c) Thrust augmentation decreases with increase in pressure ratio.

Supersonic mixing is better than subsonic mixing;

(d) Thrust coefficients increase with pressure ratio but

decrease with increase in M.;

(e) The propulsive and thermal efficiencies increase with M.

but decrease with increase in pressure ratios.

(4) In general (Fig. 6) the maximum values of CT

(a) decrease with increase in friction and turbulence;

(b) increase with increase in pressure ratios;

(c) increase with increase in secondary to primary velocity ratios.

(5) A general conclusion that can be drawn, for mixing tube ratios

(a.) larger than 10, is that maximum thrust augmentation factors

of 1.6 to 2.5 could be practical for a well designed ejector.

The performance is enhanced with lower flight Mach numbers and

supersonic mixing in the ejector (Fig. 9).

XVIII. RECOMMENDATIONS

The results of this study are based on a thermodynamic analysis

of the one-dimensional compressible flow through an ejector.

The flows in the inlet section, the nozzle and the diffuser have

been taken as isentropic. Turbulence and friction have been taken into

account by means of a psuedo friction factor. Hence, this investigation

includes the considerations of References (4) to (6).

While showing the trend of the behavior of the flow characteristics,

the results have yet to be compared with experimental results to obtain

values of CF, which can be used.
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The empiricism of the above results can be improved by further

investigations. Which should include:

(1) the nozzle efficiency;

(2) the inlet loss;

(3) the non-uniformity of flow in the mixing region - we could

assume similarity of flow profiles in this region as has been

done by the author in Ref. 1;

(4) turbulence and density correlations;

(5) the effect of compressibility on the apparent coefficient of

viscosity as explained in Ref. 7;

(6) the structure of the flow in sonic and supersonic primary jets;

and (7) the boundary layer and its interaction with the flow, particularly

when the primary and/or secondary streams are sonic or supersonic.

The above list does not contain all the parameters but the most

important ones to cconsider in order to get meaningful results.

It is suggested that both experimental and analytical investigations

be pursued to include all the effects listed above. It is hard to say,

a priori, the exact influence of these parameters on the flow character-

istics. But it may be substantial as shown by Figs. 3, 4, and 6. Only

a systematic study will show which parameters are important.

A more detailed analysis of the mixing process and the effects of

compressibility on it can be done by the author based on References (1)

and (7), if he has the support for Such an investigation. This would

clearly be a first step. In the meanwhile, experimental studies to

evaluate (4), (6), and (7) have to be undertaken.

The analytical studies also show that, with the increase in back

pressure, secondary flows ensue. We did not have time to pursue this

aspect of the problem. An investigation concerning this effect is necessary

to determine optimum pressure ratios for efficient ejector performance.

This study does not include the geometry of the ejector, except
for the area ratios. The length and shape of the inlet, nozzle, mixing

1-18



channel and diffuser depends essentially on the desired performance and

a more detailed study of the losses due to friction. An approximate

analysis has been done by the author, to obtain the length of the mix-

ing channel, but this study has not been included in this report, as

the study is not yet complete. It can be included in further investi-

gation by the author.

9
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1. Schematic Layout of Ejector

2. Flow characteristics vs M1 , with CF as parameter for PR=10,

= 20, MI. = 0.

3. Thrust augmentation vs A, for a. -20; N = 0 and 142<1.

4. Thrust factors vs PR, for q.- 20, M.- 0 and M42 < I with

CF as parameter.

5. Flow characteristics vs N1 for a= 20; 4=: 0 and CF a 0,

with PR as parameter.

6. Maximum thrust coefficient forc= 20; M9= 0, with PR as

parameter.

7. Flow characteriJtics vs M for M = 0.8 and CF = 0 with

PR as parameter.

8. Flow characteristics with subsonic nozzle and subsonic

mixing, with M1 and Ma as parameters.

9. Maximum thrust augmentation and thrust coefficient vs PR,

for M = 0; CF = 0.

10. Flow characteristics for subsonic nozzle vs M pl, for = 20;

MI. = 0; CF = 0.
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OPTIMUM DESIGN OF BUILT-IN-TEST DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM

BY

ADEL A. ALY

ABSTRACT

In this report, the problem of cost effective design of diagnostic

and fault isolation procedures for BIT systems is investigated. The cost

of BIT varies from a group of LRU's to another; also the probability of

failure for LRU's within the module are different. The problem is to

find the optimum sequence of tests (BIT) to be executed to isolate a

failed unit such that the expected cost is minimized.

An optimum procedure based on Branch-and-Bound concept are developed.

Several dominance and reductions rules are introduced. A small example

is solved to demonstrate the efficiency of the developed algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of fault isolation techniques has not advanced noticably

during the last two decades. The basic process existed was the manual

signal tracing. This process relies heavily on the technical expertise

of the maintenance technician. Even with highly skilled personnel this

process is slow and difficult since it requires a large array of test

equiment such as signal generators, oscilloscopes and voltmeters as well

as extensive technical manuals. As a consequence many faults are not

correctly diagnosed, also the extensive use of trial and error substitution

as a means of identifying the faulty part.

Due to the above reasons, too much time is devoted to the fault

isolation process which leads to reducing the systems availability. With

y. the advance of the itegrated circuit, the imminent LSI era, and a better

packaging techniques the modular concept was introduced to a primary system.

Therefore, the problem of diagnosis is shifted from locating the faulty

discrete component to the identification of the line replaceable unit (LRU)

in which the faulty component is resident. LRU may include smaller modules

within it to facilitate - off - line replacement or it can itself be the

lowest level of replacement.

The introduction of the digital computers and micro processors as part

of the system provide an automatic testing procedure. Basically, the

design of built - in - test (BIT) diagnositc subsystems along with the

selection of test points where the test equipment are attached will provide

an efficient, less expensive, and more reliable fault isolation procedure.

.

iN
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In this report, the optimal design for an on-aircraft (or a ground

electronic equipment) fault diagnosis and isolation system is Investigated.

This work is applicable to the Air Force and other DOD branches in

designing BIT equipment.

Throughout the report, it is assumed that the probability of simultaneous

failure of two or more LRS's is so small as to be negligible. A self-

diagnosability is recognized when the BIT will automatically execute a

primary sequence of diagnostic test to identify, unambiguously, malfunctioning

subsystems up to a given group of LRU's. As faults are localized, mal-

functioning group of LRU's can be replaced (by switching on stand by spares)

and a secondary isolation may be performed semi-automatically or manually

to isolate the single failed LRU.

II. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this research effort are:

1. Searching the literature for relevant researchs dealing with

optimization techniques applied to fault isolation process.

2. To explore and modify existing algorithms so as to demonstrate

their computational capabilities.

3. To develop an optimization procedure which is capable of handling

the dimensions of real world problems.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

The problem solved in this research is the design of minimum expected

cost BIT diagnostic procedures for detecting and isolating single faults

in a primary system. The primary system is assumed to be a collection of

elements (modules). It is assumed that each element has an estimated priori

probability of failure. Tests are defined simply in terms of which elements

each of them check. An arbitrary cost, reflecting the time, expense, or

2-5
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difficulty involved in executing the test is assigned to each test.

IV. PREVIOUS WORK

A review of the technical literature yields a surprisingly small number

of references to the general problem of efficient or optimum diagnostic

procedures. One of the earliest models proposed for relating faults to

diagnostic tests is that of Brule', et. al. [1]. In this model, the

system is represented as an interconnected collection of functional elements

with access to the terminals of the available elements. Tests are performed

on collections of elements; hence the test-fault relationship is a test-

element relationship and a fault is considered to be the failure of an element

in performing its function. A related work by Johnson [8] discusses the

generation of efficient sequential tests procedures by use of information

theoretic methods to evaluate the amount of information provided by a test.

Chang [3] develops a different criterion for evaluating the goodness of the

available tests. He introduces the distinguishability criterion for a

set of n singly occurring faults and m tests are considered for inclusion

in a fixed test schedule. The model is r data matrix D having entry dijl

if test T fails for fault fit and dij - 0 if test T1 passes for fault fi.

Distinguishability among the rows of the table is considered and the model

is applied to the selection of a fixed set of diagnostic tests. Butterworth

[21, Firstman and Gluss [5], and Gluss [6] develop search procedures to

determine a sequence which minimizes the expected cost of secondary isolation

to locate a failed element within a group of LRU's identified by the BIT

primary diagnostic. Cohn and Ott [4] present an optimal algorithm to

*minimize the expected cost test tree. The test tree specifies an adaptive

.
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testing procedure that detects a failure and isolates the faulty component.

They utilize a recursive formula for their optimal search. Even though

they recongize the similarity to the machine-setup problem and the applicability

of dynamic programing technique to solve the problem, their adaptive

procedures is exactly a dynamic programing procedure. Sheskin [13J

develops a probabilistic dynamic programing procedure to determine the

sequence of diagnostic tests to isolate the group of modules which contains

the faulty unit.

From the above survey, only references [4) and [13) solve the sequencing

problem optimally by utilizing dynamic programing. Unfortunately, no

computational experiences are presented. If dynamic programming is used, and

the number of elements in the equipment increases the computational and

*. storage burden increase exponentially.

In this research effort, a Branch-and-Bound algorithm is presented

to capitalize on some dominance and branching rules which may have a great

impact in reducing the computational and storage requirements.

V. NETWORK REPRESENTATION

Following the notation of Brule', et al [1]. Assume that the primary

system consists of n elements of different groups of LRU's identified as the

smallest replacable modules in the system. Therefore, the number of different
n-1

tests which can exist is (2 - 1). A test is defined by a sequence of n

binary digits, one for each element in the system. Digit i is equal to

0 if the test checks element i and is equal to 1 if the test does not check

element k, e.g., T14 (01101) checks the first and the fourth elements. For

each test Tk there corresponds a fixed cost S. S(t) denotes the state

.
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of the equipment prior to performing test Tk at the t- level in the testing

procedure. A state is represented by an n-bit number containing only the

bits 0 and 1. A o is assigned in position i of a state If an element is

known to be good. A 1 is assigned in position i if the element is not yet

tested. S(o) has I's in all positions and S(n) has O's in all positions.

Sk (t+l) is the state of the equipment if test Tk passes. This state is

computed by the AND operation of S and Tk. Sk(t+1) is defined as the state

of the equipment if test Tk fails. It is computed by AND operation S T'k

(T'k is the complement NOT).

When dynamic programming is utilized to solve the optimum diagnostic

problem, the procedure can be described by a decision tree structure

with nodes labeled by states and arcs labeled by tests and their costs.

For all possible tests, the decision tree could be constructed as a directed

network from initial state node S(o) to final node S(n). For a 3-element

example the directed network is shown in Figure I and the problem is to

find the path with minimum expected cost through a directed network.

The network depicted in Figure 1 has a small number of nodes and a very

large number of arcs.

In the directed network, a node S(t) may be reached from node S(o)

by any of several paths (partial sequence). In the algorithm to be presented

below, it is convenient to assign a node for each state in conjunction with

a particular path to it from S(o). Thus, any node will have only one

entering arc, i.e., a unique predecessor.

The modified network for the 3-element example is shown in Figure 2.

I. Note that some states appear more than once, where in Figure 1 they do not.

The modified network has more nodes and less arcs compared to the directed

* ,network. The major drawback to the directed network approach is that every

undominated node is extended.

2-8
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is te cst o T1 0; c isthe ostof sconary soltionforLRU

Cis the cost of T 100; C2 Is the cost of secondary isolation for LRU 1

Cis the cost of TC 30 is the cost of secondary Isolation for LRU 2

CC
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c1 is the cost of TIO; is the cost of secondary isolation for LRU1

c2 is the cost of TOO; z2 is the cost of secondary isolation for LRU2

C3 is the cost of Toc 3 is the cost of secondary isolation for LRU3

COi / 10

cci

C 3
3

number of nodes = 8

number of arcs = 21

Figure 1. etwork Flow Representation
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In the sequel, a Branch-and-Bound algorithm is considered in an

effort to arrive at an optimal solution, generating fever nodes, and

thereby reducing the computation and storage burdens.

VI. BRANCH - AND - BOUND APPROACH

Basically, Branch-and-Bound is a network emanating from an

initial node 11 which represents the space of all solutions. Branching

corresponds to partitioning of the total space into smaller mutually

exclusive and exhaustive subjects. Intermediate nodes generated from

n corresponds to these subsets. Figure 3 illustrates the branching

procedure. A lower bound on the expected cost of solutions within the

subset is associated with each node. The partitioning continues until

a final node is found whose bound (actual expected cost) is less than the

* lower bound for all unbranched nodes.

N1UN2 =n

N IN 2 a € N

N3 = N 2

Nf N2U 1~ 2

!. 3 N Il

Figure 3. Partitioning the Solution Space
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Frequently the basic scheme is augmented by application of necessary

conditions to terminate branching with comparison with the expected cost

of a known solution. There are many strategies for determining the next

node to branch frame, including the node with the minimum lower bound and

the most recently generated node with the minimum lower bound. For further

details on Branch-and-Bound, see Lawler and Wood (III and Mitten [10).

Note that in the Branch-and-Bound Network an unbranched node is

the node whose partial sequence has not been extended; a fathomed node is

the one from which no further branching is considered (due to bounding, or

dominance rule).

After a node or subset S has been partitioned, a lower bound is computed

for each partition or succeeding node J. This bound is a lower bound on

the objective function value that would be produced by any partial sequence

containing the sequence that has been made at this node J. The lower bound

will be a sum of two values. If the sum is greater than the current upper

bound on the optimal objective function value, then further consideration

of the node j will be unprofitable. The partial sequence it represents

would never be part of the optimal scheme, thus the node is fathomed or

no longer considered as a candidate for partitioning.

If, on the other hand, the lower bound on node j is less than the

current upper bound on the optimal objective function value, its partial

sequence is still a promising candidate as the optimal allocation scheme.

The node is then partitioned and its successor nodes are placed under the

same scrutiny for fathoming.

When the n - I level is reached a complete sequence has been developed.

I. Objective function values may be computed for each node at the n - 1 level.

1* ~ 2-12
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I

The node with the minimal objective function value that is still less

than the current upper bound on the optimum represents the new beat sequence.

and its objective function value becomes the new upper bound on optimal.

Otherwise, these nodes are fathomed and nothing is changed. If all nodes

have either been fathomed or partitioned, then the current upper bound

is taken as the optimal objective function value.

In this research a Branch-and-Bound algorithm which uses a depth

approach of "backtracking" strategy is developed. In particular newly

generated nodes are ranked and listed left to right such that the right-

most node has the minimum lower bound. Subsequent branching emanates

from the right-most (highest numbered) node of the set first generated.

The depth approach involves partitioning a node at level I. For

its successor nodes at level i + 1, the lower bounds are computed and

fathomed if possible. The unfathomed node with the minimal lower bound

among these successors is chosen as the next node for partitioning.

The other unfathomed nodes remain active. This procedure continues through

the n - 1 level. The predecessor node at the n - 3 level is considered.

If it has active nodes among its successors at the n - 2 level, then another

attempt can be made to fathom these active nodes with the new upper bound.

If active nodes still remain, the active successor with the minimal lower

bound is chosen for partitioning. If no active nodes remain among the

successors, the predecessor node at the n - 4 level is considered, and the

process repeats.

As can be seen from the above discussion, the number of active nodes

at any time is not too large unless the horizon is very long. A final

node and thus upper bound is generally obtained quickly, and it Is easy to

2-13
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locate the next node to branch from.

VII. THE BRANCHING RULE

The branching rule is the criterion used to choose the next test in

the sequence for an unfathomed node at a certain level. Johnson [8]

shows that a highly efficient sequence of tests can be assured by choosing

the tests on the basis of a figure of merit derived from information theory.

The application of a test serves to remove some of the ambiguity j that is,

it reduces the uncertainty as to the identity of the fault. At any level

the "best" next test may be the one which results in the highest average

information gain with minimum cost. Therefore, the figure of merit to be

used is the ratio of ambiguity removed by a test to the cost of performing

the test. That is

F - Plog2 P - (1-P) log 2 (1-P) (1)

k-k

where P is the a priori pTobability that the test will pass and Ck is

the cost of performing the test.

In the proposed branch-and-Bound scheme instead of branching over all

possible tests, chosse the test with the highest Fk among all possible

tests.

VIII. DOMINANCE RULE

Let Nt represent a node corresponding to state S(t) and a particular

partial sequence. Let Q(N t) be an optimal partial sequence from node S(o)

to Nt and Q(Nt) be the associated partial sequence. Hence, Q(N ) o (Nt)

(where "o" indicates concatemtion) represents a feasible testing sequence

|o extending from S(o) to S(N) and passing through Nt. Define f(Nt) to be

the expected cost associated vith the partial sequence &(Nt); *(N ) to be

2-14
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the expected cost from node S(o) to node S(t). Then the cost associated

with Q(Nt) o &(N is VN ) + f(N

Consider any two feasible schedules Q(Nt ) o (N endIQ(Nt') o (Nt°),

let C(N ) and C(Nt') be the associated expected total cost. If C(Nt)< C(Ntt)

node Nt "dominates" Nt'.

Theorem 1:

Consider two nodes Nt and Nt' such that t < t', that is to say, S(t)<S(t'),

(where < in terms of degrees of ambiguity). If f(Nt) < f(Nt'), then Nt

dominates Nt .

The proof follows from the fact that at a higher level in the tree if

the expected cost incurred thusfar is relatively mull then the expected

cost of completion will be less.

Theorem I implies that if node is generated, and f(Nt') is computed

and compared with f(N ) for any previously generated node Nt such that
t

S(t) > S(t), and f(Nt) is found to be equal or smaller than f(Nt'), then

branching from Nt' may be terminated.

IX. TESTS REDUCTION TECHNIQUE

As mentioned above the total number of significant tests equals

1 -1) where n is the number of elements in the system. In all previous

work, no attempt to reduce the set of feasible tests at node S(o) has been

tried.

In this section a reduction technique is utilized to minimize the

number of tests. This problem is analogous to the method for the selection

of prime implicants in digital system (12] or the covering problem in integer

linear programming [14].
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Arrange all tests in an (ax 2h
-1 -1) array where the columns Indicate

the designated test and a row identify the possible faulty element. Let

r denotes row i, T . denotes column j of the testing matrix 1%1I.ij

Reduction 1: If ri a ek (the kth unit vector) for some i, k, then

Tk is the only test to identify a faulty element i, delete- row i. Also,

every row t, such that atk 1 1 may be deleted.

Reduction 2: If rt > rp (in a vector sense) for some t and p, then

r t may be deleted.

Reduction 3: If for some set of columns R and some column k,

E T > Tk and E C ! Ck; column k may be deleted.
JCLR - k JCR J

The last reduction's rule should be done interatively. Define the order

of tests as follows, the one which tests only one element has an order of

one, the one which tests two elements has an order of two, and so on. Start

the set R with tests of order one to try to eliminate tests of higher order.

Increase the order of tests included in the set R to check others with at

least the same order. To check the possibility of eliminating tests of

order one, make sure that the tests included in R are capable among themselves

to isolate the same element as the test of order one. These procedures are

illustrated using the 4-element example problem in [13).

Table 1. Test of Primary System

Ck 3 5 4 1 6 2 7

Tk T1I T 2  T 3 T4  T 5 T6  T 7

SP = .45 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
4,1.4

4- 0 Pi - .30 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
*P4 

P3  .20 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

o'.i P -05 0 0 1 0 0 0 1o 4
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1. R - (4,6); delete T

2. R - (3,4); delete T7

3. R - (1,4); delete T5

This will reduce the number of the feasible sets to only 4 (knowing

that the required number of tests is three) which reduces the dinantionality

of the problem almost 43%.

In general, the test used at any node must cause the correct partition

of the ambiguity subset; the effect of the test on elements outside the

ambiguity subset is irrelevant. A test is sufficient at a node if it has

0ts for elements in one class of the partition, l's for elements in the

complementary class, and either value for elements outside the ambiguity

subset.

X. BOUNDING APPROACH

Nodes are numbered in the order in which they are generated, starting

with Q as the initial node S(o). Let IS(o)j denote the cardinality of the

set S(o), e.g., IS(o)l - IS(I)I - 1. Let Hi be the set of nodes generated

from the nodes in ._1  Denote by Nip the unique immediate predessor of N1.
i-i p

It should be noted that in applying Theorem 1 to a node NC Mi, N need only

to be compared with other nodes NkI Nk C Hi, i.e., it is not possible to
have N i MJ9 Nk c Mi. J < 1, such that S(N ) > S(Nk).

Let L(N ) denote the lower bound on the objective function for all

solutions associated with NJ, and define it as follows,

L(Nj) -4(N) + A (2)

where A is a lower bound on the cost of partial sequence from N to a

I. feasible final node, i.e., A < f(N1). Let E be the set of distinct feasible

b.
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tests such that none of them has been scheduled before reaching node N .

Since each test will partition the set S(Nj) into two sets, N + , N + 1,

depending on the outcome of the test (pass - fail) then, N' I is the node

representing the complement of S(Nj), S'(Nj). Thus a lower bound for any

node N such that IS(N)I > 2 may be obtained as follows:

1. At Level 0: Notice that 0 (0) - 0 and there are U-i tests to be

performed, therefore equation 2 is written as,

n-2
L(No) = * (f) + E min(T) p (3)k-O kcE iCN

0 0

2. At.Level J: If Nj has the property that iS(Ni )I -I > IS(Nj, then

n-2

L(Nj) -* (Nj + kEJ kcE i 1:(4

j~~ kj e C

otherwise, n-2

L(N " (N + E min (Tk) E P + E P£ (5)
J k J kcE i ICN I#

3. At Level n-1: If the number of paths to reach node Nn_I equals

n-i, then

L(Nn) * (NnI) - U(N)n_ )  (6)

where U(Nn 1 ) is the upper bound on the optimal solution, hence, an

optimal solution is obtained.

Notice that after each branching process the two newly generated nodes

will have the same lower bound. In the case when one of the two nodes has

IS(Nj)1 = 1, i.e., one element has been isolated explicitely, fathome this

node and continue branching from its complement S'(N ).

2-18
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XI. A BRANCH-AND-BOUND ALGORITHM:

Define **(S) as the minimum value of *(Nj). The set of previously

generated states is designated by v, and the vector of the expected cost

f. Whenever a new node N is generated, S(N3 ) may be compared with the

list, and if there is an S e w such that S < S(Nj), Theorem I may be

applied. If N is dominated, back track. If there is the case that
S S(Nj) but **(S) > *(N 4). 0(S) is set to be equal to #(N ).

An algorithm based on the above discussion is now presented as follows:

1. Initiate node Q by setting S() (1,1,...,), * (A) - 0, and

both w, 0 0.

2. Generate up to m new nodes N , where m = 1E01, compute the

information-gain figure of merit, Fk, using (1). Compute #(N

and S(Nj) for each node and add to ir and 0. If no new nodes

can be generated, there is no feasible solution. Stop. Otherwise,

proceed to step 3.

3. Compute lower bound for each new node using (3,4,5,6). Label the

nodes j with (L(N () N

4. Branch from the unbranched node with the minimum lower bound,

and branch with the test, Tk*E N where Tk* has the max (Fk.

k
For both newly generated nodes N N compute S(N, (N) and

add to w and 9. If any node isolates a single element, fathome

this node. Compute lower bound for the nodes and label N with

(L(Nj), * (Ni), and Np)

5. Repeat step 4 until a final node with n-i tests is reached. Set

. - L(Nn_).

Ilk
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6. Trace back up the branch at any level where Ii I - > 131l.
P

removing all previously branched nodes encountered and all

unfathomed nodes Nk such that L(Nk) ) U. If no such node is

found, search for a node N up the tree such that L(N ) < U.

If no such node is found, the solution associated with U is

optimal. Stop. Otherwise, proceed to step 7.

7. Branch from N using (1). For each newly generated node Nk
* U

compute the lower bound and compare it with U . If U< L(Nk)

remove Nk. For each remaining newly generated node Nk compute

S(Nk) and O(Nk). Apply Theorem 1 if possible. If an S is found

such that Nk is dominated, fathome N . If no nodes remain after-

wards, return to step 6. Otherwise, proceed to step 8.

8. Label each node N with (L(Nj), f(N1 ), N1p).

9. Choose the node with the minimum lower bound and return to step 7,

repeat steps 7 and 8 until a new final node Nk is reached. Compare

U with L(Nk). If L(Nk) > U , go to step 6. If L(Nk) < U ,

set U L(Nk) and go to step 6.

XII. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

To illustrate the use of the algorithm presented above, the example in

[13) is solved where the data are as in Table 1. The corresponding network

is shown in Figure 4. The notation used is as follows,

The encircled number at the left of each node is the node number.

The numbers inside the boxes represent the state. The number at the top, right

of each box is the predecessor node number, the number at the top left indicates

the isolated element, the ntuber at the bottom right is 0(.), and the one at

I. the bottom left is L(N1 ). If L(N1 ) is underlined, then the node has been

fathomed. The solution proceeds as follows:
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1. At node fl, using the reduced test matrix obtained in section 9,

calculate Fk for k - 1,2,4,6. F - (.27, .25, .99, 36), thus the

maximum Fk corresponds to T Branch with T4 to generate node N1.

2. L(N1) - 1 + 2x.25 + 3x.25 - 2.25. At N1, F1 - (.33, .12, .47).

Therefore, branch with T6 to generate node N2.

3. L(N2) - 1 + 2x.25 + 3x.25 - 2.25. At N2, "2 ' (.197, .148).

Branch with T1 to generate node N3. Since t - n-i and IS(n-l)l - 1.

Stop. *(N2) = L(N2) U* - 3.15 and Fathome node N2.

4. Backtrack to node 11 and the next test with maximum Fk is T6.

Generate node N4. L(N4) 3.40 > U*. Fathome the node and

backtrack.

5. The next test with maximum Fk is T V Generate nodes N5 and N6 .

L(N5) = L(N6) = 3.75 > U*. Fathome both nodes and backtrack.

6. The only test left is T2 . Generate nodes N and N8. L(N7) -L(N8 )-

4.75 > U*. Fathome both nodes and backtrack.

7. Since all nodes in the network are fathomed. Stop. The optimum

expected cost, **(N2), equals 3.15 and the optimum sequence is

{T4, T6, T1}.
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XjII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

From the example problem, the maximum number of nodes generated equals

8. Where Figure 2 indicates that for a 3-element problem 19 nodes are

required. In Johnson, et al [7) they approximate the number of testing

trees if complete enumeration is used. For a 4-element problem the total

number of testing trees equals 15. Thus, total number of nodes is 2(n-)x15-90.

When n - 10 (which is very reasonable in practicle problems), there exists

about 3.44 x 107 trees, i.e., 6.19 x 108 nodes!

Comparing the above Branch-and-Bound algorithm with the dynamic programing

approach for the same example. It is easily seen that the number of calcu-

lations and the storage requirements have been reduced dramatically.

We believe that a Branch-and-Bound approach is the best methodology

in solving the design problem of diagnostic and fault isolation procedures.

This approach will yield the optimum expected cost as the other procedures

but, with a very high efficiency.

Since the algorithm was tested on a reasonably small problem, n - 4,

a future research is recommended to determine its efficiency in solving

practical problem of larger size, e.g., n - 50 which appears frequently in

BIT diagnostic procedures. Mechanization of the algorithm will help the

Air Force in evaluating their optimum procedures for BIT on site for a

real life cycle cost data.

Also in the future, the Branch-and-Bound procedure should be modified

to accomodate both the partitioning and secondary isolation problems as

defined in MIL-STD-1591 [9].

22
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EFFECTS OF NUCLEAR BLAST

DOUBLE SHOCK ON AIRBORNE AIRCRAFT

by

Clarence A. Bell

ABSTRACT

The response of aircraft to nuclear blasts is of considerable

importance. Blast input from bombs detonated above ground consists of a

primary blast and a reflected blast. This report describes studies of

response of aircraft to two blast inputs, the first from the primary blast

and the second from the reflected blast, which occur within a short time

interval. Preliminary analyses indicate that response may be more severe
I

* when determined from a two-blast analysis.
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Introduction

It is well established that an important factor in the maintenance

of world peace is the balance of power between the United States mad

potential adversaries. That is, it is believed that the capability of the

United States Armed Forces to withstand a nuclear attack by an adversary and

still be able to deliver a nuclear retaliatory attack of catastrophic

magnitude is a major deterrent to such an initial attack. For this reason,

the study of the vulnerability of aircraft to nuclear explosion is of signi-

ficance. In the event of an attack, part of which is directed toward an

Air Force base, it is anticipated that some degree of warning would be

available and that an attempt would be made to launch a counterattack.

Thus, it is assumed that some retaliatory aircraft would have been launched

and would be sufficiently far from the explosion to be unaffected by it, oem

would still be on the ground and would be destroyed, and others would be

airborne but would experience a considerable amount of blast input.

The survivability of aircraft in this last group would depend on many

factors, such as proximity of the aircraft to the blast, the direction of

the flight relative to the explosion location, the altitude of the aircraft

and of the explosion and the maneuver status of the aircraft at blast intercept.

Therefore, several strategies are available for the crews of these aircraft

to pursue. Optimal escape strategy depends on a critical knowledge

of aircraft response to various blast conditions. This is particularly

true when the effects of the reflected shock wave (reflected from the ground)

are taken into account.
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The subject of this report is the survivability of airborne aircraft

which have encountered a considerable amount of blast input from nuclear

explosions.

Description of the Blast Environment

The blast environment has been studied extensively [1] and only a

brief summary is provided in this report.

Atmospheric response to nuclear explosion can be characterized by near-

field and far-field effects. Near-field effects can extend to several

hundred or perhaps, to a few thousand feet and are associated with intense

temperatures, pressures and radiation levels. Aircraft in the near-field

have no probability of survival and, therefore, are not the subject of the

study described in this report.

When a nuclear explosion occurs in the atmosphere above ground level it

results in a step-function atmospheric pressure change (and the associated wind

velocity gust which follows it) which moves away from the explosion as a

shock wave front. In the near-field this wave front can move out at a rate

of several thousand feet per second. As the wave progresses outward, it

moves through an atmosphere which is more normal in its conditions and soon

moves at a speed approaching the local sonic velocity.

When the shock wave encounters the ground, a reflected wave is formed,

as shown in Figure 1. The reflected wave appears to emanate from a point

the same distance below ground level as the nuclear explosion is above ground

level. Both shock waves, the primary wave and the reflected wave, move

outward and can encounter an aircraft in flight. Thus, the aircraft can

experience two shocks if it is operating in the appropriate regime.
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Since sonic velocity depends on the temperature of the medium (air)

through which it moves, the primary and reflected waves do not generally

move at the same velocity. Since atmospheric temperature decreases with

altitude, the reflected wave (which is closer to the ground) mo e at higher

velocity and can overtake the primary wave. This situation is illustrated

in Figure 2. The figure shows an iso-overpressure contour (a contour of

constant incremental pressure) in the far field. The upper portion of the

contour, labeled the primary region (sometimes called the region of free

air shock) shows the iso-overpressure contour due to the primary wave

front. An aircraft in this region would experience this overpressure pulse

and, some time later, a weaker pulse from the reflected wave. In the bottom

portion of the contour, labeled the mach shock region, is the region where

the reflected front has caught up with the primary front and the resulting

shock is the sum of the two shocks. In the middle portion, labeled the

transition region, the primary shock is followed by the reflected shock,

but the reflected shock is of greater magnitude than the primary shock.

The intersection of these last two regions is called the triple point.

Typical pressure time-histories in these three regions are shown as inserts

in the figure. The iso-overpressure contour of Figure 2 is based on the maximua

value of the overpressure, as shown in the inserts. That is, in the free-

air shock region, the contour is based on the pressure value at the first

peak; in the transition region it is based on the value at the second peak;

and in the meach shock region it is based on the value of the single coalesced

peak.

I.
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Research Topic

The topic selected for research [2] concerns the dynamic response of

aircraft to nuclear blast environment (overpressure and gust). The

general methods for dynamic response calculations are well known and have

been used for the past 20 years to predict stand-off ranges for nuclear tests

in the atmosphere and for predictions of survivability in war Sames These

predictions were generally threshold-of-damage predictions and were labeled

'suresafe." In recent years the emphasis has been placed on mission completion.

That is, acceptance of the fact that some damage would occur and

* determination of the response corresponding to a standoff range which would

just permit completion of the assigned mission. (The mission may consist

of takeoff, climb, cruise, refuel penetration, etc). Associated with this

emphasis is a new set of dynamic response problems, an important one of which

involves consideration of response to double shock.

This research project emphasized a study of aircraft response in the

transition region relatively close to the triple point. In a typical study

case in this regime, the aircraft would be impacted by the primary wave

front and started into its characteristic vibratory motion. Then, a short

time later, the reflected wave front would impact the aircraft and result

in additional input into the aircraft's vibration. It is felt that the

damage resulting from the second input should depend critically on the

vibratory displacement state of the aircraft at the time that the second

input arrives.

To illustrate the point, consider a simplified example. Suppose the

aircraft has experienced the primary wave input and has been set into vibration

by it. If the wings are in the maximum upward position of their sinusoidal

vibratory motion just as the reflected wave front arrives and causes an upward
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aerodynamic force to be exerted on wings, considerable damage could occur.

Conversely, if the secondary upward force arrives at another timse say Just

as the wings are moving through their equilibrium position with maxinum

downward velocity, it could actually alleviate structural loads. Thus

the degree of damage depends upon modal frequencies and time of arrival of

the second shock.

For this reason, consideration is turning toward use of the transition

region to position aircraft and to evaluate the range at which mission

completion damage occurs. Since this is a function of the response of the

system when excited by the multiple shocks it may or may not be important

to position the aircraft where the second peak is equal to some estimated

value of hardness. The first peak may be the important response. The need

exists, therefore, to study the reponse of a typical multi-degree of freedom

system with multiple encounters to determine the important and controlling

parameters. The payoff for this analysis would be a recommendation to the

Strategic Air Command (SAC) to either fly low and fast to obtain a large

range or climb above the triple point path. If the transition region is

not as severe as postulated then an increased capability exists which should

be incorporated in the SAC planning.

The specific research activity consisted of the development of a mathe-

matical model of an aircraft typical of ones employed by SAC, such as the

B-52H and KC-135, and the analysis of the response of this modal to mathematically

simulated blast input both with and without ground reflection effects. Two

*simultaneous approaches were employed: one approach was to generate a

relatively simple model of an aircraft (with similarity to the B-521), assuming

a set of inertial and stiffness properties, determining the appropriate mode

shapes and frequencies, using unsteady subsonic aerodynamics for the forcing

functions, and calculating the resulting aircraft structural loads at a
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few typical places. Based on this approach, the analyses would be conducted

both with and without ground reflection effects. The other approach was to

modify existing large-scale Air Force codes so as to reduce them in size and

complexity and apply them to a study of the two shock problem. The model

employed in this approach bore a similarity to the KC-135.

1. Generation of a Simple Model

It was considered desirable to develop a simple model of an aircraft

for the purposes of this research because a simple model would be relatively

easy to change to accommodate varying refinements and because it would be

relatively inexpensive in terms of digital computer costs to analyze many

blast and flight conditions.

The model formulation followed standard methods (3) and was started by

* ,basing mass and stiffness on data obtained from the Boeing Company (4) for the

B-52H. The Boeing data was obtained in a form suitable to be used to

perform a large multi-degree-of-freedom analysis and had over 100 degrees of

freedom. From this data the author reformed a model which consisted of 24

degrees of freedom. An attempt was made to use the mass and stiffness data

of the 24 degree-of-freedom system with the first 24 modes of the Boeing

vibration analysis to generate generalized mass and stiffness data. It

was anticipated that there would be problems associated with this simple

technique and these problems did, indeed, occur. The resulting generalized

mass matrix (which should have been diagonal) had large off-diagonal terms

and proved to be unusable.

Effort was directed toward obtaining the eigenvalues (frequencies) and

eigenvectors (mode shapes) of the 24 degree-of-freedom system by adapting an
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existing code, MASSMOD (5). This adaptation is partially successful but not

complete as of this writing.

2. Modification of Existing Codes

Large complex codes for the dynamic analysis of aircraft exist (6, 7).

One of these codes, a subsonic version of VIBRA4 was modified to reduce the

size of the code and was employed, together with mass and stiffness data

roughly simulating the KC-135, to analyze the dynamic response of the model

to blast input both with and without ground reflection effects.

The modifications to VIBRA4 consisted of elimination of numerous cal-

culations of stress levels on the aircraft, reduction of the number of degrees-

of-freedom to a maximum of ten, elimination of the outputting of a considerable

amount of miscellaneous data such as modal shapes, generalized masses, and

structural loads, and display of time histories of input gust velocity and

selected responses. These modifications resulted in a relatively inexpensive

tool for analysis of double shock input.

A few analysis runs were made to examine the effects of neglecting double

shock input. These runs are incomplete and preliminary but they seem to

indicate that the double shock effect will produce higher loads than would be

experienced by single shock at the same overpressures or gust velocities.

Recommendations for Further Research

The research has resulted in the development of a tool for relatively

inexpensive analysis of the double shock effect. This tool results from a

modification of existing large-scale codes. It is effective but rather

crude and could be refined to be a more useful and less expensive tool. ItI.
is recommended that activity continue to refine and simplify the code to

produce a more useful and inexpensive analysis tool.
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The analysis of the double shock phenomenon using the techniques developed

is very preliminary. It is recommended that analyses continue, along with

refinement in the methods, to investigate the significance of double shock

effects.

3
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Figure 1. Reflection of Air Burst at Earth's Surface
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ICING TESTING WTTH MDELS StMLITUDE CONSIDERATIONS

by

Warren W. Bowden

ABSTRACT

Research on icing, anti-ictng, and/or de-icing of aircraft surfaces

would be lesa expensive and more flexible if it could be done using sall-

scale models. The reliable scalev.up of test results from models depends,

in theory, whether or not similitude can be maintained between the full

scale equipment and its model.

The author (a) surveyed the literature on the application of simi-

litude and the use of models in icing-, anti-icing- and de-icing- testing;

(b) collected together the most valuable work on this subject; and (c)

reviewed it critically with the aim of developing practical procedures for

scaling up test results from models.

The conclusions resulting from this review are as follows:

(1) Most of those who have studied the use of models, scale-up and

similitude in icing/anti-icing/de-icing of aircraft surfaces conclude

that it is possible to scale up results from models.

(2) However, some authors express doubts whether valid scale-up is

possible.

(3) Experimental data confirming (or disproving) valid scale-up are

limited, mostly qualitative and not at all convincing one way or the other.

The author made recommendations as follows:

(1) Initiate a research program to establish whether or not icing,

anti-icing and/or de-icing on models can be scaled up.

(2) Set up test equipment so as to maximize flexibility in the choice

of individual test objectives.

(3) Develop computer programs to aid in the establishment of test con-

ditions for models and the scale-up (or scale-down) of design data.

Contacts with NASA-Lewis makes it appear that a cooperative venture in

this area between NASA-Lewis and Arnold Center is possible,
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I. INTRODUCTION:

If one could carry out icing testing using reduced-scale models, one

would accrue the advantages of economy, flexibility and an expanded range

of available test conditions.

When models are used in icing testing or any sort of testing it must

be shown that the results obtained on the model can be expected to scale

up to the full scale equipment. It has been shown by rigorous argument

and by experiment (1,2) that if similitude is maintained between the two

scales, the results will scale up closely. Similitude in this context

means that the model- and full scale-equipment are similar geometrically

and are exposed to similar aerodynamic and heat transfer regimes.

This report summarizes the results from a survey of the literature

on the application of similitude to icing testing. The rate of accre-

tion of ice on a surface depends on the impingement flux, W", surface

conditions, and heat transfer. The impingement flux depends primarily

on geometric and aerodynamic factors. The heat transfer effects depend

upon geometric and aerodynamic considerations but also upon temperature

and humidity driving forces. Hence, the two principal dependent vari-

ables are coupled. In this report impingement flux, W", will be dealt

with first, heat transfer next, and finally the interaction of the two.

Appendices A-I to A-IV contain summaries of several papers on the

application of similitude to icing research.

Appendix B-I is a discussion of certain results in the seminal paper

by Willbanks and Schulz (15) on the simulation of icing conditions in

test cells.

Appendix B-II gives the derivations of steady and unsteady energy

balances using the steady and unsteady First Law expressions. These

derivations emphasize the implications of underlying assumptions of

steady state conditions. Some of the widely-quoted equations (from (17),

for example) are subject to considerable doubt if applied to a section

undergoing freezing conditions.

o4.
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I. OBJECTIVES:

The objectives of this research were as follows

(1) To survey the literature on the use of models and similitude

in icing-/anti-icing testing.

(2) To collect together the most valuable work on this subject

for convenient reference.

(3) To review critically the application of similitude in icing-/

anti-icing research and thus develop practical computational procedures

for the use of models in this work.

III. SURVEY OF LITERATURE:

The author made use of an on-line Information Retrieval Service (Lock-

heed DIALOG) and reports which Dr. Jay Hunt supplied in searching for pre-

vious work on the application of similitude to icing research. Some 15

papers/reports/sections of design manuals were found which contained per-

tinent material. These references are listed below under "References".

IV. SUMMARY OF WORK ON APPLICATION OF SIMILITUDE TO ICING-/ANTI-ICING

RESEARCH:

The work of four authors on this subject has been summarized in Appen-

dices A-I through A-IV.

V. CRITICAL REVIEW/COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURESs

Reading the summaries in Appendices A-I through A-IV leads one to

the following observations:

(1) There are a variety of approaches to the application of simi-

litude to icing research with varying degrees of rigor.

(2) Similitude conditions with respect to drop trajectory/collec-

tion efficiency has been much more carefully worked out than that for heat

transfer.

(3) There is not a unanimity of opinion whether or not it is pos-

sible to maintain complete similitude between model and full scale equip-

ment,

(4) Experimental data confirming (or disproving) the applicability

of similitude principles are not abundant and not convincing one way or

the other.

4-5
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As stated in the Introduction, computational procedures for mainte-

nance of similitude of impingement flux, heat transfer, and the combina-

tion of these two are developed in separate sections below.

(A) Maintenance of Similitude with Respect to Impinaement Flux, '":

Impingement flux, W', is the mass of water striking an appropriate

unit area per unit time. As shown in reference (3), W' can be calculated

from

IV' - (Lwc) ( HZ .)v V (1)

wherein

(LWC)° - liquid water content of upstream air, K/L
3

-T - an appropriate geometric factor which allows for local
v CA~) water distribution (See (4) ), dimensionless

Va - uniform approach velocity upstream of object, L/

EM - overall impingement efficiency, dimensionless

The factor( H ) mt be geometrically similar in the model and the full

scale equipment in order to maintain similitude. (LWC) and V0 can be

varied independently. The interaction of these variables and EM required

to maintain equal W' in the model and full scale equipment will be dis-

cussed after a detailed discussion of Em in a subsection below.

Overall Collection Efficiency, EM. As discussed in detail in refer-

ence (5), EM is a complicated function of the impingement parameter, Ko,

defined by Equation (2):

-K (2)

2 fd 2 V
wherein K - inertia parameter- 9 2) rwo

Lc;

and d - drop diameter, L

- water density, I/L3

Vo = uniform upstream velocity, L/9
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Mo - viscosity of air, m/(L*)

Lc - characteristic length of object (See (6) for examples), L

As (true droplet "range")/(Stokes' Law "range"), dimensionless

Obviously, in order to keep EM the same for a full-scale object (sub-

script f) and its reduced-scale model (subscript a), one mst maintain con-

ditions such that Kom - Kof*

If the scale factor relating the sizes is R, then LCU - RLd and

from Equation (2)

V2 V )m R jf2 V of f

(Vof f
or f R (3)

In obtaining (3) it has been assumed that e 7 and 0 are constant. An

shown by Pfeifer and Haier (7), 4/As is a nearly linear function of the

drop Reynolds number, NRe,d - j V0 ew /m0  The ratio (4/48) f (4)
is essentially related by the ratio (d V ) I (d Vo ) . Hence, one could

write Equation (3) in the form

-m • f (4)• \om ou
Equation (4) can be written as

- of R) f Vof 0 (5)

om V om )
and, for a given R, Vof/Vom ratio and df solved for the dm required for

the model to maintain dynamic similitude and thus the same EM . The

ratio Vof/V om might need to differ from unity in order to maintain simili-

tude with respect to heat transfer.

To demonstrate how this procedure would work and to check if a feas-

Ible mean drop diameter is obtained, coasider the example given in (8):' x bm/f-sec Fgre () -=62.42b/ft3, H
df - 201U, NRe df - 135, Vo - 314 ft/sec 1 , Mo

1.1 i 10- 5 lbmlftsec. From Figure 3-6 in 8) 8  0.32
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Assume that for some reason: V /V - 1.8 R- 1/10
Of 03

Now, in Equation (3) or (5):

120 8 0x(0.32)h

4.8
or d - (A/ 4) - 0 (A)

In the example referred to above:

,. w = 135 . 0.02149, V 314 - 174.4 and
Mo 20 x 314 om .8

NRed = d. x 174.4 x 0.02149 - d x 3.748
m

Nov solve (A) by trial:

Trial 1md As s. NRedm (A/As)m dmCalc. dAss. - dCalc.

1 30 11.2 0.31 8.62 21.4

2 10 37.5 0.5 6.78 3.2,

3 5 18.7 0.61 6.14 - 1.14

4 6 22.5 0.58 6.3 - 0.3

5 7 26.2 0.57 6.35 0.65

- 0.95
_j -m 6. 6 - 5

This means that if the full scale test were run as in the example given,

and if it were necessary to have R - 1/10, V of/Vom - 1.8 , then the test

using a model would need to be run with an average drop size around 7A4qm

in order to have the same E .

It should be pointed out that an examination of the Em - K curves

given by Pfeifer and Maier (9) shows that for values of Ko p A10

EM changes very little with K° . Consequently, providing the impingement

parameter, K , is maintained above 10, scaleup of results should be

reliable even though similitude has not been maintained.

4-8
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Impingement Flux, W. From Equation (1), if the ratio (W' /"e) is

to be unity,

(LWC) V K. f (L:--) f V0 t fZ (6)
0~ m3 of V'e /m 'SJ-.LC)

The ratio (HZ/A ) (HZ/A et) will, by virtue of geometric similitude,
wetIs vef

equal unity. If it has been possible to maintain Kfs equal to Zxf , then

we have

(LWC)oI Veo M (LWCo) f Vf (7)

If, for some reason, it is necessary to have a fixed ratio Vof/Vo , then

the liquid water content for the model should be related to that of the

full scale apparatus by

(LWC)o  . V(LC)of V(8)

Equation (8) gives the (LUC)° needed to assure the sam IV in model and

full scale test object.

Ice Thickness, TI , Ice thickness, T. , is calculated from

T W' 7' (9)TI " ice

In this expression ce is f Lied and , the time of the experiment,

can be varied independently of other factors. The impingement flux, W',

can be scaled up as described above.

Other References. Reference numbers 10-14 give alternate approaches

to the maintenance of similitude during model testing. Sumsaries of the

material on similitude in several of the papers/reports are given in

Appendices A-I through A-IV.

(B) Similitude With Respect to Heat Transfer:

Case 1. No Freezing on Surface, Ts, O°C. For a case where there

is no freezing on the surface, we can use the equation in the paper by

Vtllbanke and Schulz (15)
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hf y Pr 7(rvs P ve )

q . i + C p M a s  c
Q (T8 - Tr ) + Tr

T T -T Me

+ 5 c 4 e 2 CC (10)
To - Tr

(See notation below.)

In Equation (10) Q is a dimensionless heat transfer parameter. In

words, it is the ratio of the total anti-icing heat input flux, q,",

(heat flow rate per unit area) to the convection heat transfer flux,

(h (T8 - T) ). The factor b is the ratio of the sensible heat capa-

city (W C c) to the convective heat transfer coefficient h. At slow air

speeds and if the droplet temperatures equal the air temperature, b would

be the ratio of sensible heat to convective heat.

If one rewrites Equation (10) in the form

qs" -h(T - Tr) + . My [P 0.67 (Pvs - Pve h

CMC

+ bh Ts  T Te  .1i 2

one can immediately associate the first term with convective heat transfer,

the second with evaporative heat effect and the third with the net sensible

heat effect.

Consider now each of these phenomena in turn. In order to maintain

similitude with respect to convective heat transfer, one must have equal

transfer coefficients, h, in the model and in the full scale. The heat

transfer coefficient, h, is a function primarily of the Reynolds nunber

and Prandtl number. For example, from reference (3) the following

equations are recommended:
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(A) Leading edge of an airfoil

NU!D T - 1.14 (N.,D ) (Npr) 0.4 ()(12)

wherein

D - 2X (airfoil leading edge radius)

-- angle from stagnation point (00 - 800)

NRe,D 
M

0

Npr = Prandtl number of air

, , Vo, M - density, velocity, viscosity, respectively of the air

(B) Stagnation point on a nose cone or spinner,

wherein

ND = 1.32 (N ) (Np)"4 (13)NNU,D KRe,D d

N = o Vo D
Re,D N

0

(C) Side panel regions and surfaces of nose cones and spinners aft

of the stagnation point (flat plate correlations):

N = -hS - 0.322 (N ) 0.5 0.33 (Laminar flow) (14)
NU,S K Re,S (~

hS (009 ( ) 0.8 0.33
NNUS = y - (N02) (Turbulent flow) (15)

wherein

NRe,S M

S - characteristic dimension

(D) Internal anti-icing bleed air passages

hDe 0.023 0.8 0.4
NNU,De K Re,De Nr)
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wherein

N , De V De 10000

De - 4 x (cross-sectional flew area)
inside wetted perimeter

Hence, to maintain similitude with respect to convective heat trans-

fer, one must keep N hL constant, where L is some characteristic
NU K

length. Now, L by necessity, must be different in model and full-scale

equipment. Changing L changes the numerical value of NNU and NRe . In

fact, h is proportional to L- 0.2 or L"0 .5 from the above equations. To

carry through an analysis let subscript m refer to the model and f refer

to the full scale and assume that Equation (15) applies:

hS 06CK S 0.0296 
(17)

mm

hfSf VfS C 0.33
= 0.0296 f V f (18)

S = a characteristic length

Divide Equation (17) by (18) with h = hf to obtain

S m f M S m f

femvm} 
0.8S f K mf Mm ff CPM

KmK

S 02emVm 
0.8 CPM 033

Kf M Kor CM )O2 K

I4

, 4-12
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4v 1,65

If one assumes that the ratios of physical properties do not change

very much, then

IfS/S = 1/10 , then V = 0.562 V

Looking now at the second term in Equation (11), the evaporative

term the rate of evaporation is proportional to the driving force,
e- r P) /Pe and the mass transfer coefficient, (hM

The evaporative energy transfer r~.te is hence the product of (mass trans-

fer rate) (Latent heat). Assuming a constant driving force this term

depends on the same factors as convective heat transfer.

The third term in Equation (11) essentially concerns the sensible

heat, the heat required to increase the temperature of the incoming water

from T to the surface film temperature T * The coefficient (bh)
c s

equals WcC c , the total heat capacity of the incoming fluid. Thus, (bh)

is a function of W" and the liquid water heat capacity Cc . The latter

Sc

quantity is constant for all practical purposes.

Notation for Section V-B
b - sensible heating parameter S MC l

Lo- air heat capacity

c - liquid water heat capacity

(P-D - diffusion coefficient of vater

d - convective heat transfer coefficient
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hfg = latent heat of evaporation

K - thermal conductivity

H molecular weight of water - 18.016
v

H molecular weight of air - 28.996a

M e Mach number at outer edge of boundary layer - a function of

NO , Tjp , T (see reference (20), pp. 162-169)

M#- Mach number of free air stream

P - total pressure at outer edge of boundary layer

Pr Pranotl number of air - Cp/K

P - saturation vapor pressure of watervs

P - partial pressure of water in free streamye

q" - anti-icing heat transfer fluxa
Q - dimensionless ratio defined by Equation (10)

r = recovery factor - (pr)1/3 (turbulent boundary layer)

S Schmidt number - H/fD

T r recovery temperature - Te Cl + r 2 - e

T 8 film surface temperature

T e temperature at outer edge of boundary layer - a function ofe

M# and K e (see above-mentioned reference)

T c4= temperature of approaching water droplets

I heat capacity ratio - C p/Cv

H viscosity

(P density

(C) Interaction of Impingement Flux and Heat Flux

It is clear from the discussion above that to maintain the sensible

heat term constant it is necessary to keep W" constant. To keep W"

constant one needs to keep the product (LWC) H-Z V E constant. The
I HZ 0 ! AvetI H

factor t is fixed by geometry, If the ma ntenance of dynamic simili-
tude with respect to convection heat transfer requires a change in V , this

may trigger a change in EM . Furthermore, a change in V will necessitate

a change in (LWC)o. Providing the ratio (Vom/Vof) is such a value that it

can be compensated for by changing (LWC) , equal values of W" can be

maint ained,
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The above discussion leads one to the conclusion that it is impor-

tant to know whether one or another of the three terms in Equation (11)

predominates in any given situation. For example, if in a particular

instance, the convection heat transfer rate were 90Z of the total anti-

icing heat transfer, then it would not be too important to maintain com-

plete similitude with respect to the evaporative heat transfer or the

sensible heat flow. On the other hand, if in a particular case the

three are approximately equal, then it would be important to maintain

dynamic si amlitude with respect to all three modes of heat transfer.

For example, in the case discussed in Appendix B-I, when Me - 0.4,

b = 0.251, the percent of anti-icing heat being used for sensible heat

is 1.6%. Hence, for this case, one need not be very concerned about

dynamic similitude with respect to the sensible heat effect.

On the other hand, when M e - 0.4, b - 2, the sensible heat effect

predominates and similitude with respect to this effect would be

especially important, In this particular case the latent heat and con-

vective heat are about equal and of such a percentage that they also

would have to be considered.

I.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

In view of

(a) the need for sound calculation procedures and reliable data for

design of anti-icing and/or de-icing protection of aircraft surfaces,

(b) the rather conspicuous advantages derived from the use of models

in the determination of these data, and

(c) the uncertainties which currently call into question the appli-

cability of similitude and the validity of scale-up of anti-icing and

de-icing results from models,

the writer makes the three recommendations below;

(I.) Initiate a research program to establish whether or not results from

models in icing-/anti-icing/de-icing tests can be validly scaled up.

The first of such tests should be on a body for which the collection

efficiency is well known, a cylinder, for example. The primary objective

of such tests would be to determine if heat transfer and the interaction

of heat transfer with collection efficiency can be scaled up. The format

of this investigation would be:

(a) run tests on a full scale object under a given set of conditions,

(b) run tests on a model under conditions calculated to be scaled

down according to the laws of similitude, and

(c) make a comparison of the results from the two above conditions

by statistical criteria to determine whether or not the scale-down was

indeed valid. A few such tests on each of a few shapes would confirm (or

disprove) the validity of tests with models and the applicability of simi-

litude principles.

A few conents on the nature of the above investigation are in order:

The key decision whether the tests should focus on anti-icing or

de-icing, or "no protection" conditions is a difficult one. If one

chooses the "no protection" option, he should consider that there is

available now a corpus of qualitative data, that new data on this pheno-

mena are likely to be qualitative or semiquantitative at best, that the

impingement efficiency will be changing with time because the shape and

size of the ice deposit changes with time, and that heat transfer effects

are secondary. The choice between anti-icing and de-icing protection

depends on many factors: the surface under consideration, the practical

means of applying heat to the surface (resistive electrical heating,
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double skin heat exchanger, heat pipe), the problem caused by "runoff"

and/or shedding. If shedding can be tolerated, then intermittent elec-

trical heating (de-icing) needs to be carefully considered. If runoff

is no problem, then anti.icing protection probably should have top prior-

ity. Finally, experimental data comparing icing, anti-icing and de-icing

occurring at altitude with that occurring at sea level should be obtained.

All these comments lead to recoumendation (II).

(II.) Set up test equipment so as to maximize flexibility in the choice

of individual test objectives.

In other words, the shapes under study should be so equipped that

the heat input can be intermittent or steady, the heat fluxes, the sur-

face temperature and other important variables can be accurately mea-

sured. Plans for measurements to be taken, recorded, and to some extent

analyzed, by microprocessors in real time deserve top consideration.

(III.) Develop computer programs to aid in the establishment of test

conditions for models and the scale-up (or down) of design data.

In this situation the collection efficiency and heat transfer must

be scaled down (or up) simultaneously according to the principles of

similitude. As can be seen in other sections of this report, the

required calculations are not simple. The time savings and flexibility

afforded by appropriate computer programs cannot be overemphasized. Such

programs would be quickly adapted for the microprocessor used to massage

the data while it is being collected.

These programs should:

(a) be well-structured, i.e., easily understood, easily modified by

programmers reasonably skilled in the art, free of unanticipated action

and untoward output;

(b) be well documented; that is, provided with descriptions of cal-

culation procedures, flow diagrams, subprogram descriptions, variable

descriptions and specifications, and illustrative input/output;

(c) have checks of input data for reasonableness to avoid misuse

, and waste of execution time;

Cd) have provisions to prevent ungraceful failure;
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(e) have adequate error/warning messages to the user In situations

where failure may occur; and

(f) be portable.

Cominumication with personnel at NASA-Lewis makes It seem likely that

a cooperative Arnoldj'KASA-Lew-is research program could be arranged.
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Appendix A-I

Summary of Study by Armand, et al., on Similitude

Armand, Charpin, Fasao and Leelere (1) found that the model scale,

K, is related to the other parameters by the expreaeton

2-x 1--x

K - 3-5x aK X (A-, 1)

P aK T -2- (Tam + 117)/(Tar + 117) x-l

where x is chosen so that

CD. Re
- - = K (Re) (A-I, 2)

represents the best fit of the drag coefficient with Re, For values of Re

between 6 and 120 they found that the best x was around 0.39. In most

cases Tam/Taf is close to 1, and a practical formula is:

1.61 0.61

K P akU . 39 (A-I, 3)

The liquid water content ratio, LWCK , and icing time ratio, rrK , are

given by
~0.8

LW.P 02 02. 1 (A-1, 4)

f K0  aK

and

K 2 T 1.6

K K aK(A15)
0.8 (A-I, 5)

K aK

Equations (A-I, 3) and (A-I, 4) are valid only if the relative heat

factor, b, and icing fraction, n, (2) are equal in both scales. The equ-

ation derived in (2) relating these parameters is as follows:

.
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6
1.06 x 10 (.1 + b) + 1730 a_

P a  p
a a

2

+ 79.7nb + (3.65 + b) "t (A-I, 6)
8370

In the above equations, (A-I, 1) through (A-I, 6), the sywbols have the

following meaning:

K = model scale

Pa M P amPaf - atmospheric pressure ratio

Vt K - upstream velocity ratio

Ta = upstream air temperature ratio

CD = drag coefficient

Re = Reynolds number

aK = drop diameter ratio

P a - water partial pressure in free stream

n - icing fraction

b = relative heat factor =-h

C = heat capacity of liquid water
p
= water impingement rate

h = convection heat transfer coefficient

The flight of an aircraft under any given conditions is characterized

by the following:

Ve f - velocity

4 - angle of attack

H = altitude corresponding to a pressure paf and temperature taf

The icing cloud is characterized by its:

(LWC)f = liquid water content

af - droplet median volume diameter

pf - water partial pressure

The ice deposit on a wing or whatever depends on the above parameters

and duration of the icing condition,

. -* For aerodynamic similitude

(A-I, 7)
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For similitude with respect to heat transfer, values of the parameters

a P and VdP fix the rate at which heat transfer takes place.

Hence, the relation between n and b, from Equation (A-I, 7) becomes

Af + B fb
n b (A-I, 8)

For similitude to prevail with respect to heat transfer, the four variables

just listed should lead to the same value of n for both scales, so

A+ Bb A +Bmb
f f m A (A-I, 9)

b b

or A - Af and B - Bf (A-I,10)

wherein A and B are groups of variables in Equation (A-I, 6) when it is

solved for n.

Similitude of droplet trajectory is ensured if the mean drop diameter

ratio is chosen such that
t 0.39

1.61 K P aK
aK 0.61 (A-I, Th)

VK

Similitude of ice deposits depends on LWC and 7.
Similitude for rotary wing aircraft is also discussed briefly.
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Appendix A-Il

Abstract of "Theoretical and Experimental Study of the Influence of

Various Parameters on the Icing of a Profile," by Jacques Bongrand.*

Theor :

One can cause the following parameters to vary:

1. The static pressure (represents altitude)

2, The static temperature of the external flow

3. The relative velocity at infinity

4. The concentration of water upstream

5, The average diameter of the water drops,

Outline of Icing:

A general description of the phenomena,

Trajectories of Drops

The magnitude of the force on the drop is calculated from an equ-

ation of the form:

22Mi IVd)

For a value of u of the order of 10 to 100 m/sec and d in the vicinity of 20

microns, one can take

I9~I dd -1/2

!e ud(A-11, 2)

To maintain similitude of capture one should maintain the expression

1/2 d-3/2 V-1/2  constant.

If this condition is realized, the fraction of water captured by the pro-

file varies according to the product CV, where

C = water content

V = upstream velocity at infinity

Heat Transfer

The various terms can be evaluated as follows:

1. Kinetic energy of the drops is V 2/2 per unit mass or 10 3 J/K at

100 m/s and 45 x 103 j/Kg at 300 m/s compared with the heat of fusion of

C 330 x 103 J/Kg

• See end of this Appendix for reference.
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2. Convection heat transfer

The magnitude of the heat flux "emitted" by the wall, F, is of the

o r e ) -0 ~ 2 V ) 1 e( A - 1l , 3 )
order - (e i. /'- (v eF1  ~ - --O Mev 1 .2

Heat lost by vaporizatton of drops in the boundary layer, The quan-

tity of water vaporized per unit volume of boundary layer is proportional

whence the searched-for flux, F2 is:

-vO' 8 e- 0 . 2 P (0)

where (A-II, 4)

is the displacement thickness of the boundary layer.

These results allow one to make explicit the "Equation of Thermal

Equilibrium"'

A + nL 1 2 V5
1 K CV 2 (A-Il, 5)

wherein

C' = heat capacity of water

Q = KCV= fraction of water captured

The conversion into heat of the Kinetic energy of the drops does not inter-

vene in a practical way for V L41OOm/sec. One can also neglect the term

C' , in effect, numerically

LI To- (A-lI, 6)

Ll = Latent heat of fusion

This relation is very small for temperature near 00 C.

Finally, the calculation of n, the fraction frozen, only intervenes

through the ratios FI/CV and F2 /CV, respectively, proportional to
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-1 0.8 V-0. .2 andCe -0. 2 -0 .2AC V e V

Similitude Laws

Identical trajectors: e 1 2 d-3/ 2 V1 /2

Fraction of water capture; CV

Heat exchange per unit mase of water captured:

c 1 e 0 . 8 V-02 andC- 1 e - 0 2 V- 0 ,2

Modelling the effect of altitude: experimental data.

TABLE 1 - SELECTED EXPERIMENTAL DATA POINTS FROM REF. 1

Data Item

pt. 5 6 4 4' a d

4 veine 830 830 830 550 550 550

Mach veine 0.11 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.215 0.28

Altitude, m 0 5000 5000 5000 1500 1500

t, 0C -10 -10 -20 -20 -25,6 -20

. LWC 2,2 2,2 0.3 0,3 0.424 0.38

dd 20 20 20 20 21.4 20

Debvit ManChe 24.9 14.6 14.9 14.1 15.3 17.6

Freq. Rot., Hz 50 51 50 0 0 0

Duree de l'essai/mM. 7 7 28 20 16 20

Mass Captee 50/60 100 180 250 140 105

References:

(1) Bongrand, J., "Etude Theorique et Experimental de LvInfluence de

Divers Parameters Sur GlvrageD'un Profil," Icing Testing for Aircraft

Engines, 10-1 to 10-13, AGARD Conference Proceedings Number 236,

(August, 1978).

Notation;

R - Force acting on drop

= density of air
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u = velocity of drop relative to air

M = viscosity of air

V - velocity of air

d = diameter of drop

O = effective temperature of surfacep

= static temperature of air upstream from the obstacle

4?= equilibrium temperature of surface
L= heat of fusion of H20

4

I.
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Appendix A-Ill

Summary of E. A. Brunts treatment of Similitude for Icing Testing (1)

The two conditions of similitude governing drop impingement are that

the following groups should be the same in flight- and in model- tests:

Re - ' (A-Ill, 1)
M
a

= 18 -- aC  
(A-III, 2)

If similitude is to be maintained when the scale is changed by a factor

n, quantities must be changed as follows:

Cm = nCf Dm = nDf Vm,4 = Vf/n (A-Ill, 3)

15am I af 9 Mam M af

The size of the model can be reduced only if the average diameter of

the droplet is reduced and the air velocity is increased. In most cases it

is not possible to increase the velocity to any extent and small scale

experimentation cannot achieve similitude with its full scale counterpart.

Furthermore, if the test concerns the effectiveness of thermal de-icing

or anti-icing systems, it is also necessary to conform to similitude with

respect to heat transfer and mass transfer.

The additional conditions for similitude when heat transfer is involved

are that the following dimensionless groups should be equal in the model-

and full scale- object tests:

L Vsc
v W Pv-, *-Q=--;e a . . =R~

TCp L.4 ea e(A-Il, 4)

(see end of this Appendix for notation)
"I't is possible, with ingenuity, to minimize the deficiencies of a small

tunnel. One method of doing this is to distort the model so that the front

part is full scale but the rear part is foreshortened enough to permit the

model to go into the test section. The drop impingement and heat transfer
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phenomena on the forward part of the model are little affected by the

changes downstream and measurements, approximate what they would be on a

full scale model."

Notation:

Vq- - air velocity,

D - drop diameter

ea = density of afr

M - viscosity of aira

ed = density of water

L - latent heat of vaporizatton
V

T - temperature of system

C = heat capacity of airp

W = liquid water content

C = heat capacity of water

. * a = thermal diffusivity of air

R = Reynolds number air stream

P = Prandtl number of air
r

Reference:

(1) Brun, E. A., "Icing Wind Tunnel Tests," Icing Problems and Recommended

Solutions, pp. 179-181, AGARDOGRAPH 16 (November, 1957).

I.
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Appendix A-IV

Abstract of "The Determination of Ice Deposition on Slender Winge:

An Experimental Technique and Simplified Theory," by 3. W. Flower (1).

The author used a water tunnel with small glass beads representing

supercooled water droplets.

If conditions were such that the drag characteristic& of the drop-

lets could be represented by a constant drag coefficient, the conditions

for similarity could be written

(d l g7) ew (A.Iv, 1)

wherein

d = drop diameter

1 - characteristic length

e = free stream density

ew - density of water

Write Equation (A-IV, 1) in the form

d I T1-I
m .1l (A-IV, 2)

df im O f 1

wherein

The assumption of constant drag coefficient is not at all realistic for

small droplet, small Reynolds number conditions. A more reasonable assump-

tion would be that Stokes Law holds which implies that CD , the drag coeffi-

cient, varies inversely with the Reynolds number. The condition for

similarity with this assumption is:

wherei __(M2( .') ~1 (A-Iv, 3)

! • wherein

V - free stream velocity

Y- Kinematic viscosity
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Appendix A-IV

Abstract of "The Determination of Ice Deposition on Slender WIngs

An Experimental Technique and Simplified Theory," by J. w. nover Cl),

The author used a water tunnel with moll glass beads representing

supercooled water droplets.

If condition& were such that the drag characteristic& of the drop-

lets could be represented by a constant drag coefficient, the conditions

for similarity could be written

wherein

d = drop diameter

1 - characteristic length

e = free stream density

ew - density of water

Write Equation (A-IV, 1) in the form

d 1 r i
d m 1 (A-IV, 2)df I f- 1

wherein

The assumption of constant drag coefficient is not at all realistic for

small droplet, small Reynolds number conditions. A more reasonable assump-

tion would be that Stokes Law holds which implies that CD , the drag coeffi-

cient, varies inversely with the Reynolds number, The condition for

similarity with this assumption is:

(2( 2 %(I )( _ 1 (A-IV, 3)

wherein

V - free stream velocity

Y- Kinematic viscosity
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Intermediate Reynolds numbers may be taken into account by assuming

CD - K (A-IV, 4)

Re

wherein

K - a constant

n &.,O

The condition for similarity, now, i

( f-n -,f ( 1 (A-Iv, 5)

The water tunnel permits the use of solid spheres instead of water

droplets. It could provide a large change in stream density. It would

permit the use of more uniform particles whose diameters were more

accurately determined.

There are several disadvantages:

(a) impossibility of arranging for particles to stick to surface,

(b) difficulty of having to track the particles.

Tests indicate that icing levels on the upper surfaces are unlikely

to be serious. However, the results are not conclusive for various rea-

son&:

(a) Complete similarity was not possible because of limitations of

"tunnel velocity"

(b) unsteadyness of flow leading to uncertainty in impact position

Reference:

(1) Flower, J. W., "The Determination of Ice Deposition on Slender Wings:

An Experimental Technique and Simplified Theory," ICAS Proceedings.

1974, pp. 397-408, (1974).
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Appendix B-I

Review of "Analytical Study of Icing Simlation for Turbine Engines

in Altitude Cells" by C. E. Wilibanks and R, 3. Schulz (15)

Re: Figure 3, p. 963.

q8" - anti-icing heat rate
Q T"T convection heat rateh T r.)

wherein
I

q anti-icing heat rate - (convection heat rate) + (latent heat

rate) + (sensible heat rate)

h (T - T ) =convection heat rate

1 convection heat rate
Q (convection heat rate) + (sensible heat rate) + (latent heat rate)

1
SO, Q fraction of anti-icing heat rate which goes out by convection

1-1 -fraction of anti-icing heat which goes to (sensible heat)
Q

+ (latent heat)

W C
now, b - -

wherein

Wc- flux of water striking surface, m/f L
2

C - heat capacity of liquid water - 1C

h - convection heat transfer coefficient

so, at constant h and constant T. - To , b is simply a measure of rate of
heat required to raise Wc mass/(unit area unit time) from T7 to T . An

increase in b under these conditions simply means an increase of W c

On Figure 3 increasing b at constant M& (and therefore constant h)

implies simply an increase in W .c

Looking at Figure 3, when Mk - 0.4 and b - 0.0261, 1/Q - 0.5 and

when M -- 0.4, b - 2, 1/Q - 0.22. This means that when b - 0.0261, 50%

of the anti-icing heat goes out by convection and 50% goes to heat the

incoming water from 456 0R to 4920R and to vaporize that amount at 4920R

(according to statement at bottom of p. 962, top of p. 963).
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Now, take as a basis 1 lb. of water coming in at 456°1, To heat this

to 4920R takes 36 Btu; to vaporize it at 4920R takes 1075.5 Btu, a total

of 1111.5 Btu. If this to 50% of the total, then the total is 2223 Btu

and the heat loss by convection is 1111,5 Btu,

If b ts set equal to 2, this implies a water rate of 1 x 2/0.0261 -

76.63 lb. To heat this amount of water from 4560R to 4920R requires

76,63 x 36 - 2759 Btu. Since T& and Tr are the same as in the previous

case, the convection is still 1111.5 Btu. Since 1/Q - 0.22, the total

heat equal. 1111.5/0.22 - 5052.3 Btu, Hence, the evaporative heat trans-

fer is 5052,3 - 2759 - 1111,5 - 1181.8 Btu. This corresponds to

1181.8/1075.7 - 1.099 lb, of water being vaporized whereas one would

expect 1 lb. to be vaporized. This discrepancy can be eliminated by

assuming that the minimum value of b is 0.0251 instead of 0.0261.

The heat flow rates by each mode and the percentage of each are given

in the following table (valid for MV - 0.4)t

b - 0.0251 b 2

Heat Flow Mode Btu % Btu

Sensible heat 36.0 1.6 2865.0 56.71

Latent heat 1075.5 48.4 1075.5 21.29

Convection 1111.5 50.0 1111.5 22.00

2223.0 100.0 5052.0 100.00

Repeating the above calculation for Me - 1: For b - 0.0261 (or

0.0251), Q = 2.5; for b - 2, Q - 6.4

1 10156-- =04 -- =0Q 5
QQ 2Basis: 1 lb. H0 coming in Water coming in- -- 68b

2 o.2s5l9,6 1b
q 1111.5 - 2778.75 q 1111.5
s 0.4 0.16 7125

Convection - 2778.75 -1111.5 -1667.25 Convection - 1667.25

Latent heat - 1075.5 Latent heat - 1075.5

Sensible heat - 36 Sensible heat - 4382.25

,4-3I
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Appendix B-I

Energy Balances

Hardy (16), Messenger (17) and others (18, 19) derived various

equations relating surface temperature, anti-icing heat flow, and other

variables. In this Appendix the problem is analyzed using the First Law

of Thermodynamics for open systems. Both steady-state and unsteady con-

dittions are analyzed. This analysts keeps clear the distinction between

a "heat flow" and the effects of heat flows such as sensible heat and

latent heat changes. The equations derived are somewhat more general

than those previously presented since they recognize that part of the ice

that form& and part of the remaining liquid both vaporize,

In any steady-state analysis it is assumed that there are equal

mass flows in and out of the open system. This is valid when there is

no freezing or when there is no adhesion of ice to the boundary surface

of the system. However, when freezing does occur it is well known that

the ice adheres to the surface and hence ice accumulates within the

boundaries of the system. Consequently, one is dealing with a non-steady-

state situation. For this reason, the author has applied the unsteady

state open system First Law equation to this problem and derived relation-

ships which apply more realistically,

Case 1. Steady Flow

Assuming steady state means that the combined flows of ice, liquid

water and water vapor out equals the flow of liquid water in, ld and that

temperatures, heat flows, and mass flows are constant.

System: open system inside indicated boundaries

2
First Law: Q - W uah+ 4 a 2 + g/g+A (I)2gc

wherein

Q - net heat flow? - gravitational energy- 0

Wn = shaft work -0, V 2 /2g V 2 c

Q - qN - hc (two td)

I. h - convective heat transfer coefficient
c
tw - temperature of system

4



tr  recovery temperature of boundary layer

Sh h hIN O hOUT

h - specific enthalpy (subecrtpt indicates phaoe (1 - liqui4d

I - ice, v - vapor)

n - fraction of incomuing woter which freezes

f - fraction of ice which vaporizes

fL = fraction of remaining water which vaporize&

'd water rate in per unit area

g - conversion factor

& - total vaporization rate/unit area

i1  liquid water rate out/unit area

n - fraction of incoming water which freezes

tt - temperature of free streamti
tc# = temperature of approaching water droplets

qIN= anti-icing heat flux

a'
IS

n r. +

~00.)

FIGURE B-II-i - HEAT AND MSS FLOWS FOR A
BODY UNDERGOING ICING

Looking at Figure B-11-1, we see that

h IN . jd hA (tc#) + & d Vo02 /2g c  Mt

hOUT - h (t )+&h (t ) + A hi (t) ()

The following diagram ta helpful in understanding the material

balances

4-35
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VAPOA

FIGURE B-II-2 - FLOWS OF WATER IN VARIOUS FORM

From the above we can easily see that

v ld (nf1 + (1 - n) f (iii)

il "id (I - n) Cl - fL )  (iv)

- rnd n(l - f v)

Equation (I') combined with (i) and (ii) gives use to Equation (II) below:

q IN = h c (tw - tr) + . imv h v (t w) + ih h, (tw)

+ 1h (t) - d hl (to) ad V  (II)P i 0 2gc

Using (iii) - (V) , Equation (II) can be transformed into

q IN ' h (t - tr) + 'd (n fI + (1 - n) fL) hv (t )

+ dn (1 fi) h, (t w ) +&d (1 - n)(1 -fL ) h (tw

V 2

&d hl (tc) nd 2gI

Recognizing that

itd (h1 (tw) - h (tc*)) = sensible heat

rndn (h, (tw) -h (tw)) - latent heat of fusion -

i. id nf, (hv(tw - hI t w)) - latent heat of sublimation

md (1- n) fL (h (t) - h1 (t )) " latent heat of evaporation
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Equation (III) can be rearranpd as follows:

q 1,, -h (t - t) + d (h (t) - httc) &d" 0" (v " h1 ('i,

+ i d n f (h v (tw) -h, (t)) + Ad (l -,) fL (hy (t ) hl (t))

2
*d 

vo

2S c (IV)

One can ascribe the following meanings to the terms in Equation (IV)s

h (t - tr) - convective heat transfer flux

ind (h (t ) - hi (t co) sensible heat effect - heat required to

raise temperature of incoming water from

tcap to tw

iadn (h, (tW) - h1 (tw)) = energy released when idn of subcooled
water freezes

Id nf I (hv (t) - h i (s)) - energy required to vaporize d n fI
ice at t

hd (1 - n) fL (hv (t - h1 (tW)) - euergy required to vaporize

i"d (1 - n) fL liquid water at t w

md Vo 2/2gc M Kinetic energy of impinging water droplets

Equation (IV) simplifies in various ways:

If n - 0 (no freezing)
qN = hc (tw - tr) + id (h, (tw) - hl (tc)

V 2

+ id fL (hl (t)" hl (t) " Md c V

Equation (V) is equivalent to Equation (10) above from Willbanks and Schulz
(15).

If n - 1 (total freezing)

q IN hc (tw - tr) + d (hl/tw) - h1 (tc #)) + ind (hI (t) " hi (tW))
*~ V 2

a. + da f (h (tw) h (tw)) - (VI)

f.~
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Equations (IV), (V), or (.VI) represent the energy balance for this situa-

tion.

The evaporative mass' transfer rate can be correlated in terms of the

product of a coefficient and a driving force,

For the case when n - 0
hc (M, W, H20) P (t)-i

f(M dL--,- 2 v 0 (VIII)
v d L CPa- r (M, W, Air) S 2/3 p

wherein

Pw Ct ) partial pressure of water at tw

= vapor pressure of water at t

P = partial pressure of water in air streamo

P = total pressure of air stream

h = heat transfer coefficient
c

S = Schmidt number
C

P = Prandtl number
r

In Equation (VIII) the term in the square brackets can be considered the

mass transfer coefficient and the driving force for the mass transfer is

the partial pressure difference, (Pw - P )/P. Given constant values of

t and P the driving force remains constant. The mass transfer coeffi-w o

cient will be changed by a change in the fluid flow, i.e., a change in the

Mach number or by a change in t.

For a fixed Mach number and fixed t ( constant P ) and P , mv
w w 0 v

will be fixed which implies that if 'd is fixed, fL will vary to accommo-

date the heat transfer and mass transfer.

For a given qPIN d 9 tc * 0 , Mach number tw and fL will adjust

themselves so that equations (IV) and (VIII) are simultaneously satisfied.

For a given &d , t coo Po , P, and Mach number (t ) as qIN is

increased t will increase which will simultaneously
V

(a) increase convective heat transfer

(b) increase sensible heat required
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(c) increase driving force for mass transfer, ( " io)tP, and there-
V 0

fore

(d) fL and heat required for evaporation

qIN can be fixed so that t has such a value that fL - I In this

case the surface ts, just maintained wet while all the incoming liquid

vaporizes. qIN can be increased without increasing t w providing & d is

s'multaneously increased.

The procedure to be followed in the use of V) and (VII) is as fol-

lows:
2

Known: tr , te f hc &d ,V0

(1) Assume a tw

(2) Calculate hc (tw - t), d (h (t) h (t )

(3) Calculate &x using (VII)i d fL

(4) Calculate qIN using (V)

(5) Knowing fv and di'd fLcan be calculated

43
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Case 2. Unsteady State Situation

System: Non-constant mass system as shown in the Figure:

VV
&I

A,

First Law Expression:

- n= V -V t ir (h+ - + - dmi  (M*
n 2 1 2gc 9Q ~ V ) 2gc gc d

wherein

Q = heat transfer to or from system

W = shaft work done by or on systemn

vi V2 = internal energy of "parent system" (inside boundary) at

start and at end of process, respectively

2
h, 9- = enthalpy, Kinetic energy and gravitational energy of

streams flowing across boundaries of system. There is

an integral for each stream. A plus sign is used with

streams leaving the system and a negative sign with

those entering.

I.
* See H. C. Weber and H. P. Meisaner, Thermodynamics for Chemical Engineers
2nd edition, Wiley (1957).
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All of the terms. in the above equation have units of energy,

In this case V -O , g/g Z - 0

"f~q N- he (tw - tr) dig

or, if qN and h (tw - t ) are constant with time,
IN " rqN h t. r

wherein

qIN- anti-icing heat flux

h c  heat transfer coefficient

tw  temperature of system

t r  recovery temperature of air stream

T time period of experiment
d I flow rate of water droplets

I v flow rate of water being evaporatedflow rate of liquid water out of system

flow rate of ice out of system

Expanding Equation (I):

[q - hc (tw- tr 3 7 = m2 2 - m1l - rdl((h (tcp) + V 0
2gc

(tv )+ lthA h(t ) +4t;h I(t) (I

In Equation (II) it is assumed that & d I , % , are constant. The

symbol h refers to the specific enthalpy of water, energy/unit mass. The

subscript indicates the state involved. In (II) % and U. are the speci-

fic internal energies of the ice at the start and end of process, hence

A U T . m1  is the mass of the parent system at start, m2 at end.

Now, make a water balance over the period

ia m2 -im
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From Cr1I)

- MlmA= -it.L) CIV)

Combining (I) and (TV) gives:

[qN h~ (t1 - t?? of& & ~ )

+ im.4hA (t)v + it&0 h (t) wVM

It is quite reasonable in (V) to assume that i - 0

qIN - c (w - r) " d - v" -rh(tg

+ Iv hv (t ) + m hL (t ) (VI)

=rndhq1  (ht) v) v (t.) -
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SHIPBOARD ANTENNA PLACEMENT OPTI EZATION - (SAPOI

by

Barry D. Bullard

ABSTRACT

A search was conducted to determine the most accurate and avatl-

able means for optimum top-side antenna placement aboard Advanced Range

Instrumentation Ships (ARIS). The goal of the search was to develop

a user-oriented computer program of shipboard antenna placement opti-

mization for use by TOEIS engineers at the Air Force Eastern Test

Range. It was determined that for electromagnetic compatibility con-

siderations (near-field), the computer algorithms PECAL/DECAL repre-

sented the bases for the best technique. The Numerical Electromagne-

tic Code (NEC) was determined to represent the best technique for the

analytical calculation of antenna far-field radiation patterns in

complex shipboard environment. Utilization of NEC in the determination

of antenna placement for optimum far-field characteristics is dis-

cussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The USNS General H. H. Arnold and the USNS General Hoyt S.

Vandenberg are two Advanced Range Instrumentation Ships (ARIS)

operated by the Air Force Systems Command. The ships' are mobile

platforms designed to collect signature and metric measurement data

on satellites and missile systems. ARIS instrumentation includes

multiple high-performance radars, broad-band telemetry systems and

extensive optical measurement equipment. Data handling, navigation/

stabilization, timing, communication, meteorology and marine support

equipments allow independent operation on optimum remote test positiom

on either the Air Force Eastern Test Range (ETR) or the Western Test

Range (WTR). Figure No. 1 illustrates the ARIS topside and inboard

profile. The problem addressed in this report concerns itself with

two major areas applicable to ARIS: (1) the electromagnetic compati-

bility (EMC) of electronic systems were operating simultaneously, and

(2) the electromagnetic (DM) radiation pattern distortion due to com-

plex shipboard environment.

Typically, during a ballistic missile mission, an ARIS operates

multiple radar and telemetry receiver/transmitters, two high-power

HF transmitters, four HF receivers, and numeraous VHF/UHF communica-

tions systems. With this high concentration of EM radiation, coupled

with the close proximity of the antennas dictated by the ships struc-

ture, electromagnetic interference (EMI) among the electronic systems

is inevitable. A possible solution to the EMI problem would be to

optimize EMC via antenna location between simultaneously operating

EM systems. Some technology has already been developed in this area,

-



and is investigated further in this report.

Radio communications must be carried on in conditions of constant

changes in the ships course, therefore, it is desirable that the EM

radiation patterns of the antennas be omnidirectional or at least

uniform in specified angular sectors. A possibe solution is an

optimum location of the antenna (or antennas) which give radiation

pattern(s) as close to omnidirectional as is possible. If it is

assumed that the probability of establishing communication with a

station situated in a given direction is proportional to the square

of the normalized radiation pattern value of a given antenna, an

elementary loss due to reduction in the probability of establishing

communication with a station lying in a given direction can be deter-

* .mined. By utilization of the above technique, and the Numerical

Electromagnetic Code (NEC)2 computer program for determining an

antenna's radiation pattern in a complex shipboard environment, a

possible solution exists to determine antenna location which realizes

optimum omnidirectional EM radiation patterns.

.- 5
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II. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this project were:

(1) To determine the best means for which optimum antenna

location aboard Advanced Range Instrumentation Ships could be

analytically determined.

(2) To develop a user-oriented computer program of ship-

board antenna placement optimization for the Air Force Eastern Test

Range Advanced Range Instrumentation Ships for use by TOEIS*

engineers.

III. LITERARY SEARCH:

An extensive search for research literature pertinent to the

established objectives was conducted. Resources for the search

included an interactive terminal at the University of Central

Florida Library connected to the National Technical Information

Service (NTIS), the Scientific and Technical Information Service -

Patrick Air Force Base, and NASA Technical Library - Kennedy Space

Center.

The NTIS search resulted in eight publications with direct

concern to shipboard antenna radiation patterns and optimum antenna

location. Table No. 1 represents a list of these publications.

Towards the established objective of (2), the Pattern Handbook

series utilizing the SCATRAN computer program was investigated

further and results are discussed later in this report.

A classified search of pertinent literature was conducted by

Scientific and Technical Information - U.S. Air Force, Patrick AFB

*Technical-Operations-Engineering-Instrumentation-Ships

5-7
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TABLE NO. 1

NTIS SEARCH

1. Pattern Handbook - Volume I: Far-Field Pattern for Shipboard
Antenna, Ohio State University Antenna Lab.

2. Pattern Handbook - Volume II: Memorandum on Shipboard Antenna
Far-Field Pattern Predication, Ohio State University, Antenna Lab.

3. Pattern Handbook - Volume III: Far-Field Patterns of a Linear
Antenna Radiating in the Presence of Square Cylinders, Ohio State
University, Antenna Lab.

4. Pattern Handbook - Volume IV: Far-Field Patterns of a Linear
Antenna Radiating in the Presence of Rectangular Cylinders, Ohio
State University, Antenna Lab.

5. Pattern Handbook - Volume V: Far-Field Patterns of a Linear
Antenna Radiating in the Presence of Elliptical Cylinders, Ohio
State University, Antenna Lab.

6. Pattern Handbook - Volume VI: Far-Field Patterns of a Linear
Antenna Radiating in the Presence of Circular Cylinders, Ohio
State University, Antenna Lab.

7. Shipboard VHF/UHF Antenna Design and Utilization Criteria, Naval
Electronic Laboratory Center.

8. Ship Antennas, Naval Intelligence Support Center.

I5
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at the request of this researcher. The search incorporated all

publications on file at the Defense Documentation Center - Alexandria,

Virginia up to and including the classified level of SECRET. Results

of the search provided the abstracts of approximately 900 publica-

tions with consideration to shipboard antennas. Review of the

abstracts indicated ten candidates not revealed in the NTIS search

usable toward the established objective (2). Table No. 2 represents

a list of these publications.* Of the ten candidates, the Shipboard

Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis (SEMCA) computer program was

chosen for further investigation, and the results of that investiga-

tion are discussed later in this report.

The resources of the NASA Technical Library - Kennedy Space
I

Center were utilized to acquire immediate acquisition of the SEMCA

publications for review.

IV. SCATRAN:

SCATRAN represents an algorithm for approximating the far-field

pattern in the horizontal plane of a thin vertical antenna near

cylindrical scatterers of arbitrary cross-section whose physical

heights are at least that of the antenna. The method is based on

approximating the antenna with an infinite line source and the

scatterer with an array of thin infinite wires3. Upon further

investigation of SCATRAN via its source (Naval Electronic Systems

Command), it was discovered that an up-dated algorithm called the

Numerical Electromagnetic Code (NEC) - Method of Moments exists.

.!o The NEC algorithm yields improved estimates of the performance of

*All listed publications are UNCLASSIFIED

1.
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TA-BLE NO. 2

DDC SEARCH

1. Shipboard Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis (SEMCA);
Volume II, General Electric Co., Apollo Support Dept.

2. Shipboard Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis (SEMCA);
Volume III, General Electric Co., Apollo Support Dept.

3. Shipboard Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis (SEMCA);
Volume IXB, General Electric Co., Apollo Support Dept.

4. A Computer Method for Shipboard Siting of Antennas, Naval
Research Lab.

5. Computer Study of the Performance of Shipboard High Frequency
Antennas, Technology for Communications International.

6. Analytical Techniques for Predicting Electromagnetic Inter-
ference, Naval Weapons Lab.

7. HF Shipboard Antenna System Design and Utilization Criteria,

Naval Electronics Lab.

8. Antenna Select Computer Program, Syracuse University.

9. Shipboard Antenna and Topside Arrangement Guidance, Naval
Electronics Lab.

10. GRAPHANT: A FORTRAN Program for the Solution and Graphic
Display of Gain and Patterns for Wire and Linear Antennas
in the Presence of Lossy Ground, Naval Postgraduate School.

.
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antennas mounted on shore stations, ships, aircraft, and spacecraft.

NEC combines an integral equation for smooth surfaces with one for

wires to provide convenient and accurate modeling of a wide range of

structures (e.g. ships). The NEC program uses both an electric-field

integral equation and a magnetic-field integral equation to model the

4electromagnetic response of general structure types . After detailed

review of NEC documentation, it was determined that NEC represented

the most accurate and available means for the analytical calculation

of antenna far-field radiation patterns in complex shipboard environ-

ment.

V. SEMCA:

The Shipboard Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis (SEMCA)

routine represents an algorithm for predicting electromagnetic

compatibility among EM systems in shipboard environment. SEMCA

utilizes two basic programs for predicting EMC; (1) the CULL Digital

RFI program (CDRFI) provides a quick evaluation of the total inter-

ference situation at all frequency bands, and (2) the Scattering and

Propagation Simulator program (SCAPS) is a more defined program for

predicting interference in the region, accurately defining the

interaction between closely coupled HF antennas and load effects at

each antenna terminal5 . The SEMCA program has the capability to

evaluate:

(a) Communication suit compatibility

(b) Top-Side Antenna Arrangements

(c) Optimum equipment arrangement for transmit
and receive channels

(d) Communication circuit performance between
ships in a task force

5-11
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(e) Equipment design problems (antenna turner
analysis)

(f) Frequency assignment and allocation

Figure No. 2 illustrates the SEMCA communication model.

With SEMCA having direct capability to determine optimum top-

side antenna location based on EMC, investigation into the acquisition

of the SEMCA program for use at the ETR was initiated. The following

are the results of that investigation:

(1) General Electric Company-Daytona Beach, FL is the sole

source of the SENCA program.

(2) Mr. Raymond Bouchard is the Project Leader.

(3) The SENCA program is the principal tool used for

analysis by Naval Seas Systems Command.

(4) No documentation of the SEMCA program has been pub-

lished since December 1974.

With no documentation of SENCA published since 1974, it was the

opinion of Mr. Bouchard that due to program changes and advancements

since '74, utilization of SEMCA by any party other than the General

Electric team was improbable. In consideration of Mr. Bouchard's

comment, and since out-side contracting is beyond this project, use

of the SEMCA program at the ETR was dismissed.

VI. ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY ANALYSIS CENTER:

Contact was made with the Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis

Center (ECAC) - Annapolis, Maryland, for the determination if ECAC

had any information (publications, computer routine, etc.) which

would realize goals toward the established objective (2). It was

learned that the Naval Ocean Systems Center has tasked ECAC to

5-12
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assist in the development of a computer analysis system to advance

the goals of the Navy EMX* program. Towards the above task, two

computer algorithms were delivered to NOSC called the Design

(Communications) Algorithm (DECAL), and Performance Evaluation

(Communications) Algorithm (PECAL). DECAL is a quick-running

interactive electromagnetic compatibility design algorithm for

shipboard communication systems which operate between 2 and 400 MHz.

PECAL is a longer-running statistical EMC performance evaluation

algorithm for shipboard communication systems which operate between

2 and 400 MHz. The major purpose of these two programs is to predict

and evaluate the EMC of specific trial arrangements of shipboard

antenna locations for the various communication systems required by

the ship1

The procedure for using DECAL and PECAL to develop a topside

design consists of iterations around two loops as shown in Figure No. 3.

In loop 1 DECAL is used to quickly iterate through the various design

changes to achieve an acceptable design. PECAL can then be exercised

in the batch mode to determine a predicted measure of the performance

of the proposed design. If the performance predicted by PECAL is

unsatisfactory, further modifications to the design can be made using

loops 2 and/or 1.6

Upon further investigation of the PECAL/DECAL computer

algorithms, it was learned that sufficient and up-to-date documenta-

tion exist to allow the design engineer to load, execute and run the

I.
*EMX is a general classification which includes electromagnetic

safety (EMSAF), electromagnetic noise (EMN), electromagnetic
vulnerability (EMY), electromagnetic pulse (EMP), and electromag-
netic compatibility (EMC).
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PECAL/DECAL algorithms.l 697'8*9 'lO After detailed review of PECAL/

DECAL documentation, it was determined that PECAL/DECAL represented

the most accurate and available means for the analytical calculation

of optimum shipboard top-side antenna location based on EN4C.

Investigation into the acquisition of the PECAL/DECAL computer

programs for use at the ETR was initiated. The following are the

results of the investigation:

(1) PECAL/DECAL could be supplied from ECAC at no cost to

the ETR.

(2) PECAL/DECAL programs exist for the UNIVAC 1108 or 1110

computer and the IBM 360/370 computer.

(3) PECAL/DECAL represents approximately 10,000 cards of

computer statements.

Computer availability at the ETR for this project was limited to the

Control Data Corp. (CDC) Cyber 74 computer. Therefore, investigation

into the feasibility of PECAL/DECAL being translated from UNIVAC

(or IBM) to CDC was conducted.

Upon verbal communique with ECAC programmers at the request of

this researcher, it was the opinion of the senior CDC resident

programmer at the ETR that feasibility of translation from UNIVAC-to-

CDC exist with approximately a one month task/effort. At the

conclusion of this summer effort, a listing of PECAL/DECAL was on

order from ECAC for further review by CDC programers at the ETR.

VII. FAR-FIELD OPTIMIZATION - (NEC):

I -" As stated earlier, "if it is assumed that the probability of

establishing communication with a station situated in a given

A direction is proportional to the square of the normalized radiation

5-16
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pattern value of a given antenna, an elementary loss due to reduc-

tion in the probability of establishing comunicatlon with a station

lying in a given direction can be determined".11 Mathematically,

this can be expressed as;

dS(#) - [I - F2 (#)] d# (1)

If all directions are not of equal importance, a weigt function

m() is introduced. Elementary losses after the weight function has

been taken into account can be expressed by the following relation;

dS(#) = m(#) 11 - F2 (*)] d# (2)

Individual losses for the i-th antenna can be obtained by

integrating expression (2) in the interval from 0 - 2w;

S i =J dSi(O) =J m "(f) 1 - F2 (4)] d# (3)

By utilizing the NEC computer algorithm to analytically deter-

mine the normalized radiation pattern (F) for a given antenna (S)

in complex shipboard environment, antenna location which realizes

the minimum value for expression (3) can be determined. This loca-

tion would represent the top-side antenna placement which realizes

optimum far-field characteristics.

VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS:

Recommendations generated by this research are as follows:

(1) Translate PECAL/DECAL to CDC for use by the ETR. This

. .could be done as a low-priority task at the ETR, thereby no addi-

tional expense would be incurred.
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(2) Utilize PECAL/DECAL for optimum antenna placement

aboard the Advanced Range Instrumentation Ships at the ETR.

(3) Modify DECAL so that an optimum antenna placement search

could be made without "manual" location change of the antenna in

question.

(4) Develop a computer algorithm which would realize far-

field optimization as described in Section VII of this report.

I.
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ARMA SPECTRAL ESTIMATION:

AN EFFICIENT CLOSED FORM PROCEDURE

by

James A. Cadzov

ABSTRACT

In this report, a method for generating an ARMA spectral estimate

from a finite set of observations of a random time series is presented.

The method's development is based upon a fundamental recursive relation-

ship which characterizes the autocorrelation sequence of a time series

that possesses a rational spectrum. When statistical estimates of the

t autocorrelation elements (obtained from the given time series observations)

are substituted into this fundamental relationship, a set of equation

errors results. The optimum ARMA spectral estimate is obtained by select-

ing relevant coefficients so as to minimize a quadratic functional of these

equation errors. In examples treated to date, this ARMA spectral estima-

tor has provided significantly superior performance when compared with

the maximum entropy method.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There exist a variety of United States Air Force applications in

which one seeks to obtain increased resolution capabilities over existing

procedures. Some examples are detecting and identifying multiple targets

from radar returns, tracking of low angle targets, high resolution imaging,

synthetic aperature radar, spatial processing, and, enhanced angular reso-

lution for both active and passive sensors in the micro, millimeter, infared

and optical bands. A procedure which has shown much promise in achieving

increased resolution is that of spectral estimation. When applying spec-

tral estimation to the above class of problems, one in essence converts the

time (or spatial) domain data into the spectral (frequency) domain with

the explicit objective of obtaining increased resolution. For purposes of

presentation, the data to be transformed will hereafter be referred to as

a time-series although in a specific situation it may be spatial in na-

ture.

The inherent characteristics of a time series {x(n)1 are often

best displayed in the frequency domain. When the time series is deter-

ministic in nature, this involves generating its discrete Fourier trans-

form (DFT) as specified by

X(w) - x(n)e-jwn (la)
nm-

On the other hand, in those situations where the time series is a wide-

sense stationary random process, one must first generate the underlying

autocorrelation sequence rx (n) and then take its DFT to arrive at the

power spectral density

SX(W) = rx(n)e- jwn (lb)

The autocorrelation sequence used in this power spectral density expres-

sion is formally given by

rx(n) - E{x(k) x(n + k)} (2)

where E denotes the expected value operator characterizing the wide sense

stationary time series {x(n)). Whether the time series is deterministic

or nondeterministic, it is noted that a frequency (spectral) characterization

6-4



entails a complete knowledge of a deterministic sequence on the infinite

extent interval -- < a < -. Unfortunately, this knowledge is generally

not available in most practical applications.

In the discipline widely known as spectral estimation, one seeks

to approximate the spectral content of a time series based upon an incom-

plete set of time series observations. Without loss of generality, this

set of observations will be taken to be the contiguous set of N time

series elements

x(l), x(2), ... , x(N) (3)

In the classical spectral estimation approach, the spectral content of

the time series is estimated by suitably truncating the infinite extent

summations (1) (e.g., see ref. 1). To be more specific, if the time

series is taken to be deterministic, the classical spectral estimate

generated from the incomplete time series observations would be given by

N
y X(w) I I x(n)e- j wn (4a)

n1l

Using a similar approach, the classical spectral estimate of a random

time series is typically determined from

N-1 A

S x(W) - rx(n)e-~n (4b)
n-N+l

where r x(n) denotes an autocorrelation estimate which is generated from

the given time series observations (3). Upon comparing relationships (1)

and (4), it is clear that the classical spectral estimation approach

makes the implicit assumption that the time series is identically zero

outside the observation window 1 < n < N. In most relevant applications,

this is a very unrealistic assumption and all too often results in poor

spectral resolution performance.

In recognition of the classical method's shortcomings, a number

of so-called modern spectral estimation procedures have evolved over the

past decade. By in large, the typical modern spectral estimator seeks

to model the underylying power spectrum as a rational function of the

following form

"-"-6-5
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This particular model will be shown to arise when a linear, time-invariant

autoregressive-moving average (ARMA) system of order (p,q) is driven by a

white noise excitation. The transfer function of this ARMA systm is

given by the rational function appearing in relationship (5). It is Im-

portant to note that rational spectral models can be justified on the

basis that any continuous power spectral density can be approximated ar-

bitrarily closely by a rational function of sufficiently high order [2].

The various modern spectral estimation procedures distinguish

themselves by the manner in which they estimate the rational models ai

and bi coefficients from the given time series observations (3). The

most widely used spectral estimation model is the so-called all-pole model
in which all the bi coefficients except b are taken to be zero. This

particular model, known as the autoregressive (AR) model, has given rise

to the essentially equivalent autoregressive, linear predictive coding,

and maximum entropy methods of spectral estimation. A collection of papers

treating these and other spectral estimation procedutes is to be found in

reference [3].

For an important class of time series, autoregressive spectral

estimators have been found to produce superior spectral resolution per-

formance when compared to the classical Fourier based methods. This be-

havior in conjunction with the resultant simplicity of the ai coefficient

selection has made the maximum entropy method a particular favorite tool

of the practitioner. It must be noted, however, that in those cases

where the spectrum is best approximated by a zero-pole model, the AR model

can yield very poor spectral estimates. With this in mind, a number of

methods for obtaining zero-pole spectral estimates (i.e., ARMA models)

have been developed (e.g., see refs. [4]-18]). Clearly, the ability to

generate a zero-pole spectral estimation offers the potential of a more

robust behavior and significantly better spectral estimate performance

than its less general all-pole AR counterpart. This capability has been

empirically demonstrated where it was found that an ARMA provided the

best overall spectral estimations for a variety of problems [4).

6-
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The class of ARMA spectral estimators include those which utilize

the so-called whitening filter concept (e.g., [4] & (5)). Unfortunately,

these particular spectral estimator procedures are iterative In nature,

and, typically require a relatively large number of time series observa-

tions to be effective. Another approach which makes use of the recur-

sive nature of the time series autocorrelation sequence and does not

share these liabilities was developed by Box and Jenkins [6]. A modifl-

cation of this method involving a more efficient noniterative method for

generating the moving average coefficients was recently proposed [7] and

[8]. Although these noniterative methods are computationally efficient,

their spectral estimation performance is often unsatisfactory.

6
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II. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this project were:

(i) to develop an effective and computationally efficient AMU

spectral estimator.

(ii) empirically compare the performance of this estlmator to

the standard maximum entropy method.

A description of an ARMA spectral estimator which achieves objective (I)

and has been found to yield a significantly better performance than the

maximum entropy method will now be presented. This will entail a further

discussion of the concept of a rational spectrum model.

.6-
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III. RATIONAL SPECTRUM MODEL

One of the most widely used models for spectral estimation is

the rational model. The stochastic time series (x(n)} is said to have

a rational power spectrum if its power spectral density can be expressed

in the form

S (z) - H(z) H(z-)a 2  (6)

where a2 is a positive constant and the characteristic rational function

H~z) .B~z .I + b Z-1 + .. + b z q

Hz) " =-Al - (7)
A(z) 1 + a1z +*.. + a zp

is composed of polynomials A(z) and B(z) which have real coefficients and

have zeros wholly contained within the unit circle. The rational power

spectral density (6) is said to have order (p,q) and its zeroes and poles

are seen to occur in sets of complex conjugate reciprocals. For reasons

which will be shortly made clear, we shall refer to the ak and bk coeffi-

cients as the autoregressive and moving average coefficients, respective-

ly.

A particularly convenient interpretation on how a stochastic time

series with rational spectrum may arise follows directly from the charac-

teristic rational function. This entails treating the characteristic ra-

tional function (7) as being the transfer function of a causal, time-

invariant linear system. It then follows that this system will be charac-

terized by the recursive equation

q p
x(n)- I bic(n-i)- I a ix(n-i) (8)

i-O inI

where b - 1 and the time series (E(n)) and (x(n)) are taken to be the
o0

excitation and response signals, respectively. It is well known that

when this system is excited by a stationary white noise tlma series as

statistically characterized byI.
E(c(n)} = 0 and r (n) a o28(n) (9)
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then the power spectral density of the response time series is given pre-

cisely by relationship (6). Thus, a stationary random time series with

rational power spectral density can be interpreted as being the response

of a causal, time-invariant linear system to a white noise excitation.

This linear system is then said to have colored the white noise excitation

process (i.e., So (z) - 1) and for this reason it is coamonly referred to

as a coloring filter as suggestively depicted in Figure 1.

e (n) B(Z x~n)
White J A(z) Colored

Noise Noise

Coloring
Filter

FIGURE 1: Model for a Rational Spectrum Generator

The general linear system (8) is commonly referred to as an

autoregressive-moving average (ARMA) model in the spectral estimation

literature. This ARMA model is said to be of order (pq) and it gives

rise to the rational spectrum (6) which possesses both zeros (via B(z))

as well as poles (via A(71). The ARMA model is the most general of

rational spectrum models possible and its ak and bk coefficients uniquely

characterize the spectrum.

In the spectral estimation literature, the preponderance of acti-

vity has been directed towards the special class of ARMA models known as

autoregressive (AR) models. An AR model is one in which the numerator

polynumial B(z) is equal to the constant one (i.e., bk - 0 for k 0 0).

As such, the AR model is also referred to as an all-pole model since

its transfer function is specified by

H(z) - 1

A(z)

This all-pole model is the one most often used in spectral estimation

primarily due to the ease with which one can compute the ak. coefficients

1The Kronecker delta sequence is defined by

I,1 n - 0
8(n)-

0n t otherwise
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that correspond to a given finite set of time series observations. It

should be noted that it is always possible to approximate a general AMUf

model by an AR model in the following manner

1 1
K(z) -

" Pd W

whereby the polynomial Y(z) is obtained by suitably truncating the power

series 1/B(z) as generated by long division. Clearly, the effectiveness

of this approach is dependent on how quickly the coefficients of the long

division 1/B(z) converge to zero. If B(z) has a zero very close to the

unit circle, this convergence rate will be extremely slow thereby making

impractical the approximation of an ARMA model by a reasonably low order

AR model. It can be conjectured that this is one of the main factors

as to why AR models fail to yield satisfactory spectral estimates of time

series composed of sinusoidal samples in a strong noisy environment (an

AR process).

Another subclass of rational spectrum models which has received

attention is the so-called moving average (MA) model as characterized

by A(z) - 1. The transfer function of a MA model is given by B(z) and

it is therefore also referred to as an all-zero model. With these

thoughts in mind, it is apparent that a general ARMA model is composed

of the cascading of an AR with an MA model. The rational spectrum

associated with each of these models is displayed in Table 1.

MODEL SPECTRUM

o~2 IBe12
MA cy I B(elw j

AR a 2 /IA(e) 2

ARMA a 2 1B(eJw) 12 /IA(e j ' ) 12

TABLE 1. Rational Spectrum Models

.
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An examination of Table 1 reveals the greater flexibility which

the ARMA model possesses in providing rational spectral estimates. This

robustness was recently demonstrated in which the ARI model was found

to provide the overall best spectral estimates for a variety of problems

[4]. Unless one has a priori knowledge which would indicate otherwise,

it seems clear that the ARIA model is the one to utilize when seeking a

rational spectrum model. Hereafter, we shall concern ourselves with the

practical task of developing feasible procedures for determining the

"optimum" coefficients of an ARMA model based on a finite set of time

series measurements.

I 6

".
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IV. FUNDAMENTAL AUTOCORRELATION RECURSIVE RELATIONSHIP

For reasons alluded to in the last section, there exists a basic

incompatibility in generating an ARMA spectral model, which is most con-

sistent with a given set of time series observations, when the number of

observations is small. This incompatibility can be, to a large extent,

alleviated by appealing to a fundamental recursive relationship charac-

terizing ARMA time series. This relationship is obtained by analyzing

the "causal image" of the autocorrelation sequence as defined by

r (n) 
n ? 0r (n) - ( 0< 10)

Since the autocorrelation sequence of a real valued time series is an

even function of n, it is apparent that one can reconstruct the auto-

correlation sequence from its causal image according to

• r (n) - r (n) + r+(-n) - r (0) 8(n) (11)

Upon taking the z-transform of this expression, the desired power spec-

tral density is found, that is

Sx(z) - S+(z) + S (z r (0) (12)

where the function S (z) denotes the z-transform of the causal image
h

sequence (10). Thus, a power spectral density estimate may be equivalent-

ly accomplished by estimating the function S (z). This will be the approach
taken in this report.

When the underlying power spectral density is of the rational

form (6), a little thought should convince oneself that the function

S+(z) must be of the specific rational form
xc + z 1  

-P.+J
;+~~ . o+CZ- + .. + c z -

S 1 p (13)
x () -2-- l1 -

1 p

I.
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S17
in which the denominator polynomial is identical to the A(s) polynomial

that in part characterizes Sx(z). 1 Upon multiplying both sides of this

equation by the polynomial A(z) and then taking the inverse s-transform,

one readily arrives at the following fundamental recursive relationship

+ p p +
r x(n) - I ci8(n-i) + I air (n-i) (14)

inO iml++

where the natural boundary conditions r+(n) - 0 for n < 0 are imposed to
+

reflect the causality of sequence r (n). Thus, the causal image of an

ARMA autocorrelation sequence of order (p,q) is seen to be governed by a

linear difference equation of order p.

Upon examining fundamental relationship (14), it is apparent that

a knowledge of the ai, ci coefficients will enable one to generate the

entire autocorrelation sequence. If it were somehow possible to accurately

estimate these coefficients from the given time series observations, a

particularly effective method of spectral estimation is suggested. Namely,

these coefficient estimates, when substituted into equation (13), will

provide an estimate for S (z). Using this estimate in relationship (12),xthe desired power spectral density estimate is then obtained

Sx(e) - 2Re I cke /[l + I - x ( 0 ) (15)
of 3kw-jc 3

k-0 k-l

were use of the fact that S+(ejW) and S+(e-j w) are complex conjugates

has been made. We shall now present a procedure for estimating the

at, ci coefficients with the ultimate goal of using relationship (15)

for the spectral estimate.

lit is here assumed that the ARMA model of order (p,q) is such

that p a q. When this is not the case, the degree of the numerator poly-
nomial C(z) must be increased to q.
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V. ARMA MODEL COEFFICIENT SELECTION PROCEDURES

The most critical step of the proposed spectral estimation method

involves estimating the aI and cI coefficients. In this section, the so-

called direct and indirect procedures for accomplishing this task will be

described. The direct approach makes explicit use of the fundamental

autocorrelation relationship derived in the previous section. On the other

hand, the more effective indirect approach uses an alternate approach

which provides a solution procedure that is consistent with the fundamental

autocorrelation relationship.

Direct Method

In the direct method, one first generates estimates of the auto-

correlation sequence from the given time series observations using some

convenient method.1 These estimates, denoted as x(n), are then substi-
tuted into fundamental relationship (14). In recognition that the auto-

correlation estimates will be generally in error, and that the ARMA model

order parameter p may be incorrect, it follows that this substitution will

give rise to the following "equation error" sequence

^ P r P

e(n) r x (n) + I ai x(n-i) - I ci (n-i) 0 1 n s N-1 (16)
i-l i-0

in which r (n) - 0 for n < o.

Our objective will be that of selecting the models ai, ci coeffi-

cients so as to minimize these equation errors in some sense. For reasons

of mathematical tractability and subsequently demonstrated effectiveness,

the equation error criterion to be minimized is taken to be the quadratic

functional
N-1 2

f(a, c) I w(n)e (n) (17)
n-O

1As an example, one might use the biased estimator.

I. 1N-n

r (n) - I x(k) x(k+n)
kinl
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The nonnegative weights, w(n), are usually selected to be montonically

nonincreasing (i.e., w(n) > w(n+l)) so as to reflect an anticipated de-

gradation in equation error accuracy for increasing n. This degradation

behavior arises primarily from a loss in autocorrelation estimate fideli-

ty for increasing lags (i.e., n).

In minimizing this functional with respect to the ci coefficients,

it is apparent from relationship (16) that the ci coefficients have no

effect whatsoever on the e(n) for n > p. This being the case, it follows

that the optimum ci coefficients must be given by

0 n

Cn r x(n) + I air x(n-1) 0 - n < p (18)
i-l

since such a selection will render the equation errors, e(n), identically

zero over 0 < n < p for "any" choice of the ai autoregressive coefficients.

It then follows that the optimum autoregressive coefficients must render

the remaining terms (i.e., p < n < N) of the quadratic functional a mini-

mum. With this in mind, let us express these specific set of equation

errors in the matrix format

e(p+l) rx(p) rx(p-1) . . . r x(1) a1  r x(P+l)

e(p+2) rx(p+l)r(p) . • r (2) a2  r(p+2)x a2

+

. ... (19a)

e(N-l) r x(N-2) r x(N-3).. rx (N-p-1) a r (14-1)
L i JiP

where use of relationship (16) for n > p has been made. This matrix sys-

tem of equations can be conveniently expressed as

t = Ra + r (19b)

in which a is the p x 1 autoregressive coefficient vector with elements

a n, e and r are each (N-p-l) x 1 vectors with elements e(p+n) and rx (p+n),

I. respectively, and R is a (N-p-l) x p Toeplitz matrix.

For the optimum ci coefficient selection (18), it is apparent that

the quadratic functional (17) may be expressed as

iN 6-16



f + ] + r] (20)

in which W is a positive semidefinite (N-p-i) x (N-p-i) diagonal matrix

whose diagonal elements are given by wn - w(p+n) for n-1, 2. ***, N-p-i.

The minimization of this quadratic functional with respect to the autore-

gressive coefficient vector is straightforwardly carried out and results

in the following system of p linear equations for the required optimum

autoregressive coefficient vector

[R'WR]a0 - -R'Wr (21)

One then solves this system of linear equations to obtain the desired op-

timum autoregressive coefficients. Upon substitution of these autore-

gressive coefficients into relationship (18), the optimum ci0 coefficients

are next determined. Finally, the desired power spectral density estimate
o 0

is obtained by substituting these optimum ai c coefficients into re

lationship (15).

It is of interest to note that the system of equations for the

autoregressive coefficients (21) reduces to the Box-Jenkins method for a

weighting selection of w(n+p) - 1 for 1 : n S p and zero otherwise. Un-

fortunately, this particular weighting selection implicitly assumes that

the equation errors e(n) for p+l < n 1 2p all have the same statistical

behavior. More realistically, one would presume that the equation errors

become more random as n increases. It is then conjectured that the pri-

mary reason as to why the Box-Jenkins method does not provide adequate

spectral estimates for certain problems is due to this particular weighting

choice and the fact that it makes no use of the fundamental autocorrela-

tion relationship (14) for n > 2p whatsoever.

Indirect Method

Although the direct method has been found to provide satisfactory

spectral estimation performance, the indirect approach to be now briefly

described has yielded significantly better performance. Its development

is based on the coloring filter's characteristic equation (8), and the

fact that the random variables x(n) and c(m) are uncorrelated for m > n.

To begin this development, we shall first replace the variable n appearing

in relationship (8) by k. Next, each side of this characteristic equation

6-17
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is multiplied by x(k-n)/(N-n) to obtain

1()x(k-n)_ q F p 1 _____

x~)N-n I bc(k-i) Il~ax(k-i xN-n)io i

If both sides of this equality are then summed over the index range

n < k < N, after rearrangement one obtains

e(n) = x(k-i) x(k-n +x(k) x(k-n
i-i kn+l kn+l (22)

for p < n < N

where the pseudo equation error term is specified by

q F1  N
e(n) I biI1- e(k-i) xknp < n < N

i0O k-n+l

Upon examination of this expression, it is clear that the expected value

of the term e(k-i) x(k-n) will be zero. This would indicate that the

general pseudo equation error term e(n) will itself tend to be close to

zero (this is reenforced by the division by N-n). With this in mind, a

logical choice for the ai coefficients used in expression (22) would be

one which tended to minimize the pseudo equation error sequence.

If one compares the pseudo equation error relationship (22) with

the equation error relationship (16), a similarity is in evidence. Namely,

the elements within the brackets of expression (22) are recognized as un-

biased autocorrelation estimates. If these estimates are substituted for

the entries of matrix R and vector r in relationship (19), a new system

of equations for the optimum autoregressive coefficients arises. These

new systems of equations distinguish themselves from the former in that

a genuinely different autocorrelation estimate formula is used for each

equation. Once this modified system of equations have been solved for the

ai coefficients, the ci coeffcient estimates are obtained according to
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N n r N
x (kxk- + I a [ x(k)x(k-nt+1l (23)

for 0Cn < p

The required power spectral density estimate is then given by relation-

ship (15).
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VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

To test the effectiveness of the proposed APMA spectral estimator

method, the classical problem of detecting the presence of sinusoids in

additive noise will be considered. In particular, we will investigate the

specific case in which the time series observations are generated according

to

x(n) = A1 cos(nf1n) + A2 cos(7f 2n) + w(n) 1 < n < N (24)

where w(n) is a white Gaussian time series with variance one. This

particular problem serves as an excellent vehicle for measuring a spectral

estimator's performance relative to: (i) detecting the presence of sinu-

soids in a strong noisy background, and, (ii) resolving two sinusoids whose

frequencies f1 and f2 are nearly equal. The individual sinusoidal signal-

to-noise ratios (SNR) for the above signal are given by 20 log(Ak/I/2) for

k = 1, 2. In order to consider the effectiveness of the proposed AIMA

spectral estimator in different noise environments, we shall consider two

cases. These cases have been examined in reference [9] where the perfor-

mance of many modern spectral estimators are empirically compared.

CASE I: A, 2- , f -0.4

A 2-=I2 f 2 0.426

In this example, we have two closely spaced (in frequency) sinusoids

for which the stronger sinusoid has a SNR of 10 dB while the weaker sinu-

soid has a SNR of 0 dB. For this relatively low SNR case, the ability of a

spectral estimator to resolve closely spaced sinusoids and identify their

frequencies will be tested. Upon generating sequence (24) with the

postulated parameters for a data length of N 1024, spectral estimates

.
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were obtained using a 15th order model with the indirect ARKA method

(w(n) - (lN-n) 3), maximum entropy method, and the modified Box-Jenkins

method incorporating biased autocorrelation estimates. In addition,

a standard periodogram spectral estimate was obtained using the same data.

The resultant spectral estimates are displayed in Figure 2 where a

number of observations can be made

(i) the indirect ARHA spectral estimate provides excellent

results with two sharp peaks at f, M 0.400 and f2 m 0.427,

and with the spectrum near 0 dB (the noise level) for most

other frequencies.

(ii) the maximum entropy and modified Box-Jenkins methods were

unable to resolve the two sinusoids in the prevailing low

SNR environment.

(iii) although the periodgram is able to resolve the two sinusoids,

the well-known random fluctuation behavior which character-

izes the periodogram method is in evidence.

This example nicely demonstrates the potential capability of the herein

developed indirect ARHA spectral estimation method relative to existing

procedures.

In many practical problems, one does not have available exceedingly

long data lengths upon which to make a spectral estimate. To demonstrate

the ability of the indirect ARHA spectral estimator to perform in such

situationi% the first 64 samples of the data sequence in the above example

!, were used to generate a spectral estimate. The resultant 15th order

indirect AP1% spectral estimate obtained is shown in Figure 3 where the

1 2
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Fig. 2 Spectral estimates of the time series
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in which {w(n)1 is a white Gaussian random process with
variance one: (a) time series, and~spectral estimates
given by the methods, (b) indirect ARMA, (c) Maxim'
entropy, (d) Box -Jenkins, (e) Periodogram
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ability to resolve the two closely spaced sinusoids is again evident.

The sinusoid's frequency estimates f1 
= 0.399 and f2 a 0.423 are also

of good quality in this low SNR environment.

CASE II: A V 2, f = 0.32812

2 -' f2 = 02 5

We are now examining the ability of the ARMA spectral estimator

to detect sinusoids in a low SNR environment (i.e., 0 dB). For a selec-

tion of N - 64, w(n) - (f-n)3 and p - 5, the resultant ARMA spectwil estim-
tion is displayed in Figure 4a, Clearly, one is able to detect the presence
of the two sinusoids, and,the frequency estimates f - 0.3202 and f2 - 0.5012

are of good quality considering the prevailing SNR enviromnt. A 15th

order maximum entropy spectral estimator was then found to generate the

spectral estimate displayed in Figure 4b. Although the two sinusolds
I

were properly detected, a number of false peaks are in evidence.

Digital Filter Design

It is possible to use the proposed ARMA method for synthesizing

digital filters. To illustrate the approach that is taken, let us con-

sider the specific case of designing a low-pass filter of normalized,

cutoff frequency f c One may readily show that the impulse response of

an idealized version of this low pass filter is given by sin[wf cnj/wn.

With this in mind, one then applies the herein developed ARMA procedure

to the specific sequence

x(n) - sin[rf c(n-0.5N)]/(n-0.5N) 1 < n < N

The resultant ARMA model obtained in this manner will have the attenua-

tion characteristics of the desired low-pass filter. To illustrate this,

a 15th order ARMA spectral estimate of this sequence was made for

f - 0.2, N - 128 and w(n) [ [N-n]2 . The resultant filter's magnitude

characteristics are displayed in Figure 5 where the low-pass characteris-

tics are in evidence. In a paper now in preparation, a detailed descrip-

tion of this filter synthesis procedure will be made and compared to an

alternate method [10].
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VII. RECOPMENDATIONS

A computationally efficient closed form method for generating ARMA

spectral estimates has been presented. Conceptually, the method offers

the promise of producing superior spectral estimation performance in com-

parison to such AR spectral estimators as the autoregressive, linear

predictive coding, and maximum entropy methods. Empirical results have

substantiated this conjecture.

In order for this method to achieve its full potential, a number

of important considerations need further investigation. They include de-

termination of the most effective autocorrelation estimation procedure to

use since an inferior procedure will generally result in poor spectral

estimations. Another important consideration is the choice of error

weights. This weighting selection should reflect, in some manner, our

growing lack of confidence in the autocorrelation estimates for increas-

ing lags (n). Since no statistical assumptions on the time series are

being made (other than it is an ARMA time series), it is apparent that

the weighting sequence should be data dependent. One further considera-

tion is that of determining a procedure for obtaining the best choice of

the ARMA ordering parameter p. As a final point, the possible use of the

approach herein developed to two and higher dimensional signals should be

explored.

i

-ha-
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A STUDY OF TWO AVIONICS MULTIPLEX SIMULATION MODELS: SNS AND MUXSIM

by

Malcolm D. Calhoun

ABSTRACT

Simulation is an invaluable aid in the development of Avionic

Systems as required by the United States Air Force. To this end, the

Air Force Avionics Laboratory (AFAL) at Wright-Patterson Air Force

Base, Ohio has developed two simulation models to assist in the evalu-

ation of multiplex avionics systems: (1) Multiplex Simulator (MUXSIM),

and (2) System Network Simulator (SNS). A lack of utilization of these

models led to the study reported herein. This paper describes the

methods of use of these two simulators; also, attributes and deficiencies

of the simulators are delineated. Included in the report is a literature

survey of related simulation efforts. Since a major part of this study

was devoted to utilization of MUXSIM and SNS, a User's Guide is included

in the Appendix. Reconendations for further work on the simulators

is included in the report.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The advent of LSI and the microprocessor has led to integrated

avionic systems in all types of Air Force aircraft. In conjunction

with multiplexed data buses, microprocessors can be distributed both

functionally and physically among various avionics subsystems.

Simulation techniques provide the system design engineer with methods

of evaluating complex avionic systems in the early design phase.

Simulation allows system characteristics and operations to be varied

and observed prior to the actual construction of hardware.

The avionics system engineer is confronted with the complex

problem of designing the multiplex system to operate in an optimal

fashion. For the case of several processors distributed along a

multiplex bus, there is the problem of partitioning avionic tasks

among the processors. For a data bus with one centralized controller,

the problem is less complex but still requires modeling in terms of

communication with remote terminals connected to the bus. At this

point, simulation tools are employed to explore various system para-

meters such as.bus architectures, message protocols, timing, and task

partitioning.

To assist in the design and evaluation of avionic multiplex

systems, the Air Force Avionics Laboratory (AFAL) has developed two

simulation models, SNS and MUXSIM.' These simulators are resident in

the DEC-10 Computer System at AFAL and are available for general use,

yet the utilization of these models has been minimal since their develop-

ment. The primary thrust of the summer research effort has been to

utilize and document the two simulators to the extent that they may

be useful to AFAL and contractor engineers.

II. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the summer research effort as specified in the

a Project Work Statement, Project AAA-14, were as follows:
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(1) To review available documentation on SNS and MUXSIM.

(2) To prepare a user's manual for the two simulators giving

information on the following:

(a) Types of problems appropriate to each simulation model.

(b) Input data requirements.

(c) Sources of input data.

(d) Evaluation of output data.

In addition to the objectives of the work statement, it was decided

that a literature survey of multiplex simulation would be pertinent

to this effort. Consequently, a literature search was performed

and the results have been included in this report.

III. SYSTEM NETWORK SIMULATOR (SNS)

SNS is a discrete event simulation program which allows the avionics

system designer to evaluate various parameters of a distributed time-

division multiplex system. The simulator provides a means of observing

the transfer of digital information as a function of the topological

configuration of the avionic system. Additionally, the effects of

varying bus structure and protocol may be assessed by SNS.2

Presently, SNS resides in the DEC-10 computer system at AFAL.

The simulator is encoded in ANSI FORTRAN and DEC-10 MACRO. Three

versions of SNS allow some versatility in the evaluation of bus archi-

tecture; (1) MIL STD 1553A bus protocol with a central controller,

(2) MIL STD 1553A protocol with control to terminal and terminal to

terminal transfers, and (3) a round robin bus polling wherein bus

control is passed sequentially from processor to processor. The

simulation program may be run in batch mode or through an interactive

terminal. A detailed description of the procedure for using SNS is

contained in the Appendix. For specific information on the program,

see reference [3].

The scheme of using SNS is outlined in flow chart form in Figure 1.

The data base which is input to SNS may be a specific aircraft avionic

system or it may be a generic type system. The SNS user is responsible

"-
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for the assignmant of tasks to be processed. Information regarding

task start times, update rates, and execution times must be supplied.

The input data file may be entered via punch cards, magnetic tape, or

a time sharing terminal. An example of input data assignment along

with information on executing SNS is contained in the Appendix."

Capabilities and deficiencies of SNS are summarized below:

SNS Attributes

1. Evaluation of various architectures.

2. Ability to model a hierarchical system with global and local bus

connectivities.

3. Verification of specific system design.

4. Evaluation of processor utilization and partitioning.

5. Output information,

(a) Discrete event summary

S. (b) Bus evaluation over a sample period

(c) Bus decomposition report

(d) Bus utilization summary

(e) Message transmission sumary

(f) Processor utilization sunmary

6. Relative ease of varying input parameters and system architecture

for comparative evaluations.

SNS Deficiencies

1. Provides for maximum of 16 processors.

2. Lack of software documentation makes modifications difficult.

3. Detail of defining tasks and messages, assigning tasks to processors,

scheduling.

4. No provision for handling asynchronous messages.

5. No provisions for terminal or bus malfunctions or noise.

6. Executive processing overhead is not included in message sumaries.

7. No provisions for fault tolerant simulation.
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IV. MULTIPLEX SIMULATOR (MUXSI)

The Multiplex Simulator (MXSIM) simulates the transfer of digital

avionics information on a single level, time-division multiplex bus.1

The primary functions of MUXSIM are (1) analysis of bus loading and

utilization, and (2) design aid for avionics systems.' As a design

tool, MUXSIM aids the avionics engineer in the assignment and placement

of subsystems and remote terminals. The primary capability of MUXSIM

is the evaluation of data bus usage.

MUXSIM is coded in FORTRAN and resides in the AFAL DEC-10 Computer

System. Additionally, MUXSIM is augmented with FORTRAN based GASP-IV.6

The simulator's front-end routines are particularly useful in making

assignments of subsystems to remote terminals, based on signal type and

location, the MUXSIM user has the option of interactively modifying

assignments of the system elements. A list of required inputs to MUXSIM

is indicated in the Appendix.

The user has the responsibility for creating the input data files

to MUXSIM. The large volume of input data to the program necessitates

the use of punch cards or magnetic tapes. Subsequent to the data files

being entered, MUXSIM operates on-line in an interactive mode, complete

with a coaching text. The user has a choice of eight modes of operation

of the multiplex data bus. The static and dynamic modes are listed in

the Appendix. Figure 2 is a flow chart indicating user interaction with

MUXSIM.

MUXSIM prints out a large number of reports, several of which

are the input data lists sorted and reformatted. The bus analysis

reports include (1) message bus loading and utilization, (2) data bus

message structure list, and (3) bus schedule.

Some capabilities and deficiencies of MUXSIM are summarized below:

MUXSIM Attributes

1. Provision for reconfiguring task to processor assignment after

-to initial input.

2. Provision for sorting, reformatting, and listing input data base.

3. Provisions for eight modes of bus control (see Appendix).
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4. Provision for defining physical location of remote terminals in

aircraft.

5. Provision for varying bus capacity.

6. Analyzes bus loading and scheduling.

7. Provision for simulating asynchronous messages, bus noise, and bus

failures using GASP-IV (not directly through MUXSIM).

MUXSIM Deficiencies

1. Some input parameters not clearly defined in User's Manual.

2. Complex task of loading input signal list and dictionaries.

3. No provision for bus architecture above single level.

4. No provision for including executive processor overhead in message

summary.

5. No provision for linking MUXSIM front-end with dynamic simulation.

6. No provisions for redundancy and fault-tolerant simulation.

7. Element memory, neither fixed nor dynamic, is considered.

V. SURVEY OF MULTIPLEX SIMULATION LITERATURE

As part of the research effort a literature survey of multiplex

bus simulation was conducted. The search utilized the Lockheed Dialog

data base, the Defense Documentation Center (DDC) data base, and the

MASIS data bases. For convenient reference, the pertinent publications

have been arranged categorically as follows:

(A) Avionics Multiplex Simulation

(B) MIL STD 1553 Data Bus Simulation

(C) General Multiple Processor Systems

(D) Other Multiplex Techniques

The references are listed alphabetically by author. The DDC AD

number is given when available.

7-.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The primary strength of SNS is its ability to perform conceptual

system architecture evaluations. From the user's point of view, SNS

is easier to operate than MUXSIM because SNS requires less detail in

the input data base. The major deficiencies of SNS are (1) the lack

of adequate documentation for modification, and (2) its inability to

simulate faults and recoveries.

The utility of the MUXSIM front-end in making subsystem and remote

terminal assignments, and in mapping signals into messages, is a

definite asset to the simulation process. MUXSIM also allows for

several different modes of bus operation. A major negative feature of

MUXSIM is the complex and laborious task of encoding a data base. One

of the author's of MUXSIM estimated two to three man-months to encode

the signal list and dictionaries for an avionics suite such as the F-16.

Another weakness of MUXSIM is that its dynamic mode does not interface

directly with the MUXSIM front-end.

In their present forms, SNS and MUXSIM are adequate as conceptual

design tools within the constraints of the individual simulation programs.

However, both simulators have serious deficiencies insofar as simulating

advanced avionics systems such as multi-level architectures, distributed

processors, and fault tolerant networks. It is felt that revision of

these programs is not the approach to take at this time, but rather

that new simulation tools should be assembled for the design and evalu-

ation of advanced avionics systems. Consideration should be given to

utilizing simulation languages such as SIMSCRIPT or ECSS II, or to

higher order languages such as ADA.

Until new simulation routines are available, SNS and MUXSD4 should be

utilized to the fullest extent of their capabilities. Some possible

revisions to enhance the value of MUXSIM are as follows:

(1) Assemble a pre-processor for MUXSIM so that the user input is

* reduced to aircraft type, mission, and system configuration.

(2) Link MUXSIM front-end with GASP-IV so that MUXSIM is truly

a dynamic simulator.
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7

USER'S GUIDE: SNS AND MUXSIM

A.I. INTRODUCTION

The intent of the User's Guide is to provide the AFAL avionics

systems engineer with sufficient information to utilize the simulators

SNS and MUXSIM. Section A.II. contains information regarding the use

of SNS, and Section A.III is devoted to MUXSIM.

A.II. System Network Simulator (SNS)

1. General Information

SNS is located on the AFAL DEC-10 Computer System. To conserve

computer resources, SNS resides in executable form in disk area DSKG

under project, programmer number (ppn) [275,316].

The FORTRAN source programs are stored on magnetic tape

REELID 630, area [250,1322]. The procedure for copying the source

coded files from tape to disk is given in Table A.1. A listing of

FORTRAN coded SNS routines is found in reference [4]. Once SNS has been

transferred into a disk area, the programs may be copied or modified

as necessary.

.MOUNT MTA FAILSA/REEID:630

.DIR MTA <device number>:*.*[*,*]

.R FAILSA

*/W

*/A

*/J

*/L

*/T, <files to be transferred to disk>

.DISMOUNT FAILSA
Io

TABLE A.1 SNS Tape Comands
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Three executable forms of SNS are stored on the aforementioned

tape and in DSKG [275,316]. For information on the three versions of

SNS, refer to FILE.UND in area [275,316]. Briefly, the three executable

versions of SNS are:

(1) TEST A.EXE- NIL STD 1553A bus protocol for a centralized

bus controller allowing only terminal to controller and controller

to terminal communications. All messages have a minimum length of

65 microseconds.

(2) TEST B.EXE - NIL STD 1553A bus protocol with C/T, T/C, and T/T

data transfers. Messages numbered less than 100 are treated as T/C

or C/T transfers with a minimum length of 65 microseconds. Messages

numbered 100 or above in the data program are treated as T/T transfers

with a minimum length of 110 microseconds.

(3) SNSY.SAV - Bus control is passed sequentially from one processor

to the next in a round robin polling fashion. Data is treated as a

17 bit word with 3 bits of sync.

To run SNS, the user must create a data file which is linked to

a disk assignment. Similarly, the output data file must be linked to

an assigned element. After completion of the SNS execution and data

printout, the temporary files FOR05.DAT, FORO6.DAT, and FOR10.DAT

should be deleted.

The comnands listed in Table A.2 are used to execute SNS from a TTY

terminal. These commands cause test program SNSTES.NET to be copied into

data file FOR05.DAT. Next, SNSY.SAV is executed and the output reports

are displayed on the CRT terminal.

Since considerable time is required for execution of SNS, the

user may elect to submit a batch job as outlined in Table A.3. This

example control file was created under the name MC.CTL and executed

by the command .SUBMIT MC.CTL.
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.AS DSK: 5

.AS DSK: 6

.AS DSK: 10

COPY F0R05. DkT-SNSTES .NET

.RUN SNSY.SAV

.TYPE F0R06.DAT

.DELETE F0R05.DAT,F0R06.DAT,FOR10.DAT

TABLE A.2 SNS TTY Commands

.AS DSK:5

.AS LPT:6

.AS DSK:10

.COPY F0R05 .DAT- SNSTES .NET

.RUN SNSY.SAV

.DELETE F0R05.DAT, FORI0.DAT

.K JOB

TABLE A.3 MC.CTL Control File
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2. System Modeling for SNS

There are two primary considerations in modeling for US

simulation. First, the avionics system should be laid out in flow

graph form showing the relationship between subsystems and events.

Secondly, avionics task scheduling must be considered with regard to

(1) starting time, (2) execution time, (3) update rate, and (4) memory

words required.

For illustration purposes, a simple avionics system consisting

of five subsystems with six processors was used for test program

SNSTES.NET. Figure A.1 illustrates the task assignments and message

flow. Note that tasks numbered 1 through 20 are executive tasks and

have no predecessors. Tasks numbered 41 through 69 have predecessors.

On the flow chart, the number in the top of the circle indicates the

task identification number. The number beside the ray indicates

Y . message number, and the quantity in parenthesis is the number of words

in that particular message. Task 4 is a completion status and has

no successor tasks.

For the same example program SNSTES.NET, Figure A.2 shows the processor

bus connections thd the task to processor assignments. Note that pro-

cessors 7 and 8 are shown with no bus connections. SNS requires a

minimum of eight and a maximum of sixteen processors.

Concluding the example, start time RUNT, interation time ITER, and

subfunction processor assignment SFPE are tabulated in Table A.4.

TASK ID RUNT ITER SFPE

3 25000 31250 4

5 12600 31250 5

6 27500 31250 3

15 19000 31250 2.-
16 0 31250 6

TABLE A.4 Subfunction Schedule for SNSTES.NET
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3. SNS Data Program

A data program for SNS consists of five sections, The

first section controls the report data and consists of 3 lines, an

described in reference [4], section 5.1. An example of the control

cards is shown in Figure A.3. The last four sections of the data

program are FORTRAN NANELISTs and define (1) Avionic Task Definition,

(2) Bus Connectivity, (3) Task to Processing Element Assignment, and

(4) Subfunction Scheduling.

Figure A.4 shows the structure of the avionic task definition in

the data program while Figure A.5 indicates bus connectivity definition.

Tables A.5 through A.8 define the data program NANELISTs avionic tasks,

bus connectivity, task to processor assignment, and subfunction schedule,

respectively.

A coding sheet of the form shown in Table A.9 is convenient

for listing the data to be entered in the data program. Note that the

information contained in Table A.9 was obtained from the task diagram,
Figure A.1. After all of the assignments have been completed, data is

entered into the data program. Table A.10 is a partial listing of

example data program SNSTES.NET.

__________________-_-- i 1.tttlttoott ?ittt-o-i'iii-Ti~i u- eoI

ll l l I I s IIII I I IIIII III214 4 11 1 4 ' II I Ii l l 4 1 1 111 t1

444444444. II1 44 4 1if44 4 44. 4 As 44 '1

66j6 466 6 w 4 s is a i it a 16 6 as SIIII is iiii64s 1 1II 1 It 'j fa

It

, FIGURE-j-- 'D' 6 6 A Report bufhbol oitiunifoi-.iiuhhhh

T " I Ilol I

IS.

S222222222222 2 22 2222222 2222 222222 2

444444444444444444444444444444444444444 44 44444444 4444444444444444444444444444441

4. .i!B66A6166566Ie6668666166661 666666 66S16S*i66gg6~6g6
wo TRE FOUR- si I

FIGURE A.3 Report Control Format
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VARIABLE DESCRIPTION DEFAULT VALUE

$TTBD Start NAMELIST
WSIZE- Bus data word length (usec/bit) 20
BITPRD- Bus bit period(Usec/bit) I
MSYNC- Message sync signal length (bits) 0
GAPTME- Lnter-message gap time (psec) 5
$END

(As many of the following data sets are there are tasks*)

$TDEFN Start NAMELIST data set descriptor
LAST- .True. If last task definition
TASKID- Task identification number
NPRED- Number of predecessors to task 0
DELTA- Inverse of rep. rate (period) 232-1
NUMSUC- Number of successor tasks 0
SRID- List of successor tasks id's
RTYPE- 16-bit words of memory used
NUMBS- Number of run time branch successors 0
BSID- List of run time branch successors
NIMSG- Number of input messages required by task 0
IMTYPE= List of input message types, pointer from TYPE
XTIME- Tasks' execution time in processor clocks 0
$END End NAMELIST data set

$MTBD Start NAMELIST data set
NUMMSG- Number of output messages generated by task
$END End NAMELIST data set

As many of the following NAMELIST data sets as specified by NUMMSG

$MDEFN Start NAMELIST data set
TYPE- Message type, is a pointer to IMTYPE 0
LENGTH- Message length in words exclusive of overhead 0
NUMDES- Number of destination tasks 0
TASKID- List of destination tasks
PHASE- Transmission time 0
PERIOD- Period of message transmission I
PRTY- Priority of message 0
CCLEN- Control length 20
SOURCE- Source id 0
DENS- Density 0
$END End NAMELIST data set 0

I. - TABLE A.5 Avionic Task Definition
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VARIABLE DESCRIPTION DEFAULT VALUE

$GBDEF Start NAMELIST data set descriptor
TOTPE- Total number of PEs in the system
GBCL- List of PE numbers that define the Global

bus connectivity in the order for control
to be passed, exclusive of Local connections.

BLGTH- Total number of elements in GBCL
TLOCL- Total number of local bus connections
PERTIME- Period time for periodic reports 0
$END

(One set for each affinity group to be defined, if 15 processors, then 15
affinity groups are defined).

$LBDEF Start NAMELIST data set descriptor
NUMPE- Number of PEa in this affinity group
PECON- List of PE numbers that define the Local bus

connectivity in the order for control to be
passed.

BLGTH= Total number of elements in PECON
LAST- .TRUE. Use if last affinity group definition
$END

TABLE A.6 Bus Connectivity Definition

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION DEFAULT VALUE

$DEFINE Start NAMELIST data set
PEID- ID of processor having tasks assigned to it
NUMTSK- Number of tasks assigned to processor
TASKS- List of tasks ID's assigned to the processor
LAST- .TRUE. If this is the last processor assigned
$END

(One data set for each processor assignment defined)

TABLE A.7 Task to Processing Element Assignment

.
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VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

(As many of the following data sets as there are subfunctions)

$FNDEFN Start NAMELIST data set descriptor
RUNT= Time at which subfunction gets first 'go' message
ITER= Iteration period of subfunction
NUMPE- Number of PEs with subfunction starting mode
SFPE- ID of PEs with subfunct ion start mode
LAST- .TRUE. If last subfunction, definition
ID- Numeric identity of subfunct ion
$END

TABLE A.8 SUBFUNCTION SCHEDULING DEFINITION
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4. SNS Output Data

The output reports generated by SNS occur at three levelst

(1) event level, (2) at the completion of a sample period, and (3)

at the completion of the simulation run. Event level reports occur

at the completion of each event during the simulation. An example

of an event level report is shown in Table A.11.

Sample period reports are generated every 50,000 microseconds or

as specified by the user setting the parameter PERTIE. Evaluations

are made of bus and processor performance over the sample interval.

An example of a period report is shown in Table A.12.

Finally, SNS generates summary reports at the completion of the

simulation. The summary reports include processor utilization sumaries,

bus utilization summaries, message transmission summaries, and a bus

traffic decomposition report. An example of a summary report is given

in Table A.13.

.
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A.III Multiplex Simulator (MUXSIM)

MUXSIM resides in the AFAL DEC-10 Computer System, area DSKC,

ppn [275,311]. The MUXSIM routines in this area are encoded in FORTRAN

as well as executable object code. MUXSIM is run from a remote terminal

by typing .RU MS and following the coaching text.

In addition to its residence in disk, MUXSIM is stored on two

magnetic tapes, REELID:587 and REELID:563. To copy files from tape

587, a routine called FAILSAFE is used. Table A.14 illustrates the

method of copying the files from tape REELID:587, DSKH, ppn [171,7513]

to disk area DSKF, ppn [242,363].

.MOUNT MTA FAILSA/REELID:587

.R FAILSA

*/w
*/A

*/T, <files to be copied>

.DISMOUNT FAILSA

TABLE A.14 FAILSAFE Example

.-
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The MUXSIM files stored on tape 563 were copied onto tape by use

of a routine called FRS which is no longer in use on the DEC-10 System.

For information on FRS, type on the remote terminal .TYPE DOC:FRS.DOC.

To copy the MUXSIM files from tape 563 onto disk area DSKF, ppn [242,363],

follow the procedure listed in Table A.15. Once the MUXSIM files

have been copied into disk area DSKF, ppn [242,363], the user may

modify or move files to other disk areas as necessary.

.MOUNT MTA FRS/REELID:563

.R FRS

*REW

*RESTORE DSKF:*.*[242,363]-DSKC:*.*[171,7513]-MTA#

.DISMOUNT FRS

TABLE A.15 FRS Example

An attempt has been made to consolidate all of the MUXSIM files

onto one tape. The BACKUP routine was employed to store MUXSIM onto

tape REELID:457. The procedure for copying files from tape 457 to a

disk area is given in Table A.16.

.MOUNT MTA BACKUP/REELID:457

.R BACKUP

/REW

/FILES

/RESTORE DSKG: File name .ext[275,311]-DSKF: File name
ext [242,263]

.DISMOUNT BACKUP

I

TABLE A.16 BACKUP Example
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In essence, MUXSIM front-end aids the user in modeling the avionic

system being simulated. Subsequent to user input of the signal list

and required dictionaries, MUXSIM allows interactive modification of

the system until the user is satisfied with the design.

Input data required for MUXSIM engulfs the entire signal list of

the avionic system, down to pin level. Other inputs include definitions

and locations of various subsystem componenets and remote terminals.

Static MUXSIM maps signals to appropriate remote terminals, allowing

the user to make modifications as necessary. The detailed signal list

and the following dictionaries are required inputs to MUXSIM:

(1) LRUNME.DIC LRU Name

(2) LRULOC.DIC LRU Location/Remote Terminal

(3) SGLADC.DIC Signal Group/LRU Assignment

(4) LRUKMY.DIC LRU Key Modification

(5) DRSMAP.DIC Data Rate/Signal Map
Additionally, there is a dictionary input requirement for each

of the two dynamic MUXSIM models.

The detailed signal list must be input as data; there are three

lines of data to represent each signal. The format requirement for the

signal list and the dictionaries is found in MUXSIM User's Manual,

Section 5. The detailed signal list and the necessary dictionaries

for the A7D avionic system are stored in the MUXSIM files on the DEC-10

Computer System.

There are eight static modes of operation of MUXSIM which are

input through the STATIC subsystem Word Map and the Message Map programs.

(1) Model SA T/T data transfers

(2) Model SB T/C/T data transfers

(3) Model SC Digital T/T, Discrete T/C/T

(4) Model SD Hybrid of SA and SB

(5) Model SE T/T transfers with Bus Control Interface
Unit (BCIU) Broadcast Reception

(6) Model SF T/C/T transfers with BCIU Broadcast
I. Reception

(7) Model SG Hybrid of SE and SF

(8) Model SH T/C/T transfers with word shuffling

~7-35
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In addition to the static models, there are two dynamic models;

Model DA for demand access transfers and model DB for demand access

transfers including fault-tolerant and redundancy schemes.

The output data from MUXSIM is as follows:

(1) Corrected equipment list, signal list, and signal flow sumary

(2) Signal to remote terminal assignments

(3) Signal to message assignments

(4) Message bus loading and utilization

(5) Dynamic model summary reports.

Documentation on the use of MUXSIM is available by typing .TYPE

MUXSIM.DOC on the TTY terminal. More detailed information on the

MUXSIM programs Is found in MUXSIM User's Manual, reference [7]. With

this documentation and the aid of MUXSIM coaching text, MUXSIM is

relatively easy to run from an interactive terminal.

. 7
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LASER CANDIDATE AND ENERGETIC MATERIAL STUDIES

by

William Robert Carper

ABSTRACT

The search for a chemical laser operating in the visible and ultraviolet

spectral regions has been extended to SeF and TeF. The flame emission spectrum

has been obtained and a vibrational analysis completed for both compounds. The

spectroscopic analysis indicates that the internuclear distances vary consid-

erably between the ground and excited states of SF, SeF and TeF. The results

support the concept of SeF and TeF as potential laser candidates.

The energetic materials, RDX and HMX have been analyzed by mass spectral

and ESR studies to determine their mode of thermal decomposition. The evidence

supports the formation of gaseous free radical chains which are highly reactive

and volatile. Future studies in this area are suggested.
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I. INTRODUCTION: The research goals of this project are directly associ-

ated with two major concerns of the Air Force Systems Comand: (1) the

development of new chemical laser systems and (2) the characterization of

decomposition mechanisms associated with energetic materials.

A. Chemical Lasers: Since the beginning of the laser era in 1960, the

search has been in the direction of powerful chemical lasers. To date, only

chemical lasers operating in the infrared have been produced. Chemical lasers

operating in the visible and ultraviolet spectral region could offer lower
1

atmospheric absorption, less beam divergence, and higher output power. Thus

the current interest in chemiluminescent reactions.

Chemiluminescence occurs when a chemical reaction leads directly to

formation of an atom or molecule in an electronically excited state which can

subsequently radiate light. The light emitted from most flames is thermal in

origin.2 However, the emission of formaldehyde bands 3 from "cool flames" of

some hydrocarbons, ethers, and aldehydes can best be ascribed to chemilumines-

cence. Broida and coworkers 4 have studied the chemiluminescent reactions of

the alkaline earth metals with the halogens, oxygen, and nitrous oxide. The

reaction of barium atoms with nitrous oxide5 , producing electronically

excited BaO, was the first to give a radiative efficiency greater than 1%.

Sufficient information does not exist for effective screening of

specific molecules as laser candidates. 1 ,6 One major difficulty to visible

chemical lasers arises from the lack of known reactions in which the product

species are partitioned efficiently into electronic states. Additional factors

include the short radiative lifetimes (10-7 to 10-9 sec) of most electronic

excited states and insufficient kinetic information about reaction rates,

quenching mechanisms, and deactivation cross sections.

The study of chemiluminescence gas phase reactions provides the means

of determining energy levels and population distributions in ground and

excited states. This method is useful for the screening of possible visible

chemical laser systems and, ultimately, the formation of a realistic model

describing the basic molecular requirements for laser action.

During a preliminary investigation, a cool green chemiluminescent

flame resulted when selenium reacted with molecular fluorine.7 The excited

species responsible for the visible radiation is believed to be the SeP
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radical. No optical spectroscopic study of SeF has been reported. Carrington8

and Brown9 produced SeF in an EPR cavity using COSe and F atoms (from CF4) as

reactants. In most cases, their results compared favorably with the theoretical

values calculated by O'Hare.10'1 1'1 2 The analogous SF radical has been studied

in more detail.1 3 The presence of SF was confirmed by mass spectral data where

COS was the sulfur source. Both radicals exist in a 27 ground state. The

absorption spectrum of the A 2T - X 2r transition at 330-400 nm indicated a non-
deenrae rondsttewhse2 2

degenerate ground state whose 2'3/2 and 2i1/2 levels were split by about 200
1

cm . Emission spectroscopy should produce a more detailed spectrum due to the

expected population of higher vibrational states.1
4

B. Decomposition Studies of Energetic Materials: Chemical explosives

have been used as weapons for centuries, however, systematic physical and chemi-

cal studies of energetic materials have been carried out only since World War

II. Even then, we still do not have a detailed knowledge of the exact species

in the reaction zone or the applicable kinetic and reaction products of a

detonation.

Modern weapons are exposed to ever increasing severe environments

such as aerodynamic heating and high shock pulses of extended duration in the

msec range. Energetic materials capable of surviving this environment and

functioning properly must be developed at a reasonable cost. Consequently,

research is needed in thermal decomposition kinetics to understand the initia-

tion process

In order to provide necessary shelf-life of energetic materials, we

must develop the knowledge to predict the aging process of energetic materials

under ambient conditions. This requires research in room temperature kinetics,

and how the aging mechanism is affected by binders, etc. Models are needed

for the interaction of energetic materials with non-energetic materials at

ambient environmental conditions.

Non ideal energetic materials show a strong potential for sizeable

gains in performance, based on a more efficient use of the available energy.

However, before this concept can be applied to specific systems, a more

detailed understanding of the non ideal explosive behavior must be acquired.

This necessitates research in the following areas: (1) effects of molecular
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weights on reaction products (2) identification and quantification of reaction

products (3) reaction kinetics and controlling factors (4) determination of

the state of the reaction products and (5) mathematical modeling of the non-

ideal detonation phenomena.

A number of physical and chemical techniques have been employed in

the decomposition studies of energetic materials. These include among others:

(1) gas evolution analysis (2) product isolation and analysis (3) pressure

studies and (4) isothermal differential scanning calorimetry (IDSC). The

latter method (IDSC) measures the rate of energy evolution or absorption by the

sample which is directly related to the rate of the reaction. While all of

the above techniques are useful, none of them allows one to observe the

change in concentration of an identifiable (directly observable) species

versus time.

A useful technique which overcomes this problem is electron spin

resonance (ESR) which allows one to observe the formation and disappearance

of radicals and paramagnetic ions as a function of time.

Using ESR, Janzen15 observed spontaneous free radical formation in

the pyrolysis of a number nf nitroaromatic compounds including TNT. He found

that, if TNT was heated isothermally at 240 0 C, a concentration of approximately

1074 moles liter-' of free radicals was formed. In a more recent study, Guidry

and Davis1 6 used ESR to monitor the thermal decomposition kinetics of TNT in

the pure liquid (neat). They were able to directly observe the intermediate

and product species in the reaction mixture and to determine activation ener-

gies which agreed well with previously determined values obtained by other

methods.

II. OBJECTIVES:

The objectives of this project were:

(1) The acquisition of the flame emission spectra of SeP and TeF.

(2) A complete vibrational band analysis of SeF and TeF emission

spectra.

(3) The determination of spectroscopic constants associated with the

species SeF and TeF.

(4) ESR analysis and possible mass spectral identification of the

.-r wtuto forned during the decomposition of RDX and HMX.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
A. SeF and TeF Spectral Studies: The flame emission spectra of both

SeF and TeF were obtained by mixing microwave discharged F2 with either Se or

* Te Metal vapor at elevated temperatures. The burner/vacuum assembly is con-

tained in an all stainless steel system consisting of a cross-shaped burner

assembly with Quartz windows, a vacuum forepump, 150 cfm Kinney vacuum pump,

and a scrubber exhausting to the intake of the duct system. The spectra were

recorded using a half-meter McPherson scanning monochromator (300-1000 m), a

lock-in amplifier, light chopper, a photon counter and recorder system.

The spectrum of each diatomic molecule was recorded and the position

of each bandhead determined in wavenumbers (cm- 1). Deslandres tables1 7 were

first set up for SeF and the data computer analyzed to fit the general vibra-

tional spectroscopic equation given below:

Y = 0 (v + 1/2) - W x (v + 1/2)2 +. ..... ..... (1)
e e e

Energy levels for small values of v are almost equally spaced by an

amount Oi , however, as the w x term becomes more dominant, the spacing

diminishes. Typical values of W e and W e x are 100-1000 and 0.1 - 10 cm 1,

respectively.

The SeF spectrum consists of two band systems that could be analyzed.
-1

The major band system had an observed (0,0) transition at 15,416 cm and

fitted the following equation to a high degree of accuracy:

y = 15,413.5 + 437.46 (v') - 2.06 (v')2  (2)

- 1108.01 (v") + 1.34 (v")
2

v' refers to the excited state vibrational level and v" the ground

state vibrational level.

A secondary (weaker) band system was also observed for SeF. Its

data was fitted to the following equation:

y - 16,474 + 435.5 (v') - 3.0 (v')2 + 1102 (v") (3)

The (0,0) transition was not observable and could only be esti-

mated. The values of w 0 ' and w " calculated from equations (2) and (3) are:

Major Band Minor Band

System System

W 436.2 435.5

W 1105.7 1102
0
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The two band systems represent the /2 /2/2 2S3/2- 3/2 and 1/2 - "1/2

subbands of the SeF doublet emission spectrum. The similarity in O' and IWO

supports this concept and a similar result was obtained by Di Lonardo and

Trombetti for SF.'3

The band spectrum of TOP also revealed at least two progression,

one major and one minor. The major progression was computer fitted to equation

(4):

y - 14,076 + 435.7 (v') - 1.763 (v')2 - 615.56 (v") + 3.093 (v")2  (4)

Values of 437.51 cm and 618.65 cm- for 0 ' and w " were deter-o o

mined from equation (4). Since only eleven bands were discernable in the minor

progression, it was impossible to computer fit the data to a polynomial similar

to equation (1).

Analysis of the emission intensities of the major bands in SF and

TeF spectra indicates that there is a considerable difference between the

internuclear distances in the ground and excited states of both molecules.

The data on SF1 3 also indicates a similar result. This conclusion was arrived

at by observing the intensity data of the various Deslandres tables. A Condon

parabola was drawn through the intensity maxima, and its apparent width

observed. A wide parabola indicates that there is considerable difference

between the internuclear distances of the ground and excited states. This is

the case for the SeF, TeF and SF molecules.

One of the ways to identify a molecular species is to determine the

isotopic shift both theoretically and experimentally. The shift (AY) can be

calculated from equation (6):

Ay - (1 - p)[(v' + 1/2) W e (v" + 1/2) W "] (6)

where p = (jp/i)
I/ 2 and p and pi are atomic masses

1 7

Selenium contains the isotopes 74 (1%), 76 (9%), 77 (7.5Z), 78 (24Z),

80 (50%) and 82 (9%), whereas tellurium contains major isotopes at 126 (18.7Z),

128 (32%) and 130(34.5%). Consequently, the isotope shifts are three times

larger for Se than for Te. The net result is that although we have been able

to verify the isotopic effect for a number of SeF transitions, we find that

TeF isotopic shifts are only barely observable and almost equal to experimental

error.

Finally, it was our intention to record lifetimes of SeF and Te to

aid us in evaluating the potential of these compounds as laser candidates.
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This part of the project (the final phase) will be accomplished by Captain

Thorpe with the assistance of Steve Davis at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory

during the next few months.

B. RDX and HMX Decomposition Studies: RDX (cyclonite) and HH4 are six

and eight membered ring compounds containing alternating -[CH 2 - N (-NO2)1-

groups. RDX18 usually contains 3-8% HMX as an impurity which can easily be

removed by chromatographic techniques. HMX is synthesized in a relatively

pure state, as contaminant RDX is destroyed during the latter stages of the HHX

synthesis. RDX decomposes over the temperature range 213-299*C and HIa decom-

poses at a higher range of 271-314C.
18

The physical method of electron spin resonance is a sensitive one,

and investigators in this area have occasionally studied reactions involving

impurities rather than a reaction involving the compound of primary interest.

A classic example involved the production of the naphthalene anion which was

incorrectly analyzed as the solvated electron by a rather famous scientist.

With the above in mind, a simple liquid chromatographic method was devised to

purify and separate RDX and HMX. These two compounds are easily separated in

acetonitrile - CH2C12 mixtures by passing them through a silica column. The

resulting fractions were collected and rotovaced to remove the solvents. The

solids were then placed in quartz tubes, and the tubes placed in the ESR cavity.

The compounds were heated separately up to approximately 20* below their

decomposition temperature, at which point an ESR spectrum developed and was

recorded for future analysis. The RDX and HMX spectra disappeared with time,

and as the analysis indicates, are probably associated with the formation of

a gas phase radical which is both volatile and highly reactive.

if the above conclusion is correct, then a mass spectral study of

each compound should produce at least one fragment that corresponds to the

hypothetical molecules deduced from the analysis of the ESR spectrum in each

case. Consequently, a mass spectrum was obtained for the purified forms of

RDX and IOU-.1 9,20  In both cases, only one mass spectral fragment (m/e ratio)

was seen to correspond to the hypothesized structural formulas deduced from

the ESR analysis.

A typical ESR spectra for a RDX melt is shown in Fig. 1. A computer

program developed and generously provided by Dr. Ira Goldberg was used to

I8
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7 .

generate the simulated RDX ESR spectrum shown in Fig. 2. In simple homogeneous

systems such as RDX and HMX melts, the relaxation processes are controlled by

spin-lattice interactions. Consequently, the energy absorbed from the radia-

tion field is distributed so that the spin system maintains thermal equilibrium
21

throughout the resonance process and theory predicts a lorentzian rather than

a gaussian line shape. In the gaussian case, individual electrons find them-

selves in differing local fields so that resonances are not all simultaneous.

In the case of RDX and HMX, a 80% lorentzian and 20% gaussian combination gave

the best overall spectral representation.

The simulated RDX spectrum was generated with 3 equivalent nitrogen

couplings (aN) of 6.8 gauss, and 3 non-equivalent hydrogen coupling constants

(aH) of 13.8, 3.8 and 1.45 gauss. The possibility of the 3 equivalent nitro-

gens being replaced by 6 equivalent hydrogens was eliminated by intensity

considerations.

The mass spectral analysis of RDX show a major fragment in m/e range

80, 81, 82 and 83, with 81 and 82 being the most predominant fragments. Since

numerous nitrogen coupling constants range from 3 to 7 gauss22 ,23 in varying

situations, the following radical structures are proposed:

H(l)

(3) P / N H(2)

H N _C - - --- - - -- H

(4) I I(1)

H H
(3) (2)

H(4)

(a) (b)

8-11
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In both structures (a) and (b), the hydrogens are numbered such that

aH  13.8 gauss for Hi, aH - 3.8 causs for H2, aH - 1.45 gauss for H3, and a.

is less than 0.8 gauss (the measured linewidth) for H4. While either structure

is a possibility, the observed fragmentation of RDX in the mass spectrometer

suggests that ring rupture is more likely than ring stability, and therefore

structure (b) is our first choice.

The HNX spectrum was obtained at 2400C and is shown in Fig. 3 along

wit* the simulated version in Fig. 4. The spectrum was generated with 4 equiva-

lent nitrogen coupling constants (N ) of 3.58 gauss, 1 nitrogen coupling con-

stant of 12.9 gauss and 2 equivalent hydrogen coupling constants (aH) of 3.4

gauss. Other possibilities were eliminated through intensity or mass spectral

considerations. 19

The only HMX mass spectral fragments that correspond to such a system

occur at m/e ratios of 157 and 158. The only logical radical is the chain

compound given below:

CH - N - CH - N - CH -N-NO

2 2 2 2

The only possible ring structure is one that has a m/e ratio of less

than 157, and there is no mass spectral evidence for such a radical.

In the final analysis, the preliminary evidence supports the forma-

tion of gas phase free radical chains as major products in the decomposition

reactions of RDX and HMX. A possible fallacy in the analysis is that species

other than those proposed, are the principal products observed by ESR. Such

compounds might further react or decompose prior to the detection by the mass

spectrometer. While such events may be unlikely, we cannot rule them out

at this time.

IV. RECOMENDATIONS:

A. Emission Spectroscopy of SeF and TeF. It is apparent from our

initial studies that both of these compounds are potential laser candidates.

However, until the lifetime studies are completed, it is impossible to properly

evaluate their potential. Should the lifetime studies be favorable, then pro-

totype laser design should begin immediately. An interestina vossibilitv would

I. be the couvlina of SeF or TeF with another laser system to nrovide a wide-

range tunable laser system.

8
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B. Decomposition Studies of Energetic Materials.

(1) RDX and HMX - Our initial investigation of these compounds has

resulted in a tentative identification of at least one major product (orobablv

easeous) in each case. There are several experiments that need to be performed

before the species can be identified with certainty. These experiments are

as follows: (a) An ESR study of the gaseous products released during the

decomposition reaction of RDX and HNX. (b) Formation of radical cations and

anion (in acetonitrile) by electrolysis in an ESR cell and (c) Use of a spin

trapping agent24 to physically and chemically identify any gaseous or liquid

products of the decomposition reactions.

(2) TATB (triaminotrinitrobenzene) - Follow-on Research (subject

of mini-grant proposal). This compound is a yellow solid with a melting point

above 330*C1 8 . TATB is a resonably otent energetic material which is rela-

tively insoluble in alcohol, ether, chloroform, benzene and acetic acid; and

soluble in nitrobenzene and aniline.

Preliminary evidence has shown that TATB changes color from

yellow to red at 2800C. Furthermore, TATB forms a charge-transfer complex

with TCNQ, followed by the production of the radical anion, TCNQ-.

These results suggest that TATB and similar aminonitrobenzenes

would be excellent subjects for a future study similar to that presently under-

way at the Frank J. Seiler Research Laborator) on RDX and HNX.

I.
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A NON-LINEAR MAXIMUM

ENTROPY METHOD FOR

SPECTRAL ESTIMATION

by

C. H. Chen

ABSTRACT

The increased demand for high resolution spectral analysis makes it

necessary to improve the popular Burg's maximum entropy method for spectral

estimation. This report describes the computer implementation of a non-linear

method proposed by P. F. Fougere for spectral estimation, which provides not

only a much higher resolution than the Burg's method but also removes the line-

splitting phenomenon for sinusoidal signals. Particular emphasis is placed on

the complex signals as the real signals can be considered as a special case of

complex signals. After a brief introduction of the method, computer results

are presented which clearly illustrate the superiority of the non-linear method.

The problems of parameter selection and computational complexity are examined.

Suggestions for further research on this method are also given.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In many geophysical problems the data records are short while an accu-

rate spectral analysis is required. The conventional power spectrum estima-

tion using smoothing and windowing procedures provide poor resolution and
undesired Gibbs phenomenon. The Burg's maximum entropy method2 3 for spectrum

analysis considerably improves the spectral resolution for short records.

The method makes no assumption of data outside the time interval specified

and is thus least committal on unavailable data. Generally speaking the

method enhances the peaky component of the spectrum. However spectrum

splitting and frequency shifting frequently occur especially for sinu-
4,5soidal signals ' The Burg's maximum entropy method has now been well

documented . The method involves linear operations.

A new method was proposed by Fougere7 ,8 which makes use of non-linear

optimization procedure and provides the lowest possible prediction error

power. In this project the computer implementation of this new non-linear

method due to Fougere is considered. The new method is now fully opera-

tional and is suitable to provide an excellent spectral estimation for

Air Force geophysical data.

II. MATUEMATICAL PROCEDURES

The following is a brief description of mathematical procedures with

the new method. Details are available in References 7 and 8. Given an n-

point sample (xl, x2 , ---, x n ) of complex numbers xi, which may be formed

by real data from two different channels. Define an (a + 1) point predici-

tion error filter (PEF) (1, cml, gM2, --- gam) where each giJ is a complex

variable, such that the kth prediction errors are:

a
El1k 1. %f- lk mi

1-0

i=O

k - 1, 2, 3, --- , i-m

where, *I tha com~plex conjugate of s g.m 1 and E ad S.t

forward and backward prediction errors, respectively.
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Now the mean square prediction error, or mean error power, in both
time directions is:

2 n-m

Pn-r0.5 (n - )I E skE k (2)m s-1 k-l A A

If the PEF's (with leading "1" suppressed) of all orders 1,2, -- , m are

gathered in one complex matrix a, we may write:

211

82 1  g2 2

G m (3)

gml g32  --- mm

The generalization of the Levinson recursion algorithm is given by,
+g g* (4)

gJk -jlk + gJJ J-1  j-k

Burg has shown that if these diagonal elements (also called reflec-

tion coefficients) all lie in the range 1g j[< 1, then the PEF is minimum
phase, that is its Z-transform has all its zeros outside the unit circle.

In order to enforce this condition we can set

U U tanhe expio (5)

for complex signals, where 0 < ei < w, e and are both real and U is a

positive constant slightly less than unity. U is adjusted so that all of

the roots of the Z-transform of the PEF all lie outside the unit circle

and none lie on it. For real signals, we can set

9jj U sin e (6)

The non-linear optimization procedure starts with the expression for

variations in e8, oi,

e 0 e0 + e C7)

# j 41 0 + A9
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and then expand the prediction error Esk in a Taylor series about 8j° and
o retaining only the first order terms. Then set 3Pm/A A W 0,

j j
aPm/aao j - 0 to find the corrections A8 and A# J The corrections are

then substituted into (7) and the process is repeated until the corrections

A il and A# become sufficiently small. The method of Fletcher and Powell1 1

is utilized in the non-linear iterative procedure for error minimization.

In the case of complex signals, error minimization procedure by the method

of conjugate gradient12 is also utilized.

III. COMPUTER RESULTS

Both algorithms based on the non-linear method for real signals and

for complex signals have been implemented at the CDC 6600Computer at AFGL.

For real signals of various levels of additive Gaussian noise, the cases

considered include pure sinewave of various initial phases, the sun of two

sinewaves of different frequencies, and the FSK signal consisting of two

sinewaves of different frequencies occupying non-overlapped time intervals.

The non-linear method consistently corrects the line-splitting and fre-

quency shifting. Line-splitting is most evident when the initial phase of

the sinewave is an odd multiple of 450 . Fig. 1 shows the power spectra of

a 1 Hz 64-point sinewave with initial phase of 450 and 7 filter weights.

The non-linear method due to Fougere clearly corrects the line-splitting

in Burg's method and the line spectrum at 1 Hz is considerably sharper.

The additive noise level has a noise power of 0.0002. As the noise power

increases the line-splitting phenomenon gradually disappears but frequency

shifting becomes more apparent. Again the non-linear method is superior

as it corrects this problem also. For multiple equal-amplitude sinewaves

the non-linear method always improves the resolution even though equal -

amplitude spectral peaks cannot be guaranteed. For the FSK signal, the

experimental results show that the non-linear method always provides

correct locations of spectral peaks while the Burg's method often shows

frequency shifting.

For the complex signals the two data sets provided by RADC for 1979

Spectral Estimation Workshop as well as a 16-point complex sinusoid are

considered. Fig. 2 shows the two data records of 32 points each for the

"- 9-
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first RADC data set. For 3 filter weights, neither method is adequate to

provide enough spectral resolution as shown by Fig. 3. For 11 filter

weights, there are sufficient details in the spectra (Fig. 4). The ratio

of first sidelobe with respect to the main peak Is 0.639 for Burg's method

and 0.572 for the non-linear method. For 16 filter weights, this ratio is

considerably reduced and is equal 0.165 for Burg's method and 0.152 for

the non-linear method (Fig. 5). Spectral contents of 11 and 16 filter

weights are about the same. For the complex sinusoid, spectral splitting

is not evident. However the non-linear method provides much sharper

spectral peaks.

IV. RELATED PROBLEfS

Both the Burg's method and the non-linear method are well structured

mathematical algorithms for maximum entropy spectral estimation. The amount

of computation far exceeds the conventional power spectral analysis using

fast algorithms. The non-linear method, furthermore, requires many times

more computation as compared with the Burg's method. With the continued

, improvement in signal processing hardware, both methods will become prac-

tically feasible for real-time applications. At present the non-linear

method can be computationally more efficient if started with previously

optimized set of parameters. The present algorithm has incorporated such

feature.

The next important problem is the choice of parameters such as the

number of filter weights and the number of iterations in error minimization

procedures. The optimum number of filter weights depends highly on the

nature of data. Although the Akaike criterion does not consider the mean

square errors in both time directions, it provides a useful rough estimate

of the optimum number. The maximum number of filter weights should not

exceed two-thirds of the total number of data points. The required com-

putation increases approximately linearly with the increase in the number

of filter weights.

The optimum numbers of iterations again depend on the data. There

does not appear to have simple mathematical expressions for such parameters.

|* Generally speaking, the more iterations the better. Some trial and error
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may be helpful to get an idea on the proper set of parameters. It is noted

that the computation time increases slower than the linear relation as the

numbers of iterations increases.

V. FURTHER WORK

A highly effective non-linear method of power spectrum estimation for

real and complex signals has been successfully Implemented on the CDC 6600

Computer. Several areas of further work are much needed and strongly recom-

mended. They are:

(1) Implementation of the method in a minicomputer such as PDP 11/45

which has smaller memory capacity and shorter word length. Some

modification of the algorithms would be required in using the

minicomputer. For example the round-off error may incorrectly

place some roots of filter polynomial inside the unit circle.

(2) Application to real data.

(3) Empirical guideline for choice of parameters.

(4) Extension to more than two channels of data based on the non-

linear method.

.
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EJECTIN UAT/AN A31 UTNAIC PABANSTUS

by

DONALD C. CIAIG

ABSTRLCT

A careful survey of computer codes applicable to the determination

of ejection seat/am aerodynamic parameters was carried out. The current

state of the art capability in computational aerodynamics was identified

w. through an Integration of several means including Defence Documentation

Center (DDC) literature search, consultation with concerned industry ad

goverment agency, inputs from individuals interested In the subject as

well as survey of research literature at large. Several computer program

oodes from government sources were found to be applicable. They range

In scope from relatively simple to highly sophisticated, from an engineering

tool to a research oriented program. But a considerable amount of pre-

liminary work is required before these computer codes can be applied to

the ejection seat/man configuration. Suggestions for further research

In this area are also Included.

.
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I. INTROICTIOI

The idea of ejecting crews from disabled aircraft was advanced In

the late 1920s. Ejecting air crew solves several escape problems. It

permits air crew to leave aircraft that fly at high speeds or are in

high deceleration spinning or tumbling notions. It protects the crew

members during exit from contact with the aircraft and provides for safe

escape from low speed ground level emergencies.

As soon as the first operational ejection seat was introduced near

the end of World War II in the German night fighter, He 219, none general

ejection seat aerodynamic problems were exposed. Adequate seat trajectory

height was required to clear the tail of the aircraft. Stabilisation of

the seat in pitch and yaw was necessary immediately after ejection and

proper an-seat separation afterward. When aircraft speeds increased in

the early 1950s, protection of the air crown against certain consequences

of wind blast, such as limb flailing and high "g effect, became a problem.

That an unmodified ejection seat/man combination is aorodynamically

unstable in pitch, yaw and roll is a well-known fact. But attempts at

inherent aerodynamic stabilization so far have only been partially succoaftl

necessitating augmentation with drogue parachutes. This i an area sore

extensive research needs to be carried out. In thin type of research

work and many other works related to the air crew escape system such an

performance verification, merit evaluation of conceptual design, etc.,

all require data concerning aerodynamic parameters in order to carry out

the several tasks involved.

|o The aerodynamic data that are required include the three force

components in the directions of three mutually perpendicular body axis
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system and the three moment coefficients refereed to the center of gravity

of the seat/an system. There are two ways of acquiring the aerodynamic

datas (1) wind tunnel test using mock-up system with scale model and

du my or real seat and dummy, or under special circumstances, reel sat

and real person, and (2) theoretical analysis of the flow field surrounding

the seat/na configuration using digital computers. VhIle the mind tunnel

testing procedures and the test data reduction techniques have been fully

developed and applied routinely to the study of ejection seat/an system,

theoretical computation of the aerodynamic parameters of ejection seat/

man system has not made appreciable progress so tar in spite of the many

brilliant advancements made in the electronic computer technology,

hardware as well as software.

This lack of progress is not at all due to lack of interest but

rather due primarily to the extremely complicated three-dimensional body

surface the seat/an configuration presents (compared to the anoth and

streamlined contour of the aircrafts, missiles, spacecrafts and other

flying object.). (Fig. D1) Secondly, it is the transonic flow regime

in which the system often operates. Mathematical theory concerning

transonic flow has been slow in development because of many intrinsic

difficulties of the problem. Many problems of practical importance exist

today for which the aerodynamics are still not predictable mathematically,

and there are flows that are still not very well understood in spite of

their practical Importance.

A breakthrough of sort which brought notable change in the situation

occured in the early seventies. A number of theoretical methods have

been developed, yielding information that previously could have been

10-5
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I
obtained only by experiment. Since then, the progress has been quite rapid,

and interest in computational aerodynamics as a tool for designo develop-

ment as well as research activities in those difficult areas have bee.

revived. This includes the ejection seat/an configuration.

An effort was initiated, therefore, to survey the omputational

aerodynamic methods for determining body axis aerodynamic coefficients

of geometrical shapes which are characteristic of that exhibited by

the ejection smet/man configuration.

II. OBJZTVUOF THE lESBANK NMRoM,

The objectives of this effort veres

(1) To survey the research literature in the area of subsonic/

supersonic flow around three-dimensional, arbitrary body representative

of an ejection seat/man combination.

(2) To survey the existing computer program codes that may be

applicable, after appropriate modification or extension, to the

aerodynamic problem posed by an ejection seat/an combination.

(3) To informally document the results of Investigation for

future In-house or contractural efforts.
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III. IMPT MUO COMPUTATIONAL ABODYKAKICS GROUP (M/Fz)

An informal discussion session was held with Dr. Joseph Shang,

Aerospace hngineer of the Computational Aerodynamics Group, VPAYD, to

find out the coputational capabilities of the group to uhich he belongs

and to solicit an expert opinion on matters related to the present effort.

Dr. Shang summai sed the situation as follows.

(1) There are working computer codes for solving two-diensional

and three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations for both laninar and

turbulent flows in his group at present. However, they do not have

computer code for solving potential flow equations or Euler's equations,

nor do they have computer capability for solving the boundary layer

equations.

(2) Since aerodynamic forces (in contrmst to viscous forces) are

predominant In the ejection seat/man problem, fluid viscosity is of a

secondary importance. Therefore, the flow field around the ejection

seat/man configuration can be very well represented by Euler's

equations and in some cases by the potential flow equations.

(3) Unsteady nature of the flow field around the ejection seat/an

configuration needs a careful consideration. However, if the ejection

seit/man configuration can be sufficiently stabilized, i.e., without

violent tumbling notion, then treating the problem as a steady flow

problem is well justified.

(4) Generally speaking there are four computational approaches to

a three-dimensional flow problem such as that of ejection seat/San systems

i) Semi-empirical method using various pressure laws such as Newtonian

Impact theory, Unified pressure laws, etc. employed by the computer codes

10-7
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GAC-HAPP and DAC-HABP. (These computer codes will be discussed later.)

ii) Potential flow equations if the flow is inviscid and irzotational.

III) Euler's equat&ons if the flow In inviscid, and

iv) avier-Stokes equations with no restrictions whatsoever.

While semi-empirical method is simple and easy to program, it will

require a great deal of experience and insight in order to be successful.

For example, for a complicated three-dimensional body such as ejection

seat/man configuration, one mst know what particular pressure law to

apply on what portion of the body, etc. The success depends to some

extent on the user's know-how. On the other hand, solution of full

potential flow equations or Ruler's equations will take much longer time

to develop the computer program. But once the program is written theI

solution can be obtained more or less straight forward without guess

work. Navier-Stokes equations are normally not necessary for this type

of problem in which aerodynamic forces are of the primary interest.

IV. INPUT FROM IIXJSTRY--GRUIMAN AEROSPACE CORPORATION

Grumman Aerospace Corporation is carrying out an investigation of

MINIMU-SIED LOW PROFILE COCKPIT (MSLPC) AND CRE ESCAPE SYSTEM

INTEGRATION under Air Force Contract No. F33615-78-C-3427. The aerodynamic

data they needed in analysing the conceptual escape system performance

were generated by a computer code GAC-HAPP (Grumman High-Speed Aerodynamic

Prediction Program) [11 , in which they used a modified Newtonian pressure

law together with a crude model and was able to obtain a set of aerodynamic

data which correlated very well with the wind tunnel data published in

Reference 2.
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An informal discussion session was held with five scientist/enginoers

of the Grumman Aerospace Corporation, Bethpage, N.Y., led by Mr. Joseph

0hilds.* Our discussion was centered around their computer code GAC-

HAPP.** The general consensus of the group was that, from an industrial

point of view, an engineering tool such as GAC-HAPP in the only tool one

should use in the trending study or design and development, because it

is simple and economical. The program was originally designed for the

evaluation of space shuttle performances in the supersonic/hypersonic

flow regime. But successful experiences with the code in the low super-

sonic flow and even subsonic flow with Mach number as low as 0.6 [3)

motivated Grumman to try to extend its range of application down to and

including incompressible flow (M - O) by introducing appropriate new

pressure laws and allowances for the lee-side pressure.

The group suggested that two things be included in the future wind

tunnel test of ejection seat/man systems (i) measurement of static

pressure at the representative locations of the ejection seat/an system.

and (ii) measurement of some dynamic characteristic parameters such as

damping coefficients, if possible. A knowledge of the static pressure

distribution will help us understand the flow conditions around the body

much better, and the dynamic parameters will help us understand the

transient nature of the rapidly decelerating ejection seat/man system.

, The nane and phone number of each member are included in Appendix A.
. See Appendix B for a brief description of the program.
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V. INPUT FROM OTHER GOVERMW AGENCY--NASA ANNS RUARCH CUTER

This author was briefed by a group of scientist/engineers of NASA

Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA, on the newest developments in

computational fluid dynamics. Mr. Terry Hoist, who was the author's

point of contact, made arrangementa for a meeting with three other

scientists.* Our discussion was centered around the advanced methods of

solving full potential flow equations and Rler's equations. Mr. Holst

summarised the state of the art as follows.

(1) Cost in CPU times (Speaking in terms of applying the existing

computer codes to a three-dimensional problem such as that of ejection

seat/man configurations) (I) Navier-Stokes equations (5 hours);

(ii) Bler's equations (2 hours); and (Iii) Full potential equations

(10 minutes). The number of hours shown inside the parentheses indicate

an estimated CPU time required to get a set of data (for one Mach number

and one angle of attack). The dollar cost would be approximately $1,000

per CPU hour. For unsteady flow problems, triple the amount of time

quoted above.

(2) Time required to develop the computer programs The time

required to modify an existing computer code to make it work for the

ejection seat/man configuration would be from * to I year. The most

efficient way to do it Is to do it at NASA Ames Research Center where

the expert advice is readily available. The person who undertakes this

task should have a good background in fluid dynamics and, more preferably,

in computational fluid dynamics (CFD).

(3) Level of impact# Somehow unclear because it is very difficult

-The name and phone number of each member are included in Appendix A.
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to make an assessment. A CFD code definitely cannot compete with an

empirical approach such as GAC-HAPP with respect to cost and time involved.

However, an improved accuracy can be obtained from CFD in general. But

it is unclear how such accuracy can be obtained if, in order to hold down

computer tine and cost, a relatively crude model in employed in computation.

(4) Recoamendationas (i) If the aerodynamic data desired Is at the

higher Mach numbers (M - 1.5), uler's equations should be used. On the

other hand, if Mach numbers in the range of 0.6 to 1 are also equally

important, then one should start out with the full potential equations.

Because the computer code for the solution of full potential flow equations

is simpler and less expensive. (ii) Another approach one night try is

to solve the two-dimensional formulation of the problem on the syumetry

plane of the system and empirically introduce allowances for the three-

dimensional relief effect, because two-dimensional computer codes are

such simpler than the corresponding three-dimensional computer codes.

For example, two-dimensional computer code can solve full potential

equations in approximately 30 seconds per case and Ruler's equations in

approximately 10 minutes per case.

VI. POTUTUL COMPT PROGRAMS FROM GOVERMENT SOURCES

A brief description of each potential computer program uncovered by

the DDC literature search is given below.

(1) "TH MM IV" SUMMONIC-HYPRSOIC ARITRARY-BODY PROGRM [4]

This program was developed by the Douglas Aircraft Co. under Air

Force contract. The program is also known by the code name "DAC-HABP."

It is similar in scope to GAC-KAPP of Grumman. This program is by design
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an engineering tool, usable by the designer in day-by-day design and

developent work, rather than a specialsed research program requiring

extensive knowledge for succeesful operation and large amounts of computer

time. It places at the disposal of the user a collection of different

aerodynamic analysis tools that he can use in attacking his partialar

problem. Therefore, the accuracy of the resultr achieved depends to a

certain extent upon the user's knowledge of high speed aerodynamics and

on how he decides to apply the pvogrm to his problem.

Although the program primarily uses local-slope pressure calculation

methods that are most accurate at hypersonic speeds, its capabilities

have been extended down into the supersonic speed range by the use of

embedded flow field concepts. (See Appendix B for more detail.)

(2) "USSACH~" UNIFIE1D SUBSONIC-SUPEWSNIC ASHODYIWIIC PROGRAM [51
This program was developed by the Analytical Methods Inc., under

NASA contract. It employs the panel method for calculating steady, full

potential flow about arbitrary three-dimensional body. The velocity

components for the Incompressible flow are determined first and the

solutions are extended to the compressible flow by applying an extended

Gothert's similarity rule in both subsonic and supersonic flow regimes.

The configuration surface is subdivided into a large number of

panels each of which contains an aerodynamic singularity distribution.

A constant source distribution is used on the body panels*, and a vortex

distribution having a linear variation in the streanwise direction is

I- used on the wing and tail panels. The normal components of velocity

induced at specified control points by each singularity distribution are
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calculated and make up the coefficients of a system of linear equations

relating the strengths of the singularities to the magnitude of the normal

velocities.

A rapidly-convergent iteration scheme for solving large order system

of equations is employed to find solution of the boundary condition

equations. Once the singularity strengths are know the pressure

coefficients are calculated and the forces and moments acting on the

configuration are determined by numerical integration. (See Appendix C

for more detail.)

(3) "A DC PFP" nU3-DIM SIONAL POTENTIAL FLOW P1O)GRA [6]

This program was developed by the AlO, Inc., the contract operator

of Arnold Engineering Development Center (AZDC) under the sponsorship of

Air Force Systems Comand. This program also uses the panel method for

calculating steady potential flow about arbitrary three-dimensional body.

However, the mathematical representation of an aerodynamic shape is

normally made up of a series of loop or horse-shoe vortices. A control

point Is normally located at the center of each loop or horseshoe.

The coputer code Is written to extend the incompressible flow solutions

to the Wbeae Oapresible flow by using Gothert's compressibility

correction.

(4) *ATTAC A CO1fPU'ATIJ Ol _WMOD FOR TWO-D.NMnSMUL. ASlMTB IC,

AND T -DMsIONAL RWT-BODY FLms []

I- This program was written by Capt. Ronald H. Aungier, USAF, under

the sponsorship of Air Force Veapons Laboratory (AMiIL). The computer
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pam was written specifically for aiisymmetric body. This computer

code solves the governing equations for unsteady, Inviscid flow (Dluer's

equations) by the so-called time-dependent method.

An explicit finite difference scheme is used with stabl sing tes

Intoduced Into the governing equations for the unsteady flow. The sbock

points are treated with the quasi-one-dimensional unsteady characteristics

scheme suggested by orretti and Abbott [8]. A segmented solution procedure

Is employed to reduce computational time and storse requirements. It

involves dividing the flow field into many discrete segments naching

back along the body. The steady flow solution is obtained for each

segment (starting with the blunt nose) before prOooding to the next

segment. The downstream boundary solution at each segment in used as a

* • constant upstrem boundary solution for the next segment. (See Appendix

D for more detail.)

(s) OSTMKT A IV" STEATUQIC IITRY TDCNP3Wy p1XGa [9]
This ploraa ms developed by the AVCOO Systems Division under Alr

Force contract. This cede is very similar in scope to ATTACK. It is

used to calculate the three-dimensional perfect gas flow in the shock

layer of a blunted circular or non-circular cone at an angle of attack.

It employs a time-dependent finite difference technique for the subeonic

nose region of the shook layer, and a steady finite difference technique

for the supeOonic after body flow region.

.
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(6) -D3 STUDY INVISCID 7K83-DDMIOAL MU M NIC EM

P mO [10]

This program was itten by mmbers of the MathemStics and ieering

Analysis Branch of Naval Surface Weapons Center/White Oak Laboxatory

(NaVC/VOL). The initial code development m supported by the Naval

Sea Systems Command and most of the final code development and documen-

tation was supported by the Air Force Space and Mis ile System Organisation

The program computes the steady inviscid flow field in the supersonic

region of the shock layer on arbitrarily shaped reentry body in pitch and

yaw. The program also integrates the surface pressures to determine the

aerodynamic forces and monents on the body.

The program uses second order accurate finite difference methods to

solve numerically the inviscid flow equations In conservation form. The

region of the shock layer In which the axial velocity component Is super-

sonic is referred to as the supersonic region. In this region, the

governing equations are of hyperbolic type with the s-axis (axisa direction)

as the time-like direction. An explicit finite difference method Is

used to advance the flow variables and the bow shock geometry to station

a + & a using the known quantities at station a. The calculation begins

at some plane a - s o in the supersonic region where all flow quantities

and shock geometry are known.

A coordinate transformation Is Introduced to map the s - constant

cross-section of the flow field into a rectangular domain having one of

the sides representing the body surface. Computation Is done in the

rectangular computational plane and the solutions are transformed back
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to the physical plans.

Codes of this type are sometimes refered to as the shoek-capturing

technique. The present code also incorporates special provisions which

are used when certain discontinuities in body slope are encountered.

(See Appendix 3 for more detail.)

VIZ. OTI ADVAXCM COMMATIONAL TSWIMSU

Some of the numerical techniques that were developed more recently

and are, to this author's knowledge, relevant to the ejection seat/an

problem are briefly described below.

(1) Higher-Order Panel Method for Nonlifting Three-Diamnsional

Potential. Flow. [18]

* For low speed flight (incomressible flow) potential equation reduces

to Laplace's equation which is linear. Then the problem can be formulated

an an integral equation for a certain singularity distribution over the

surface of the body about which flow is to be computed. This procedure

owes its efficiency to the fact that the domain of calculation can be

restricted to the body surface, i.e., calculations need not be performed

in the field of flow.

In three-dimensional problems, the numerical implementation of this

procedure has represented the body surface by a large number of small

four-sided surface elements or panels and thus come to be called panel

method. In the Hes version theme panels are placed on the actual body

surface. ThLs renders the method numerically exact and applicable to any

arbitrary body.
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On ea~ch panel a control point is selected wheo" the boundary condi.-

tion of zero normal velocity Is to be applied and where surface velocities

are ultimately calculated. A "matrix of influence ooefficients" Is then

calculated. This consists of the computed set of velocities induced by

the panels at each other's control points for unit strength of souroe or

linearly varyin strength of vorticity. On nonlifting portions of the

configuration only source singularity is employed. On lifting portions

both source and doublet singularities are used.

A lifting portion of the configuration is defined as one having a

sharp tzailing edge where Kutta condition is to be applied and from

which issues a wake of trailing vorticity. Nonlifting portions are

. characterised by the absence of a sharp trailing edge and its associated

vortex wake. The source strengths are adjusted to satisfy the zero normal

velocity condition and the doublet parameters are adjusted to satisfy

the Kutta condition.

Probably the principal disadvantage of any three-dimensional panel

method Is that each case is relatively expensive because a large number

of panels means proportionately large amount of input data and computing

time. This problem has been intensified by the very success of the method,

because its success has led to its use in more and more challenging

problems. There is an urgent need for an increase in speed of computation

an wel as accuracy.

The concept of the hiher-order approach was first put foriard by

Hoss who has shown that the effect of surface curvature and the effect of

the variation of surface singularity strength are of the same order of

10-17
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mapitude. Thus Inclusion of one without the other is inconsistent and,

in general, does not lead to an imloovement in accuracy over the be

method (such as one used in OUJAUDO). The conmistent appozmations in

ascendiog order of accuracy area (1) flat-panel with constant-source (bae

method), (IJ) paraboloidal-panel with linear source, and (Iii) cubic-

panel with quadratic-source. In other words, a consistent approach uses

a source polynomial one degree les than the panel polynomial. The last

one was felt to be too complicated to be feasible and the "higher-order"

procedure adopted ms the paraboloidal-panel with linear-source.

The essence of constructing. a higher-order panel method consists of

generating altered "matrix of influence coefficients." The formulas that

in the base method give the velocity induced at arbitrary control point

by a flat panel with a constant singularity strength must be replaced

in a higher-order method by formulas that give the velocity induced at

an arbitrary control point by a curved panel with a variable singularity

strength.

(2) Numerical Calculation of Transonic Potential Flow about

Winou-Body Combinations. [19]

One of the major complications of treating the full potential equation

results from the need to treat the boundary conditions accurately. This

can be done, in general, (i) by analytically transforming the equation

to a boundary-conforming coordinate system so that the boundary conditions

can be applied easily on the body surface itself, or (Ui) the boundary

conditions are satisfied by interpolating on a regular Cartesian mesh.

I0 -The complexity of the finite difference code of implementing the first
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approach govw rapidly with increasing geometrical complexity, so that

application of this method to geometries more complicated thab & wing-

cylinder combination seems unlikely.

An alternate method proposed here Is based upon the particularly

simple form the quasilinew potential equation takes under a completely

arbitrary coordinate transformation when the velocity Is expressed in

terms of Its contravariant components. The coordinate transformation

generating each nesh cell in considered to be independent of the others,

and is determined numerically at each step in the calculation from the

Cartesian coordinates of the nesh points.

An arbitrary (nonsingular) transformation is used to transform the

potential equation. The new equation involves U, V, and V, the contra-

variant components of the velocity vector (u,v,w), in the ner coordinate

system (XYrZ). A finite difference approximation to the equation is

constructed using centered differences everywhere. An explicit artificial

viscosity is then added to the equation at points where the flow Is locally

supersonic. Finally an iterative procedure based on an equivalent time-

dependent process is constructed to solve the resulting difference

equations.

Treatment of geometrys The geometry Is first normalised by an

appropriate transformation. A final transformation and suitable stretching

transfozzations reduce the geometry to a finite rectangular box. A uniform

rectangular noesh in this domain is then mapped back to the physical domain

to give the Cartesian coordinates of the grid points.
.
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) mlicit ApOoximate Factorization Techniue (AF) [201

There are basically three formulations for inviscid transonic flows

(i) transonic smal3-disturbance potential equation (TSD), (i) f

potential equation (FP), and (Ili) luler's equations (exact inviscid

formulation). The FP formulation is the most efficient of the three

formulations in terms of accuracy-to-cost ratio for a wide range of

inviscid transonic flow applications.

A general form for two-level solution procedure for solving an

equation of the form L n - 0 is given by NCn + wRn - 0, where Cn .

%n4 .on is the correction, Rn - (Lon) is the residual and w Is the

relaxation parameter. The operator N determines the type of iterative

procedure and, therefore, determines the rate at which the solution

procedure converges.

In the approximate factorisation approach, N is chosen as a product

of two or more factors indicated by N - N1 N2 . The factors NI and N2

are chosen so that (i) their product is an approximation to L, (i) only

simple matrix operations are required, and (Mii) the overall scheme is

stable.

Different iteration procedures result from different choice of N.

For examples (1) successive line overrelaxation (SWOR), the standard

transonic flow solution procedure, (Ui) alternating direction implicit

(ADI), one type of Implicit approximate factorisation scheme sometimes

referred to as AF1, and (Mii) £F2, another type of implicit approximate

factorisation used in Reference 20.
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VIII. I T!"

Computational aerodynamics In capable of producing the aerodynamic

data that are required for dynamic analysis of the ejection seat/am

combination. Several potential computer programs from the government

sources were found to be applicable in one way or another, but none of

them in applicable to the ejection seat/an configuration witho,,t further

modification and adaptation, nor is any single computer code applicable

to the entire performance envelop of the modern high performance air

crew escape systems.

Recomendations t

(1) Develop HM IV as an engineering tool to be used in day-by-day

desil and development work. The major and primary effort involved in

adapting this code to the ejection seat/man configuration is modeling

and inputting the geometric data into the computer. The second phase

of the effort would be to develop a system of matching various pressure

laws with various flow regions surrounding the ejection seat/an

combination by correlating the data obtained from computation with the

data obtained from wind tunnel test.

(2) Develop USSAER as an engineering/research tool to obtain

aerodynamic data based on potential flow assumption. With modeling

technique already developed in the previous effort, adaptation of this

computer code to the ejection seat/an combination can be expected to

progress smoothly. The emphasis here would be in the area of Improving

the modeling technique to achieve accuracy of results and reduction of
Io

cost.
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(3) Develop a preliminary research program patterned after ATTACK

and D30CS. The emphasis here would be adaptation of the time-dependent

technique and the shock-capturing technique to the solution of the flow

field inside the shock layer.

(4) Develop research oriented compater program by incorporating

whatever advanced techniques that may be available at the moment for

solving full potential equations and Euler's equations.

Research tools today, engineering tools tomorrow.

.
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APEUDIX A

The name and phone number of each member with whom this author not

and discussed matters pertaining to the ejection seat/mu problem as

part of his effort are shown below.

(1) Grumman Aerol ace Co.. Bethpage t N.Y.

Joseph Childs (516) 575-3671

Gianky Daforno (516) 575-3662

Hing Lan (516) 575-5722

Rudy Meyer (516) 575-8860

Herbert Watman (516) 575-2790

(2) NASA Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. CA

Terry Hoist (415) 965-6415

Robert Varning (415) 965-5215

Unmsel B. Mehta (145) 965-5548

Peter Goorjian (415) 965-6329

I'.-
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APPENDIX B

(1) Excerpts from several Grumman Reports [1, 15, 16, 17] are included

here to illustrate various features of the computer code GAC-HAPP.

1. The GAC-IAPP is a versatile computer tool for the prediction of all-

axis supersonic to hypersonic force and moment coefficients, static and

dynamic derivatives, loads, and detailed surface pressures for arbitrary

shapes arbitrarily oriented in the flow. (Fig. Bl)

2. The following features are incorporated in the programt

o An all-attitude arbitrary shape interference shielding option.

o An all-attitude graphics.

o A viscid effects option.

o A modular configuration build-up capability.

o A geometric routine for pertinent area/volume computation.

o A punched-card output.

o Control effectiveness prediction.

3. Machine processing of one flight point (mach, altitude, angle of

attack, yaw angle) takes an average of 1/10 to 1 minute, depending upon

the complexity of the computation and vehicle geometry. Turnaround time

from preliminary lines to aerodynamic data is 24 hours.

4. The vehicle geometry must possess a plane (usually vertical) of

symmetry. A triangular faceted description of the vehicle surface is

employed. Incremental and total area, volume and centroid-of-area

characteristics for each module and the total configuration are

calculated. If the surface pressure and other elemental data are requestedI.
by the user, the program also calculates the centroids of the several
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thousand triangular surface elements.

5. The pressure coefficient for each triangular surface element, a func-

tion of its orientation in the strew, and Its contribution to the vehicle

forces and moments are computed and Integrated over the vehicle surface.

6. Various pressure laws that are available include Newtonian, modified

Newtonian, Unified, Tangent-sedge, Tangent-cone, and Prandtl-Keyer.

7. The viscid procedure, based on Eckert's reference enthalpy method,

has options for normal or oblique shock edge flow properties, and laminar

turbulent, or transitional boundary layers.

8. Computing time for complex geometries in graphics routine is about

the same as that required for aerodynamic analysis. For a vertically

symmetric shape requiring 1,000 input coordinate points and including
I

self-shielding, for example, the processing time is approximately 10

seconds for one picture. For an average out-of-the-pitch-plane picture,

the time involved can be up to one minute.

(2) The major features of MARK IV computer code include the following

capabilities. [31

1. Analyse completely arbitrary three-dimensional shapes.

2. Build up a vehicle from many components, each of hich may be of

arbitrary shape.

3. Include a number of force analysis methods so that the program would

have the widest possible application to various vehicle shapes and flight

conditions.

- 4. Provide engineering methods to account for the effect of the flow
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field generated by one component on the characteristics of another component.

S. Provide for convenient storage of data between program components.

6. A total analysis system frame work that is adaptable to continued

improvement and expansion.

7. Program uns either on CDC orIN compater with a ninuof effort

required to convert from one to the other.

8. A mAmary of tho basic pressure calculation methods employed by MARK IV

is given below.

I tShadow Flow

Modified Newtonian Newtonian (C p- 0)

Modified Newtonian + Prandtl-Meyer Modified Newtonian + Prandtl eyer

Tangent-wedge Prandtl-Meyer from free-strea

Tangent-wedge empirical Inclined cone

Tangent-cone Van Dyke Unified

Inclined cone High Mach base pressure

Van Dyke Unified Shock-expansion

Blunt-body shear force Input pressure coefficient

Shock-expansion Free molecular flow

Free molecular flow

Input pressure coefficient

Hankey flat-surface empirical

Delta wing empirical

Modified Dahlem-Buck

Blast wave

.
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(1) The Panel Neho [5]

The governing equation for a steady, irrotational, invincid and

incompreasible (low speed) flow of a perfect gas is Laplace's equation

which is linear. Then the problem can be formulated an an Integral

equation for a certain singularity distribution over the surface of the

body about which flow is to be computed.

In three-dimensional problems the numerical implementation of this

procedure has represented the body surface by a large number of small

four-sided surface elements or panels. On each panel a control point is

9. *selected where the boundary condition of zero normal velocity in to be

applied and where the surface velocities are ultimately calculated.

(Fig. Ci) On nonlifting portions of the configuration only source

singularity is employed. On lifting portions a vortex distribution having

a linear variation in the streaawise direction is used.

Analytical expressions are derived for the perturbation velocity

field induced by each panel singularity distribution. These expressions

are used to calculate the coefficients of a system of linear equations

relating the magnitude of the normal velocites at the panel control points

to the unknown singularity strengths. The singularity strengths which

satisfy the boundary condition of tangential flow at the control points

for a given Mach number and angle of attack are determined by solving

* this system of equations by an Iterative procedure. The pressure oeffi-

cients at panel control points are then calculated in term of the velocity

components, and the forces and moments acting on the configuration obtained

12
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by numerical integration.

(2) The Co uessible Flow Velocity Comnents

The compressible flow velocity components induced by the source and

vortex distributions are obtained by applying an extended Gothert's

similarity rule which applies to both subsonic and supersonic flows.

The extended rule states that the velocity components u, v, and v at

point P(x,yes) in a compressible flow are equal to the real parts of

ui, , and pwi here ui, v,, and w. we the incompressible velocity
components evaluated at point P(x, py, ps) and p- (1 - M2)* where K

represents the Mach number.

In subsonic flow, this rule agrees exactly with that given by Gothert

originally If each of the compressible velocity components are divided by

the constant 92.
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The Time-Dependent Method for Solvinx Steady Euler Rauations

1. Introductions

This method is based on the principle that correct steady-state

solution is obtainable as the limit for large time of a transient solution.

The presence of time derivatives in the Euler equations of otion

makes the system hyperbolic; hence the nitial value problem is well

posed. This means that for any given freestream values of velocity,

density and pressure, the equations can be integrated forward in time

until the flow field no longer changes.

For this procedure to be successful, the finite difference scheme

which is to be used must have the following two properties8 (i) it must

be valid across any discontinuity, i.e., it should prevent the occurenoe

of infinite derivatives at the shock wave, and (i) it must satisfy the

Rankine-Hugoniot conditions across any shocks that may develop inside

the flow field. [il]

Most difficulties in treating initial-boundary-value problems are

encountered not in solving the differential equations, but in attempting

to satisfy the boundary conditions. Therefore, a body oriented coordinate

system is often adopted to simplify the latter task. The ease with ahich

the boundary conditions can be satisfied far outweighs whatever copli-

cations adoption of such coordinate system may bring. [12]

2. IaleMentation of the time-deyendent method by OTACK- [7]

d !" A body oriented coordinate systm is used to optimise the nodal point
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distribution and to Improve the wall boundary conditions. The s-coordinate

surface is parallel to the body surface while the n-coordinate surface is

normal to the body surface. The -coordinato is the standazd azimuthal

coordinate in a cylindrical system. (Fig. D1)

For spatial derivatives, either central, forward, or backward differences

are employed. The partial derivatives In time will always be expressed as

forward differences.

Since the explicit finite difference scheme for the unsteady flow

equations is unstable, stabilising terms are introduced into the equation.

These stabilising terms are proportional to the local flow properties and

to the time step used. Therefore, the magnitude of the stablising terms

can be reduced as much as is desired by refneing the magnitude of At.

The shock points are treated with the quasi-one-dimensional unsteady

characteristics scheme suggested by Morreti and Abbott [8]. This scheme

is based on the assumption that the variation of physical variables along

the direction normal to the shock are the relevant parameters for determin-

Ing the shock behavior.

A computational procedure developed in Reference 13 which was refered

to as the segmented solution procedure is employed he". It involves

dividing the flow field into many discrete segments marching back along

the body. (Fig. D2) The steady flow solution is obtained for each

segment, starting with the blunt nose where the flow Is subsonic, before

proceeding to the next segment. The downstream boundary solution at each

segment is used as a constant upstream boundary solution for the next

segment
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APPENDIX X

The Shoc -Ca-turin Method for SoliDE Steay Eular'8 aeuations

in the Suversonic Flow Region

1. Introductions

The conventional sharp shock theories (those that isolate a shock

and apply the Rankine-Hugoniot shock relations across it) are limited

in their capability of handling the shock-shock Interaction problem and

the formation of all embedded shock waves. Another approach in tackling

this complex problem is to use & shock-capturing technique (SOT) which

is capable of numerically predicting the location and intensity of all

predominant shock waves without the explicit use of any shock fitting

procedures.

The implementation of the numerical solution is greatly simplified

if it is carried out in tezms of a nonorthogonal coordinate system in

which both body and shock are coordinate surfaces, rather than in terms

of the original physical coordinate system.

The ability of an SCT to accurately predict the location and intensity

of all shock waves in addition to the continuous portion of the flowfield

depends in port on the finite difference scheme used. [14]

2. Implemaentation of Shock-capturing Method by "D SS" [10]

Conservation of mass and momentum equations for a steady, inviscid

flow are to be solved in the supersonic region of the shock layer bounded

by the bow shock and the body surface. (Fig. 31)

1 -
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The governing equations in cylindrical coordinates with s-axis along

the axis of the body in the supersonic flow region (the velocity component

In the s-direction is supersonic) Is of hyperbolic type with s-axis as the

time-like direction.

A nonorthgonal coordinate transformation is introduced which normal-

ises the distance between the body and the outer boundary. A second map-

ping maps this region one-to-one onto itself. The reason for doing this

is to cluster computational points in the shock layer by choosing the

mapping functions appropriately. This is an added feature of this computer

code.

The system of partial differential equations is discretised and solved

numerically in the computational space. (Fig. Z2) For all points, the

solution Is advanced using predictor-corretor finite difference methods.

Namely, the known solution at s - Z, say, is used to determine temporary

(predicted) values at a - Z + &Zj then the predicted values are used to

determine the final solution (corrected) values at s - Z + &Z.

At the bow shock boundary, the Rankine-Hugoniot relations must be

satisfied. These relations give the flow variables at the shock in terms

of the shockgeoetry parameters (which are unknowns) and the free strea

quantities. A special system of equations for the shock geometry parameters

is numerically solved using a second-order accurate predictor-corrector

method to advance the shock geometry.

13
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PETRI NET-RELATED MODELS FOR AVIONIC SYSTEMS

by

Aaron S. Collins

ABSTRACT

Avionic systems are evolving toward concurrent processing computer

architectures, and digital technology is becoming more functional in

structure as very large scale integration continues to progress. Petri

nets and Petri net-related models have been proposed as functional

models for the design, simulation, and analysis of integrated hardware-

software systems, particularly those which involve concurrent processing.

Petri nets, LOGOS, the SARA Graphic Model of Behavior (GMB), Evaluation

nets, and colored Petri nets were studies and compared, and an avionic

subsystem was partially modelled. It was concluded that the combination

of the GMB format restricted to LOGOS primative structure would be of

more general use than any of the individual models studied.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

In selecting the computer architecture for the next generation

of avionic systems, the Air Force will have the opportunity to employ

a reconfigurable, fault-tolerant multi-processor design. Also, with

the rapid progress which is continuing in semiconductor technology, it

is becoming possible to integrate more and more functions onto a single

chip. The result is that functions which are currently conceived as

multi-device subsystems will shift their hardware-software boundary in

the near future. In addition, chips are becoming so complex that

comprehensive testing and analysis may be replaced in some designs by

functional testing and analysis.

These and other trends lead to a need for a common hardware-soft-

ware language for describing systems. Such a language would model

systems on the functional level with no clear delineation of hardware-

software boundaries and would serve as a communication medium between

t hardware designers, software designers, reliability analysts, and

simulation professionals. This would support the comparison of potential

avionic computer architectures on a common basis and would aid in the

design, analysis, simulation process for proposed integrated subsystems.

Use of functional models is particularly appropriate for future system

design efforts in view of the fact that higher levels of chip integration

leads to a hardware design which is functional in structure.

The need for better tools for the design and analysis of fault-

tolerant digital systems became evident to this researcher during the

1973-76 during the development of a computerized protection system

for a nuclear power plant. It became clear that the reliability and

capability of digital systems is limited, not just by manufacturing

technology or cost, but by our ability to design, analyze, and verify

complex systems. With a research background in simulation and computer-

aided design, a project whose goal is to develop a better tool for the

design and analysis of fault-tolerant systems has great appeal.

1.
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II. OBJECTIVES:

The computer architectures being considered for future avionic

system use involve concurrent processing, and Petri net models along

with derivations of Petri nets appear to be the most promising approach

to modelling concurrent processes. The initial research goal for this

project was to determine the strengths and limitations of Petri net-

like models for modelling concurrent processes and fault-tolerant systems

for design, simulation, fault analysis, and as a common language among

specialists. This goal was pursued using a four stage effort:

(1) Perform a literature search to identify previous related

work and models.

(2) Compare tha analytical and simulation properties of

selected model formulations.

(3) Model some example systems to obtain an ergonomic comparison

and to classify useful hierarchy levels for avionic applications.

(4) Draw conclusions and make recommendations for modelling and

simulation of fault-tolerant, multi-processor avionic systems.

As the summer progressed, the literature survey was expanded to

include some investigation of fault tolerant computer architectures and

simulation of digital systems in order to facilitate a direct, realistic

application of Petri net-like modelling during the follow-up phase of

this investigation.

III. LITERATURE SURVEY:

Computer literature searches (DDC and NTIS data bases) led to a

consideration of the following models for concurrent processing models:

(1) Petri nets

(2) LOGOS

(3) Graphic Model of Behavior

(4) Evaluation Nets

(5) Colored Petri nets

Petri nets (11, 13) were introduced by Carl Petri as a marked graph

model for concurrent processes. Karp and Miller (5) developed the

properties of a Vector Addition System which is equivalent to Petri nets,

but is more amenable to numerical manipulation and analysis. A good

overview of this early work is given in Peterson (11). LOGOS (19-29) was
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developed at Case Western Reserve University and retains the VAS logic

structure of Petri nets but adds the ability to model data structure and

data access. This is needed for determinant analysis of concurrent

processes. Evaluation nets (17) are a Petri net-like simulation tool,

but they do not explicitly model data structure. The Graphic Model of

Behavior (30-36) was developed at UCLA and is a simulation model which

handles data structure in a manner similar to LOGOS, but does not adher

to Vector Addition System constructs. Colored Petri nets handle data,

but also do not handle data structure. All these modelling systems

evolved from Petri nets.

A description and comparison of these models is provided in the

following section, and reference material is indicated in the partially

annotated bibliography.

The fault-tolerant system literature (37-55) was selected based on

its applicability to avionic systems and/or general historical value.

Functional fault analysis (56-58) is motivated by the same factors

which lead to a need for a conunon language for modelling concurrent hard-

ware/software systems . . . the increasing complexity of digital systems.

It is hoped the functional modelling, design, and simulation will prove

complementary to functional fault analysis.

The simulation references (59-62) represent a tiny sample from the

vast simulation literature. Petri net-like models have potential applica-

tion to analytic simulation during the early design stages and to opera-

tional simulation during advanced stages of design. Applications include

fault simulation, reliability prediction, performance evaluation, and a

number of other design and analysis facets.

The reliability references (63-65) are included as recognition that

there exists a need for better reliability modelling and analysis tools

for reconfigurable systems.

The multiple processor references (66-72) include some early

considerations of multiple processor concepts.

The ADA references (73-76) are included since the preliminary definition
1!, of ADA contains some parallel process communication capability (called task-

ing in ADA). In the spirit of functional structure for hardware, it is prob-

able that some future computer systems will implement some of the ADA
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capabilities in hardware, including parallel process communications.

As a consequence, it is wise to consider the capability of a concurrent

process model to handle ADA constructs. Also, the language is so

well thought out and has so much potential as a standard and better

computer language that it is worthwhile to take this opportunity to

encourage close monitoring of the progress of the ADA effort. Cost,

reliability and software portability are closely entwined with the

structure and capability of the computer language used.

The Remote Link Unit (77-78) is a proposed DAIS improvement which is

still in the preliminary design stage. As such, it provided a convenient

vehicle for evaluating the feasibility of introducing Petri net-like

models early in the design stage as a common language between designers

and design evaluators in an effort to speed up the evaluation process.

IV. COMPARISON OF PETRI NET-LIKE MODELS:

Petri nets were developed by Carl Petri as a marked graph model

for concurrent processes. Much of the early work was quite theoretical

in nature and does not have direct application to physical systems at

this time. Of interest in later developments in Petri net applications

are the conclusions drawn by Karp and Miller for Vector Addition Systems

and by Gostelow (34) regarding proper termination. Bradshaw (20)

develops relevant points which lead to a model which is amenable to

analysis.

Figure 1D shows a simple Petri net model. If tokens are present

at C1, C2, and C3, the transition is enabled to fire, and tokens will

disappear at C1, C2 and C3 and will appear at C4 and C5 . Such simple

sequencing of events is possible with Petri nets, but no consideration is

given to time or to data transformations. All the remaining models in

Figure 1 are essentially equivalent to the Petri net model. Notice that

the E-net model could not handle three inputs to a single transition.

Figure 2 shows the LOGOS, VAS 'OR' operation. As is shown by the

Vector Addition System computation, only one token is removed from the

input places by a single transition firing. This constraint is necessary

I. -if tokens represent resources (such as jobs in a batch stream); it avoids

losing resources. VAS logic is built into the LOGOS system and can be

11-7
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enforced for the Graphic Model of Behavior. Tokens may reside on

either arcs or control nodes (circles) in GMB models. The '+' in the

dotted ellipse of the GMB model indicates that a token on either arc

C 1 or arc C2 will initiate the process associated with the control node.

The '*' indicates that upon termination of the process (after a speci-

fied delay), tokens will appear on both arc C3 and arc C4. The E-net

model allows the specification of a resolution procedure at each

transition to determine which input node will fire first or which

output node will receive a token. Since Petri nets fire only whenever

all input places for a transition contain tokens ('AND' logic), two

transitions are required to implement 'OR' logic.

Figure 3 shows the LOGOS Predicate Operator and approximate

equivalents. The GMB Data Graph is shown in Figure 3B and illustrates

the association of a processor (hexagon) with a control node (circle).

Whenever a token resides in the control node, the associated processor

is enabled. This processor may be a computer subroutine or hardwired

logic. The token will move from the control note to one of the output

arcs after a specified delay. The processor in Figure 3B may read data

cells A and B and may write data cell C. The data cell CT is included

to indicate that LOGOS logic can be implemented using GMB structure. The

LOGOS token exits to either C2 or C3 based on the value of the logical

data variable, CT. Also, LOGOS supports a data graph identical to that

of the GMB system but does not incorporate a time delay. Data access

information is indicated by the directed arcs (arrows) in the data graph

and is required for analysis of concurrent processes (discussed later).

The E-net model incorporates a resolution procedure to determine whether

the token moves to C2 or C3 and assigns attributes to tokens to model

data. Also, time is associated with each E-net transition. No data

structure is included in the E-net model, however. Of special interest in

this figure is the fact that the Petri net model chooses to send the token

to C2 or C3 randomly. Rarely is such indiscriminate behavior allowable

in real systems, and this represents an inherent limitation of Petri net

models. The flow chart is included to indicate that software can be modelled

using these constructs.

1.
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The GMB system is part of a larger SARA (System ARchitects

Apprentice) system which includes structural constraints and checks

for developing structured software and systems. Petri nets have no

data handling capability, therefore offer a control flow only model

of software (Item 8).

The concepts of determinancy, safeness, and deadlock are discussed

by Peterson (11). The Vector Addition System of Karp and Miller and

Proper Termination analysis of Gostelow, et-al, offer a mechanism for

analysis of marked graphs for these important properties. Bradshaw

developed this analysis for the LOGOS system. E-nets are always safe

(never have more than one token in a location), but give up considerable

modelling power to achieve this. Also, since they do not support data

structure definition, they are not analyz ble for determinancy. GMB

models can be analyzed for these properties only if model structures are

restricted. No significant loss in modelling power results from such

restrictions, however.

Item 13 indicates that E-nets and the GMB system are both easily

applied as simulation models. The GMB model is more flexible, however,

and has the advantage of modelling data structure. LOGOS suffers from

the lack of a mechanism for modelling time.

V. EXAMPLE SYSTEM (RLU) MODELS:

To determine the feasibility of using Petri net-like models as a

common language between specialists, a proposed DAIS subsystem which is

now in the preliminary design stage was partially modelled. The primary

reason for a partial model is that the proposed system, the Remote Link

Unit (RLU) (77,78) is not yet completely specified.

The RLU is an intelligent unit which links DAIS to subsystems in

such a way as to make subsystem differences somewhat transparent to DAIS.

5 The advantages of the RLU concept are discussed in the referenced documents.

The RLU system includes some memory and logic capability associated

with each subsystem. This small unit or Nameplate is specified in some

*. -detail in the Preliminary Functional Design of the Subsystem/RLU Interface

(77) referenced above. Figure 5-3 of that document describes the Nameplate

Architecture and Figure 5-4 is the associated State Diagram and Timing

Diagram. These figures are reproduced in this report for reference purposes

11-10
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Table I is a subjective and informal comparison of the properties

of Petri net-like models of concurrent systems. The various models

were developed with different goals in mind and at different times in

the evolution of concurrent process and Petri net theory. As a conse-

quence, their structure and properties vary. The next several para-

graphs discuss Table 1.

Item 1 indicates that all the models were intended for use in

analysis of concurrent processes, but that Petri nets were formulated

as a theoretical analysis tool. E-nets were intended primarily as a

simulation model, and LOGOS was developed as a design and analysis aid.

The GMB system was intended as a comprehensive design and simulation
tool with analysis also possible. Since the GMB system does not

necessarily restrict itself to the VAS constructs for token flow, LOGOS

has the advantage of allowing VAS analysis.

A graphical package (Item 2) may have been developed for all the

* systems by this time. Item 4 indicates that E-nets, GMB, and LOGOS

either require or may require conditions on output locations prior to

firing a transition. As a result, this internal logic is not visible in

the graphic model as it is in a Petri net model. Requiring output

locations to be empty prior to transition firing aids in assuring a

'safe' net in that no multiple or lost tokens are generated due to placing

one token in the same place as another.

Item 5 indicates that Petri nets allow transitions to fire only if

all input places contain tokens. E-nets and LOGOS allow 'OR' firings,

but tokens are conserved by allowing only one input token to be removed

by a single firing. The GMB system allows any logic, but should be

restricted to LOGOS type firing logic if a determinant, safe, analyzable

net is desired.

Data modelling is necessary to support analysis of a system for

determinancy. If process A reads and writes a memory location, then

process B reads and writes the same location, a particular result will

ensue. If it is possible for the order in which process A and process B

I. access the location to be reversed, then the result is indeterminant.

Data flow modelling is therefore necessary to handle determinancy analysis

(Item 10).

1'"N 11-9
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as Figures 11 and 12, respectively.

Figure 4 shows a GMB form for the RLU Nameplate Model. The

Control Graph on the left is connected with the Data Graph on the right

by the dotted lines which connect associated Control Nodes and Data

Processors. The presence of a token on the 'start' arc indicates that

power is on, and the system is ready for operation. No clock pulses

occur between messages sent to the Nameplate, so the first clock pulse

to arrive indicates that a transmission is beginning. Nodes CNl and

CNl.5 model the UART which converts the serial bits transmitted to the

Nameplate by the RLU to a parallel word. The word is decoded and

control is transferred to the 'execute' processor, CN2/P2, or to the

'wait for command gap' processor, CN5/P5, depending on whether the

command is addressed to this Nameplate or to another one. CN3 is

activated only if the command does references memory. CN2 would be

expanded into much greater detail if the system simulation were intended

to allow execution of specific instructions.

The pins or data/control lines connected to the Nameplate are all

modelled as data except the first clock pulse in a transmission which

is treated as a control marker or token, and subsequent clock pulses

which are implicitly modelled as time delays associated with each control

node. Several other compromises are possible, but if the initial clock

pulse is treated as data, the initial node must have a loop associated

with it to enable processor, PO, to continuously check for the presence

of a clock pulse. Such a model would be inefficient in terms of CPU

time required for simulation.

Figure 5 shows a Petri net model for the RLU Nameplate. The key

items to note here are that there exists no mechanism for determining

which of two enabled transitions, such as the three transitions following

the 'wait and decode' node or the two transitions following the 'execute'

node, will fire. This randomness limits the usefulness of Petri nets in

their purest form. Also, no data values are associated with this graph.

Figure 6 shows a LOGOS model for the RLU Nameplate control flow.

The LOGOS model requires the three way decision following the 'wait and

S.decode' node to be broken into two two-way decisions. Also, the LOGOS

control graph employs nineteen primatives (blocks) of four types whereas

1*-l
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the GMB control graph employs seven primatives (circles) of a single

type. From an ergonomic viewpoint, the GMB model has clear advantages

over LOGOS. This is especially clear when it is observed that the State

Diagram drawn by the RLU designer at the top of Figure 12 is almost

equivalent to the GMB control graph.

The E-net model in Figure 7 employs resolution procedures to make

control flow decisions, and like the LOGOS model, must break the three-

way decision into two two-way decisions. The E-net model requires

twenty individual blocks of two types, so it also does not fare well in

an ergonomic comparison.

Note that this GMB functional model contains essentially enough

structural information for simulation of the Nameplate functions. Some

additional details need to be specified, however. The model could be

merged with DAIS and RLU models to yield a complete RLU functional

model with the Nameplate model as a subsystem. Reference to the

description of the GMB simulation language, PLIP, as described by Razouk

and Estrin (35), indicates how easily the control graph and data graph can

be converted into simulation language. About twenty lines of PLIP code

would be sufficient to describe the information in Figure 4. An additional

subroutine would be required to describe operations for each of the seven

data processors.

Figure 8 shows the Interface Configuration Adapter (ICA) to Subsystem

processing for a Serial Input Operation - Refresh Mode. This operation is

described in Section 4.3.3 and Figure 4-11 (a) of the Preliminary Functional

Design of the Subsystem/RLU Interface (77). Both local data storage and

bus data are represented in the data graphs.

Figure 9 shows RLU Asynchronous Message Operation as described in

Figure 3-3 of the Preliminary Functional Design of the DAIS/RLU Interface

(78). The three processors could be simulated individually with communica-

tion linkage essentially equivalent to hardware linkage, or the entire net

shown in Figure 9 could be simulated as an entity. Clearly, any individual

control note can be replaced by a detailed subgraph if a more detailed

simulation is needed. This particular graph represents data as virtual data

without consideration of multiplexing of data lines.
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Figure 10 shows the control graph for the first few blocks of the

Initialization Sequence defined in Figure 3-4 of the Preliminary

Functional Design of the Subsystem/RLU Interface. The communication

through shared memory which is involved in this sequence was modelled

by a data graph, but the data graph was found to be somewhat cluttered

due to the number of data words involved in the sequence. It would

be sufficient and easy to model such data linkage directly in the PLIP

language mentioned earlier. That language shows the data structure

clearly and explicitly.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

Either the GMB, the E-net, or the LOGOS model could be modified

to serve as a common language between hardware, software, fault analysis,

and simulation specialists. Varying degrees of effort and success would

result, however, depending on which model is chosen.

The E-net model suffers from primatives which are too restrictive.

This makes the analysis of E-net models easier, but limits their modelling
I

power. As a consequence, modelling with E-net is sometimes clumsy and

artificial. Also, the gains in ease of safety analysis are offset by the

lack of a model for data structure. The E-net approach has its place in

the evolution of Petri net concepts, but even from an ergonomic stand-

point are somewhat undesirable as system models. It is not likely that

any of the specialists listed above will develop a fondness for E-nets

if exposed to GMB.

The LOGOS model is quite adequate as a representation of both control

and data structure. It, however, lacks a mechanism for handling time so

it needs substantial modification to serve as a simulation model. It

results in a cluttered model, as was observed for the Nameplate model,

and flunks the ergonomic appeal test. Also, LOGOS is implemented in SAIL

which means that all users must learn a new language. Its strongest

appeal is its adherence to vector addition system control structure and

the large amount of analysis software already developed in the LOGOS

system.

The Graphic Model of Behavior system could be used with its control

structure limited to LOGOS constructs. This would result in a one-to-one

correspondence between GMB and LOGOS models, and would allow LOGOS analysis
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of GKB simulation models or vice versa. GME is the only model

considered which handles both time and data structure. In addition,

the SARA system has some additional tools for support of structured

design. The SARA system is implemented in PL/l which is more widely

used than SAIL. Finally, the GMB model is ergonomically appealing.

Only control nodes stand out on the control graph, and as a result

the ratio of information to data is higher for the GME model than

for other models. Also, since the GMB model looks essentially like

a state diagram, it should be more readily accepted by all computer

people than by the other, more radical, models.

Petri net models need time, decision power, and data structure

added in order to conveniently represent real systems. If this is

done, the result will be similar to GMB or LOGOS.

The overall conclusion to be drawn from this study is that the

GMB formulation is applicable to functional design, simulation, and

use as a common language between specialists. In addition, it appears

that it can also be used for fault studies.

The partial modelling of the RLU lead to the conclusion that the

designer could easily develop GMB models for hardwaretsoftware systems,

and that he would not find the models strange. This could greatly speed

up the simulation and evaluation process. Also, it would result in a more

complete and consistent design specification. The designer would not

need to do just a partial model as was done in this report; he could

easily fit all the pieces together into a hierarchy of models which

would completely describe the system. One of the major advantages of

simulating a system is that the process of developing a simulation model

is very enlightening. Why not have the designer develop the model and

fill in all the missing gaps in the specification instead of waiting for

someone downstream of the designer to need missing information?

It is recommended that the GMB model be used to model a fault-tolerant,

reconfigurable computer architecture which is specified adequately to

allow performance analysis in order to determine the validity and usefulness

of this approach for comparison of competing architectures. The GMB control

structures should be limited to LOGOS constructs.
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It would be instructive to develop a complete GMB model for an

avionic subsystem and obtain an evaluation of its usefulness from key

simulation and fault analysis personnel. Fault analysis and reliability

applications have not been adequately addressed by this study.

Decisions relating to further development of GMB/LOGOS type

models should be based on the slope of the trend toward functional

hardware structure and functional testing and analysis.

The progress of the development of the ADA language should be

closely monitored. If a GHB/LOGOS tool is to be used widely, it may

be advantageous to develop an integrated tool in ADA.

t

.
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BOUNDING SIGNAL LEVELS AT WIRE TERMINATIONS BEHIND APERTURES

by

William A. Davis

ABSTRACT

This report develops techniques for bounding the voltages and

currents at terminations on a wire which is excited by incident

electromagnetic energy coupled through an aperture. The internal

interaction and coupling problems are considered. The theory

of aperture coupling for low frequencies is reviewed and the quasi-

static aperture problem is modeled by dipole moments and the corresponding

polarizabilities. Bounding methods are considered and the bound of

an inscribing ellipse is chosen. The interaction with a wire and

modifications to the coupling are developed using spatial approximations.

The analysis identifies a new capacitive term in the aperture loading.

Bounds are developed for the power waves launched on the wire

structure and the termination signal levels bound with a term

included for multiple reflections. Tighter bounds are obtained by

separating the incident field into individual parts typically

characterized by poles in the complex frequency domain.

.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The past two decades have involved a substantial effort in the

analysis and measurement of electromagnetic pulse (ENP) effects. The

interest has centered on the electromagnetic effects resulting from

nuclear explosions, particularly high altitude blasts, with a lesser

effort in lightening strike effects. The Air Force is primarily

interested in the survivability of aircraft and weapon systems when

exposed to an electromagnetic pulse environment.

An EMP problem is typically broken into three separate problems:

external interaction, coupling, and internal interaction. Since

coupling effects are often minimal, it is not uncomon to neglect the

coupling effect on external interaction and also to neglect the internal

interaction effect on coupling. The knowledge of currents coupled to

equipment inside of aircraft due to incident electromagnetic energy

is of vital importance to assessing the survivability of aircraft

exposed to high level electromagnetic energy. The coupling problem

is further broken into three classes: direct coupling to antennas and

similar structures, aperture coupling, and diffusion through the skin.

The objective of this investigation was to develop a method for

obtaining bounds on the signal levels at terminations resulting from

energy coupled to a wire behind an aperture. A more difinitive statement

of the objectives is given in Section II.

Numerous authors have contributed a wealth of information to the

subject of interaction and coupling of electromagnetic energy with

structures. The external interaction problem often involves computation

or measurement of the currents and charges on an approximate structure

geometry. [1,21 This often involves simple stick or pipe models of

aircraft. [3) The resultant current and charge is the short-circuit

current and charge used in the aperture coupling problem. The theory

of coupling by small apertures [4-7] is reviewed in Section III. The

intent was to provide a complete development with standard notation

for a small aperture in a plane. The well-known solutions for the

circle and ellipse are given which provide the basis for bounds

obtained in the following sections.

Section IV provides the development for the interaction of a

wire with the aperture. For a thin wire at least one aperture dimension
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from the aperture, it is shown that the interaction can be modeled by a

voltage and a current source on a transmission line. A new capacitive

term arising from the discharge of the aperture region by outgoing

currents has been identified for a wire close to the aperture.

Comparison of the sources is made to those obtained for aperture coupling

through a coaxial sheath. This comparison suggests the planar problem

bounds above the coupling to a wire by an aperture in a shield given

the same short circuit aperture fields from the external interaction

problem.

Using the planar problem as a bound for aperture coupling,

bounds are developed in Section V for the planar problem and thus for

shield problems. The planar bounds involve two steps: First, current

methods of bounding the aperture polarizabilities are reviewed and a

bound for the aperture polarizabilities is given. Secondly, bounds

for signals launched on the wire structure are developed along with

bounds for the resultant currents and voltages. The results are

generalized with the power wave concept to account for geometrical

variations along the wire. These bounds are applied to a simple problem

in Section VI. The results of the example suggest the separation of

transient incident fields into several pieces as might be characterized

by a series of complex exponentials; summing the bounds obtained for

each separate part of the incident field. Measured data are also

considered.

Section VII summarizes the results and provides recommendations for

further work.

I

.
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II. OBJECTIVES:

The prime objective of this project was to develop a technique

for bounding above the magnitudes of currents and voltages in terminations

of wires. In particular, these wires are located behind an aperture

in a perfectly electric conducting plane. The following sub-objectives

were chosen to accomplish the task:

(1) To review quasi-static theory for coupling by small apertures.

(2) To bound the aperture polarizabilities above.

(3) To develop the spatial approximation theory for aperture

coupling to a thin wire.

(4) To develop upper bounds for the power or voltage waves

launched on the wire and for the resultant voltages and currents at

the terminations.

Due to the nature of EMP, the objectives were restricted to

small apertures. To make the problem tractable for the given time

period, the wire was assumed to be thin and to be sufficently far

from the aperture for the aperture polarizability approximation to

be valid. The sponsor expressed minimal concern for cavity effects,

resulting in its exclusion from the theoretical treatment of such

as part of the task.

.
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III. APERTURE COUPLING:

Coupling through an aperture in an infinite plane is generally

cast in the context of a diffraction problem. To determine the

coupled or diffracted fields, we must determine the perturbed fields

in the aperture and on the plane from which the diffracted fields may

be computed. For the problem at hand, the computation may be limited

to the electric field intensity in the aperture of the plane by

image theory or an appropriate dyadic Green's function. The diffracted

fields of a small aperture are typically computed from two equivalent

dipoles which approximate the aperture field expansion. [8]

Following the development of Butler, et al [7], we consider

the aperture shown in Fig. 1 cut in a perfect electric conductor (PEC)

with sources on both sides of the plane. We write the total fields

V- E 5C± +-ED±-E E _ +E - (1)

and
I

- SC+ -.D±
H =H +H (2)

where ± designates z < 0, SC designates the fields with the aperture A

shorted, and D designates the diffracted fields. Incorporating image

theory in the basic boundary value expressions for the electromagnetic

fields we may write [9] (e j r convention)

D= ±21 [V'G(r,r') I (- x E(r))] ds' (3)

A

and

H = -2 [k2G(-i x E) - V' - (- x E) V'G] ds' (4)
A

where G is the free space scalar Green's function

-jk r- r,

I.
with k - w/p€. Since z x RSC - = 0 at the PEC, E may be replaced by
kD+ or E D in the integrals of (3) and (4) if desired.

Ilk The boundary conditions at the aperture require the continuity of

i1N
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A Aperture

PEC

Figure 1. Source locations for aperture coupling through a

* planar perfect electric conductor.
Io
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and H. Taking the limits of (3) and (4) from both the left and right

and imposing field continuity in the aperture we obtain

(SC- - ESC+) - 4; 1 [V'G x M] de' (6)

A

and

x (USC- - iSC+). I [k 2 G - (V' F4) V'G] ds' (7)
j "lii I

A

where

is the equivalent magnetic surface current in A, the - through the

integral denotes the Cauchy principal value, and the surface V' is8

replaced by V' without ambiguity. Since the tangential components of

E'SC and the normal components of HSC+ are zero by interaction with the

PEC, the tangential E and normal H continuity of Eqs. (1) thru (4)

y. are automatically satisfied.

Two observations may be make about (6) and (7) as they stand.

First we note that (6) may be obtained from the divergence of (7), implying

that (7) is sufficient for non-zero frequencies. Second, due to the

existence of edges with an aperture, we must impose an edge constraint

on R. From energy considerations this constraint may be written in two

parts as

n R0(), 0 (8a)

and

nx M = (p-) p -) 0 (8b)

e

for e the normal to the edge in the plane, p the distance to the edge,e

and O(x) read order of x. Eq. (7) has been solved numerically by Graves,

et al 110). A modified form of these equations for the dual problem

of the disk were proposed by Mittra, et al [111, and subsequently

solved numerically by Rahmat-Samii [12) for apertures up to about

I. three wavelength dimensions. However, our Interest is in expanding

(6) and (7) for low frequency coupling rather than obtain a complete

current description.

Lord Rayleigh [13] proposed the use of a series in k to obtain

12-9



equations for the dominant quasi-static terms in aperture coupling.

Bouwkamp [4] used this idea to solve some canonical apertures

analytically in the low frequency region. More recently, De Meulenaere

and Van Bladel [14] have treated the quasi-static problem of several

shapes numerically. We now proceed with a review of this quasi-static

theory.

Using a Rayliegh series, we expand all field quantities F(r,k) as

- Fo + JkF1 + ... + (jk)nF n + (9)

where we have assumed analytic fields in k for the low frequency

region. We also expand the free space Green's function as

G(r,rl)= G0 + jkG1 + ... + (jk)nG +... (10)

where G0 - /4wR, the static free space Green's function, and R = Ir-r'I.

Substituting (9) and (10) into (6) and (7) we obtain
, S+ 4 N f [V'G x A .(1)N

.(ES - EN _n) ds' (11)N' n=O A n

and

-Sc- -SC+ N i~Il(- VGd'
z x (H - C) x E -G% VG ]do' (12)

T1 n-01 A n

where -H = H2 = 0, it = d, and
-1 =)-2 -tn

[ - )] d = 0. (13)

A

Integrating (13) we have

[G0 (V' . %0)I ds' - A - constant (14)

A

with a solution [12] for a circle of radius a given by

VPV . FO - A/( T /a= _'T ). (15)

The surface integral of (15) is

2walo (a) -2aA

12-10
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or

A w no(a)

which requires A to be zero upon imposing the edge constrint of (U).

Assuming that we may generalize this result for the circle to arbitrary

apertures, we take the solution to (13) to be

V9 MO - 0. (16)

It is interesting to note that if (13) had been interpreted as a

finite part integral, the solution in (15) would have contained terms

0[(a - p')-n/2 ] corresponding to the multiplicity of solutions to

Maxwell's equations in the vicinity of an edge with no physical edge

constraints imposed [151.

It is straight forward to show that the divergence ot (12) for N

gives (11) for N-1. However our general interest is in N=O for both

(11) and (12) to solve for M0 and the divergence of M1 or m0 , the

zeroth order magnetic charge. The use of (12) for N-1 would provide

the further complication of adding the unknown divergence of M2 and

still require the-solution of (11).

To summarize, the quasi-static equations for the magnetic current

and charge in the aperture are

SC+ Sc-(E O -E 4z Vx G ds', (17)
Oz -~z OJA

tx -SC+ -SC- _--0  --H 9 x V) m Gds', (18)•~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f 0_ x H 0 )fi O 0 ,

and

v1 • 0 =0 (16)

where m0 is given by (-V' . importance of using both 0

and m0 may be observed by rewriting (3) and (4) as

-D-±2V x A ds') (19)

and

HD ±.2 r.S [ - 1A R de' - J1 A da'] (20)

where n = 4/c. The near electric fields are dominated by the zero

12-11



order magnetic current where as the near magnetic fields are dominated

by the zero order magnetic charge requiring both terms for distances

less than one wavelength. This requirement can also be shown to be

valid in the far field of the aperture (distances greater than one

wavelength).

It is more common to describe the fields in the distant region

of the aperture (distances > maximum aperture dimension) which extends

the far field expansion into the near field region. From (19) we define

the magnetic vector potential by

F(j)= 1A (')G(rr')ds'. (21)

For r>>r', we may expand G to obtain

G(r,r') n, G(U,O) [I + (r-') + 1kr*r

Substituting into (21) we have

1 + jkr Id'
P(r) . G(r,O) R(P) [1 + (i-.r') ds'. (22)

The first integral is given by

JA ds' = 1A[ - V' (AP)] ds'

using the constraint (8a) and the surface form of the divergence theorem.

Expanding the dyadic divergence we obtain

"ds' = A1)ds'

AA
JW JA rmde'. (23)

The second integral may be expanded as

JAds' 2 A x (Aj x P') + [(i.-')R + 'r(r--4]1 ds'

The last two terms may be written in dyadic form as

Subtracting the divergence of (Mr'(i'r')) which integratesto zero due

to (8a), we obtain

12-12
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JA ds' = 6 x x r') + JW(ir')r'm] ds' (24)

Substituting (23) and (24) into (22)

J J -jr,O) [ r'm ds'
A

- VG(r,0) x .g (A x r') ds'

- JwVG(r,O) y Ji rrm ds' (25)

with the magnetic vector potential composed of a magnetic dipole, an

electric dipole, and a magnetic quadrupole given respectively by
"- IA,

Pm Pm ds' (26a)

Pe= I (F x ') ds' (26b)

e I

and

-1 f 'r'm ds'. (26c)

The diffracted fields may thus be written

--- + X VG) + 2jwiip x VG + j wtiV x (m x VG)] (27)

and

_ 2Vx(p - - x VG- V x V x ( x ). (28)

Usually the quadrupole term is small and therefore neglected. In fact

0 is zero for a circular aperture in the quasi-static problem.

The short-circuited fields in (17) and (18) are nearly constant for

small apertures sufficiently far from the sources such that

(Esc - - ESC+) (29a)
e eE

a !and

m  a (i5c jSC+) (29b)

where a has no z components and p and p have been approximated by the

m e m
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zero order current and charge. The neglected quadrupole term would be

represented by a triad term if it were to be used. The quantities

and a are called the aperture electric and magnetic polarizabilities

respectively.

Equations (16) to (18) have been solved analytically for the'circle

and ellipse [4,6,16] with the resultant polarizabilities of Table I.

K and E represent the complete elliptic integrals of the first and

second kind respectively and the ellipse major axis of length I is

along x. The polarizabilities of several other shapes have been

obtained numerically by De Meulenaere and Van Bladel [14].

To use these results for aperture coupling into aircraft cavities,

one obviously becomes concerned with the effects of nearby conductors

and surface curvature on the coupling dipole moments. Latham [17] has

shown that surface radii of curvature and distance to nearby conductors

of at least the linear dimensions of the aperture cause less that one

percent variation in the aperture polarizabilities. I defer the

discussion on the dipole moment effects to Section IV.

I.

1~
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IV. WIRE BEHIND APERTURE:

Coupling to a wire behind an aperture has been treated in a variety

of ways. Kajfez [18] derived the equivalent sources using both mode-

matching and reciprocity, but neglected the loading effects of the

aperture on the wire. Lee and Yang [191 developed the same sources

using transform approximations and added the effects of the loading

in order to discuss the effects of a wire close to the aperture. The

problem has also been cast in numerical form by Butler and Umashankar

[201. The following development is spatially equivalent to the

transform method of Lee and Yang, but identifies an additional

capacitance not included in the previous development. Under the

problem constraints, it will be shown that only the sources are needed

and are equivalent to those obtained by Kajfez. If the wire approaches

the aperture, then the lumped elements must be included and the new

capacitance becomes of importance.

The geometry of interest is shown in Fig. 2 with the constraints

as follows: the wire of radius a is considered to be thin and the

distance p0 is greater than or equal to the maximum aperture dimension.

Two simultaneous boundary value problems are involved in this development.

The aperture problem may be considered solved in terms of the

polarizabilities of the aperture once the short circuit fields of the

incident field and wire have been computed. The remaining problem

is to determine the wire current from the dipole moments by requiring

the electric field on the wire to be zero.

The electric field along the wire due to the aperture is obtained

from (27) and (28) as
EA 2 Del 2 G aGE - 2[p " .X ' + JWPmy (30)

The electric field due to the x-directed wire current and its image is

W 1 2 I ' -Jk/(x-x') +a
2' e-jk/(x-x')2+4d4-

T

Eu 2 r, _____ _____ _

x jw(k 4 3,x vJL 4wox(x-x )z4d[ ]dx'.(31)

Since the kernel of (31) is approximately zero for Ix-x'l > 2d, we

integrate (31) as though I(x') were constant to obtain

E 0" (k 2 + I(X) (32)
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Figure 2. Wire geometry for aperture coupling through a

planar perfect electric conductor.
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-where the impedance of a thin wire over a conducting plane Z0 given

by n £n(2d/a)/2w has been used.

To obtain the current, we set (32) equal to the negative of (30)

and invert the differential operator to obtain

I ekIx-x'I a2 G GI(x) 0 e-J -  [Pe/ ixz + JwPPmy 14 ) dx'

+ A e - k  + B ejk

which may be approximated due to the peaked nature of a G by

I( xY= Z0 [jkp e sgn(x) - jwup I (- )

emy 2

+ A e
-jkx + B e

J k x

= A e-jkx + B ej kx + Csgn(x)eJkIx + D jklxi (33)

Computing the average short circuit fields in the aperture we obtain

,Py H_ (A + B + D)] (34a)

and

Ca [_SC- +n d (A-B+ C CM3bPee 7 j p

The last term in (34b) accounting for the capacitive discharge of the

aperture region by the outgoing current was not obtained by Lee and

Yang. As p0 becomes small, this new capacitive term will dominate the

capacitance of the aperture region. Substituting (34) into (33) and

solving for C and D we obtain

C = J W Q (- S C -) ) ( A - B) 1 ]iaBC ~ e 
-Z' (2'po) Jkrlae (d ,2, 1 a

z0 ~0 ( + -p-) (T-'p0 I
2Zo  ~ jp

and

[9'.' - - amyy(=-o)(A + B))
D d 0 (35b)

z -2f-;7j kila d0  0  1+ myy (_d) 2

2Zo 0

We may model the equations of (33) and (35) by the transmission

line model of Fig. 3. For the dimensional constraints chosen, it is

1"12-1
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Figure 3. General source and impedance model for the aperture

region of a wire behind a planar conductor.

.
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easily shown that Z1 and Z2 may be neglected compared to Z0 as may the

braket in the I1 expression. What remains is the two source model of

Kajfez [18]. We observe that as long as the conductor is at least

an aperture dimension away, the dipole moments depend only on the

exterior short-circuited fields. We would suspect this to also be true

for a coax.

We may obtain the sources for a coax given by Latham [17] simply

by replacing Z0 by the coax impedance n tn(b/a)/2w [21] and (2d/p2)

by 1/b where b is the radius of the coaxial outer sheath. From the

general form of Latham and the results presented, one might hypothosize

that V1 and 11 may be obtained for any concave geometry by letting

Z0 be the line impedance and d/wp0 be replaced by the ratio of the

short-circuit aperture current density to the total current on the

line. For b=d, the coaxial sources are approximately one-half those

for the planar case. This is reasonable in the sense that the more

confined coaxial region causes fewer coupled magnetic field lines to

* cut the wire and fewer coupled electric flux lines to interact with

the line charge. This suggests a bound similar to that of Harrison

[22] for the exterior problem. It is reasonable to claim that in the

time domain, the signals coupled to wires behind apertures irrepective

of cavities are bound by the signals coupled to a wire behind an

aperture in a plane given the same dipole moments determined from the

exterior interaction problem.

Taking the planar problem as bounding aperture coupling, we

model the equivalent transmission problem as shown in Fig. 4. In the

Laplacian frequency domain we may write the voltage and current at Z4 as

_ e-ST4  Z4  (36)
4 -= _2s T [(IeqZo+Veq) + 3(IeqZO-Veqe2S3z 0 +Z 4  (6

1-r3r4 e2ST0

and

14 v4/z 4  (37)

where T3 , T4 and rT represent the time delays of t3 /c, I4/c, and

(13+14)/c respectively (c - the speed of light). These equations will

be the basis for our discussion of the bounds in the next section.

Before we proceed with the bounding problem, it is interesting to
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Figure 4. Simplified transmission line model f or aperture

coupling to a wire behind a planar conductor.
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note some power relationships for aperture coupling. The average

power transmitted by a small aperture to a half-space is given by

P c [0 a2 + Inim3I2 .

The average power launched on the wire structure is

PW d 2
Y_ (IP[1,1 + Ir'pa21
0 0 my

Neglecting px, which is unrelated to the wire problem, we have

3 Xd2

P W /P I (-7) .
Pw/ =x 2  n(2d/a) PO

For many problems of interest, d is on the order of p Since po has

been required to be much less than A, one wavelength, the power

launched on the wire is much greater than that transmitted into

the half-space. This increase in power is due to the higher field

strength in the region of the aperture due to the presence of the

wire. This is easier to visualize for the coaxial structure in which

power is coupled to the TEN mode of the coax. Without the wire, the

structure is simply a cutoff waveguide.

12
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V. BOUNDS:

In the previous sections we have developed the relations for

low frequency aperture coupling to a wire. We have suggested that

such coupling may be bounded above by a wire behind an aperture in

a plane. This suggestion was based on comparison of the planar and

coaxial problems and the physical mechanisms bounding the coaxial

problem above by the planar problem. Hence, the first step in

bounding the signals at terminations is to replace the given wire

structure with a wire situated behind an aperture in a planar perfect

electric conductor.

The second step is to bound the aperture polarizabilities and

thus the sources in the transmission line model. For circles and

ellipses, no bounds are required since exact formulae are available.

However, other structures, which in general must be treated numerically,

are not readily amenable to analysis and thus suggest the use of a

bound.

Fikhmanas and Fridberg [23] have developed variational methods

for bounding the polarizabilities. Unfortunately these methods still

require a fair amount of computation. Papaa...and Jaggard [24,25,261

have considered bounds which depend only on the area and perimeter of

the aperture and are based on symmetrization of isoperimetric

variational analysis. The primary disadvantage of their results is

exclusion of the aperture eccentricity which causes the magnetic

polarizabilities not to be bounded as given,but which requires an

averaging of the components of the magnetic polarizability. In fact,

the bounds that are presented may be classed more as estimates since

they do reasonably estimate the polarizabilities in many cases and

do not bound the polarizabilities in several other cases.

Since our prime interest is in an absolute upper bound, I suggest

that the aperture of interest be bounded by an elliptical aperture of

minimum area circumscribing the given aperture. This bound would

exceed that of constant perimeter for concave objects as is suggested

. .by Papas, [24], but is less than the bound of Papas for many convex

objects. Comparing this bound to the results of De Meulenaere and

Van Bladel [14] for the polarizabilities of several shapes, we find

the ellipse to bound the rectangle and diamond by a factor of

21
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approximately 1.8. The rounded-off rectangle is also bounded by about

1.8 for eccentricities approaching unity and is equal to the ellipse

for small eccentricity. In a similar manner, the circle bounds the

polarizabilities of the cross.

In those cases when it is undesirable to compute the ellipse

dimensions and bounds, a less tight bound may be obtained with a

circle circumscribing the aperture. In this instance the polarizabilities

are
23

a e " (radius)
3

and 43
amxx  yy = 4 (radius)3 .

These polarizabilities and those of an ellipse with an x-directed

major axis are tabulated in Table I of Section III.

Having bound the original problem by the planar problem and

developed bounds for the aperture polarizability, we may complete

the problem by determining the termination signal levels from the

model of Fig. 4. The appropriate equations for this problem are

(36) and (37). In many instances the geometry is known, but Z3

and Z4 are not. Let us consider several cases of interest. If the

terminations are matched, then r3 and r4 are zero and V4 and 14 are

IV4 1 = 'IeqZo + Veq I / 2

5(1eqZ0I + IVeq1) / 2

and

1141 -Iv41 / Z0

where we neglect phase cancellations that may occuer between I and
eq

V represented by the previously discussed bounds.eq

Absolute bounds may be obtained by considering open and short

circuit terminations along with a multiple reflection decay constant.

In the time domain, (36) may be written for resistive terminations as

Z 4 06 n n
v (t)- o z4 n r r [Z0 eq(t-- -2nTT)+Veq(t-T4-2nTT
4'' 0 Z n-0 3 4 O0eq 4 T eq 4 T

+ r3i eq(t+r 4-2(n+l)TT)-r3 v eq(t+T4-2(n+l)rT)]. (38)
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The simplest bound of (38) is to neglect all multiple-reflection phase

cancellations, set Z4 to infinity and let Z3 tend to zero to obtain

IV 4 (t)l 1 2e-anmx[Z0 ieq (t-2nT T),lVeq (t-2nTTn-0

where the overall time delay has been neglected and W represents the

attenuation of the reflections and the vower loss of the line if any.

This may be written as a bound on 8v41
max[Zo1l v IVe imax

1v41max < 2 ue max + ma (39)
1 - e- 'O +2 TT "

where a is the exponential decay bound on the sources.

To bound the current, the only modification is to let Z and Z3 4
be short circuits to obtain

Ii41max < IV41max / Zo' (40)

* .In the rare case of oscillations in the exterior fields at multiple

frequencies, it might possibly be required to remove the maximum

operator in the bounds and replace it by a sum. We shall neglect this

case here and consider an alternative in the next section. If the

phase delay of r and r are known to combine with twice the line

length delay to cancel over the frequency range of interest, the

denominators of (39) and (40) may be set to unity giving the bounds

in terms of the maximum time derivative of the incident signal.

Current transmission line measurement and analysis techniques

make use of power waves [27]. Z 0ieq and veq need only be divided

by 2/ZO- to be normalized in the power wave sense. Thus we may bound
0

the voltage and current at terminations with a local geometry

characterized by ZL as

Iv/1ZL maxZi I , I aI
Iv4Imax < max[Z eqmax Veqmax (41a)

1 - e-(a+ 2 a TT)

and

Ii41mx <lv41ia x /Z L  (41b)

1"2
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where TT is proportional to the minimum distance between significant

obstructions on the line one might encounter, sulah as the ribbing

inside an aircraft.

I

I.
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VI. EXAMPLES:

To obtain a fedling for the capabilities of the developed bounds

we considHw the case analyzed by Kajfez [18]. He considered a

circular aperture problem with the following parameters:

aperture radius 10 mm

w (y distance to wire) 20 mm

a (wire radius) 1 mm

d (wire height) 10 mm

14 2.1 m

A 3 3.0 m

TM incident wave 120*

( direction 900

and an incident time behavior of a double exponential

F(t) = A0 (e
-a t - e- t ) u(t).

The incident parameters used were

A0  100 kV/m
S 106 -1

a= 10 s

The time domain equivalent sources may be obtained from Fig. 4

as

Zi =2.001 x 10
-14 x aF

0Oeq at

and

v m4.902 x 10
- 14 , a-

The maximum of Tt occurs at t-0 and is 1013 V/m-s. For ZL = Z0 and

the a of (41) the same as in F(t), we have

IV41max < .98 / (1 - .903) V

- 10.1 V. (42)

Kajfez chose Z4 as 10 k and Z3 as 10 to obtain a peak voltage of

approximately 0.5 volts occuring before reflections. Later voltages

were of lesser value. Noticing that r3 and r4 provide phase cancellation

with the line length for the fzequencies of interest, we may neglect

the denominator in (42) to obtain

IV4Imax S .98 V

2.
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which is a reasonable bound.

It may be of interest to obtain a better bound without neglecting

the denominator. In the problem given, the early time behavior has

a decay constant of B and not a. One method of improving the bound

is to bound the response to each pole term of the incident field

separately and add the results. To do this we write
-Bt -at)

F(t) = A0 [(1 - e - ) - (1 - e ) u(t)

to obtain the bounds

Iv lm - .303 V

4 max

and

Iv max 1.014 V

which sum to bound v4 at 1.317 V. By treating the poles separately

we obtain a reasonable bound and do not have to be concerned with

multiple modes requiring the maximum function of (41) to be replaced

by a sum in some instances as suggested in Section V.

An interesting observation may be made by comparison with the

measured data of Lin, et al [28], for a circular aperture of radius

18 in. with a wire centered 3.5 in. behind the aperture and 24 in.

long. The low frequency data obtained for a parallel plate short circuit

field incident from the x-direction has the same frequency behavior

obtained from (36). (Constant for Z3 = c and proportional to f for

Z = 0) However, (36) overestimates the levels for Z infinity and
3 4

both open- and short-circuited Z by approximately 20 dB. In addition,

(36) has been used where the constraints on its derivation are no

longer valid due to both the aperture interaction and the polarizability

approximation. One might conjecture from these results that (36) and

(37) bound problems for wires close to the aperture. Further study

is required to support this conclusion.

I1.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

This report has presented the results of an investigation on

bounding signal levels coupled to wire termination behind apertures.

The theory of small aperture coupling has been reviewed and interaction

with wires developed in the spatial domain. The latter development

has identified a capacitance not found in previous developments.

This capacitance results from the discharge of the aperture region

by currents launched on the wire and is of importance if the wire

is sufficiently close to the aperture.

Bounds were developed for the signal levels at terminations

with the following results: A wire behind an aperture in a plane

bounds the problem of a wire behind an aperture in an enclosing

structure for the same external short circuit fields; The aperture

polarizabilities may be bound above by the polarizabilities of either a

circumscribing ellipse of minimum area or less tightly bound by an cir-

cumscribing circle; Bounds on the power waves launched on the wire

may be obtained from the aperture bounds using proportionalities

related to the geometry in the vicinity of the aperture; Bounding

multiple reflections with a decay constant, bounds on the termination

voltages and currents are proportional to the power waves and a

multiple reflection function; For phase cancelling multiple reflections,

only the power waves need be considered, neglecting the multiple

reflections; and To obtain a tight bound with multipe reflections,

the bounds for the separate parts of the incident field should be

summed if the field is separable into different time functions. These

results follow a step-by-step form for obtaining bounds to the signals

at desired terminations.

There are several recommendations for further work. It would

be desireable to review the work of Lee and Yang [19] for wires close

to an aperture to include the capacitive term that was not included

in their work. It would also be desireable to extend this work to

include larger apertures for applications in conformal antenna design.

In some instances, the currents on wires in a bundle have been found

to be larger than expected (greater than the bulk current). Hence

it is desireable to consider the coupling to thick wires, wire btndles,

and the associated differential mode currents in wire bundles.
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Though the bounds appear to be reasonable when compared to

computation, it would be worthwhile to set up measurements of several

canonical problems for both aperture polarizability and wire coupling.

With the importance of direct coupling, it would also be useful to

develop the theory of coupling by wires passing through apevtores between

the interior and exterior regions. This coupling might involve

either antenna structures or control cables, the latter ofter

covered by composite panels and excited by diffusion. From a theory

for such coupling, similar bounds may be developed as in this report

for apertures.

1
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PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY OF EXTRINSIC SILICON

by

Alan S. Edelstein

ABSTRACT

As part of a materials characterization program on extrinsic Si we

have developed a photoconductivity apparatus. We have tested the system

by measuring the temperature dependence of the photocurrent and ionization

energy of the holes in In doped Si for In at 20K and found that the long

wavelength cut off occurs at 8.37 t 0.3Am. This technique has the advan-

tage of being very sensitive and can be applied to both the donor and

acceptor levels. Another possible application of the technique is given.

I1
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I. INTRODUCTION

As part of an Air Force program on infrared detectors there is a

need for sample characterization. In order to optimize detector per-

formance it is essential to identify the dopants present, measure

their concentrations, quantum efficiencies, and their recombination

times. Photoconductivity experiments can play an important role in

this sample characterization process. This report describes the

development of a photoconductivity facility at Wright-Patterson AFB

and the applications that can be made with this facility.

One application which will be made is in the characterization of

extrinsic silicon samples. Extrinsic silicon is a useful material for

the fabrication of infrared detectors and is particularly well suited

* for the fabrication of low cost detector arrays. A suitable dopant in

the 3-5jkm wavelength band is In while a suitable dopant in the 8 -14Am
1

wavelength band is Ga. Compared to intrinsic detectors, extrinsic

silicon detectors require lower operating temperatures before they are

limited by the radiation background. This disadvantage is mitigated

in the development of detector arrays by the possibility of combining

these arrays with silicon signal processors on the same chip.

The photoconductivity facility is being established as part of a

larger characterization program at Wright-Patterson AFB which includes

Hall effect, absorption, and luminescence measurements. Photoconductivity

as a sample characterization techniquehas several useful properties: 1. It

is sensitive 2. It can identify both majority and minority dopants.

3. It allows one to make reasonable estimates of the impurity ratios.

4. The sample is used in the configuration that it will be used as a

detector. In addition to these fundamental advantages, the method also

has certain practical advantages, such as the measurements are relatively

easy to make, and sample size and shape are not critical. In combination

with absorption measurements photoconductivity measurements can determine

the probability that an electron (hole) which is excited from the ground

state to an excited state by a photon will reach the conduction (valence)

band. The method has already been discussed extensively. 2-4

13-4
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II. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this project were:

1. To develop a facility for making photoconductivity measurements on

extrinsic silicon.

2. To apply this facility to certain characterization problems of extrinsic

silicon samples. In particular we had planned to apply the facility to study

neutron transmutation doping, NTD, of silicon with phosphorous.

III. PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY FACILITY

The basic processes utilized in the case of an acceptor impurity in

the photoconductivity facility is illustrated in Fig. 1. A hole can be

excited directly from the

ground state of the acceptor

* CONDUCTION BAND to the valence band by the

• \ \ \ "~ absorption of a photon as

illustrated by the process

in the left side of Fig. 1.
GROUND STATES OF IMPURITIES Alternatively the hole can

be raised to an excited state

by the absorption of a photon

EXCITED and then thermally excited to

STATES the valence band as illustrated

by the process in the right side

VALENCE BAND of Fig. 1. Thus at higher temper-

ature one can observe excited

states.

The facility that was put

FIGURE I- PROCESSES FOR THE PRODUCTION into operation this summer is

OF HOLES IN THE VALENCE BAND illustrated in Fig. 2. Nearly

all the component for this system

were already available. During the summer the remaining components were fabri-

cated and the facility made operational. Below we summarize the basic operation
5of this system. Light from the light source, a Nernst glower, passes through a

13-5
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chopper, then through a monochromater, a filter, and then on to the sample.

This causes an increase in the sample's conductance. The chopper which was

driven at frequencies from 50 to 200 Hz is used to drive the lock-in

amplifier. The lock-in amplifier, PAR Model 124, was used with a PAR

model 116 preamplifier in the differential mode. It is necessary to

purge the optical system with nitrogen to avoid atmospheric absorption.

IV. TEST RESULTS

Our first test was to utilize a white light source. The light from

this source was sent through the chopper, a germanium filter and then onto

the sample. The signal generated in this way is given by

V r2R r+ R + L(C1R

• where VR is the voltage across the load R, r is the sample resistance, W is

the chopper frequence,I is the DC current, C a parasitic capacitance inO

parallel with the load, andag is the change in the conductance of the

sample. In the derivation of Eq. (1), it is assumed that &g(' /r.

In this experiment and the subsequent tests reported on here a Si sample
116

doped with 2.5 x 10 atoms of In/cc was employed. The load resistance was

1K. At high temperatures, T )IOOK, most of the In holes are ionized. Hence

the photons have little effect,&g in Eq.(l) is small, and the photo current

is small. At low temperatures, T(40K, the holes are not ionized and photons

can give rise to a large Ag. Thus we expect the photocurrent to be a strong

function of temperature. Figure 3 shows a plot of the signal voltage as

function of temperature. We varied the chopper frequency between 200 and

1200 Hz and observed 10% decrease in signal amplitude which was proportional

to the square of the chopper frequency. On subsequent runs we observed that

improving the thermal shielding decreased the lowest temperature we could

attain to 11K.

We then tested the full system shown in Fig. 2. The load resistance was

lOOK. The spectra we observed are somewhat contaminated by water vapor lines.

Our results taken at 20*K are shown in Fig. 4 and should be compared with the

3.
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data of Baron et al. 6 shown in Fig. 5. O ne sees the good general agreement

of the two sets of data. The sharp increase with decreasing wavelength was

reproducible on subsequent runs and agrees with the results of Baron et al.

The increase occurs at 8.37 + .03A4m, i.e. .148 eV. This energy is less

than the ionization energy of In in Si of .155 eV. The reason for this

difference may be that the temperature was sufficiertly high, 20*K, that

the holes that are excited to high level excited states become thermally

excited into the valence band. We have found it difficult to observe the

excited states in this sample.

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

We have established the facility. In the near future a computer will be

interfaced to the system for automatic data acquisition. I accomplished the

first of the two goals I initially set. We ran into equipment difficulties

with the light source which slowed our progress and prevented us from reach-

ing the second goal. Future work at the Materials Laboratory with the

facility is planned which include attaining the second goal, i.e. studying

NTD silicon samples.

I plan to submit a proposal to AFOSR to study the X-levels 6 in silicon

using photoconductivity measurements in a magnetic field. These measurements

will directly determine the multiplicity and symmetry of the X-levels.

.
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SYSTEM ANALYSIS OF THE

ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION SYSTEM (ETIS)

by

Willard Fey

ABSTRACT

The Environmental Technical Information System (ETIS) was developed
to assist planners and base engineers in complying with the National
Environmental Policy Act and the Air Force and Army regulations relating

to it. As an on-line, efficient, simplified-format guide, it is effective
in supporting environmental impact assessment and reporting. As the
system's usage expands and its capabilities are broadened to include pol-
lution abatement reporting, the experimental, non-standard format of the
system becomes less acceptable. This report attempts to evaluate the
present ETIS configuration and to review its future possibilities. Recom-
mendations are then made to encourage lower development and operating
costs, greater task effectiveness, and broader utilization. A multiservice,
consolidated environmental data management and analysis system is suggested.
Its operation would be similar to that of ETIS, but would be written in a
military standard language, be located to utilize computer communications
network connections, and be operated within the military with data manage-
ment support from professional groups. The consolidated system would be
developed in small self-sustaining increments over a five year period to
avoid disruptive changes, major expenditures and impractical operations.

The consolidated environmental system could then provide environmental
data and analyses inputs to an Air Force comprehensive planning assistance
program. This would relate and evaluate the environmental, financial,
energy, personnel and facilities resources and constraints so that base
project and command realignment proposals could be compared and their fea-
sibility tested on-line. The comprehensive planning system requirements
could serve to clarify and unify the objectives and activities of the AF

a. Engineering and Services Center divisions which presently analyse many
aspects of planning and operations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Air Force bases and other facilities are located in environments

that have ecological, geophysical and human influences and dependencies.

Normal base activities and changes in base staff levels or physical status

have impacts on the natural and human surroundings. In the past such

impacts had little influence on Air Force decisions. However, since the

passage of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) in 1969, all agen-

cies of the Federal Government have been required to evaluate and limit

the environmental impacts of their proposed projects before they are under-

taken and to regulate their ongoing activities. In the last ten years

additional federal, state and local regulations have extended the require-

ments for reporting and control of both anticipated and existing environ-

mental impacts. Substantially more regulation is expected in the future.

Two general areas of environmental concern have developed. The first,

biophysical impacts, relates to ecological conditions, air and water

quality, noise and radiation levels and the creation and storage of haz-

ardous and solid wastes. The other involves socioeconomic impacts on

human populations, employment, income, housing, schools, business, etc.

Violations of the laws or even of "reasonable limits" are subject to Judi-

cial action. Several suits have been filed against each of the services.

In May 1979 a Colorado judge issued an injunction to prevent the transfer

of Air Defense Command personnel to other locations pending further

analysis. The Air Force had failed to assess adequately the environmental

impact of the transfer. The transfer was eventually permitted, but not

without a long delay and considerable expense.

In order adequately to determine the impacts of activities and changes,

the services have set up internal groups to gather environmental data of

many types, to perform analyses to assess or forecast the impacts, to issue

reports to the designated agencies, to keep adequate documentation to

protect themselves against legal actions and to guide and assist operations

people in the control of activities. An important group in the Air Force

is the Directorate of Environmental Planning (DEV) in the Engineering and

Services Center (AFESC). DEV's function is to develop and disseminate

programs and procedures to facilitate Air Force compliance with the environ-

,. mental rules and regulations.
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Compliance involves data gathering, analysis, report writing and

operational implementation of the appropriate decisions. Many of these

activities are laborious and expensive when done manually. Computers

have been used by the services to do some of these tasks more rapidly

and less expensively than by hand. One computer-based assessment aid

used by the Air Force is the Environmental Technical Information System

(ETIS). It was developed and is operated by the Army Construction

Engineering Research Laboratory (CERL). This program has three major

parts (EICS, EIFS, CELDS to be discussed later) written in C language

for time sharing execution under the UNIX operating system of a PDP 11/50

computer at the University of Illinois. It is used via commercial tele-

phone lines by base civil engineers and community planners, military

mission planners at the major commands and Headquarters Air Force and

the analysts at DEV.

Several other environmental programs written in FORTRAN for other

computers are maintained by DEV. Many other programs for required report-

ing are being planned. The Army and Navy also have programs and plans

for compliance with the same environmental laws. A complete systems

analysis of ETIS and its relationship to other DEV programs and other

service programs seemed desirable as the result of uncertainties about

a) the availability of Air Force access to the Illinois computer and Army

programming, b) the apparent desirability, but questionable implement-

ability, of multiservice environmental collaboration, c) continued oper-

ation with non-military-standard programming languages and computers,

d) the complexities and expense of effective data base management and

of an efficient communications system, and e) the format to be used for

future programs.

The author was selected to assist with the analysis of ETIS and the

planning for future programs because he was perceived to be independent

and unbiased and his background seemed to be appropriate for the task.

The capabilities required for this evaluation include a general famil-

iarity with military, particularly Air Force, procedures; an understanding
!" of the biophysical environment; an understanding of economic analysis;

a familiarity with computers and their use; experience with scientific

methodologies, systems analysis, benefit/cost analysis and dynamic

14-7
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modeling; an awareness of legal procedures; and experience in implementing

recommendations in large, complex organizations.

The author acquired his military background as a consultant with the

MITRE Corporation, 1963-68. There he developed dynamic mathematical models

of logistics, limited war and missile defense systems for Air Force con-

tractors. Though he is not a biologist, the author has supervised ecolo-

gical modeling for water quality, marine ecology and terrestrial ecosystem

succession studies. He is co-author of a book, ECOSYSTEM SUCCESSION, to be

published by MIT Press in late 1979. The author obtained his economics

training as a doctoral student in the Economics Department at MIT. Before

transferring to MIT's Sloan School of Management for dissertation work, he

passed comprehensive doctoral examinations in the major fields of micro

and macro economics, statistics, operations research and system dynamics.

He has also performed and supervised dynamic modeling and analyses of com-

panies, cities and national economics. The author has used computers for

over twenty years and has programmed them using assembly languages, gen-

eral purpose compilers (FORTRAN, COBOL) and special purpose simulation

languages (DYNAMO, GASP) on a variety of computers including the first

large scale electronic computer (Whirlwind I at MIT), many IBM computers,

the Burroughs 5500, UNIVAC 1108 and CDC 6600/6400. He has a Master of

Science in Electrical Engineering degree (MIT 1961) with a specialty in

feedback control theory. The courses that he now teaches in the School

of Industrial and Systems Engineering at Georgia Tech (feedback dynamics,

systems engineering, engineering economy, and simulation) focus on systems

analysis, benefit/cost analysis and dynamic system modeling using the

computer as an important tool. The author's familiarity with legal pro-

cedures was obtained through his development of a special complete man-

agement curriculum (the Undergraduate Systems Program) while he was an

Assistant Professor of Management at MIT (1964-67). As a consultant the

author has implemented policy recommendations for large and small corpor-

ations and a city. He has also written papers and given talks on the

problems of implementation.

.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

There are two general objectives of this research, one related to

short run decisions and the other involving long run planning. The first

goal is to analyse and evaluate the existing Environmental Technical Infor-

mation System and the way it is used by the Air Force and then to identify

and evaluate alternative systems and other ways to structure and use the

present system, so that specific recommendations can be made to indicate

whether the Air Force should continue to use ETIS. If continued use is

desirable, the computer hardware type and location, programming language,

communication network, data management procedures, and relationship to

other Air Force environmental programs should be specified. If continued

use is not desirable, alternative methods for environmental compliance

assistance should be proposed. Results of this part of the research focus

on decisions and actions to be taken by the Air Force within the next six

to twelve months.

The second objective is to help with the planning for the long run

development of Air Force programs and procedures for compliance with

environmental law and effective environmental utilization and preservation.

Environmental impact and pollution abatement laws are still being written

and interpreted. It is an infant field that inevitably will expand and

change. Many programs will be required in the future to respond to new

and modified requirements. Many of these needs are already known, though

the laws are not yet in effect. Therefore, planning for these needed pro-

grams and their relationship to existing programs can be done now. In

addition as understanding of ecological system functioning expands, oppor-

tunities will be revealed for environmental utilization that will benefit

both the Air Force and the environment. Planning for the research that

will clarify beneficial intervention strategies and integrate these into

the over all environmental data management and control process is essential.

Compliance programming and intervention research should be planned for the

next five to ten years. In that way proper directions can be established

* for all current activities and long run budgeting and staffing can be

specified.

14-9
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III. RESEARCH APPROACH

A series of activities were required to perform this systems analysis

of the Environmental Technical Information System. These included the

identification of the detailed structure and use of the existing system,

the determination of alternative structures and uses and the specification

of the criteria to be used for evaluation. Then the alternatives were

evaluated and compared. The result was a set of recommendations for

changes in the system and suggestions for ways to implement the recommen-

dations. For long run planning purposes, a list of future program needs

and uses was developed based on estimates of future regulations and require-

ments by experienced environmental analysts. These requirements were then

arranged in a logical time sequence.

The system identification, determination of alternatives and specifi-

cation of criteria involved an extensive investigation that included a

review of all the available material written about the system, personal

use of the system and observation of those using it, and interviews with

users, the developers of the system, and those who advocate or operate

alternative systems or operating parts. Many of those who were inter-

viewed are identified in the Acknowledgements. A benefit/cost analysis

with constraints was used to evaluate and compare the alternatives. There

was not enough time in the ten week summer program to thoroughly evaluate

all alternatives for all the elements of the system. Therefore, some of

the recommendations suggest future studies.

I.
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IV. THE EXISTING ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION SYSTEM

TheEnvironmental Technical Information System (ETIS) is a group of

computer programs that have a common interactive format and access pro-

cedure designed to provide information necessary to assess the environ-

mental impact of proposed base projects and to answer many of the questions

required for an environmental impact statement. There are three major

parts of this system, the Environmental Impact Computer System (EICS), the

Economic Impact Forecast System (EIFS) and the Computer-aided Environmental

Legislative Data System (CELDS). Other smaller parts include the Clearing-

house Information System (CHIS) and the Interagency Intergovernmental

Coordination of Environmental Programs System (IICEPS).

These programs are used on-line over telephone connections by users

throughout the United States. The programs are written in C language and

run under the UNIX operating system on a Digital Equipment Corporation

PDP-11/50 computer located at the University of Illinois in Champaign, IL.

ETIS was written by the Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory

(CERL) over a period of six years, at a cost of more than $4,000,000. The

original version was written in FORTRAN under System 2000 and run on a

CDC machine. This configuration produced programming difficulties and

expensive maintenance, so a change was made several years ago to the

C/UNIX/PDP arrangement. This is much more effective and less expensive,

but it is not an Air Force or military standard structure. CERL has modi-

fied various of these programs for Air Force use and maintains the system

in its various forms for all users. The PDP computer is leased for this

purpose by CERL (also located in Champaign, IL) from the University of

Illinois. The biophysical, socio-economic and legislative data bases

are maintained by CERL with assistance from the Library Research Service

of the University of Illinois.

The Environmental Impact Computer System is a program that takes

information provided by a user about a specific proposed project (e.g.,
construction of a runway or barracks) and the physical and biological
characteristics of the proposed site and provides in a matrix format the

types and possible severity of environmental interferences that may be

expected to occur and for which an impact statement may be required. If

* an EIS is necessary, the program provides the description to be used to

11
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specify the impact of the project and the procedures and precautions to

be used to minimize adverse effects. The program does not make the

assessment nor write the environmental impact statement. It simply pro-

vides much of the information needed in a format that is easily understood

and easily obtained by a base civil engineer who is not a computer pro-

grammer.

The Economic Impact Forecast System provides information about socio-

economic conditions (population, income, housing, etc.) for all United

States counties. It also includes an economic model that predicts the

changes in these conditions that might occur if a change were made in a

base's activities. This information is necessary both for environmental

impact statements and for personnel realignment proposal evaluations.

The Computer-aided Environmental Legislative Data System provides

abstracts of federal and state environmental legislation and regulations.

These indicate to the user the legal constraints that must be considered

in the design of base projects. Many keyword categories are provided to

enable the user to obtain the needed information quickly. A few local

* law abstracts have been added recently and more are proposed because the

local laws sometimes are the most stringent.

While this system is used by only a small percentage of Air Force

bases (and Army bases), it has been found to be effective and easy to use

by most users, and its use is growing. Air Force [ 5, p. 1] and Navy

[ 6, p. 45] studies have recognized its usefulness and reconmmended con-

tinued, expanded utilization. AFR 19-2 requires the use of ETIS.

There are other programs, not associated with ETIS, that perform

other environmental tasks. The Air Force DEV maintains programs that

plot noise intensities around bases and perform simple pollution abatement

reporting. These are written in FORTRAN and run on the CDC 6600 computer

at Eglin AFB. The Naval Environmental Support Office at Port Hueneme, CA

maintains several programs for pollution abatement reporting. These are

written in COBOL and run on an IBM 370 machine. Neither the Air Force

or the Navy systems are interactive. Measurements of noise, air, water,

and solid waste variables are provided by the user and these programs in

a batch mode provide hard copy plots or reports at a later time. There

are other smaller activities in each of the services that provide environ-
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mental support. I did not have time this summer to review them all.

However, each has its own program or programs written in its own language

and run on a different machine. The activities are not coordinated, so

there may be some functional overlap and use is limited.

Each of the groups in the services is planning new programs that will

be needed to respond to the greater demands of recent and expected legisla-

tion. At this time the different programs in the services perform different

tasks. There is relatively little repetition. However, in the next two

or three years, there will be much overlap as all the services will be

forced to respond to the same laws. If collaboration is to be effective

in preventing repetition of effort it must be started now.

I.
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V. PRESENT AND PROSPECTIVE USES AND USERS

At present ETIS is used as a source of information and simple ana-

lyses by planners and engineers at headquarters, command and base levels

who need to assess, report and/or mitigate the impacts of proposed base

projects and realignments on the socio-economic and/or biophysical environ-

ments. The program does not write reports, make decisions or control

operations, but it does provide important information in a form needed by

those who do.

The characteristic that sets ETIS apart from the other environmental

programs that perform analyses or write reports is its consolidated, inter-

active, user oriented format. As the environmental laws become more strin-

gent and expand to affect more aspects of base operations, planning at all

levels will become much more complex and reporting and control activities

will become more burdensome and difficult. Computerized assistance will

be essential. But separate programming on a different computer in a dif-

ferent language for each report and task will soon be inadequate.

Project planners will need to quickly relate and compare the effects

of a proposed project on different aspects of the base's environment.

The evaluation of personnel transfers from one or more bases to others

will require the simultaneous estimation of the economic distress in the

declining bases' communities, the extra strains on the biophysical environ-

ments of the expanding bases and the advantages and costs of the transfers.

These will then be compared for the different possible ways that the realign-

ments can be made. To be manageable such a task requires a single source

for the estimates, rapid interaction, and simple user-oriented formats

for planners or commanders who are not likely to be programmers themselves.

Environmental impact assessing and statement writing; air, water, haz-

ardous waste, noise, radiation, etc. pollution reporting; and abatement

control can all be done by hand or using separate computer programs. But

the consolidation of computer programs in a single place with a common

format and access procedure would greatly simplify the activity, reduce

errors and lower the skill level required for base engineers. Since the

planning effort will require consolidated data sources and interaction

anyway and such a format would greatly reduce the compliance and abate-

ment effort, it would seen that a consolidated data base which can be
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interactively accessed by non-experts to relate and compare various

environmental asperts at several bases should be the long run goal.

These observations may seem far fetched, idealistic or unnecessary

to some, but I suspect that the severity of the long run impact of

environmental laws on military activities has not been fully recognized.

Actually it is not just environmental legislation that will change the

military command and control structure. Three clearly visible forces

will all arise in the next five years to greatly alter operations. These

are environmental regulation, economic recession and energy restriction.

The general effect of these will be to impose simultaneously multiple

major constraints on activities. Bases' freedom to negatively influence

their socio-economic and biophysical environments will be curtailed at

the same time that budgets are reduced and energy use is restrained.

Planning and operation are relatively easy when one is reasonably free

to do whatever ones mission requires. As constraints are added planning

and operation become much more difficult and the adverse consequences of

errors in either one are greatly increased. In order to avoid greatly

reduced activities, planning will have to be done with great care and

with a longer time horizon into the future. Activities that were separ-

ate and independent will become dependent. Priorities will be revised.

The greater centralization, greater accountability, greater dependence on

planning altered goals and longer run perspective that come with more

constraints will require both expanded computer assistance and the learning

of new skills by commanders, planners, and operating personnel. Therefore,

the following sections discuss the training required to prepare people

for these difficulties and the nature of a consolidated computerized

environmental system which could be constructed a piece at a time over

the next five years and could serve as a part of a broader planning system.

.
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VI. ALTERNATIVE SYSTEM STRUCTURES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE

Environmental regulations have become so numerous and complex that

computer assistance for compliance procedures appears to be the only way

to maintain costs and personnel effort at reasonable levels and to avoid

the need for a staff of environmental experts and economists at every

base. Therefore, the growth in computer use for this purpose is under-

standable, perhaps unavoidable, and undoubtedly will continue. The

problem is to determine what computer systems should be developed to maxi-

mize effectiveness and minimize cost. This section deals with the specifi-

cation of criteria for judging alternative computer configurations and pro-

grams, the definition of the characteristics of systems and programs that

are important, and the identification and evaluation of alternative ways

of obtaining systems with these characteristics.

A computer system or systems for assistance with environmental com-

pliance must be easy and rapid for base engineers, staff analysts, plan-

ners, and commanders to access from their operating environments. It

must be easy to use and understand by non-programmers. It must be capable

of performing the designated tasks more effectively than by hand at lower

cost within the existing protocol of the Air Force command and control

system. Therefore, to be effective any system must have all of these

characteristics -- accessibility, usability, capability, frugality, and

acceptability. The following alternatives will be considered relative

to these criteria.

There are several important aspects of the computer system or systems

for environmental compliance. These aspects include the degree of multi-

service collaboration in program development and use, the extent of con-

solidation of the programs for different environmental tasks, the pro-

gramming language to be used, the time sharing/batch processing config-

uration, the type and location of computer hardware, the format of the

data bases, the nature of the communication network, the style of the

interaction between user and machine, and the output formats. Further

judgements are needed to determine which people or organizations should

maintain the operating system(s), program the tasks required, and update

the data bases. While each of these will be discussed in a separate

section, appropriate references will be made when one aspect is dependent
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on another.

Multiservice collaboration seems to have many advantages in environ-

mental impact and base realignment assessments, forecastings and reporting.

Standard triservice procedures, programs and models would lead to service-

wide uniformity in evaluations. This would enhance understanding and con-

fidence at all command levels, prevent contradictions that could lead to

legal difficulties, and maintain credibility for the DoD effort. Collabor-

ation would lead to only one programming effort instead of several, require

the maintenance of one data base instead of several, and incorporate the

best ideas of all the services in one system. Therefore, a higher quality

program would be obtained at a much lower cost.

The desirability of triservice collaboration in this area seems to

be universally accepted. It has been endorsed, even directed, by DoD and

the services. No one with whom I have spoken opposes it, perhaps, because

its benefits are so large and obvious or because it is the stated policy.

Nevertheless, collaboration has been limited. An equally universl opinion

is that it will not happen in practice. Therefore, the question is not

whether the services should collaborate in environmental matters, they

obviously should; but rather it is, how can it be accomplished?

For greatest benefit collaboration should occur at the conceptualiza-

tion, planning, system development, use and upgrading stages. Before any

joint program is written to do any common tasks, all three services (often

represented at several levels) should specify their needs and understand

the needs of others. All should participate in the conceptualization of

a procedure, algorithm, data display and/or analysis that would meet the

needs and be usable and effective in the organizational and human con-

texts within which the needs arise. Services do not always do this for

their own activities, so the collaboration sometimes would improve their

processes. All should participate in planning the development and use

of each program and its relationship to other programs. While all ser-

vices need not participate in the computer programming, all should partic-

ipate in debugging and testing the programs. After development and testing,

I. all should use the working programs and contribute to their continued

improvement.

Collaboration has been difficult to achieve. A triservice committee

-1
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for environmental matters was created. It held several annual meetings

and subcommittees were formed to study particular issues. The sub-

committees never met. Some limited cooperation is occurring. The Army

has written some special programs and modified some Army programs which

the Air Force uses through Army supported facilities. Since collaboration

did not occur at the conceptualization stage of the Army's programs,

expensive Air Force modifications were required and dissatisfaction still

exists with one part of the system. On occasion some Air Force bases use

some of the Navy's environment programs maintained at Port Hueneme. The

Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory occasionally uses the Army's ETIS pro-

gram. There has been an attempt to obtain a standard socioeconomic impact

analysis methodology for base realignment evaluations. Unfortunately, a

collaborative conceptualization effort was not undertaken. Therefore,

there are several methodologies that are candidates to be the standard.

Each is advocated by its originator with no one being so clearly superior

that it cannot be challenged. A confrontation may or may not occur and

a standard economic impact methodology may or may not be mandated; but

even if one is selected, there is certain to be continued controversy

and implementation difficulty.

Problems in achieving collaboration are understandable. Military

people by nature are and must be strong, self-assured and self-reliant,

since they must be ready and able to repulse a national enemy. For many

years there have been interservice differences over limited funds and the

maintenance of self-identity. The services' command structures themselves

are based on authority, not collaboration. Therefore, collaboration will

be difficult to achieve.

There are several approaches to collaboration that either have not

worked or could be expected not to work. A general directive to collab-

orate from the upper levels of DoD or the services has not worked. Even

if the procedures for collaboration had been clearly specified and appro-

priate rewards and punishments had been devised, it would probably not

have succeeded. It is philosophically inconsistant and in practice almost

unenforcible to force people to collaborate. The creation of multiservice

committees to foster collaboration will not work unless many of the people

are strongly motivated to collaborate. They rarely are. In addition

11
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such committees are usually composed of high level people, but to be

effective the collaboration is required at the working levels. Desig-

nation of one service or a group in one of the services to take the lead

in encouraging collaboration or in creating the standard systems inevi-

tably leads to conflict because it sets one service above the others.

Finally, collaboration seldom arises spontaneously in a large organization

unless there is so great a crisis which so clearly points to collaboration

as the only means to survival that it is unavoidable. Therefore, one

should not wait for it to happen by itself.

If collaboration cannot be forced or lead and will not arise spon-

taneously, how can it be achieved? The only possibility that occurs to

me is the use of dedicated personal initiative. This would involve a

small group of people headed by a civilian with no commitment to any one

service and funded by DoD. They would have only one objective to which

they were strongly personally committed -- to have a standard multiservice

environmental analysis system created and operated that works effectively

and is used widely.

They would go to the operating and planning people in the services

at headquarters, command and base levels with the service's staff people

and help the potential users determien what they need, what they could

and would use and how they would use it. This presumes a thorough know-

ledge of the environmental laws, precedents and expected developments.

Therefore, they would also work closely with EPA and other agencies.

There are existing programs at each service that might be used in whole

or part with or without reprogramming that would have to be reviewed.

Engineering and support groups in the services would be encouraged to

share their research, programs and knowledge and to direct their efforts

toward significant problems that everyone is facing. The catalyst group

would encourage contacts between operating counterparts in the services

to exchange ideas and problems. They would encourage the drafting of

concept proposals for future programs based on their knowledge of common

problems. These would be critiqued individually and jointly by operating

and staff people in the services. They would involve the appropriate

service people in the detailed planning for each program that must fit

into the general system. Common computer interaction and output formats
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would be developed collaboratively for the programs. Much of the system

usage would be through a central computer location with wide, easy, inex-

pensive access. The group would help to set up a facility or use an existing

one. The capability for decentrolized (on site) use in some cases should

probably be provided. Through time new programs would be developed and

old ones improved through the same close cooperation.

The catalyst group would have to take the initiative to make the

contacts, do much of the legwork, follow up on ideas and activities started

in the services and maintain uniform, triservice usability. If the group

did its work well, the resulting standard programs would be so useful, so

well-known, so accessible, and so acceptable that widespread use would be

difficult to prevent.

The success of such an activity would be strongly dependent upon the

capabilities and personalities of the people. They would have to be

exceptionally capable, impartial, motivated, diplomatic, persuasive, per-

sistent, tolerant of criticism and unselfish. Clearly, the most difficult

task would be to find the right people. If they could be found, success

would be quite likely and the benefits would be very great. Without the

right people such an effort would fail, even if it were properly organ-

ized and the philosophy and tasks were clearly communicated to the people

that were chosen.

Program consolidation refers to the combining of the various environ-

mental impact and pollution abatement programs into a single large pro-

gram that is written in one computer language and run on one computer

which services all users. ETIS is a partly consolidated program in that

several programs (EICS, EIS, CELDS, CHIS, etc.) are grouped together in

a single place with a common format. However, there are many others

operated by different groups in the services that are not associated with

ETIS or each other.

There are advantages and disadvantages to consolidation. The advan-

tages include convenience, efficiency, comparability of information about

different environmental variables. If all programs are in the same place

with the same use format a user must learn only one set of access and use

procedures. An interaction format can be designed to simplify use so

that the engineer need not be a programmer and can understand information
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about all types of environmental characteristics. Information about all

areas can readily be compared because the data are all in one place and

format. Complex interactive programs are too expensive to write several

times, so separate programs would not have as many capabilities as a

consolidated one. Where the same data base is used by several programs

the consolidated format is more efficient because several forms of the

same data need not be stored and updated.

The two major disadvantages are the possible failure of a consoli-

dated program to deal with all the necessary details of every local situ-

ation and lost efficiency when all programs are written in one language.

Proper conceptualization of the consolidated program can avoid the former

problem. A small specialized program can be programmed in a language that

is particularly efficient for that application. The Air Force standard

languages, FORTRAN and COBOL, were selected to efficiently program scien-

tific (computation intensive) and data handling problems, respectively.

Y .Neither is suited to an interogative user-to-machine interface, so the

language of the consolidated system would not be either of these, if

possible. The proposed military standard language, Ada, appears to do

both scientific and data handling problems well and also handles inter-

facing. A benchmark study of ETIS is scheduled for fall, 1979 to test

that statement in detail. If Ada is better in all ways, it will be a

strong candidate for the consolidated system language and will eliminate

the second disadvantage.

The consolidated system seems to be a desirable choice if a military

standard language that equals FORTRAN and COBOL in their specialties can

be found and if a broad, collaborative conceptualization procedure can

be found to precede the writing of programs in the consolidated system.

Programming language selection has four important aspects -- military

standardization, portability, capability and efficiency. There are two

major standard military languages, FORTRAN and COBOL. Programs written

in other languages cannot be run on military computers. There are a few

exceptions to this, but they are not relevant to environmental programming.

Portability refers to the ability to run a program on a variety of dif-

ferent computers. Capability and efficiency are often related in the sense

that most high order languages such as FORTRAN or COBOL have the capability
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to perform most tasks, but they may be very inefficient in doing some

things. Efficiency refers both to the ease with which the tasks are pro-

grammed and to the operating efficiency of doing the task.

ETIS is written in C language, a non-standard, non-portable, highly

capable and efficient language. Other environmental programs are written

in FORTRAN and COBOL both of which are standard and portable. FORTRAN is

capable and fairly efficient for scientific applications and COBOL is effec-

tive for file handling problems. Neither handles very well the inter-

rogative user-to-machine interaction employed by ETIS.

There are several reasons for writing these programs in a military

standard language. Programs written in non-standard languages cannot be

run on military computers. Should these programs need to run on Air Force

machines, reprograning would be required. Programs written in non-standard

languages are perceived to be experimental by users and are not taken as

seriously as standard programs. Pressure to standardize is imposed by

service computer people and higher level officers on the operators of

widely used non-standard programs. It is the accepted way to do important

tasks. A multiservice environmental system would almost have to be written

in a standard language.

There also are reasons to write portable programs. Machines and people

change. When such changes occur portable programs usually need only minor

adjustments to run on other computers. Very few programs are perfectly

portable and require no modifications. But major reprogramning is not

needed. Professional managers of computer systems rarely permit non-

portable software. C language programs are not portable because currently

only PDP 1100 series computers support them.

ETIS was converted from FORTRAN to C to obtain a substantial improve-

ment in capability and efficiency. It is not clear how much improvement

has been obtained, but a benchmark study is planned to determine this.

However, in the opinion of the programmers at CERL and other programmers

at the University of Alabama and Georgia Tech with whom I have spoken

the difference is "substantial." It is for that reason that CERL has been

so reluctant to reprogram despite great pressures to standardize. The

Air Force and Navy programs, written in FORTRAN and COBOL, respectively,

are probably (I have not examined them in detail) efficient because they
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are written in appropriate languages. However, they have no interactive

capabilities.

There may be another alternative language called Ada. Ada is a pro-

posed military standard language that was developed for the Military Com-

puter Family (MCF). Ada is much like PASCAL and C, so it includes many

features necessary to create interactive programs. If Ada were accepted

as a military standard language and if it were substantially better than

FORTRAN or COBOL for this application, then ETIS could be reprogrammed

in Ada. The result would be an efficient, standard, portable program.

The benchmark study is designed to include an evaluation of Ada.

Computer hardware refers to the machinery used to operate the programs.

Computer selection is based on cost, efficiency and capability of the

machine to operate the programs. Further considerations relate to the

location and management of the host machine(s).

ETIS requires a computer that stores and transfers large data files

.,efficiently, has an effective time-sharing capability and supports C

language. Only PDP 1100 series mini computers support C. If ETIS were

reprogrammed in FORTRAN or COBOL most large main-frame and mini computers

could do the task. Mini computers seem to handle the large data handling,

small computation, time-shared programs better than the large machines

which were designed for massive computation. The C/PDP configuration is

so effective, because an efficient language is run on an efficient mini

computer. The Air Force standard machines are the Burroughs 3500/3900/

4700's (to be replaced in 1982 under the Phase IV program) at bases, the

Honeywell 6000 machines used by the commands, the CDC 6600's at Eglin

AFB and the headquarters unclassified machines in the Pentagon which are

being replaced next spring by computers that have not yet been announced.

Any of these could run ETIS, if it were written in FORTRAN or COBOL, but

a mini computer would probably be less expensive [see analyses in 10).

The benchmark test should somewhat clarify these judgments.

The Military Computer Family development has identified a standard

* hardware (instruction architecture) as well as a standard language. MostIo
existing machines that conform to the standard are mini computers. Of

these, two PDP versions, the 11/70 and the 11/780 VAX, are included. The

b. VAX is a much more powerful machine than the 11/70. It has greater core
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and disk storage capabilities; greater time-sharing terminal capacity;

and uses a 16 bit instead of an 8 bit word length. The 16 bit word pro-

vides greater flexibility and programming efficiency. If a substantially

expanded program size and usage is anticipated in the future for ETIS,

the VAX is the logical computer choice. If little change is anticipated,

the present PDP 11/50 is adequate.

Location and management are also important. Since ETIS is a cen-

trally serviced facility, the computer must be easy and inexpensive to

access. The present machine is located in Champaign, IL. It is reached

via commercial telephone lines with two 800 level lines to be available

soon. It is not connected to any military or civilian computer networks

such as ARPANET or TELENET. Other commercial, university, or military

machines may be more advantageously located, but I have not had time to

investigate the alternatives thoroughly.

The present ETIS computer is operated by a university (Illinois) and

leased through the Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory.

Some concern has been expressed that the machine is not an Air Force or

even a military machine. Therefore, availability is dependent upon decisions

and actions of organizations outside the Air Force. For occasionally-

used or experimental applications this may be acceptable. However, this

vulnerability may not be acceptable when ETIS is widely used on a regular

basis.

Data base format and management are important for any data intensive

system such as ETIS. There are 50-70 megabytes of data and abstracts

associated with the current version. These are divided between biophysical,

socioeconomic and legal/reference information categories. The biophysical

data base includes a list of endangered species, information about the

environmental impacts for different types of projects and site characteristics,

and mitigation procedures. The socioeconomic data base includes recent

values for variables such as population, income, housing, employment, etc.

for all continental United States counties. The legal/reference data base

contains abstracts of state and federal laws and regulations pertaining

to environmental matters and lists of contacts for information and inter-

pretations about environmental considerations.

Updating of the computer data files is done by CERL. The biophysical
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information is relatively fixed so little update is required. If bio-

physical data for each base were included, the updating effort would

be substantial. Eventually base specific data will be required. At

that time an organization should be selected to supervise the data gath-

ering, formatting and filing.

Socioeconomic data comes largely from Bureau of the Census tapes.

There are other data sources in other federal agencies which may be used

in the future. People at CERL obtain the data tapes and transfer the

information to disk storage. There is no direct access to data source

computer files. In the distant future direct data transfer from source

to ETIS file will be feasible and desirable. Until then an organization

will have to obtain tapes and transfer data. Full time, experienced

data management organizations exist for this purpose. One effective

group is the Center for Business and Economic Research (CBER) at the

University of Alabama. It would probably be better to have such a group

. , manage the data than CERL because CERL's forte is programming and they

are already understaffed. Therefore, the burden of data management should

be removed so they can more effectively perform the critical programming

function. The one weakness of CBER is its localized experience. It is

an Alabama data center and does not now have national data in its files.

Nor does it have experienced with national data. If national data centers

exist, they may be better candidates than CBER, but I have not discovered

them.
Legal abstracting for the legal data base is now done by the Univer-

sity of Illinois Library Research Center. CERL compiles contact and

reference lists. Effort should be given to the evaluation of these

activities and the search for alternatives. The reference updating should

probably be transferred elsewhere to relieve some of the non-programming

load on CERL.

The communications network is a vital part of ETIS. Much effort

was devoted to the design of an effective on-line interface between the

computer and users. This on-line interface is dependent upon the communi-

cations link between the user's terminal and the machine. Presently,

ordinary commercial telephone lines are used, though two 800 level lines

are being ordered and DEV has a data quality FEX line from Tyndall AFB

.1.
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to Champaign. The two problems with telephone usage are high cost and

low quality. High quality lines would be essential if graphics displays

were used because high speed transmission is required (minimum of 1200

baud and preferably 9600 baud compared to the usual telephone 300 baud).

One alternative is the location of the computer at a center that

has access to computer networks to which the users could be connected.

ARPANET, SAMNET, and TELENET are possibilities. Unfortunately, no one

has determined the availability of network access to the base, command

and headquarters users. I have not had time to thoroughly investigate

the network and base configurations, but it is a necessary task since

improvements in operating cost and quality associated with network use

can be substantial. The University of Illinois PDP 11/50 is not connected

to any network. There would be a $70,000 charge to attach the machine to

the ARPANET connection in Champaign.

The user-to-computer interface format of ETIS has been developed with

considerable thought and effort. The objective is to have the computer

ask the pertinent questions and provide the pertinent answers in ordinary

English on-line. Therefore, users who know nothing about computer pro-

gramming can use the system easily. Users who are not aware of all

environment impact statement requirements are provided with necessary

information that they may have forgotten or of which they were not aware.

The direct on-line interaction enables the environmental impact statement

user to finish his task quickly all at one time while he is concentrating

on it. It enables command and base planners to evaluate alternative pro-

jects and realignments quickly while they are thinking about the choices.

The speed, flexibility and effectiveness of such a format encourages use

and is much more task effective than batch access using FORTRAN or COBOL

notation.

The superiority of the ETIS interaction format suggests the desir-

ability of its use in future environmental applications. The difficulty

is programming. It takes a great deal of programming skill and effort

to build in this simplified interrogation capability. The structures of

FORTRAN and COBOL are not conducive to this type of format. That is one

major reason for the use of C language. The programming difficulty suggests

that if this format is to be used, a single consolidated environmental

1
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computer system should be developed to incorporate all the impact and

abatement programs. That will avoid duplication of this difficult task.

However, it also extends dependence on the non-standard C/UNIX/PDP con-

figuration. It is to be hoped that Ada can be used as a capable, standard

alternative to C.

Output formats that are pertinent and understandable greatly encour-

age effective system use. ETIS has a normal line-by-line printout for-

mat with sentences, lists of clearly identified data numbers, a matrix

of impact characteristics to consider, and several bar charts for popula-

tion distributions. There are no time history plots or maps. The Air

Force has a NOISEMAP program (batch operated) that plots on a separate

plotter base noise contours on a simple base map. The Navy's pollution

abatement programs produce hard copy, 8 1/2 x 11 reports for submission

to the appropriate monitoring agencies. ETIS has no hard copy report

outputs.

Another output format for future consideration is computer graphics.

Use of graphics would permit maps with superimposed characteristics to

be presented on-line. It would make possible the drawing of time his-

tories of environmental variables and the superimposing of different

characteristics for one base or the same characteristic for several bases

on the same graph for comparison and trend analysis. It would seem

desirable in the long run to have all of these output formats available

in one program with one additional capability. That is the ability to

transfer data directly to monitoring agency computer files and microfiche

without the need to produce paper copies. In order to provide these out-

put capabilities, the files of ETIS would have to be restructured to

facilitate the programming of hard copy, graphics and direct transfer

modes.

'.
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

The Environmental Technical Information System is an effective pro-

gram whose use should be extended as much as possible. Recommendations

for the system pertain to its scope of use and the details of its struc-

ture. It should be noted that it has been and is effective in its pre-

send form. Therefore, the recommendations focus on ways to broaden its

use, reduce its cost and increase its effectiveness to make it an even

more successful system and to prepare it to encompass addition environ-

mental capabilities as needs arise in the future.

The characteristics of ETIS as enumerated in the previous sections

cannot be taken separately for individual recommendations. The parts

depend on each other so the system must be considered as a whole. There-

fore, the primary recommendation, that the Environmental Technical Infor-

mation System should be developed over a period of five years to become

the consolidated multiservice environmental data management and analysis

system, sets the context for recommendations related to hardware, soft-

ware, communications, etc. Figure 1 shows a diagram of this proposed

system as it might look when completed in 1984. The advantages of pro-

gram consolidation and multiservice use are discussed above. The elim-

ination of effort duplication to reduce costs and the collaborative

development to improve effectiveness are obvious. However, the diffi-

culties associated with implementation are substantial. Assistance,

guidance, and support are essential in a helpful, nonthreatening style.

Detailed suggestions for accomplishing this liaison are offered above.

Other ways may appear as development proceeds.

The broad multiservice context can only succeed in the long run if

the program is written in a military standard computer language. The

three alternatives are FORTRAN, COBOL, and Ada. A superficial comparison

suggests that Ada will be more efficient and more portable in the long

run than FORTRAN or COBOL. The efficiency should be researched or bench-

marked to be certain. A detailed program evaluation is beyond the scope

of this study. Since Ada is a future military standard language with

compilers not scheduled for completion for a year or more, reprogramming

from C to Ada would not be done for several years. Fortunately, C and
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Ada come from the same general family of languages, so conversion or

reprogramming ought to be relatively simple, while C-to-FORTRAN or C-

to-COBOL reprogramming would be expensive and time consuming. It is

assumed that the eventual standard operating system for Ada will be

similar to or compatible with UNIX, the present operating system. Much

of the capability and efficiency of the present configuration is asso-

ciated with UNIX. Since the progrmming language and the operating

system cannot be separated, the benchmark study mentioned above should

consider the relevant combinations.

Unfortunately, any program's efficiency will also depend on the

computer on which the operating system and language are run. A C/UNIX

program run on a PDP 11/50 will not necessarily perform in exactly the

same way as the same C/UNIX program run on a PDP 11/780 VAX. Therefore,

the benchmark should also consider several hardware alternatives. The

most-likely candidate is the VAX. It is one of the better military

standard instruction set architectures associated with Ada. A major

advantage is its compatibility with the existing ETIS. Therefore, a VAX

machine could be obtained in a year or two to simultaneously run the

existing C system and support the development of the Ada upgrade. Other

possibilities use the CDC 6600 at Eglin AFB or one of the Honeywell 6000

series machines used by the AF Commands. Base and headquarters level

computers are being replaced. When the replacements are known, they

could be considered also. The only specific hardware recommendation is

that the PDP 11/50 at the University of Illinois that now run ETIS be

upgraded to a PDP 11/780 VAX. That will be an inexpensive way (about

$50,000) to provide expanded capability for the present system and pre-

pare for the future configuration. Even if the consolidated system is

not undertaken, this upgrade is worthwhile for the present system.

Data base management will become a major activity as the pollution

abatement programs are added to ETIS. It is recommended that professional

data base management organizations be used for economic and biophysical

data updating. The programmers at CERL are too scarce and valuable for

their programming skills to be used to maintain the data bases. The

Center of Business and Economic Research at the University of Alabama

14".
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is a capable group, but is not set up for national economic data manage-

ment. If no national economic data management organization can be found,

CBER would be an excellent choice.

A communications network to link base, command and headquarters

users from all the services to the consolidated system should be con-

sidered carefully. The locations of all potential users and their proxi-

mity to connection points for ARPANET, SAMNET, TELENET and other networks

should be researched. The use of standard telephone lines is very expen-

sive and of low quality. Modems can be installed to improve quality, but

the cost remains high. 800 level lines help to reduce the cost. However,

the study suggested above may reveal a location at the intersection of

several nets. Then the computer could be located there and enable many

users to access ETIS through existing low cost, high quality networks.

The on-line, simple, interrogative interaction format is a valuable

part of the present system. It should be used for all programs as they

are added to the ETIS package. A hard copy report-writing capability

should be added (in time). The Navy has written effective report-writing

programs that are not on-line. With the Navy's help these and other

programs can be introduced into the ETIS on-line configuration. Thought

should be given to the file structures and processing necessary for

direct data and report transfer to EPA and other agency computer files.

Eventually, paper copies may be eliminated. Data will be transfered

from military to agency computer files and hard records will be kept on

microfiche.

Display formats are also important. Computer graphics capabilities

are available which, display graphs, charts and maps with superimposed

overlays of data for various characteristics. For example, the basic

display of a base map could have overlays for noise contours, vegetation

types, surrounding community population densities, etc. Both planners

at all levels and base personnel who monitor and control environmental

factors will find such a capability extremely useful. Within a year

or two a study of graphics capabilities and their potential uses should

be done to prepare for the addition of a graphics capability to ETIS.

The CERL researchers are already experimenting with graphics systems,

so some of the capabilities and limitations will be known before the

study is begun.
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The preceding recommendations refer to a consolidated multiservice

environmental computer system as it could exist in five years. The

actions necessary to achieve it should be taken slowly, one at a time

in such a way that each step will be small enouah to be budgetted easily

and will be iustified on the basis of its immediate contribution to the

system in operation at the time. Therefore, there should be no major

changes, no large expenditures, no disruption of operating systems and

no unpleasant, unnecessary conflicts as the capabilities required for

the consolidated system are gradually assembled. The necessities are

a clear goal, patience and persistence. Figure 1 shows the goal, the

future system. Figure 2 provides a milestone chart for many, but not

all of the required activities. The times in the milestone chart are

not rigidly fixed nor is the sequence of actions always required as

shown. Not all required tasks are included in this outline. As time

passes and some of the tasks are finished the chart should be revised.

It is meant to be a general guide, not an inflexible rule.

The justification for and benefits from this system are based on

its use by engineers, planners, and officers. The tasks with which the

system assists are required by law. Use of the system enables those

tasks to be done faster and better with less personnel effort. The per-

sonnel time saved and the more effective compliance that avoids litigation

constitutes the economic benefit. The more widely the system is used,

the greater will be the benefits. ETIS and other environmental programs

are not used widely enough. Less than one quarter of the Air Force

bases use it regularly. The Army is not much better and the Navy does

not use it at all. A kind of marketing compaign is needed. Engineers

and planners who do not use it should be encouraged and assisted. If

equipment inadequacies limit accessability, they should be resolved.

One comon problem is that the computer terminal available to some base

civil engineers is hard wired to the base Burroughs computer. It cannot

be used for off base telephone connections. Relatively minor modifica-

tions can resolve this problem. However, initiative must be exercised

by capable staff people to discover and correct the particular problems

at each user site. This may require the designation of one or two

people to travel to or at least contact by telephone each potential user.
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Questionnaires are not enough. Engineers and planners are busy people

who have developed ways of doing their job over the years. Changing

those old procedures in a context of many other pressures requires sub-

stantial skill and effort.

The last group of recommendations relates to planning, rather than

legal compliance. Major constraints are now being imposed on Air Force

operations. In all probability these will intensity as the 1980's pro-

gress. The environmental constraints both socio-economic and biophysical

are discussed at length above. The energy and financial constraints have

not been mentioned as extensively. The energy problems are obvious.

National regulations are being imposed on public energy use. Buildings

cannot be kept as warm in winter or cool in summer as before. Car pooling

is being imposed. Gas Rationing has been proposed. In time the number

of AF aircraft flights and vehicle miles may be limited. The country is

also entering an economic recession which may last for some time. In

recession times budgets are restricted and staffs are reduced. All but

the essential activities are cut back.

Under such conditions planning and careful control become much more

important than in unconstrained times. It is suggested that the concept

of computer assistance could and perhaps will have to be extended to com-

prehensive planning at the various levels of command. It is extremely

difficult for people to remember, relate and analyze the simultaneous

effects of many constraints on actual operations and proposed changes.

The computer is uniquely suited to that type of evaluation. Even now

ETIS is used by some command and base planners. A more complete computer

planning assistance program could enumerate, relate and evaluate, financial,

energy, environmental, personnel, facilities, and mission requirement

factors for present conditions and proposed projects and realignments.

The computer could do analyses in a matter of minutes that people could

only do in days or weeks.

The consolidated environmental system as recommended above could pro-

vide the environmental data and analysis input to this broader planning
system. But the planning program should be separate from the environmental

program because the other inputs (financial, mission, facilities including

, ~h weapons, etc.) are service specific and in some instances, classified.

iN
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A conceptualization of this separate planning system is shown in

Figure 3. To be effective it should be developed in the same format

as the consolidated environmental system, but it should be operated

within the Air Force. The same slow, step-by-step development should

be used. Since it will be similar in structure and operation to the

environmental system, the ideas and capabilities developed there should

be usable for the planning system.

One problem with such a system is that its use will be unfamiliar

to the planners and officers who have learned other approaches to their

tasks. Many people distrust, dislike, or fear computers. That is under-

standable. In fact, I dislike them myself and use them as little as pos-

sible. However, their great speed, capacity and accuracy make possible

many things that could not be done without them. It appears that effective

Air Force comprehensive planning in an era of multiple service constraints

is one activity that will need computer assistance. Therefore, thought

should be given to the preparation of people and operations for this likely

necessity.

Since the planning system would not be in operation for four or five

years even if its development went smoothly, there is time for people to

become accustomed to computer assistance and to be trained in the use of

the system. An effort could be undertaken to encourage planners and

officers to use existing computer programs more frequently. Planning

seminars and computer familiarization programs could be developed. Sev-

eral universities have special Masters programs (usually in engineering

fields) for military officers. Courses in planning with computer assis-

tance could be added to these curricula. The National Defense University

and the Air Force Institute of Technology could develop programs related

to this need. Opportunities for the development of planning skills which

utilize computer assistance are widespread and should be considered care-

fully. Planning for planning is as essential as planning for environ-

mental compliance.

Many of the factors that must be considered in comprehensive planning

oI. -activities are being analysed by specialists in the AF Engineering and

Services Center. The environmental area that is the primary i)cus of

this report is one. Energy is another. A comprehensive planning

14-35
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assistance program of the type described above could only be developed

with the close collaboration of the different divisions of AFESC. Per-

haps the comprehensive planning need could serve to clarify the rela-

tionships between the various AFESC activities and to promote unified

objectives and collaborative operations.

11
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THE UNIQUENESS OF PHASE RETRIEVAL

FROM INTENSITY MEASUREMENTS

by

John T. Foley

ABSTRACT

The question of the uniqueness of the determination of the

phase of a wavefield from the knowledge of its intensity in the

aperture plane and focal plane of a thin lens is investigated. It

is shown that if the wavefield intensity across the lens is uniform

and the phase is represented by means of the nine lowest order Zernike

polynomials, that the phase can be determined uniquely (except for

the well-known twin solution ambiguity) from its focal plane intensity.

The twin ambiguity is discussed in physical terms which allow one to

eliminate it. Similar results are obtained for a Gaussian distribution

of intensity in the aperture. Suggestions for further research in

this area are offered.

.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The determination of the phase of an optical wavefield is a very

fundamental and extremely important problem. For the Air Force in par-

ticular, the extraction of phase information from an incoming optical

signal is a central part of most tracking devices and beam control

systems.

The present project is concerned with a particular method of

phase determination, namely the deduction of the phase of the complex

amplitude of a scalar monochromatic wavefield from a knowledge of the

intensity of the field in two planes: the aperture plane and focal

plane of a thin lens. More precisely, let the field in the aperture

plane of the lens (which we take to be the plane z = 0) be written as

V(P 0 ,t) - Re { U a(P 0) e - i w t

i~ p )-iwt
= Re U a( 0 )e 4 a ( 0  e }()

where p0 = (x0 , y0 ) is the two-dimensional position vector in the aper-

ture plane, Ua(P0 ) is the co,plex amplitude of the field in thai plane,

w is the temporal frequency of the field and Re denotes that the real

part is to be taken. The method in question strives to determine the

phase a(P0 ) from the knowledge of the aperture plane intensity,

JUa(P 0 ) 12 , and the focal plane intensity, IUf(p)12. p is the position

vector in the focal plane. From here on Jul will be referred to as

the amplitude of the field.

The motivation for such an approach is twofold. First, if the

source of the wavefield is a large distance from the lens and the

medium through which the field propagates does not introduce signi-

ficant amplitude distortion, toe amplitude (and hence the intensity)

of the field will be approximately constant (as a function of its spa-

tial variables) in the aperture plane of the lens. Therefore, a single

intensity measurement in the focal plane of the lens would give us the

necessary information to pursue this method of phase retrieval. This

method has the advantage of being extremely straightforward and, more

importantly, it is the most efficient way of using the energy avail-

able. aince it does not require expansion or splitting of the incident

15-4



field, as interferometric techniques do. The second source of moti-

vation is that for cases where the amplitude is not constant across

the aperture of the lens, we can still use this approach by making

intensity measurements in two planes.

Numerical experiments which successfully retrieve the phase from

aperture plane and focal plane intensities have been performed. Gon-

salves I treated the one-dimensional focusing problem. He found, for

several test cases, that his algorithm always converged to either the

correct phase or its "twin" (the twin solution will be explained in

Sec. IV). Southwell2 treated exactly the problem described in the

previous paragraph: phase retrieval when the intensity in the aper-

ture plane is a constant and the intensity in the focal plane is

measured. He found, for several test cases, that his algorithm pro-

duced the correct phase, but he overlooked completely the possibility

of the twin solution.

Neither of these papers made a definitive statement about the

general problem of uniqueness, i.e., about whether or not there is

only one possible phase function consistent with the two known inten-

sities. Until this point is clarified, one cannot be confident that

the phase one calculates is the one occurring physically. In the one-

dimensional problem, some interesting results on the question of

uniqueness have been obtained. 3 ,4 ,5 ,6 However, the two dimensional

problem is not a straightforward extension, because physical wave-

functions can not, in general, be subjected to the method of separation

of variables and, furthermore, lenses have circular apertures, not

square ones. Indeed, very recently the question of uniqueness for the

problem we have described above has been debated in the literature.
7,8

Aspects of references 5 and 6 will be commented upon in the final

section of this report.

II. OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this project was to investigate the question

I. of the uniqueness of the phase retrieval method discussed above. We

did not attempt to solve the general problem, i.e., we did not try to

treat arbitrary types of aperture fields. Instead, we treated the

15-5
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simplest (and most practical) cases, leaving the more complicated

cases for later investigations. Our specific objectives were:

(1) To determine a criterion for choosing between the two

"twin" solutions that occur when the aperture intensity

is symmetric.

(2) To determine the uniqueness or possible ambiguities in the

problem Southwell treated: uniform aperture intensity and

a phase function which can be expanded in terms of the first

nine Zernike polynomials.

(3) To extend Southwell's problem to the case of a Gaussian

intensity distribution in the aperture plane.

It should be noted at this point that the restriction on the phase

(expansion in terms of the first nine Zernike polynomials) is not a

severe one. The Zernike expansion is a very practical way of descri-

bing the phase and nine terms do a good job of describing most wavefields.

III. PRECISE MATHEMATICAL STATEMENT OF THE UNIQUENESS PROBLEM

Before presenting the methods used and results obtained, it is

necessary tG state the uniqueness problem in precise mathematical

terms. The physical situation is pictured in Figure 1 below.

I- f -1

IR1.Y "!

I.I

.h FIGURE 1 -THIN LENS GEOMETRY
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The field

i~i(.0O)
U(p) - U(po) I e (2)

is incident upon a thin lens of focal length f and radius R. The

lens is surrounded by a stop, therefore the field in the aperture

plane (z 0) is

U(P0) U i(. 0 ) circ (leol/R),

lu a (p 0I e (3)

where

{1I ,IJO15R
circ (l201/R) 0 , Pol>R (4)

The resultant field in the focal plane is Uf(p).

In words the uniqueness problem can be stated as: is it possible

for two (or more) aperture plane fields to have equal IUa(Po )I for all

-po' produce equal IUf(2)I for all p and yet have different aperture

plane phases, 0a(Po)? This can be rephrased in precise mathematical

terms if we recall one of the basic results of Fourier optics.

For the situation described above it is well-known that the focal

plane field is determined by the Fourier transform of the aperture plane

field:

U ' /_ ikp 2'
1) - _p f (P/Af) (5)uf~) " ix e 2 a

where X is the wavelength of the light and

Sa(p/xf) f Ua(PO ) exp - d 0 . (6)
-- o0)

Therefore
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and we can rephrase our uniqueness question as: is it possible for

two (or more) aperture plane fields to have equal IU(pO)I for all

and equal IU(p)/Af)l for all p and yet have different aperture20 aprtr

plane phases, a(R0 )?

IV. TWIN SOLUTIONS

It is well-known1,3,10 that if the aperture plane amplitude is

symmetric, i.e.,

1U(-O)I - jU(p 0 ) , for all P0, (8)

then the answer to the above question is yes: there are at least

two fields that behave in the prescribed manner. They are the so-

called twin solutions:
i~ a (p 0)

U a l ( o )  . IUa ( .Po ) I  e a -0

(9)

Ua2(p 0 ) . Ua(O0)I e i(-e 0)

By definition IUal(.PO)l = Ua2(Po)I and it is a straightforward

exercise to show that

U(P/f = r'(P/Xf) 1
a2- a. Zl

where the asterik denotes the complex conjugate. Therefore, the two

fields have equal intensities in both planes.

To distinguish between these two solutions we represented the

first phase in an expansion in Zernike polynomials *

* In this expression and in all our work, we do not include the constant
phase term. Clearly phase retrieval via intensity measurements will not
allow one to determine the constant term in the phase. This loss is of
no consequence since physically we are always interested in phase differ-
ences.

Furthermore, we have terminated our Zernike expansion after nine
terms in order to correlate our results with Sec. V. The results of Sec.
IV can be simply extended to an arbitrary number of terms.
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9
a1z (pope - (10)al( O0)  O a(PO)  r= a 1 ajjP,0),(

J-

where the ai's are constants andJ

ZI  PoCOS 0O,

Z2 = POsin e0,

z 3  2p02 _ 1,

2

z4 = PO cos 200 ,

Z5  = PO2 sin 200 ,

Z6  = (3p 0-2) Po cos e0 ,

2

Z7  = (3p0  -2) P0 sin e0 ,

Z 8 =PO3 cos 300 ,

Z9  =P 0
3 sin 3600

The second phase function is therefore

a2(P) - -oa(-Po)

2 5 9
E a*jZ (PopeO) - . a (poeo)+ Z a Zj(Po, 0 ). (11)
J- J=3 J6

Each of the terms in the Zernike expansion has a physical interpre-

tation, a1 and a2 measure the tilt in the x and y directions, respectively.

a3 measures the defocus, a4 the 00 astigmatism, a5 the 450 astigmatism,

I. and a6 through a9 the coma. Therefore, by comparing(1O) and (11), we

found that: the twin solutions have the same tilt and coma and their

defocus and astigmatisms are exactly the negatives of each other. Hence,

15-9
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all we need in order to decide between the two is one piece of additional

information, e.g., the sign of the defocus or astigmatism.

V. UNIFORM OR GAUSSIAN INTENSITY IN THE APERTURE PLANE

If the aperture plane field has uniform intensity, it can be written

as

U(P) e a(P0) circ (Op0 1/R), (12)

where U0 is a constant. The phase retrieval from intensity problem

obviously is not completely unique, since we get the twin solutions

in this case. However, since we can handle the twin solution ambiguity,

we now ask the question: is this the onl) nonuniqueness?

The answer is yes and we proved it in the following way. Consider

two different aperture plane fields,

,U(aA(pO) = U0 eiA(P0) circ (1eo I/R)

UaB(P0) = U0 eB(PO) circ (120
1/R) (13)

where U0  W constant,

9
OA(O0) = E ajZj (p0 0 0 ) ,

i-l (14)
9(p)  - Z bZj (pop 0 ) .

j=1

If they produce the same focal plane intensities, it follows from Eq. (7)

that

U/aA(f) 2 - U aB(./'f) 2, for all P. (15)

It then follows from the convolution theorem that the autocorrelation

functions of the two aperture plane fields must be equal, i.e.,

Y A A -) Y B (_S) , for all s . (16)

15-10
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where

2
y(s) I Ua(p)U*( 0 -_)dP • (17)

By substituting Eqs. (13) and (14) into Eq. (16), performing a

Hopkins rotation and then making a smallis expansion, one can show

(-"e reference 12 for details) that only two possible solutions to Eq.

(16) exist:

a = b (j 1, 2, ... , 9) (18)

or
a =b (j = 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9),

(19)

a =-b (J = 3, 4, 5).aj

I.

These are the twin solutions of Sec. IV, therefore the twin solution is

the only possible nonuniqueness for the problem.

If the aperture plane field has a Gaussian intensity distribution,

we obtained exactly the same results: phase retrieval from intensity

measurements is unique except for the possibility of the twin solution.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

At this point let us put our results in a practical perspective.

Consider Southwell's problem: the intensity across the aperture, la(P0 ),

is a constant, the focal plane intensity, If(p), is measured and then

*a(P0) is calculated. We have shown that if you know If(p) for all j,

then the Zernike coefficients can be uniquely determined (except for

the twin ambiguity).

However, in practice we do not know If(p) for all o, we know it

only over a set of sample points. Our results show that if you sample

on a fine enough grid you should be able to determine the actual

!I. Zernicke coefficients.

The fact that in practice we are dealing with a sampled intensity

brings up the next problem that should be treated in this research area,
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that of resolution. If the sampling rate in the focal plane is too

slow, an incorrect set of Zernike coefficients will be obtained,

e.g., a phase with a small tilt will look like a phase with no tilt,

a small amount of coma may look like a tilt, etc. Therefore, it is

important to determine the resolution possible in phase retrieval from

intensity measurements, i.e., how fast must one sample to be able to

determine the Zernike coefficients accurately?

I propose to do this by investigating the effect of sampling on

Eqs. (15) through (17). In particular, the fact that Ia(p0) is a

constant and that If(p) is bandlimited should make the resolution

problem tractable. Indeed, the former fact should help us avoid the

kinds of problems that references 5 and 6 experienced (they sampled

in both planes).

A second recommendation for follow-on research is to treat,

using the methods of the present work, the case where the amplitude

is more general (i.e., not a simple function such as a constant orI
a Gaussian). For non-symmetric amplitudes, there should be no pos-

sibility of a twin solution.

I1

1.
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HIGH SPEED ELECTROMAGNETIC TRANSIENTS

ON SUPERCONDUCTING COILS

by

G. J. Gabriel

ABSTRACT

Superconducting coils are prime candidates for energy storage in

pulsed high power applications, where electromagnetic transients play an

important role. An investigation of such transients on a Nb-Ti coil at

10*K, 77°K and room temperature were carried out utilizing reflections

when the coil is excited by low power pulses having 10 nsec duration.

While the theoretical and experimental results are preliminary, they

verify the role of turn-to-turn coupling and suggest the need for further

investigations on a more refined and elaborate scale. The experimental

data tentatively support the viewpoint of a coil as a multi-conductor

coupled transmission line.

.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The effort undertaken in this project consists of an investigation

of electromagnetic transients on superconducting helical coils on the

nanosecond time scale. It is a preliminary step toward the broader

objective of understanding the general behavior of electromagnetic dis-

turbances in the neighborhood of superconducting boundaries, such as

filamentary coils and cavity resonators. Superconducting coils and

resonators1 are prime candidates as light weight energy storage elements

in high power pulse sources, which by nature involve rapid electromagnetic

transients. The U. S. Air Force's interest in superconductivity is

largely motivated by the need for light weight power sources for air-

borne applications among others2.

In large coils, the travel time of electromagnetic disturbances

along the wire becomes a significart parameter so that their behavior

cannot be adequately described by the lumped inductors of circuit theory 3 .

Owing to the spacial distribution of transients throughout a coil, a field

theoretic approach for analysis is essential. Electromagnetic transients

on superconducting coils are generally a source of trouble where protection

of the coil against breakdown is of concern. The author had been involved

in theoretical and experimental investigations of such transients, it

being maintained that an understanding of these holds the key to suppressing

them in any protection schemes. It soon became apparent that the opposite

might also serve a purpose 4 . That is, by controlled initiation of trans-

ients, bursts of high frequency energy might be extracted from a dc magnet.

Since the bulk of the previous work was done on coils at room temperature,

where damping is problematic, the need for data on at least a cryogenic

.6
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coil, if not a superconducting one, was apparent. Hence, acquisition of

data on transients on such coils is the primary target. However, due to

limitations of the apparatus available at the time, the experiments were

designed to be compatible with the frequency bandwith (or rise time) char-

acteristics of the apparatus. Consequently, the results obtained thus far

are preliminary in nature, serving to point the direction which future,

more refined experiments might take. The experiments also served as a

guide for the theoretical analysis undertaken in this project.

II. OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH EFFORT:

The specific goals of the project reported here was confined to an

investigation of some aspects of electromagnetic transients on super-

conducting helical coils, both in theoretical and experimental terms.

As a theoretical framework for the description of such transients, the

approach adopted was that of viewing coils as coupled multi-conductor

transmission lines. In view of the scarcity of data on electromagnetic

transients at cryogenic temperatures, an experiment was proposed and

executed for the purpose of providing insights and direction to the

theory. Within limitations of apparatus available at the time, the

goals of the experiment as a preliminary step were defined to be

a) An appraisal of the adopted theoretical viewpoint;

b) An appraisal of the role of turn-to-turn coupling;

c) A determination of the effects of temperature;

d) An estimate of unforeseen problems and the refinements needed
for future experiments.I.

This report gives only a brief outline of experimental results and theoret-

ical analysis, leaving the details of the theory to a later publication.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND RESULTS:

The experimental method consisted of observation of reflection

patterns from a Nb-Ti coil immersed in a dewar and excited with a low

voltage pulse train. This was achieved by the configuration shown

schematically in Figure 1. A matched resistive splitter divides the in-

coming pulse, sending equal portions to the oscilloscope and the coil.

The split pulse reaching the oscilloscope establishes the reference time.

A reflected pulse from the coil also divides at the splitter, a portion

returning to the source where it is absorbed and the remainder going to

the oscilloscope as the principal datum. If one were to view the coil as

a single conventional transmission line, the configuration is analogous

to connecting the generator between the receiving and sending ends of the

line. 
3

The coil was constructed from Nb-Ti wire, 5 mils in diameter, wound

on a form 24" in diameter with a pitch of 0.2". Seven turns were used,

corresponding approximately to 54 nanosecond pulse travel time around the

entire coil. This choice of dimensions and number of turns represents a

compromise dictated by the physical size of the dewar, the bandwidth

characteristics of available electronic instrumentation, and the desired

time resolution.

Typical oscilloscope traces are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The time

interval of about 80 nsec between the main peaks in the reflection

patterns of Figures 3a and b correllate well with the estimated travel

time of 76 nsec for the coil and lead wire combination, thus indicating

multiple reflections from end to end. The duration of the fine structure,

on the other hand, is approximately 15 nsec corresponding to twice the

travel time around a single turn. Existence of this fine structure is

16-6
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of configuration of Experiment.
Signal Source: HP80129
oscilloscopes Teletronix 2904 with 7A19.

Figure 2z Trace of input pulse.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Reflection patterns from coil.
(a) At room temperature.
(b) At approximtely 100 K.
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indicative of turn-to-turn coupling.

The traces taken at room temperature and at 109K clearly illustrate

the effect of reduced damping at the lover temerature, but, as to be

expected, no significant change in propagation time is discernible.

Howe ur, since the superoonding state was not achieved in these experiments,

the results are not conclusive as to.what might happen in that state.

IV. OUTLINE OF THEORETICAL APPROACH:

One of the important questions essential to any experiment concerns

the identification of what is being observed and how it is related to the

theory. In the case of electromagnetic transients on helical wires, the

significance of voltage and current as understood in the ordinary sense

is obscured. However, analysis indicates that the quantities that are man-

ifested on instruments such as ocilloscopes are appropriately related to

the charge and current density distributions along the coil. Further,

owing to the propagation of electromagnetic disturbances and the physical

* proximity of wires in a helix, the charge and current densities in a

differential length element on one turn of wire are expected to be coupled

to the densities on all other turns, the degree of coupling being as yet

undetermined. On the basis of this reasoning, the electromagnetic field

around an nth turn is characterized by a function Vn(xt) related to the

* charge, which we call "voltage," and another function in(xt) corresponding

* to the current at a point on the nth turn. With some justification from

the field integrals, the set of equations governing the behavior of the

coil are postulated to be
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vm (x,t) E -Zm in (xt) (1)
ax n at

a i m (xt) E- Z C -- vn (xt) (2)

miere x is the arc distance along a turn, and Lmn and C.re are elements of

couplIng matrices having the property

ELmaCnk= 1 5mk (3)
n c

and c is the speed of propagation on a straight wire.

Equations (1) and (2), which are well known in the theory of straight

coupled transmission lines, are far from giving a complete picture of the

complicated behavior of a superconducting coil. However, they provide a

promising start, since their exact solutions for two and three turn coils

are in agreement with qualitative observations on normal conductors. In

the context of the experiments described above, the appearance of a fine

structure in the reflection pattern is strongly suggestive of the presence

of turn-to-turn coupling. For, in the absence of such coupling, resulting

in diagonal matrices, the theoretical reflection pattern would consist

of only the major peaks separated by time intervals corresponding to the

overall length of the coil and leads. Significantly, the observed fine

structure is not clearly evident at room temperature but it becomes pro-

gressively more prominent as the damping is diminished with reduced

temperature. As mentioned in Section I, the bulk of the earlier work on

transients had been done at room temperature. Thus, the results at

cryogenic temperatures reported here, though very limited in scope, do

suggest that the theoretical viewpoint in terms of coupled lines is

• evolving in the right direction.

16-10
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V. RECOMMENDATION:

The theory and experiments outlined above are preliminary and far

from being conclusive. What has been achieved is essentially a better

understanding of the sort of problems involved. For deeper insights, it

is desirable that similar experiments be repeated, but with refinements

in the electronic instrumentation. Shorter pulses combined with faster

instruments would permit a more detailed analysis of coils with fewer

turns than was possible at present. Comparison of theory with experiment

is substantially facilitated as the number of turns is diminished

especially where the question of coupling is concerned. Further, since

it was not possible to achieve superconductivity in the present experiments,

it is essential that transient be investigated in the superconducting

state in the near future.

Finally, one of the questions deserving very serious deliberations

concerns the current distribution throughout the wire cross section. Given

the typical configuration of copper-clad superconductor fibers, it is

quite certain from the Maxwell theory that the current due to an externally

induced disturbance in an uncharged coil resides on the outer surface of

the copper substrate. It is not clear, however, how a large current

initially confined within the superconducting fibers would distribute itself

when it is suddenly disturbed in the neighborhood of the associated high

magnetic field. This question is central to the overall problem of

electrodynamic transients on superconducting wire especially where practical

utilization of the effects is of prime consideration.
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PART I: EFFECTS OF DEHYDRATION AND

HEAT ON ACCELERATION RESPONSE IN MAN

by

J. A. Gessaman

ABSTRACT

The G-tolerance of two subjects was tested at air temperatures of

180C and 400 C under normal hydration and 3% dehydration conditions. Two

centrifuge acceleration stress profiles were employed: 1. A gradual

onset of 1 G/15 sec without an anti-G suit and 2. a SACM I profile

with an anti-G suit. In the absence of dehydration both subjects

performed better at 40
0C than at 180 C on the SACM II profile. Both

subjects were significantly less tolerant to G stress when dehydrated.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Nunneley and Stribley (1979), my research colleagues in the thermal

stress laboratory (Division of Crew Protection) of the School of Aerospace

Medicine reported that dehydration and heat stress lower the G tolerance

of male subjects. In their studies the subjects sat in an aircraft

seat within a centrifuge capsule preheated to 380C for a 20-minute

equilibration period. This was followed by a series of three relaxed

runs: 2G X I minute, 3G X 1 minute and a gradual onset of 1G/15 sec

tolerance limit. The subjects remained in place while the capsule cooled

to 200c and the three relaxed runs were then repeated. For the final

run, 7G X 1 minute, the anti-G suit was activated and the subject

strained as needed to maintain vision.

Heat lowered relaxed G tolerance by .3G; dehydration tended to lower

G tolerance and increase the variability of response to heat. Heat-induced

tolerance loss appeared to be similar for gradual--and rapid-onset

centrifuge profiles. In contrast, dehydration effects were greater

in rapid-onset runs.

My research effort at the thermal stress laboratory was aimed at

investigating the G-tolerance of dehydrated subjects to an acceleration

profile which is more similar to that experienced by fighter pilots in

an aerial combat maneuver, viz., the SACM II profile: 4.5G X 15 sec

and 7.OG X 15 sec repeated to the limit of tolerance.

II. OBJECTIVES:

To investigate the effect of 3% dehydration and cockpit air

temperatures of 18 0C and 400C on G-tolerance to a gradual onset profile

of 1G/15 sec and to the SACM II acceleration profile.

III. METHODS:

Subjects were two male volunteers (subjects A and B) both age

23 with the following characteristics: Height (A-173.2 cm, B-167.6 cm)

and weight (A-66.1 kg, B=90.2 kg). Each man was a veteran member of the

human centrifuge subject panel and had learned to ride the centrifuge

in two different ways 1. relaxed, without any voluntary muscle contraction

and 2. using the valsalva-like "M-1" straining maneuver to maximize

Io G tolerance.

Subjects were studied at one dehydration level, 3% body weight loss.

Experiments on a given subject were separated by one week. Subjects were

instructed to avoid strenuous activity, alcohol and extremes of fluid

17-4
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intake for 24 hours preceding each experiment.

I employed the method described by Nunneley and Stribley (1979)

to dehydrate the subjects. Subjects were dehydrated between 0900 and

1200h.

Acceleration runs took place between 1300 and 1600h. The subject

was instrumented with ECG leads and then dressed in summer flight

clothing and an anti-G suit. The centrifuge capsule was either

preheated to 400C or cooled to 180C. The subject then sat in an aircraft

seat (back angle 130 behind the vertical) in the capsule for a 20 to 30

minute equilibration period. This was followed by three acceleration

runs, a 3G X 15 sec (a warm-up run), a gradual onset acceleration of

IG/15 sec up to 7G or to a tolerance limit below 7G without the anti-G

suit on and finally the SACK II acceleration profile with the anti-G

suit turned on. All three runs were separated by five-minute rest

preiods.

IV, RESULTS:

During the dehydration phase subjects lost weight at an average rate

of (A=0.951.01 kg/hr, B=1.02±.11 kg/hr). The fluid needed to replace

excess losses was 0.38t.16 kg for A and 0.19±.09 kg for B.

In the absence of dehydration both subjects performed better at

40 C than at 18 C on the SACK II profile. (Table 1.) Subject A also

was more tolerant of the gradual onset acceleration at 40 C. Subject

B rode to 7G at both 18 0C and 400C.

Both subjects were significantly less tolerant to G stress when

dehydrated. Subject A rode the SACK II profile more than twice as long

at 400C than at 180C whereas the ride duration for Subject B was identical

at both temperatures.

Heart rate increased during the SACM II accelerations in both

subjects (Figure 1) and plateaued at 192 BPM in Subject A in three

trials and 186 BPM in one trial. In contrast the heart rate of Subject

B plateaued at 120 BPM during the control runs and at higher rates

during the dehydration runs.

.
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Table 1.

CONTROL 3% DEHYDRATION

18°C 40°C 18°C 40°C

G-tolerance of
1G/15 sec
gradual onset

Subject A 6.OG 6.7G 5.419 5.3G
Subject B 7.OG 7.OG 4.8G 5.1G

Tolerance of
SACM I1
(min: sec)

Subject A 7'13" 7147" 3'11" 6'36"
Subject B 6'11" 8'37" 2'171 2'17"

Table 1. The effect of 3% dehydration and temperatures of 180C
and 400C on the G-tolerance of two subjects during a 1G/15 sec
gradual onset profile ending at 7.0 G and on their tolerance of a
simulated aerial combat maneuver profile (SACH II-a repetitive
series of fluctuations between 4.5G X 15 sec and 7.OG X 15 sec)
measured by the duration of the ride.

200

Cbeat/mvi) % vjc A '1*C 39.dekcbrf'o

/ £ uo ject A & 30%c coiteylef

0

/00 3o

Tie. (be c.)

Fig. 1 - Heart rate of subject A & B during 3 trials of the
r.,SACM II acceleration profile.
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

This research on two subjects went very well. I do not have any

specific recommendations for improving the experimental methodology or

design of the project.

The sample size was obviously too small from which to draw con-

clusions which would be acceptable to the scientific community. The

inavailability of four or more trained centrifuge riders during the

Sumer made a larger sample size Impossible. A minimum of four or more

subjects is needed to complete the study. Since Utah State University

does not have a human centrifuge it will be impossible for me to continue

this investigation during the next 12 months. Dr. Sarah Nunneley, my

research colleague in the Division of Crew Protection plans to continue

this project this Fall and Winter. We will then publish the combined

results under joint authorship.

1
a.
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PART II: RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN TOTAL

BODY SWEATING RATE AND LOCALIZED SWEATING RATE

by

J. A. Gessaman

ABSTRACT

Water loss by sweating in hot environments is a useful index of heat

stress. Nude weight loss Is the most direct method of measuring water

loss but is an Impractical method in many aerospace environments.

I evaluated the accuracy of predicting whole body sweat rates from

local sweat rates measured on the forearm, forehead, chest, thigh and

leg during exercise and at rest. During exercise the observed values

averaged 15% more than the predicted and at rest the observed values

averaged 37 % more. The factors contributing to these discrepancies

is discussed.

19
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Thermal conditions in the cockpit of the AlO, F104E, FlA and F-15

fighter aircraft during flights in desert and tropical conditions and

physiological indicators of heat stress of the pilots of these aircraft

have been studied by the heat stress laboratory of the USAF School of

Aerospace Medicine (Nunneley and James, 1977; Nunneley and Myhre, 1976).

These physiological indicators have included rectal temperature, skin

temperature and heart rate.

The rate of water loss by sweating in hot environments is another

index of heat stress which workers at the heat stress laboratory would

like to measure in future investigations. Nude weight loss is the most

direct method of measuring water loss, however, repeated measurements

of the nude body weight of pilots or other workers in many aerospace

environments is impractical.

In these situations an indirect measure of total body sweating rate

is necessary. Tam et al (1976) have shown that hygrometric measurements

of sweating rate using sweat collection capsules at five locations on the

body can predict (within t5Z) the real sweat secretion rate from the 'whole

body. The predicted value which they called mean sweating rate (HSR)

was calculated by weighing the local sweating rates (LSR) with the

corresponding skin area factors, i.e.,

MSR=0.11 LSRforehead + 0.29 LSRchest + 0.14 LSRforearm + 0.22 LSRthigh

+ 0.24 LSRaf (1)

The equations which they derived are applicable to subjects dressed in

swimming suits who are resting in a 25±5Z relative humidity environment

with a slow air movement. Since sweat collection capsules containing

filter paper are more practical to use in a cockpit or under chemical

protective clothing than capsules equipped with hygrometric sensors,

there is a need to evaluate the accuracy of predicting total body sweat

rate from localized sweat rates measured with sweat collection capsules

containing filter paper.

II. OBJECTIVE:

Evaluate the accuracy of predicting total body sweating rate from

local sweating rates measured at five locations on the body by sweat

collection capsules containing filter paper.

III. METHODS:

Subjects were four male volunteers aged 21-39 vith the following

17-11
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characteristics, height=174.9±5.5 cm and. weight=75.9±14.6 kg.

Two methods were used to induce and maintain sweating. One, the

subject walked on a treadmill until sweating commenced and he then

began three rest/walk (5 min/15 min) cycles at an air temperature of

40C. In the otern method the subject was Immersed in a bath at 400C

for 20 min. Sweat was collected in the first method during each 15

min. walk and in the second method during the 15 min. of rest outside

the bath.

Sweat was collected in capsules strapped on five locations of the

body with elastic bands 1. midforehead, 2. superiorflexor side of the

left forearm, 3. right pectoralis major, 4. medial midsection of

left thigh and, 5. upper medial side of left calf. A sweat capsule

has two parts as shown in Figure 1--a metal capsule which houses

filter paper discs (4.25 cm, Whatman #541) and a metal cap containing

an O-ring seal. -

(houses -ri Her 'papr)

Fig. I - Sweat collection capsule.
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In the first four weeks of measurement the capsule housings

(capsule minus the cap and filter paper) were removed from the subject's

body during the 10 minute rest period (between treadmill walks) before

he was weighed. Weighings took place about five minutes before the

filter papers were inserted into the capsules and five minutes after

they were removed. In the last week of the study the capsule housings

were left in place on the body during weighing, thereby reducing the

delay between weighings and insertion or removal of filter paper to

three minutes.

Weight loss of subjects was measured by a platform balance with an

accuracy of ±10g. Loss in weight was due to sweat evaporation, respiration

and insensible perspiration. Assuming oxygen consumption is proportional

to the volumetric ventilation rate, the rate of weight losses due to

respiratory evaporation (ie) and C02-02 exchange (
M r) were estimated

by using the following equation, respectively ke=O.019 Vo2(44-Pa)

Hr=Vo2(RPC02-P0 2 ), where Vo2 is the oxygen consumption in 1/min STPD,

Pa is the ambient water vapor pressure (m Hg), R is the ratio of moles

of -CO2 eliminated to moles of 02 taken up, a value of 0.82 was chosen

as the resting ratio and pCO and p0 are the densities of carbon

dioxide and oxygen at STPD. 2Vo was estimated according to the age and
sex of the subject using a modified Du Bois standard (Boothby et al, 1936).

Temperature corrections on o2 were made at a scale of 13% rise per

degree in rectal temperature.

The rates of weight loss 14 and r were subtracted from the totale r

rate of weight loss observed from the platform balance to give a weight

loss due to sweat secretion alone.

The total surface area (SA in cm) of the subject was estimated

from height and weight using the nomogram of Sendroy and Collison (1960).

Mean sweating rate (MSR) was calculated by weighting the local sweating

rates (LSR in mg/mn) with the corresponding skin area factors.

MSR:(0.ll SA LSRforehead + 0.39 SA LSRchet + 0.14 SA LSRforearm

+ 0.18 S LSR +0.18 S LSRI. A thigh A calf)/15.067* (2)

2
* * The surface area of the sweat collection capsules is 15.067 cm
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IV. RESULTS:

In six trials the actual sweat loss of two subjects running on a

treadmill was on the average 15.2% greater than that predicted by equation

2 from local sweating rates. In two of three trials on a third subject

the actual sweating rate was less than predicted (Table 1). In 13 of

14 trials on three subjects where sweating was induced by Imersion

in a water bath at 400C, actual sweat loss was 36.6-18.1Z less than

that predicted by equation 2 (Table 2).

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS:

The results clearly suggest that equation (2), in general, predicts

a value which is less than the actual value both at rest and during

exercise and that it is less accurate as a predictor when the subject

is at rest. These results may reflect the problems inherent in evaluating

the method rather than the accuracy of the method itself.

I believe that the second observation above is a result of the

differences in procedures used during the trials involving the

treadmill and the water bath and that the accuracy of equation (2)

during rest can be significantly improved. The major difference between

the trials at rest and during exercise is that the time between weighings

of a subject was 25 to 30 minutes in the former and 18 to 21 minutes

in the latter whereas the sweat capsules measured local sweating rate for

only 15 minutes within these longer periods in both kinds of trials.

Ideally the measurement of whole body sweating rate should coincide

exact with that of local sweating rates, i.e., the subject should be

weighed immediately before and after the filter papers are inserted and

removed, respectively, from the capsules.

This was neither accomplished in the treadmill nor the water bath

trials, but it was more nearly accomplished in the former. For example,

the delay between weighing the subject and inserting the filter paper in

the capsules was about eight minutes in the water bath trials but only

about four minutes in the treadmill trials. If sweating rate had been

constant throughout the time between weighings, this disparity would

not have been a problem, but this was probably not the case. Sweating

rate of the subject was probably greater during the first 10 minutes

atter the subject stepped from the water bath therefore the average

17-14



Whole Body Sweat Rate

(mg/Din)

Observed Predicted A-B X 100
Subject Trial (A) (B) A

1 1 12114 10618 12.3

2 11135 10476 5.9

3 11956 9235 22.8

4 11086 8696 21.6

2 1 8055 6944 13.8

2 7242 6131 15.3

3 1 9341 8736 6.5

2 6747 9351 -38.6

3 9445 10708 -13.4

Table 1. A comparison of actual whole body sweat rate with that
predicted by Equation 2 from measurements of five local sweat rates
during exercise on a treadmill at 400C.

Whole Body Sweat Rate
(mg/mn)

Observed Predicted A-B x 100
Subject Trial AA) (B) A

1 9000.3000 6678.4900 25.7970

2 10370.2000 8358.6000 19.3979

3 8998.4000 6378.2500 29.1179

1 4 11964.3000 6749.1300 43.5894

5 8593.7000 11885.8000 -38.3080

6 11768.6000 5385.0900 54.2419

7 8958.5000 8515.9000 4.9406

8 10651.4000 8950.0400 15.9732

1 7961.5200 3819.6400 52.0237

2 2 9000.3200 4027.7100 55.2492

3 7130.4800 3880.0400 45.5852

1 9687.5000 3847.8900 60.2798

3 2 8476.9500 4237.6700 50.0095

3 7790.3000 6293.6200 19.2122

Table 2. A comparison of actual whole body sweat rate with that predicted
by Equation 2 from measurements of five local sweat rates during rest at
40 C. Sweat was induced by immersion in a bath at 40 0C.
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sweating rate (per minute) calculated from the difference in body

weight was more than predicted from local sweating rates and the

disparity should increase as the delay between weighing the subject

and insertion of the filter paper increases.

The inaccuracy of the platform balance was another source of error.

When two consecutive weighings of the subject indicated a loss of 300S

(a typical value) the error of this measurement may have been as large

as 6.7% since the balance had an accuracy of !20g.

Undoubtedly another source of error was the use of inappropriate

weighting factors for the five body areas in equation (2). I intend to

apply for a mini-grant and to investigate the weighting factor problm

further. This approach toward estimating whole body sweating rate is

scientifically sound and I would like to work on improving the methods

of evaluating it with the help of a mini-grant.

3KK 171
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THE UTILiZATION OF GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES

AT UNITED STATES AIR FORCE BASES

by

P. K. Grogger

AB STRA CT

The use of geothermal energy is one of the few energy

3nurces which may be an answer to our present and future

energy crisis.

The Air Fo,,ce install ations on the continental United

States as well as Alas3ka and Hlawaii, were evaluated as to the

pnossibility of utilizing geothermal energ-y to develop electri-

city, produce process steam, or heat and/or cool buildings.

y Twenty-five bases have suspected geothermal resources available.

Be-cause of either n~eed and available technology seven installa-

tions we--re rated priority 1, six were rated priority II and

priority 111 and Ili totaled te.

3eologi cal and Pgeophysi cal data inclic ate further

investipation )f thie priom-ity I installations, S' aylor Creek

Range, Idaho, Ell-worth AE;B, So:uth Dakota, Charluston AFB,

South Carolina, Kirtlanid AFB, New Mexio, Vandenberg AFB,

California, Luke AFB, Arizona, and Williams AFB, Arizona,

should be-, ac cor'lr, is hod as so0on :-.1 possib~le.

The use o f (Toothermal enerry will decrease the need

fov foDssl fel by the C."AF and durn7 tg ime-- of s hort supply

allow ,uch fue-ls to bef iised fcr the Ph11 l'orce' s primary

mission, military deten6e.
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INTRODUCTION

Within the next few decades, if not earlier, an energy

famine will occur (1,2,3). At present the only alternative

resource that can be developed in time to stave off such an

occurrence and with a great enough capacity to insure our

quality of life is geothermal energy.

The heat of the interior of the earth is one of the

largest energy resources available to the human race. In

fact, when the volume (1,097 x l09 cubic kilometers) of the

earth's interior and the specific heat of rock are taken into

account, it becomes evident that this geothermal heat is by

far the largest reservoir of energy that is now available.

The amount of heat increases with depth but the rate of

increase varies considerably. If an area is not technically

active, the values will usually range between 100 and 50°C/km.

The average temperature gradient of the earth indicates a

loss of heat by conduction at a rate of about 1.5 micro-
calories/cm 2 which equals 1.5 heat flow units (hfu) or about

260w/km 2
. Because the surface area of the earth is 5.1 x

1018cm2 the total geothermal heat flux is 8 x 101 7Btu/yr.

This amount of energy is far larger than the energy available

f-om all of the uranium and thorium combined when using breeder

reactors. It is also important to realize that the heat already

exists; therefore, it is not necessary to burn other fuels to

produce the required heat. However, the size of the resource

is not the only significant factor. While the natural heat

flow from the center of the earth is too diffuse and presently

not economical to be utilized, there are many areas in the world

where pockets of geothermal heat found close to the surface

have been developed and put to beneficial use for present

technology and related economics make it possible to utilize

geothermal energy only when the hfu's are greater than 2.0.

This is the specific reason the following definition of

geothermal energy is correct at this time: a localized deposit

of geothermal heat concentrated at attainable depths, in

18-4
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adequate volumes, and at temperatures sufficient for exploration

(4). Usually at these locations the process of convection

dominates. This takes place due to volcanism and thermal

activity which causes transporting fluids to move along

fractures in the rock formations.

The heat is primarily due to heat released by radioactive

decay of unstable elements, chiefly uranium and thorium (80

percent) and the other 20 percent is stored heat left from

the formation of the earth.

Until now the human race has not even scratched the surface

of the potential of geothermal energy. Although sources of

geothermal energy have been known and exploited for many years

for medical and other purposes, notably in Iceland, Italy, and

New Zealand, interest in the possibility of finding and developing

new sources in the United States has only recently become

viable due to the passage of the Federal Steam Act of 1970.

The increase in geothermal utilization over the past 15 years

has occurred at concentrated geothermal areas. These areas

and others like them are capable of much greater production.

In the near future many other areas will be able to become

productive as new science and technological discoveries allow

geothermal fields to be created where none exists now.

It has been 75 years since the Larderello, Italy, fields

produced electricity from natural steam. During these years

only 1,500MW of geothermal energy have been developed. Why?

The technology of the past allowed only a few fields to be

developed and many of the plausable fields were too remote

from potential energy markets. Also other fields are located

in countries with abundant cheap alternative energy sources

that could be developed without the need for new techniques

and the risk of unconventional engineering. There has also been

I. the initial high cost of varifying high internal heat by

drilling which will not be spent if an alternative energy

source is obtainable without risk. Finally, there has been

the psychological factor that the public utilities, with their

conservatism, are unwilling to regard geothermal energy as a
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viable alternative due to its newness.

Even with these problems the installed electrical capacity

of geothermal energy grew at a 5.22 percent annual rate from

1942 to 1958. Since that time the annual increase has grown

at an even faster rate (Table 1). However, even with this

increase, geothermal energy's total contribution to the coverage

of the world's energy demand corresponds to about only 0.2

percent (5) of the world's total oil consumption. There is

very little doubt that this percentage as well as the actual

total energy use of geothermal resources will increase in the

future. This is true for several reasons: higher cost of

fossil fuels due to inflation and scarcity; governmental

incentives; technological improvements in prospecting techniques

so more immediately usable geothermal reservoirs will be

discovered; the development of improved drilling systems and

equipment so production costs will decrease and deeper reservoirs

will become economic and accessible; solving the chemical

problems associated with relatively concentrated hot brines;

the development of two-fluid generating systems so lower

temperature geothermal reservoirs will be usable for electrical

generation; non-electrical uses of the heat from geothermal

waters so an increase in such applications as domestic and

industrial heating and cooling will occur; desalination of

water; distillation of domestic and industrial wastes; recovery

of minerals; and more efficient physical and chemical processing.

TABLE 1

GROWTH OF INSTALLED GEOTHERMAL POWER CAPACITY

Average Annual
Compound Geothermal

Year Growth Rate MW Installed

1904 0
1942 130
1958 9.22% (1942-1958) 203

Io 1961 420
1963 536
1970 7.20% (1958-1970) 675
1976 12.42% (1970-1976) 1362
1981 15.74% (1976-1981)* 2828*
*Estimated
Modified from Reference 5
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For too long, geothermal resources have only been thought

of as being a source for electrical generation. This is due

to several factors: (1) electricity is a very marketable

commodity, (2) electrical applications are versatile, and

(3) the geothermal areas which were being noticed provided

transfer mediums at high temperatures. However, it is now

evident that the geothermal areas with high enough temperatures

for electrical production are much less numerous than areas

of lower temperatures (less than 1500C). More use of lower

temperature fluids will occur as the needed techniques are

developed and the quantity will make up for what is lacked in

quality. Also, these fluids will usually contain less dissolved

solids and gases than fluids at higher temperatures which will

lessen corrosion problems.

Air Force lands are dominated by low temperature fluids

and the two principal problems of using such fluids, larger

land area needed and possible subsidence problems, should be

less of a problem on an Air Force base if proper planning

takes place. It is also possible, due to the makeup of most

bases in the Air Force, that the Air Force could be one of

the first to establish dual or multi-purpose plants. By

developing and utilizing low temperature geothermal resources

or by initiating multi-purpose plants in the United States,

the Air Force will be in the forefront of geothermal energy

development. This type of position would be very important

for the United States as approximately 40 percent of the United

States energy requirements could be provided by geothermal

energy once the techniques of utilization are developed and

the geothermal resources are located.

.
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LOCATION AND EVALUATION OF POSSIBLE GEOTHERMAL

AREAS ON AIR FORCE PROPERTY

PREVIOUS STUDIES

Industrial, academic, and private studies have investigated

possible geothermal areas in or near the following United States

Air Force Bases: Dover AFB, Dover, Delaware; Mountain Home AFB,

Mountain Home, Idaho; Kingsley AFB, Klamath Falls, Oregon;

Bellows AFB, Waimanalo, Oahu, Hawaii; and Williams AFB, Chandler,

Arizona. Of the five locations, two were recognized geothermal

areas, the Mountain Home and Kingsley AFBs.

Since the mid-70's and the 1973 embargo on fossil fuels by

OPEC the United States Air Force (USAF) has become increasingly

interested in developing alternative energy resources and

lessening their dependence on unstable and decreasing energy

sources.

* .*In 1978 two reports, the Technology Assessment-Geothermal

report by W. A. Tolbert (6) and the report concerning the

Geothermal Potential at USAF Bases by C. F. Austin and J. A.

Whelan (7), were released after two, one-year independent studies

were completed. Both reports attempted to determine the geother-

mal utilization possibilities of Air Force lands. Both reports

listed five bases as being the best geothermal candidates. As

can be observed in Table 2, the report agreed on four of the

bases, Ellsworth AFB, Rapid City, South Dakota; Hill AFB, Ogden,

Utah; Mountain Home AFB and Saylor Creek Range, Mountain Home,

Idaho; and Williams AFB, Chandler, Arizona. The Austin report

included Keesler AFB, Biloxi, Mississippi as its fifth base,

whereas Tolbert determined that Dover AFB, Dover, Delaware was a

better possibility. Both studies were generalized and their

estimates relied on varying degrees of accuracy and differences

in study needs as well as the expertise of the authors. Although

th" table of geothermal potential included at the end of the

Austin report is often of questionable accuracy, it was the first

attempt to catalog nearly all of the USAF bases as to their

geothermal possibilities.
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PRESENT STUDY

Using Austin's table, previous knowledge of potential

areas, and the Known Geothermal Resource Area's (KGRA) of the

United States Geological Survey (USGS) a first initial list of

air bases that needed to be geologically evaluated was developed

(Table 2). An initial geologic review of the areas included

on the initial list eliminated four bases as well as adding

three. By using the USGS geologic research libraries at

Denver, Colorado and Reston, Virginia, the geothermal potential

of the remaining bases were evaluated as to whether they were

of primary or secondary importance. Five more bases were added

for evaluation and five bases were eliminated due to this

research. A final period of geologic evaluation separated the

bases remaining into their potential as to electricity, cooling,

or heating and each of these categories were classified as to

being an area of high possibility, moderate possibility, or

low possibility.

The final analysis of the geothermal potential of USAF

bases included an energy consumption and utilization review

as well as a general economic evaluation. From this final

analysis the remaining bases were again classified as to

being a primary or a secondary prospect. Using this methodology,

seven installations were considered to have a high possibility

for utilizing geothermal resources in one or more ways: Ells-

worth AFB, South Dakota; Saylor Creek Range, Idaho; Williams

AFB, Arizona; Kirtland AFB, Albuquerque, New Mexico; Vandenberg

AFB, Lompoc, California; Charleston AFB, Charleston, South

Carolina; and Luke AFB, Phoenix, Arizona. Three of these

bases were included by one or both of the two original reports,

Ellsworth AFB, Williams AFB, and Mountain Home AFB. Two bases,

Hill AFB and Williams AFB are already having exploration

techniques used to determine their actual geothermal resource.

Hill AFB has had a geophysical and geochemical evaluation

completed and an exploration well is to be drilled by early

October, 1979. The Williams AFB geophysical and geochemical
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study is completed and funding for a production well is now

being sought. It is very possible that temperatures for space

heating utilization will be located for Hill AFB and temperatures

for space cooling and/or electrical production will be available

at Williams AFB.

Further geologic investigation, remote sensing as well

as initial geophysical and geochemical studies of seven of

the eight high possibility bases, excluding Williams AFB, listed

in Table 2, will be attempted during the 1979-80 period, if

funding for such research is obtained. If enough funding is

obtained, six other bases will also be investigated further:

Mountain Home AFB; McClelland/Mather AFB's, Sacramento, Cali-

fornia; Davis-Monthan AFB, Tucson, Arizona; Edwards AFB,

Rosamond, California; Holloman AFB, Almogordo, New Mexico;

and Bellows AFB and Wheeler AFB, Hawaii.

Specific data obtained, references used, economic

feasibility, and the type of geothermal resource(s) available

are listed in Table 3. During the time this report was

written, no magma or vapor-dominated geothermal systems have

been positively identified; Keesler AFB, Mississippi and

Ellington AFB, Genoa, Texas, are located above geopressed

systems. McClellan and Mather AFBs, Sacramento, California

may be located on a geopressed system. The seven possible

hot dry rock systems are indicated in Table 3. To develop

the hot dry type of geothermal resource, assistance from the

Department of Energy's Hot Dry Rock section at Los Alamos

Scientific Laboratories will be necessary. The primary geothermal

system found at USAF bases is the water-dominated system with

fourteen of the twenty-five bases having a strong possibility

of such a system being utilized.

Electrical production may be possible at five bases:

Saylor Creek, Davis-Monthan, Bellows, Luke, and Williams

!- AFBs. With further technological advances the possibility

of electrical productions at six other bases could become

reality: Charleston, Kirtland, Edwards, Vandenberg, Kessler,

and Ellington AFB's.
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The final rating of priority for further investigation

of Air Force installations is illustrated in Table 4 and

Figure 2. The priority listing is based on geothermal resource

data and the need for geothermal utilization.

TAHLE 4

RELATIVE PRIORITIES FOR EXPLORATIN AND
UTILIZATION OF AIR FORCE LANDS

Resource Thermal Grad Depth to Assessed
Air Base Temp -C OC/Km Prod Km Need Priority1

Mtn Howe 100 4-60 4 Low II
Saylor Creek 100-200 50-90 3 Low I
Range

Dover 48 38 1 Moderate IV
Ellswrth 50 31-45 1.35 High I
Kingsley 30 UK 1 Very Low IV
Davis-Monthan 130 50 1 Moderate II
Hawaiian bases UK2 UK UK High II/III
Langley 41 41 .07 High III
Charleston 60 60 1 Moderate I
Hollaman 40 32 3 High II
Kirtland 60 80 1 Very High I
Edwards 85-90 45 2 - Very High II
George 30 UK UK Moderate III
McClellan/ UK UK UK Very High II
Mather

March UK UK UK Moderate IV
Norton 35 UK UK High III
Vandenberg 25-35 40 2 Very High I
Keesler 100 30 4 Very High III
Ellington 200 35 5 Very Low IV
Luke 150-200 60 3 High I
Offutt 35 35 1 Very High III
Williams 200 85 3 Moderate I

1 1 (highest priority) - - IV (lowest priority)

2 UK Unknown

I11
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Figure 2. Flow model of determining the capital cost of any
needed geothermal installation.

START

Assume the Evaluate the Calculate temp. Calculate
needed amount subsurface . requirements & -_+ the number
of Me or MW+ environment amt. of steam of wells

necessary needed

Calculate turbine Calculate the Calculate
& generator or piping cost 4 the total
cooling & heating piping
installation costs distance

Calculate theCaclt
cost of > the cost of
exploration the wells

Capital for
Geothermal Installation

I.
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GENERAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF A U.S. AIR FORCE
GEOTHERMAL PROGRAM

INTRODUCTION

To assess the cost of a geothermal installation, whether

it is to be used for electrical production or heating and cooling

of buildings, four factors must be considered: (1) data related

to the subsurface environment (geothermal gradient, pressure

gradient, reservoir flow capacity, and reservoir rock character-

istics) must be developed; (2) a technically feasible design

must be chosen; (3) the cost for each expenditure category

must be determined; and (4) the actual cost of generating

power must be determined, usually by using a model for the

surface environment and system design (design of production

and disposal wells and the gathering system and the design

of the utilization plant, whether for electricity, heating,

cooling, and/or process steam)(1 8 9).

The above factors can be observed in Figure 2 as a flow

model which starts with the known amount and type of energy

needed and continues until the final capital cost is determined.

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTION

The actual categories of expense needed to be determined

when developing the total capital cost estimate for a geothermal

power plant are (the percent figure indicates the approximate

percentage of the total capital cost that category includes):

(1) engineering design - 15%; plant equipment - 46% including

heat exchangers, condensers, turbine-generator, main feed

pump turbine, cooling tower, pumps and drives, auxiliary

systems, and electrical equipment; bulk plant materials - 29%,

including concrete and earthwork, electrical, piping, insulation,

and valves, instrumentation, site improvements; control and

turbine buildings - 6%; and other engineering and construction

support - 4% (190).

The cost of utilizing geothermal resources varies with

the quality and quantity of the specific site. However, assuming

18-18
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a normal situation (20 percent rate of return, current tax

policy, plant availability factor of 0.75, 200"C temperature,

65Kg/s, 3 .9MWe) an estimated price of electricity at busbar will
be 30 mills/kWh. The importance of this estimate can be under-

stood by observing Table 5. It is readily seen that the average

geothermal electrical facility, especially steam, is presently
economical in comparison to other power sytems. As the cost of

the fossil fuel power plants continue to escalate geothermal

electrical production will become even more economical.

The low range figures will not be applicable for most geo-

thermal power plants located at Air Force installations. The

primary reason for a higher cost is the smaller generation capa-

city, 10 to 25 MWe power plants. The unit cost of a 10M e

development has been estimated (195) to be 25 to 35 percent

higher than the corresponding cost for a 50 Me power plant.

Even so, the cost of the geothermal produced electrical power

will normally be competitive with all other power sources except

hydroelectric because the other agency sources costs are esca-

lating at a faster rate than geothermal.

The actual cost of small geothermal installations for each of
the four types of geothermal resources now technologically

capable of being built is listed in Table 6.

As can be observed, vapor-dominated systems are the most eco-

nomical but only two air bases have a possible success rate ratio

of 1:4. Depending on the reservoir temperature, water-dominated

and hot dry rock systems will be the next lowest price electrical

producer. At the present time electrical production from such

I. systems are marginal; however, in the next five years both
systems should become economical due to the increased price of
alternative fuels and advancements in geothermal technology.

Only the geopressured system is not economical at present nor

will it become economical before 1985.

1181
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TABLE 5
COARISN OF CSTS FOR FVUJE G8NERATING

FACILITIES IN OONSTANT 1976 D0UCAR
(Refs. 191,192,193,194)

Estimated Total Estimated Price
Capital Investment of Electricity at

Type ($We) Bursbar (Mills IM)

Coal-fired P r Plant 570-600 28-33
Nuclear Power Plant (LWR) 720-830 29-38

Breeder Reactor P r 800-1100 35-50
Plant

Conventional Oil-Fired 350-400 34-42
Power Plant (low-sulfur
oil)

Combined Cycle (oil-fired) 275-350 32-40
Power Plant (low-sulfur
oil)

Geothermal Power Plant
* Stem 250-280 18-25

Hot Water

Flash cycle 400-800 25-55
Binary cycle 500-700 30-42

Hot dry rock 350 and higher 28 and higher
Geopressured 700-2000 30 and higher

.
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TAaE6

Cost of anall, 10 to 25 e , Geothemal Electrical

Power Plants at U.S. Air Foroe Installatixw

Size of
Type of Geothexmal Power Etimated 03Cst
Resource stem () ($ x 10) Merence

Vapor-dminated 100 20-30 453
50 15-20
25 10-15
10 8-12

Water-dcninated

Binary 50 28-33
Flash 50 26-35
Hybrid 50 35-40
Binary 10 18
1ankine cycle 10 23 449

Hot dry Rock

3000C reservoir temp 100 30-35
175°C reservoir temp 100 40-50
2500C reservoir temp 25 20-25

Gepressured
Tw-stage flash steam 50 60-80 452
T1o-stage flash steam 25 30-40 452

i.
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HEATING AND COOLING

The cost of heating and cooling buildings varies greatly

depending on the type of fuel used. By 1985 natural gas will

cost from $4 to 5/GJ, heating oil from $5 to 7/GJ and electrical

heating will vary from $9 to ll/GJ. These costs can be compared

to geothermal costs of $2 to 4/GJ at the well head (196). The

actual cost of geothermal energy supply will be determined by

several characteristics: the size of the energy demand, the

maximum temperature of utilization, the effective temperature

range of utilization, the impacts of seasonal factors and plant

operating schedule on the load factor, and the distance of trans-

mission. By locating production wells close to the site of uti-

lization, heating by geothermal energy will be able to be used at

any base where reservoir temperatures of 50*C can be acquired and

in some cases temperatures as low as 30*C will be able to be

used.

For any given geothermal heat plant the following formula

can be used to determine the production costs (in $ per gigacal-

orie) of geothermal heat:

S = 1 W.n Sn(1+i)4 n
N n=1 (1+i)An_ 1 ) Sn +11

where N is the total amount of gigacalories per year; i is the

annual interest rate, Sn is the cost for the components of the

plant, Sn+l is the annual operating cost and n is the amortiza-

tion periods in years (197).

Just as with electrical power, geothermal heating of build-

ings is economic at present, depending on the distance the heat

must be transported. Under two kilometers geothermal heat is

normally the least expensive heat source (Figure 3).
L

Depending on the size of the heating and cooling needs; the

cost of the installed facility, not inlcuding exploration and

well costs, will range from $4.5x106 at Williams AFB to approxi-

mately $4-6x106 at Charleston AB for cooling and $2x106

18-22
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at Mountain Home to $5x106 at Offutt or Langley AFBts for heating.

The approximate cost of the geothermal scenario developed

in the following section is as follows for a 1980 initiative:

Figure 3. Total cost of geothermal heat in relation to the
distance of transmission and other parameters as
well as a cost comparison with petroleum (198).
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Exploration &
Facility ost

Type of Utilization Possible Location ($ x 10 o

Electrical Power
Plants

10MW Williams AFB 18- 22
15MW Luke AFB or Saylor 25- 30

Creek

25MW e  Saylor Creek or 40- 45Luke AFB

Subtotal B3-97

Cooling Plants

Williams AFB 7- 9
Luke AFB 9- 11
Charleston AFB 11- 13

Subtotal 27- 33

Heating Plants

Mountain Home AFB 2- 4
Hill AFB 3- 5
Ellsworth AFB 4- 6
Kirtland AFB 5- 7
Offutt AFB or 5- 7

Langley AFB
Subtotal 19- 29

Total 129-159

Costs are approximate and may vary by as much as +50

percent to -20 percent. There are Just too many unknowns at

this time for a more exact cost estimate. The length of time

to payback the cost will vary with each project but will average

between eight and fifteen years. A more exact cost analysis will

be completed after Phase II is finished (Table 7).

.
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GENERAL SCENARIO FOR GEOTHERMAL UTILIZATION

BY THE U.S. AIR FORCE

Three steps must be completed before a general scenario

of geothermal exploration, development, construction, and

utilization can be proposed. First, identify the principal

prospects based on an estimated potential, exploration, and

development activities. Second, both resource quality

(temperature, permeability, and water) and resource potential

need to be established. The quality of the resource data

ranges from quite good where extensive drilling has occurred

to quite speculative where little data exists. Third, the

year that a power plant can be on-line is determined and based

on current needs and/or an assessment of current development

status, technology availability, and the considerations of

marketability, such as resource quality and magnitude, estimated

costs, transmission line availability and demonstrated industrial

interest, and environmental sensitivity.

Table 7 can be used as a scenario guide for the development

of an individual site, a combination of several sites, or for

an analysis of all possible sites. As of September 1979, all

Air Force installations within the fifty states of the United

States have been evaluated through Phase I. Twenty-two bases

are classified as primary (greater than 60 percent chance of

geothermal utilization) or secondary (60 to 30 percent chance

of geothermal utilization); eleven primary and eleven secondary.

Depending on available funding the eleven primary sites will

have Phase II completed by August 1980. Thirteen Air Force

installations have been eliminated at this time due to a possible

lack of resource (less than 30 percent chance of geothermal

utilization), favorable economic situation and/or technology.

One base, Hill AFB, is presently in Phase III with

exploration wells being drilled. The third decision point

will need to be decided in the near future, once the reservoir

quality and quantity is determined from the data received due

to the completion of the exploratory drilling.

1
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Another base, Williams AFB, is either at the end of Phase II

or waiting for a decision point at the end of Phase III. The

reason for this uncertainty in determining its position on the

geothermal scenario phase chart is the unusual condition of this

geothermal field. Two exploration wells were drilled by private

industry in 1973. High temperatures are a fact (2000C); in the

short distance, approximately two miles, from the two wells to

the planned site for the Williams AFB well the temperature will

not change appreciably. Because of the high known temperatures,

exploration drilling to quantify the resource is not necessary so

most of Phase III is not needed. It is this unusual situation

that is causing a problem in starting Phase IV. Presently, the

Department of Energy (DOE) will not drill a production well;

however, the USAF still considers the drilling as exploratory due

to the unknown permeability of the production zone. This problem

may be solved in the near future because DOE is giving a high

degree of assurance that if the reservoir has permeability

problems they will fund a well-stimulation effect, whether hydro-

logic, chemical, explosive, or a combination of the three, to

initiate production from the geothermal field (202).

If further funding becomes available Phase II, a and b will

be completed for the twenty-two Air Force bases previously

discussed and listed in Table 2 by September 1981. With a normal

exploration success rate, three electrical plants of 10 to
2 5MWe capacity, three cooling plants producing 4,000 to 7,000

tons of cooling, and five heating plants of 15 to 50 MWt capacity

could be on-line at Air Force installations by the beginning of

1985. The controlling limitation will be the funding availabi-

lity for the geothermal program. The resource is there, the

technology is available for most uses, the economics are

favorable, the money for exploration, development, and construc-

tion must be found.

.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The geothermal community recognizes only qne member of the

Department of Defense (DOD) as being seriouslyinterested in

geothermal energy, the United States Navy. This is due to the

work completed during the investigation of the Coso Springs

geothermal area of California. The development of this area

has been much slower than originally planned because of several

factors concerning resource quality and quantity as well as

managerial problems.

It is an appropriate time for the United States Air Force

to take the lead in geothermal research and development within

DOD. The large variety of and the potential for geothermal

resources available for USAF utilization is the greatest for

any of the United States military agencies. The following

recommendations will assist the USAF in the goal of investigating,

developing and utilizing geothermal resources.

1. Develop funding for geothermal research and development.

This can be accomplished by (a) continuing to use the Engineering

Assistance Program of DOE as has been accomplished for initial

investigations of Hill and Williams AFB's; (b) contacting state

agencies for assistance such as has been done with the State

of Arizona; (3) use academicians through the Air Force Office

of Scientific Research (AFOSR) to research topics of use to

the Air Force and the development of geothermal energy; (d)

front-end load funds into the geothermal resource program so

money is available for the infrastructure building phase of

geothermal development. This will assist private contractors

in the early stages of development and help them gain the

necessary expertise for future Air Force needs; (e) protect

geothermal money in the Air Force budgeting process. Whenever

a decision to cut either hardware or energy money occurs,

energy loses. Normally this is the proper decision but one

fact must be considered seriously . . . without energy the

hardware will not be useable and as energy shortages become

more common, the likelihood of national security problems

1 2
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being created and mission capability crippled becomes more

possible.

2. Make the geothermal community aware of the Air Force's

interest in geothermal resource utilization. This can be

accomplished by (a) joining the Interagency Geothermal

Coordinating Council (IGCC) of the Federal government. Not

only will this make the other members of the IGCC (National

Science Foundation, Dept. of Agriculture, Environmental

Protection Agency, Dept. of the Treasury, Dept. of the Interior,

and the Dept. of Energy) aware of USAF's interest but the

likelihood of increased geothermal knowledge and expertise

being made available to the Air Force increases; (b) further

visibility can occur by joining the Geothermal Resources Council

composed of members from the academic world, private induztry,

government and research organizations; (c) the Air Force should

Y also increase the manpower committed to geothermal energy.

Full-time personnel is necessary if an on-going, serious geo-

hermal program is to develop. The personnel involved would

plan, implement, and coordinate the program and stay in contact

and keep an active dialogue with individuals and groups involved

in geothermal energy outside the Air Force, especially in

private industry and with the Department of Energy. Such

personnel could be assigned to AFESC/DEB at Tyndall AFB, Florida.

3. Make the United States public aware of the Air Force's

interest in geothermal energy. In recruitment advertising

show the need for energy awareness and the possibility of

learning about energy and the career possibilities in energy

fields.

4. Use the information presented in this report to develop

a specific timetable for a geothermal energy program. The

author of this report is applying for further funding to

complete Phase II of the development plan illustrated in

Table 6. After Phase II is completed the development of

geothermal installations should occur on a regular basis.
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5. New legislation dealing with geothermal energy in the

Congress should be followed carefully and comments made to

the appropriate members to enhance the Air Force's geothermal

program.

6. Air Force/DOD should plan for eventual tie-in to existing

power grids in order to wheel power from an Air Force/DOD

geothermal-electric plant to other installations. The assumption

is made that one or more DOD installations will eventually be

producing geothermal-electric power excess to local base facility

energy needs. To provide the most economical use of the excess

capacity, arrangements could be made for feeding power into

existing power grids for wheeling to other DOD installations.

7. Development and construction of the geothermal resources

at Williams AFB should occur as soon as possible. The definite

capability for cooling and the strong possibility of electrical

production should be utilized as quickly as budgetary problems

can be overcome. Each month that passes by makes the project

more expensive and is a waste of money.

I
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A CRITICAL EVALUATION OF THE USAF METHODOLOGY FOR ASSESSING

THE SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACT OF PROPOSED BASE REALIGNMENTS

by

William D. Gunther

ABSTRACT

The Air Force Engineering Services Center is considering the

adoption of a computer-based socioeconomic impact model for all their

impact statements. This model, developed by SRI International analyzes

both "loser" and "gainer" installations and evaluates employment, income,

population, and housing attributes. Additional attributes are evaluated

in a series of hand calculations, but these are not part of the computer

based model.

This paper critically evaluates the "loser" portion of the pro-

posed methodology and makes a series of recommendations. The objective

of each recommendation is to provide either documentation for a parti-

cular approach taken, or to restructure a section which in the researcher's

view, is questionable.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The Engineering Services Center at Tyndall AFB, is considering

the adoption of a computer model developed by SRI International for all

of its economic impact analysis statements.1 This model has evolved

from earlier work by SRI for the Center and may be considered for adop-

tion by other agencies as well.2 The need for a critical evaluation of

a model which has the potential use being suggested for the SRI model

is obvious.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

As originally developed, the QRSAS model yielded output in terms

of the size of the realignment that could occur without tripping a

determined "threshold" level. For example, while the model calculated

projections for income and employment, it only printed the size of the

realignment that could occur before population and income threshold were

exceeded.

Recognizing the need for more definitive information on proposed

realignments, the AF requested that SRI rewrite QRSAS to project proposed

socioeconomic impacts. The resultant model, which is somewhat different

from the QRSAS model, is referred to as the SRI or "Proposed Air Force

Methodology." While the QRSAS model was documented in a report, no

such detail was provided for the SRI model. Although the two models

are closely related, there are sufficient differences between them to

warrant the development of a methodological text to accompany the SRI

model.

The proposed Air Force methodology contains two basic models, one

for "loser" installations and one for "gainer" installations. In addi-

tion, each model contains four sectors, (1) unemployment, (2) income,

(3) population, and (4) housing. Although many of the algorithms of

the model have been computer programmed, there are a number of hand

calculations remaining.

The objective of this research effort was to critically

evaluate the computer programmed algorithm of the "loser" model. This

model was selected because more realignments involve loser installations

than gainer ones. Hand calculations were excluded from analysis for

1 ".. 19-4
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reasons of time. Certainly both the "gainer" model and all hand calculations

need critical review before all can be integrated into a single document

supporting the Air Force methodology for assessing socioeconomic impacts.

III. AN OVERVIEW OF THE SRI MODEL:

As it is currently programmed, the SRI model can be classified as

an "economic base" model. This general class of models divide the local

economies into two sectors: (1) a sector where firms and individuals

serve strictly local markets; and (2) a sector where firms and individuals

serve external, or "export" markets. The driving force of local economic

growth is assumed to be export activity, with local activities assumed to

service the export oriented activities. If employment in the export

serving market rises or falls, employment in local serving activities is

expected to move in the same direction. Additionally, base models

typically assume that the ratio of export to service employment will

remain constant. Thus an increase in employment in the export sector

will cause an increase in service sector employment by the proportion

y *of export to non-export employment. This ratio of export or basic employ-

ment to service or non-basic employment is the economic base multiplier.

Once a multiplier is established, a change in export employment can be

translated into a change in total employment via the multiplier. An

alternative multiplier can be found using income data rather than employ-

ment data. The same basic assumptions are made regarding basic and non-

basic income.

The SRI model utilizes an income multiplier to determine the

total lost income attributed only to base employment in the study area.

This lost income is then translated into lost secondary employment in

the region of analysis. Once an estimate of total secondary employment

losses are obtained, the lost income is estimated by determining the

average wage in the relevant sectors of those lost jobs. By summing the

direct income losses and the secondary income losses, an estimate of the

total income loss can be obtained.

The remaining two sectors of the model (population and housing)

are tied to the estimated employment losses. Figure 1 indicates the

general flow of calculations in the model.

19-5
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Unemployment Sector. The estimated change in unemployment

associated with a proposed action is found by summing the direct and in-

direct (secondary) job losses. The estimate of secondary job losses is

found by dividing the primary income loss (including the multiplier

effect) by an estimated "productivity" index. This index is an estimate

of the sales per employee in the relevant sectors. With sales income

reduced by the proposed action, there is assumed to be a reduced need

for employees in those sectors. In the direct employment change,

allowance is made for the fact that many of the job holders will trans-

fer and thus will not affect the unemployment situation in the region.

The model then estimates the size of the labor force at a post-

action date, the total unemployed at that date, and the unemployment

rate at that date. Once the total unemployed at a post-action date is

determined, the model estimates the number of people who would have to

leave the region to keep the unemployment rate from exceeding an estab-

lished bench mark. Figure 2 illustrates the general flow of calcula-

tions in this sector.

Personal Income. The estimate of total income losses to a region

is found by using estimated average wages and estimated non-wage income

in connection with employment changes. Allowances are made for taxes,

savings, and income which is spent outside the region of analysis.

An estimate of total personal income that would exist without the

proposed action is obtained by extrapolating recent per capita income

and multiplying by an estimated population at t2.

The model then calculates the estimated percentage change in

total personal income in the region of analysis. This change is then

compared to a bench mark historic change which allows the reader to

assess the relative magnitude of the expected change. Figure 3 illus-

trates the direction of flow of the major calculations in this sector.

Population. This sector estimates the total population affected

by the proposed action by obtaining those likely to leave the region and

multiplying by an average family size. An estimate of the population

growth rate that would exist during the realignment period is made.

Figure 4 illustrates the general flow of calculations.

Housing. Once an estimate of the expected population change is

made, estimates of the proportions of these families who own their own

19-7
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Read Basic Employment and Sales Data

Estimate Regional "Productivity" In
Sectors Which Supply
Construction Sector

F Estimate Multiplier

I Estimate Regional "Productivity"
in Retail/Service Sector and
in the Wholesale/Service Sector

Estimate Change in Local
Procurement Expenditures

I Estimate Lost Jobs in Construction
Sector Due to Change in Base

Construction Activity

Estimate Change in Local (ROI) Income~Due to Realignment (the multiple
effect of base salaries,

.ages and other it..ome)

Eti~ate Lost Jobs 
In (Secondary) ROX

Due to Realignment (Lost income
divided by productivity measures)

Estimate Total Number of Jobs to
Become Vacant Due to Realignment

Estimate Change in Size of Labor

Force Due to Realignment

Estimate Size of Labor Force at t2

s8timte Size of Unemployment at t2

Estimate Unemployment Rate at t2

I.
Find Number of People Who Would Have t
Migrate out of the ROI to keep Unemplo

int Rate from Tripping Threshold

FIGURE 2 - FLOW OF CALCULATIONS IN UNEMPLOYMENT SECTOR
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II

Read Per Capita Income
and Population Data

Find Total Personal Income at t2

Find Total Personal Income Per Worker

Find Total Income Lost in
Secondary Sector

Add Together Income Lost From Base

Personnel, Income Lost From
Secondary Impacts to Find Total
Projected Change in Personal

Income at t2

Find Percent Change in Income Due

to Realignment

Find Threshold Change in
Personal Income

FIGURE 3 - FLOW OF CALCULATION IN PERSONAL INCOME SECTOR
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Read Basic Population Data

Find Number of Civilians Who
Leave ROI

Find Number of Military Permanent
Parties Who Leave the ROI

Find Number of Military Trainees
Who Leave ROI

Find Civilians and Military in Each
City Who Leave ROII

y Find Total Population Change in
Each City by Multiplying the

Change in Base Employees by
the Average Family Size

Find Total Realignment Induced
Population Change for ROI J

Find Population Growth Rate
Induced by Realignment

FIGURE 4 - FLOW OF CALCULATIONS IN POPULATION CALCULATIONS

i'
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homes and those who rent is made. These estimates are compared against

the estimated housing stocks at t2 to obtain a projection of the change

in vacancy rates that would likely accompany the proposed action.

Finally, the projected total vacancy rate that would exist following

the action is compared against a bench mark rate based upon historic

HUD statistics and what is considered "healthy" vacancy rates. Figure 5

illustrates the general flow of calculations.

Order of Operation of the Proposed Model. To operate the pro-

posed methodology, a number of tasks must be performed prior to imple-

menting the computer analysis.

Step 1. Identify the Geographic Area(s):

The initial step prior to data collection is to identify

the geographic impact area. Depending upon the vari-

ables analyzed, and the available data, the geographic

areas are:

(a) The "region of influence," on ROI. This area is
normally equivalent to the SMSA or the county in
which the base is located. It may, however, be
a smaller area, such as the labor market area.

(b) The study area or maximum commute area (MCA).
This area is defined as the area in which approxi-
mately 90% of the affected base personnel reside.

(c) Cities. In housing and population calculations,
impacts are estimated for each of the cities in
which a substantial number of affected base
personnel reside. City 1 always includes the base
and the last city is usually defined as the balance
of residents in the ROI not identified by specific
city.

Step 2. Define Multipliers to be Inputed:

The model currently calculates a multiplier based upon

the estimated population size of the region of influence.

This multiplier is based upon the "minimum requirements

approach" and follows closely the procedures established

by Ulman and Dacey. In addition, the model allows for

externally inputing a multiplier.*

I.

*It is current policy to input a multiplier derived from an
-" alternative source.
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let Thresholds

oAd lasic Rousing Stock Data

Allocate Civiliana Who Rent to
Each City In Proportion to the
Distribution of aUl Civilians

VInd all Military Living In
Each City Who Rent

Wind all Bass Personnel In
Each City Who Rent

Pind the umher of Military and
Civilians Who 0wn Their Bomes

[Allocate the Number of Owners to Each
City in Proportion to the Total Nuber

(Renter* and Owners) In Each City

[Find Total Military and Civilians Who
ILesave Each City Who Own and Who Rent.

I This Is Set Equal to Change in[ Respective Housing Stocks

Wind Rousing Stock (Total) at t2

by Linear Trend

Allocate Total Housing Stock (qz) to
Renter and Owner Status According
to Distribution Existing at Date

of EDO and HER

Wind Percent Change in Ranter and

Owner Occupied Housing Caused
by Realignment

FAdd Percent Change due to Realingaunt
to Most Recently Recorded Vacancy Rete
to find Vacancy Rates at t2 by Status

Wind Difference Between Projected Rate

Plim s no Lor OW wim CCLA i s IN oustU SECTOR
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Step 3. Collect Input Data Identified on the Sample Data Input
Sheet (Appendix A):

The sample data input sheet identifies all the data which

must be collected by the user.

Step 4. Run the Model and Obtain Intermediate and Final Outputs:

Some of the output of the model is considered final and

can be used directly. Other outputs are used as inter-

mediate values and are used in hand-calculation.

Step 5. Verify All Data Inputs and Sources:

The user should verify all data inputs on the data

sheet as to their correctness. The data should then be

verified as to the correctness of the inputed value.

This section has provided a very brief overview of the model and

its major sectors. The next section will dwell at greater length with

each equation in the program. Prior to beginning the evaluations, a

list of all variables and their definitions was developed. This list is

contained in Appendix B.

IV. ALGORITHMS:

This section of the report list all the major equations used in

the proposed Air Force methodology and comments, where appropriate, on

the implicit methodology. Criticisms, where applicable, are included in

the comments following each equation. The equations are listed in order

of their appearance in the computer program.

Unemployment Calculations

(1) Solve for PT4 where:

PT4 - YT4/ET4

where

PT4 - Productivity in the national labor force

YT4 - National output in t4

ET4 - National employment in t4

Measures the dollar value of output associated with each

worker in the U.S. in t4.

(2) Solve for PT6 where:

PT6 - YT6/ET6

where:

PT6 - Productivity in the national labor force

19-13
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YT6 - National output in t6

ET6 - National employment in t6

Measures the dollar value of output associated with each

worker in the U.S. in t6.

(3) Solve for NU where:

NU - NU + MU(K)

where:

NU - Fraction of output from new construction that goes
to the purchase of material in other sectors.

MU(K) - Fraction of output from new construction that
goes to the purchase of material in each of K
sectors.

This equation sums the K values to arrive at a total

fraction of output from new construction that goes to the

purchase of materials in other sectors.

(4) Solve for GAM where:

GAM - GAM + GAM + GAMN

where:

GAM = The fraction of output from new construction that
goes to wages and salaries.

GAK- The fraction of output from new construction
that goes to employees compensation.

GAMN - Fraction of output from new construction that
goes to property income.

This equation estimates that portion of construction

expenditure that flow into the local economy as wages,

salaries and property income.

(5) Solve for PGAM where:

PGAM = PGAM + PT4*SJT6(K)*l.OOO*MU(K)/(PT6*EJT6(K)*NU)

where:

PGAM - Regional labor productivity in the sectors that
supply the construction sector.

SJT6(K) - National output for t6 in each of K(5) sectors
(Mfg., Transportation, Trade, Finance, and
Services).

PT4 - Productivity of the national labor force in t4

MU(K) - The fraction of output from new construction
that goes to the purchase of materials in each
of the K sectors (Hfg., Transportation, Trade,
Finance, and Services).

19-14



PT6 - Productivity of the national labor force in t4

EJT6(K) - National employment for t6 in each if K
sector (Mfg., Transportation, Trade, Finance,
and Services)

NU - Fraction of output from new construction that goes

to the purchase of materials in other sectors

This equation calculates a weighted average productivity

index for the five sectors that supply the construction

sector.

(6) Solve for YKST4 where:

YKST4 - SKST5*PDCT4/PDCT5

where:

YKST4 - Total state output for the construction sector
in t4

SKST5 - State construction sector receipts for the most
recently recorded year (t5)

PDCT4 = Price deflator, construction sector, t4

PDCT5 - Price deflator, construction sector, t5

This equation inflates the sales estimate for year t5 to

the year t4. Thus it simply allows for the same real out-

put in t4 as existed in t5.

(7) Solve for PKS where:

PKS - YKST4/EKST5

where:

PKS = Regional labor productivity in the construction
sector

EKST5 - Total state employment in the construction
sector at t5

YKST4 - Total state output for the construction sector
in t4

This equation calculates the average sales per employee in

the construction sector for t. It assumes the same real

productivity per worker in year t5 , which needs verifica-

tion if constant real productivity is to be assumed.

(8) Solve for P2 where:

P2 - (((RPBZ-RPAZ)*(T2-TRPAZ))/(TRPBZ-TRPAZ)) + RPAZ

where:

P2 - Population of the ROI at t2 excluding the effects

of the action

19-15
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RPAZ - The population of the ROI at tl-y or t70

RPBZ - The population of the R01 at t2+x or tl-y

T2 - The date of completion of the action.

TRPAZ - The date of RPAZ data

TRPBZ - The date of RPBZ data

This equation solves for the expected population at the

date of completion of the action as if the action did not

occur. The equation interpolates linearly between two

points, one preceeding the action and one extending beyond

the date of completion of the action.

(9) Solve for UD where:

UD - .l*ALOG10(P2)-.l

where:

UD = Ulman-Dacey Factor (fraction of income spent

locally)

ALOGIO - Common logarythm

The UD (Ulman-Dacey) factor is based upon a study which

related the fraction of income spent locally to the popula-

tion size of cities. This equation simply summarizes that

study and allows the model to calculate the UD factor for

any size (P2) area.

(10) Solve for M where:

M 1 l/(l-UD)-l

where:

M = Net income multiplier

Input alternative multiplier if desired. Currently, AF

procedure is to input the EIFS income multiplier. This is

a questionable procedure for several reasons. First, it

mixes the methodological support of two models, which may

involve internal conflicts. Secondly, it creates poten-

tial conflicts of output, such as the employment impacts.

If the AF selects the income multiplier from EIFS, which

is derived from employment data, why not utilize the

employment multiplier as well? Why utilize the proposed AF

methodology at all then? What about conflicts in wage data

used in determination of the income multiplier and wage

data used in the proposed AF methodology? It is not
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advisable to utilize EIFS without carefully examining these

questions.

(11) Solve for YWST4 where:

YWST4 - SWST3*PDWT4/PDWT3

where:

YWST4 - Total regional output or sales for the whole-

sale sector in t4

SWST3 - Total regional output or sales for the most
recently recorded year

PDWT4 - Price deflator index for the wholesale trade
sector for t4

PDWT3 - Price deflator index for the wholesale trade
sector for t3

Wholesale sector data at t3 is inflated to obtain an

estimate of wholesale sales at t4.

(12) Solve for YRST4 where:

YRST4 = SRST3*PDRT4/PDRT3

where:

YRST4 - Total regional output or sales for the retail
sector at t4

SRST3 = Total regional output or sales for the retail
sector at t3

PDRT4 = Price deflator index for the retail sector

for t4

PDRT3 = Price deflator index for the retail sector

for t3
Retail sales data at t3 is inflated to obtain an estimate

of retail sales at t4.

(13) Solve for YSST4 where:

YSST4 = SSST3*PDST4/PDST3

where

YSST4 = Total regional output or sales for the service
sector in t4

SSST3 - Total regional output or sales for the service
sector in t3

PDST4 - Price deflator for the service sector t4

a PDST3 - Price deflator for the service sector t

Service sector sales data at t3 is inflated to obtain an

estimate of service sector sales at t4.
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(14) Solve for PWS where:

PWS - (YWST4+YSST4)/(EWST3+ESST3)

where:

PWS - Productivity in the wholesale trade and service
sectors in the ROI

EWST3 - Total regional employment in the wholesale
sector at t3

ESST3 - Total regional employment in the service sector

at t3

Measures the dollar value of sales associated with each

employee.

(15) Solve for PRS where:

PRS - (YRST4+YSST4)/(ERST3+ESST3)

where:

PRS - The productivity in the retail trade sector in
the ROI

ERST3 - Total regional employment in the retail sector
in t3

Measures the dollar value of sales per employee in the
*.

retail trade sector.

(16) Solve for LI where:

IF(LI.EQ.0.0) GO TO 21

where:

LI = The total number of persons employed by and
assigned to the base

This equation is designed to skip the next equation if

direct data exists for YPG.

(17) Solve for YPG where:

YPG - (YPI-YQ)*RL/LI

where:

YPG - The change in USAF procurement expenditures in
the ROI due to the realignment

¥PI - Total amount of procurement expenditure in ROI

YQ = Total amount of procurement expenditures in ROI

commissary and BX goods purchased by retirees

RL - Total size of the realignment

This equation estimates the procurement expenditures lost

to the ROI by assuming a per person procurement expenditure.
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Retirees are taken out of the calculation since it is

assumed they will remain in the ROI and thus someone else

will be purchasing the goods to satisfy this demand in the

ROI. If direct data exists for YPG, it can be inputed

directly and the estimation procedure skipped.

(18) Solve for ALC where:

ALC - ALT+ALRC+ALSP+ALP

where:

ALC = Fraction of positions terminated or relocated
held by civilians

ALT = Fraction of positions terminated or relocated
held by civilians who will transfer with the
realignment

ALRC = Fraction of positions terminated or relocated

held by civilians who retire

ALSP = Fraction of positions terminated or relocated
held by civilians who separate from the USAF

ALP = Fraction of positions terminated or relocated
held by civilians who will be placed elsewhere

This equation summarizes the fraction of all the civilians

who are expected to be affected by the proposed action.

(19) Solve for ALMS where:

ALMS = ALMP+ALRM

where:

ALMS = Fraction of positions terminated or relocated
held by military permanent parties

ALMP = Fraction of positions terminated or relocated
held by military permanent parties who transfer

ALRM = Fraction of posit-ons terminated or relocated

held by military permanent parties who retire

This equation summarizes the fraction of all military who

are expected to be affected by the action.

(20) Solve for EK where:

EK = YKG/PKS+M*TAU*SIGMA*GAM*YKG/PRS+NU*YKG/PGAM

where:

EK - The change in the number employed due to the
change in base construction expenditures
caused by the USAF action. Includes construc-
tion and secondary jobs lost

19-19
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M = Net regional income multiplier

PKS = Regional labor productivity in the construction

sector

TAU - Fraction of wages remaining after taxes

SIGMA - Fraction of after-tax wages remaining after
savings

GAM - The fraction of output from new construction
that goes to wages and income

YKG = Change in construction expenditures because of
the action

PRS = The productivity of workers in the retail trade
and service sectors in the ROI

NU = Fraction of output from new construction that
goes to the purchase of materials in other
sectors

PGAM = Regional labor productivity in the sectors that
supply the construction sector

This equation estimates the lost jobs associated with the con-

struction sector by summing three components: (1) the lost

direct construction jobs, (2) the lost retail-service jobs

due to lost income to construction workers, and (3) lost jobs

in those sectors that supply the construction industry.

(21) Solve for Ki where:

Kl = Y(K)/YL(K)+Kl

where:

K1 = The sum of the ratio of total personal income to
wage and salary income for ROI for past KY years

Y = Total personal income for ROI for each of KY years

YL = Total wage and salary income for ROI for each of
KY years

This equation finds the sum over the past KY years, of the

ratio of total personal income to wage and salary income.

(22) Solve for KI where:

Kl = Kl/KY

where:

Kl - The sum of the ratio of total personal income to
wage and salary income for ROI for past KY years

a KY = Number of observations (years) of data on Y and
YL
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This equation finds the average ratio of total personal in-

come to wage and salary income for the ROI over the past

KY years.

(23) Solve for K2 where:

IF (K2.LE.O.O)K2=(Kl-l.O)/2.0

where:

K2 = Ratio of non-wage and salary income to wage and
salary income for ROI

Kl = Ratio of total personal income to wage and salary
income for ROI

This statement reads the inputed value of K2 and if it is 0

(no data exists), assumes K2 equal to one half the ratio

implied in Kl. No evidence exists for such an approach.

(24) Solve for WMP where:

WMP = RL*ALMS*WWMP*(K2+I)

where:

WMP = Total personal income of military permanent
parties affected by the action

S RL = Total size of the realignment

ALMS = Fraction of positions terminated or relocated
held by military permanent parties

WWMP = The average wage of military permanent parties
affected by the action

K2 = Ratio of non-wage and salary income to wage and

salary income

This equation estimates the total personal income of

military permanent parties who will be affected by the

action. The assumption is made that each person affected

by the action had additional income (beyond military income)

equal to K2 percent of wage and salary income.

(25) Solve for WMT where:

WMT = RL*ALMT*WWMT

where:

WMT = Total personal income of military trainees

affected by the action

RL f Total size of the realignment

Io ALMT = Fraction of positions terminated or relocated
held by military trainees who transfer
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WWMT = Average wage of military trainees affected by the
action

This equation estimates the total personal income of

military trainees affected by the action. The assumption

is made that military trainees have no other source of personal

income except their military wage. It seems reasonable to

assume that there should be a difference between military

trainees and others in terms of supplemental income. How-

ever, it is not clear if the assumption that they have no

supplemental income is the most realistic assumption.

(26) Solve for WC where:

WC = RL*ALC*WWC*Kl

where:

WC = Total personal income of civilians affected by

the action

RL = Total size of the realignment

ALC = Fraction of positions terminated or relocated

held by civilians

Y WWC = Average wage of civilians personal affected by
the action

Kl = Ratio of total personal income to wage and salary
income

This equation estimates the total personal income of

civilians affected by the action. The assumption is made

that each civilian affected by the action has additional non-

wage income equal to (KI-l) percent of wage and salary in-

come. There is no apparent reason why (Kl-l) fov civilians

should be different from K2 for military permanent parties.

(27) Solve for YMP where:

YMP = WMP*OMIW*TAU*SIGMA

where:

YMP = Disposable total personal income in ROI
associated with military permanent parties
who are affected by the action

WMP = Total personal income of military permanent
parties affected by the action

OMMP = Fraction of disposable total personal income
of military permanent parties spent in the
ROI, exclusive of on-base expenditures
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TAU = Fraction of total personal income remaining
after taxes

SIGMA - Fraction of after tax total personal income
remaining after savings

This equation estimates the disposable income flowing into

the ROI from military permanent parties. The two terms,

TAU and SIGMA are assumed to be constant for military per-

manent parties, military trainees, and civilians. It

appears however that they would be different for different

classes and income levels, and different for different

ROI's.

(28) Solve for YMT where:

YMT - WMT*OMMT*TAU*SIGMA

where:

YM4T - Disposable total personal income in Rol
associated with military trainees who are

affected by the action

WRT t Total personal income of military trainees
. affected by the action

OMMT = Fraction of disposable total personal income
of military trainees spent in the ROI exclusive

of on-base expenditures

TAU = Fraction of total personal income remaining
after taxes

SIGMA = Fraction of after tax total personal income

remaining after savings

This equation estimates the disposable income flowing into

the ROI from military trainees. The same assumptions are

made here as in YMP.

(29) Solve for YC where:

YC - WC*OMC*TAU*SIGMA

where:

YC - Disposable total personal income in ROI
associated with civilians affected by the
action

WC - Total personal income of civilians affected by
the action

a OMC - Fraction of disposable total personal income of
civilians spent in the ROI

TAU - Fraction of total personal income remaining
after taxes

1 4
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SIGMA - Fraction of after tax total personal income re-
maining after savings

This equation estimates the disposable income flowing into

the ROI from civilians. The same assumptions are made here

as in YMP and YMT.

(30) Solve for YIG where:

YIG = YC+YMT+YMP

where:

YIG - Total disposable income spent in the ROI from all
military and civilian parties affected by the
action

YC = Disposable total personal income in ROI associated
with civilians affected by the action

YMT = Disposable total personal income in ROI associated
with military trainees who are affected by the
action

YMP = Disposable total personal income in ROI associated
with military permanent parties who are affected
by the action

This equation estimates the income flowing into the ROI from

t. .all base employees affected by the action.

(31) Solve for ES where:

ES = M*YIG/PRS+M*YPG/PWS+EK

where:

ES = The total number of secondary jobs estimated to
be lost as a direct result of the action

M = Net regional income multiplier

YIG = Total disposable income spent in the ROI from all
military and civilian parties affected by the
action

PRS = The productivity (sales per employee) in the
retail trade and personal service sectors in the
ROI

YPG = The change in USAF procurement expenditures in the
ROI due to the realignment

PWS = The productivity (sales per employee) in the
wholesale and. service sectors in the ROI

EK = The change in the number of persons employed due
to the change in construction expenditures.

I!. This equation estimates tle total number of jobs to be lost

in the combined retail, wholesale, and construction sectors.
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The assumptions that jobs will be lost in direct proportion

to the lost income (YPG/PWS for example) probably results

in an overestimate of the economic impact of a proposed

action. The value of the income multiplier is critical in

this equation in estimating jobs lost.

(32) Solve for ET where:

ET = ALT*RL

where:

ET - The number of civilian personnel who transfer
with the realignment

ALT = Fraction of positions terminated or relocated held
by civilians who will transfer with the realign-
ment

RL = Total size of realignment

This equation estimates the total number of civilians who

will transfer with the realignment. ALT will vary with

the ROI and the potential relocation site.

(33) Solve for EMP where:

EMP = ALMP*RL

where:

EMP = Number of military permanent parties who transfer

ALMP = Fraction of positions terminated or relocated

held by military permanent parties who transfer

RL = Total size of the realignment

This equation estimates the total number of military per-

manent parties that will transfer with the realignment.

(34) Solve for EMT where:

EMT - ALMT*RL

where:

EMT = Number of military trainees who transfer

ALMT = Fraction of positions terminated or relocated

held by military trainees who transfer

RL = Total size of the realignment

This equation estimates the total number of military

trainees who transfer with the realignment.

(35) Solve for ERM where:

ERM = ALRM*RL
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where:

ERN - Number of military permanent parties who retire

I ALRM - Fraction of positions terminated or relocated
held by military permanent parties who retire

RL - Total size of realingment

This equation estimates the total number of military perma-

nent parties who retire.

(36) Solve for EP where:

EP = ALP*RL

where:

EP Number of civilians personnel who are placed by

DOD in other positions

ALP - Fraction of positions terminated or relocated
held by civilians who will be placed elsewhere

RL - Total size of the realignment

This evaluation estimates the number of civilians who will

be placed in DOD jobs elsewhere. It would seem reasonable

to assume that this number would vary with the ROI.

(37) Solve for ESP where:

ESP = ALSP*RL

where:

ESP = Number of civilians personnel who separate from
the USAF

ALSP = Fraction of positions terminated or relocated

held by civilians who will separate from the
USAF

RL = Total size of the realignment

This equation estimates the total number of civilians who

separate from the USAF.

(38) Solve for ERC where:

ERC - ALRC*RL

where:

ERC - The number of civilian personnel who retire

ALRC = Fraction of positions terminated or relocated

held by civilian personnel who retire

RL Total size of the realignment

4 -This equation estimates the total number of civilian per-

sonnel who retire. This number should vary with the ROI and
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the age distribution of each base's civilian employees.

As the population becomes older, this number should in-

crease (long run trend).

(39) Solve for ESJ where:

ESJ - (ET+PIP*EP)*RHOSJC+EMP*RHOSJM

where:

ESJ - The number of personnel who leave the ROI who
hold second jobs

ET - The number of civilian personnel who transfer

PIP - The fraction of civilians placed by DOD in
positions outside the ROI

EP = Number of civilians personnel who are placed
by DOD in other positions

RHOSJC - The fraction of USAF civilian personnel in ROI
who hold a second job

EMP = Number of military permanent parties who trans-
fer

RHOSJM - The fraction of military permanent parties who
transfer who held a second job

This equation estimates the total number of secondary jobs

held in the ROI by military permanent parties and civilians.

It is assumed that no secondary jobs are held by military

trainees.

(40) Solve for EWD where:

EWD = (ET+PIP*EP)*RHOWDC+EMP*RHOWDM

where:

EWD - Number of dependents of USAF personnel who are
employed

ET = The number of civilian personnel who transfer
with the realignment

PIP = The fraction of civilians placed by DOD in
positions outside the ROI

EP - Number of civilian personnel who are placed by
DOD in other positions

RHOWDC - The fraction of USAF civilian personnel in the
ROI who have dependents who are employed

EMP - Number of military permanent parties who
transfer

RHOWDM - The fraction of military permanent parties who
transfer who have dependents who are employed

12
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I
This equation estimates the number of jobs held by dependents

of employees who leave the ROI. It is assumed that military

trainees have no dependents who are employed. Since RHOWDC

and RHOWDM would normally be less than one, it is also

assumed that there could not be more than one dependent per

employee who hold jobs. This may need rethinking.

(41) Solve for UAF where:

UAF - (l-PIRC)*ERC+(l-PIRM)*ERM+PIBP*ESP-ZETSJ*ESJ-
ZETWD*EWD-ES

where:

UAF - The change in the number of unemployed as a
result of the USAF action

PIRC - The fraction of civilian retirees who leave the
ROI labor force (i.e., retire from work or
leave the retion)

ERC = Number of civilian personnel who retire

PIRM = The fraction of military retirees who do not
enter the ROI labor force

ERM - Number of military permanent parties who retire

PISP - The fraction of USAF personnel that separate who
do not become employed elsewhere before t2

ESP = Number of civilian personnel that separate from
the USAF

ZETSJ = Second job full-time employment equivalency
factor

ESJ - The number of personnel who leave the ROI who
hold second jobs

ZETWD = Working dependent full-time employment
equivalency factor

EWD = Number of dependents of USAF personnel who are
employed

ES - The number of secondary jobs (indirect and in-
duced)

This equation estimates the number of unemployed caused by

the action by summing the following:

(a) The number of civilians who retire from USAF, but
remain in labor force in ROI.

(b) The number of military permanent parties who retire
, from USAF, but remain in the labor force in the ROI.

I. -(c) The number of civilians who separate from the USAF,
but remain in the labor force in the ROI.
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(d) The total number of secondary jobs estimated to be
lost as a direct result of the action.

Then subtract the following:

(e) The full-time equivalent number of secondary jobs held
by employees who transfer.

(f) The full-time equivalent number of working dependent
jobs held by those who will transfer.

This equation assumes that all secondary jobs held by

military and civilians and all working dependent jobs will

absorbed by the local labor force. Thus they will not

create additional unemployment.

(42) Solve for EAF where:

EAF = -ET-PIRC*ERC-PIP*EP-ZETWD*EWD+(1-PIRM)*ERM

where:

EAF = The change in the size of the labor force due
to the USAF action

ET = The number of civilian personnel who transfer
with the realignment

PIRC - The fraction of civilian retirees who leave the
ROI labor force (i.e., retire from work or
leave the ROI

ERC = Number of civilian personnel who retire

PIP = The fraction of civilians placed by DOD in
positions outside the ROI

EP = The number of civilian personnel who are placed
by DOD in other positions

ZETWD = Working dependent full-time employment equivalency
factor

EWD = Number of dependents of USAF personnel who are
employed

PIRM = The fraction of military retirees who do not
enter the ROI labor force

ERM = Number of military permanent parties who retire

This equation estimates the total number of individuals who

leave the labor force in the ROI.

(43) Solve for L2 where:

L2 - (LBZ-LAZ)*(T2-TLAZ)/(TLBZ-TLAZ)+LAZ

where:
he - L2 -The size of the labor force in the ROI at t2

i1
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LBZ The size of the labor force at t2+x or tl-y

LAZ - The size of the labor force at tl-y or t70

T2 - Date of completion of the action

TLAZ - Date of LAZ data

TLBZ - Date of LBZ data

This equation estimates the size of the labor force at T2 by

a linear interpolation between two points. The accuracy of

this procedure depends upon the assumptions made in the

forecast of LBZ, which is normally secondary data.

(44) Solve for G2ROI where:

G2ROI = (RPBZ-RPAZ)/(RPAZ*(TRPBZ-TRPAZ))

where:

G2ROI = The average annual population growth rate of
the ROI before the action

RPBZ = The projected population of the region at t2+x
or tlt

RPAZ = The population of the region at tl.y or t70

TRPAZ = Date of RPAZ data

* TRPBZ = Date of RPBZ data

This equation calculates the average annual percentage

change in the population by a linear interpolation of

forecasts.

(45) Solve for TLBZ where:

IF(TLBZ.LT.T2) GO TO 27

where:

TLBZ - Date of LBZ data

This equation selects an alternative methodology for

estimating the size of the labor force if projected labor

force data does not exist. This alternative (explained in

46-48) is based upon population projections.

(46) Solve for RPLBZ where:

RPLBZ - (RPAZ*G2ROI*(TLBZ-TRPAZ))+RPAZ

where:

RPLBZ - The projected total population at some date as
labor force (LBZ)

I. RPA2 - The population of the region at tl1y or tTO
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G2ROI = The average annual population growth rate of the
ROI before the action

TLBZ = Date of LBZ data

TRPAZ = Date of RPAZ data

This equation estimates the size of the population of the

ROI at the same date as LBZ data. The equation takes the

population at a given date and increases this number at the

growth rate, G2ROI.

(47) Solve for PRTLBZ where:

PRTLBZ = LBZ/RPLBZ

where:

PRTLBZ = The calculated labor force participation rate

of the civilian labor force at BZ

LBZ = The size of the labor force at tl1y

RPLBZ = The projected populatio at date of LB2

This equation calculates the estimated labor force partici-

pation rate at a date prior to the date of completion of

the action. This equation assumes the labor force partici-I

pation is the same (a constant) at tBZ or t 1y as it is at

t
az

(48) Solve for LPRT2 where:

LPRT2 = PRTLBZ+(PRTLBZ*0.007*(T2-TLBZ))

where:

LPRT2 f Labor force participation rate at t2

PRTLBZ = Labor force participation rate of the civilian

labor force at BZ

T2 = Date of completion of the action

TLBZ - Date of LBZ data

This equation estimates the labor force participation rate

at t2 as equal to that which existed (estimated) at BZ plus

.7 percent per year growth. The major assumptions are that

the labor force participation rate grows at a constant

rate (i.e., there are no significant year-to-year fluctua-

tions) and that the rate of growth is best approximated by

I. the constant term, .007.
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(49) Solve for L2 where:

L2 = LPRT2*P2

where:

L2 = The size of the labor force in the ROI at t2

LPRT2 - Labor force participation rate at t2

P2 = Population of region at t2

This equation estimates the size of the labor force at the

date of completion of action, excluding the action based

upon population and labor force participation projections.

(50) Solve for U2 where:

U2 = L2*E2

where

U2 = The estimated number of unemployed in the ROI at t2
excluding the effects of the USAF action

E2 = The unemployment rate at t2 excluding the effects
of the USAF action

This equation estimates the likely number of unemployed at

t2 by assuming the unemployment rate at t2 is equal to the

most recently recorded unemployment rate in the ROI. E2

will be either a (1) forecasted rate available from secondary

sources, or (2) equal to the most recently recorded rate.

If the most recently recorded rate is used, it is important

that the date be reasonably close to t2 and the general

economic conditions remain the same.

(51) Solve for E where:

E = (U2+UAF)/(L2+EAF)

where:

E = Unemployment rate at t2, including the effects of
the USAF action

U2 = The estimated number of unemployed in the ROI at

t2 excluding the effects of the USAF action

UAF = The change in the number of unemployed as a
result of the USAF action

L2 = The size of the labor force in the ROI at t2

EAF - The change in the size of the labor force due to
the USAF action

This equation estimates the new unemployment rate that would

likely exist after the USAF action.
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(52) Unemployment Thresholds

Threshold determinations have not been evaluated at this

time.

Personal Income Calculations

(1) Solve for EPSIH where:

EPSIH - CPIT4/CPITH

where:

EPSIH = Per capita income adjustment factor for th

CPIT4 = Consumer price index for t4

CPITH = Consumer price index for th

This equation developes a ratio of price indices to apply

to per capita income.

(2) Solve for Y2 where:

Y2 = YH*EPSIH*P2

where:

Y2 = Total regional personal income at t2

YH = Regional per capita income for the most recently
recorded year, th

EPSIH = Wage admustment factor for th

P2 = Population of the ROI at t2

This equation estimates total personal income of the ROI by

inflating a base year (th) per capita income estimate and

multiplying by an estimate of the total population. This

equation assumes a constant real per capita income between

th and t2. It is also assumed that the consumer price

index is an adequate predictor of per capita income move-

ments.

(3) Solve for YY2 where:

YY2 = YH*EPSIH

where:

YY2 = The per capita personal income at t2

YH = Regional per capita income for the most recently
recorded year, th

EPSIH - Per capita income adjustment factor

This equation estimates a per capita income estimate for

the ROI at t2 by inflating data for th by the adjustment
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factor, EPSIH. In fact, the estimate is for t4 . If one

assumes that per capita income is constant in current

dollars, then the estimate for t2 is correct. Otherwise,

the equation needs rethinking.

(4) Solve for EPSIF where:

EPSIF - CPIT4/CPITF

where:

EPSIF = Wage adjustment factor

CPIT4 = Consumer price index for t4

CPITF - Consumer price index for tf

This equation developes a rate of price indices to apply to

wage data below.

(5) Solve for WNU where:

WNU = (YK+YM+YN)*EPSIF/ENU

where:

WNU = Total personal income per employed worker at tf

YK = National personal income from other labor income
in tf

YM = National personal income from wages and salaries

YN = National personal income of proprietors

EPSIF = Wage adjustment factor

ENU = Total national employment for tf

This equation estimates an average total personal income

per worker to be used in later calculations. The implicit

assumption made is that each worker has inowome from three

sources in the same proportion as the U.S. averages. This

assumption is unrealistic and significantly overestimates

the lost income to a ROI.

(6) Solve for EPSIT3 where:

EPSIT3 = CPIT4/CPIT3

where:

EPSIT3 - Wage adjustment factor for t3

CPIT4 = Consumer price index for t4

CPIT3 = Consumer price index for t3

a, This equation developes a ratio of price indices to apply

to wage data.
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(7) Solve for WWS where:

WWS - (WWST3+WSST3)*EPSlT3/(EWST3+ESST3)

where:

WS = Average gross wage per worker in wholesale and
service sector

WST3 = Total regional wages in the wholesale sector in
t3

WSST3 = Total regional wages in the service sector in
t3

EPSIT3 = Wage adjustment sector

EWST3 = Total regional employment in the wholesale
sector in t3

ESST3 = Total regional employment in the service sector
in t3

This equation estimates the average wage received by

employees in the wholesale and service sectors. The wage

is for t4 (but the same real wage as t3), and is assumed

the same for t2 . This is questionable and needs closer

examination.

(8) Solve for WRS where:

WRS = (WRST3+WSST3)*EPSITS/ERST3+ESST3

where:

WRS = The average wage in the regions retail trade
and personal services sector

WRST3 = The total regional wage in the retail sector
in t3

WSST3 = The total regional wage in the service sector
in t3

EPSIT3 = Wage adjustment factor

ERST3 = Total regional employment in the retail trade
sector in t3

ESST3 = Total regional employment in the service
sector in t3

This equation estimates the average wage received by

employees in the retail trade and service sector. The

equation will assume a constant real wage equal to t3 and

use this as an estimate for t2 . This is a questionable

I. assumption and needs closer examination.
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(9) Solve for YS where:

YS = WRS*M*YIG/PRS+WWS*M*YPG/PWS+GAM*YKG+WRS*M*SIGMA*
TAU*GAM*YKG/PRS+WNU*NU*YKG/PGAM

where:

YS = The total personal income of people holding
secondary jobs (induced and indirect jobs)

WRS = The average wage in the regions retail trade
and personal services sector

M - Net regional income multiplier

YIG = The change in total amount spent by military
and civilian personnel in the ROI due to the
realignment

PRS = The productivity (sales per employee) in the
retail trade and personal service sectors in
the ROI

WWS = Average gross wage per worker in wholesale and
services sector at t4

YPG = The change in USAF procurement expenditures in
the ROI due to the realignment

PWS = Productivity in the wholesale trade and services
sectors in the ROI

G GAM = The fraction of output from new construction
that goes to wages and income

YKG = Change in construction expenditures because of
the action

SIGMA = Fraction of after-tax total personal income

remaining after savings

TAU = Fraction of total personal income remaining

after taxes

WNU = Total personal income per employed worker at tf

NU = Fraction of output from new construction that
goes to the purchase of materials in other
sectors

PGAM = Regional labor productivity in the sectors that

supply the construction sector

This equation estimates the number of jobs to be lost

(secondary) by dividing lost incomes by productivity

indices. The assumption that jobs would be lost in propor-

tion to the productivity index is perhaps too liberal.

(10) Solve for YW where:

I. YW = WC+WMP+WMT

where:
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YW - Total personal income of USAF personnel involved
in the realignment

WC - Total personal income of civilian personnel
affected by the action

WMP - Total personal income of military permanent
parties affected by the action

WMT i Total personal income of military trainees
affected by the action

An estimate of total income associated with personnel

affected by the realignment.

(11) Solve for YSNW where:

YSNW - (KI-I.)*YS

where:

YSNW - Non-wage income associated with secondary job

estimate

Kl - Average of the time series for the ratio of
personal income to labor income

YS = The total personal income of people holding

secondary jobs (induced and indirect jobs
affected by unemployment)

This equation estimates the addition income (non-wage)

associated with secondary job holders who are affected by

the action. The estimate is far too high because it

attributes non-wage income to all workers at an excessive

proportion.

(12) Solve for YAF where:

YAF = YW +YS+YSNW

where:

YAF - The total change in personal income resulting

from the action

YW - The total personal income of USAF personnel in-

volved in realignment

YS - The total personal income of people holding

secondary jobs affected by the realignment

YSNW = Non-wage income associated with secondary job
holders affected by the action

This equation estimates the total lost income to the ROI

associated with the proposed realignment. There is an

assumption that non-wage income will be lost, as well as

wage income, which needs to be verified or altered.
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(13) Solve for YDELTA where:

YDELTA = YAF/Y2

where:

YDELTA - Percentage change in total personal income in
the ROI resulting from the realignment

YAF = The total change in personal income resulting
from the action

Y2 = Total personal income at t2

This equation estimates the likely percentage change in

total personal income to the ROI as a result of the proposed

realignment.

Personal Income Thresholds

Thresholds have not been evaluated at this time.

Population and Housing for ROI Calculations

(1) Solve for DLMT where:

DLT = LMT*FOMT

where:

DLMT = The number of dwelling units occupied (beds) by
military trainees living on-base

LMT = The number of military trainees currently assigned
to the installation

FOMT = The fraction of military trainees who live on-base

This equation estimates the number of on-base beds occupied

by military trainees.

(2) Solve for DLMP where:

DLMP = LMP*FOMP

where:

DLMP = The number of dwelling units occupied by military
permanent parties living on-base

LMP = The number of military permanent parties currently
assigned to the base

FOMP - The fraction of military permanent parties living
on-base

This equation estimates the number of on-base military

permanent parties.

9-.
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(3) Solve for DKMD where:

DKMD=-DLMP+DLMT-DKMF

where:

DKMD The number of on-base dormitory units occupied
at t1

DLMP - The number of military permanent parties living
on-base

DLMT - The number of military trainees living on-base

DKMF - The number of on-base family housing units
occupied at t,

The number of occupied on-base dormitory beds occupied is

found by adding together the number of military trainees

and permanent parties living on-base and subtracting the

number of on-base family units occupied.

(4) Solve for DKMD where:

IF(DKMD.LT.O.O)DKMD-O

where:

DKMD = The number of on-base dormitory units occupied
at t1

This equation tests for negative answers and if found sets

them equal to zero.

(5) Solve for DMP where:

DMP = LMP-DLMP

where:

DMP - Number of military permanent parties living off
base at t1

LMP = The number of military permanent parties

currently assigned to the base

DLMP = The number of military permanent parties living

on-base

This equation finds the number of military permanent parties

living off-base as the difference between total military

permanent parties and those living on-base.

(6) Solve for DMT where:

DMT - LMT-DLMT

where:

DMT = The number of military trainees living off-base
at tI
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LMT - The number of military trainees currently assigned
to the base

DLMT - The number of military trainees living on-base

This equation finds the number of military trainees living

off-base as the difference between total military trainees

* and those living on-base.

(7) Solve for DMT where:

IF(DMT.LT.O.O)DMT-0

where:

DMT - Number of military trainees living off-base at t1
This equation tests for negative answers and if found sets

them equal to zero.

(8) Solve for XIMT where:

XIMT = DMT/(DMT+DMP)

where:

XIMT = The fraction of military who live off-base who
are trainees

DMT = The number of military trainees living off-base
at ti

DMP - The number of military permanent parties living
off-base at t1

This equation calculates the fraction of military who live

off-base who are trainees.

(9) Solve for XIMP where:

XIMP = 1.-XIMT

where:

XIMP = The fraction of military who live off-base who
are permanent parties

XIMT - The fraction of military who live off-base who
are trainees

This equation finds the fraction of military who live off-

base who are permanent parties.

(10) Solve for RLC where:

RLC - ET+LRC*ERC+LP*EP

where:

RLC - Total number of civilian personnel who will
leave the region

ET - The number of civilian personnel who transfer
with the realignment
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LRC - The fraction of civilian retirees who leave the

region

ERC - Number of civilian personnel who retire

LP - The fraction of civilians placed by DOD outside
the region

EP - Number of civilian personnel who are placed by
DOD in other positions

This equation estimates the total number of civilian

personnel who leave the region as the sum of those who

transfer, those who retire and leave, and those who are

placed in other regions by DOD.

(11) Solve for RLMT where:

RLMT = EMT

where:

RLMT = The number of military trainees who will leave
the region as a result of the realignment

EMT = Number of military trainees who transfer

This equation estimates the number of military trainees

f. who transfer as being equal to the total military trainees

who transfer.

(12) Solve for RLMP where:

RLMP = EMP+LRM*ERM

where:

RLMP = The number of military permanent parties who
will leave the region as a result of the realign-
ment

EMP = Number of military permanent parties who transfer

LRM = The fraction of military retirees who leave the
region

ERM - Number of military permanent parties who retire

This equation estimates the number of military permanent

parties who leave the ROI as a result of the action. It is

the sum of those who transfer with the realignment and those

retirees who leave the ROI.

(13) Solve for NT where:

NT - 0.0

where:

NT - Total number of civilians assigned to the base
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M- 0

where:

MT -Total number of military personnel assigned to the
base

These two equations set the initial value of accumulators

to zero.

(14) Solve for NT where:

NT - NT+NC(K)

where:

NT - The total number of civilians assigned to the base

NC - The number of civilians residing in city i where
i=lK.

This equation sums the value for each city to find a value

for the region.

(15) Solve for MT where:

MT - MT+MC (K)

where:

MT - The total number of military personnel residing in
y , the ROI

MC - Total number of military personnel residing in city
being analyzed. (Note city 1 must include military
on base)

This equation sums the value for each city to find a value

for the region.

(16) Solve for FL where:

FL - (FT*ALT+FMP*ALMP+FM4T*ALMT+FT*ALRC+FMP*ALRM)/(ALT+
ALMP)+ALMT+ALRC+ALRM

where:

FL - The average family size of the personnel affected
by the action

ALT = Fraction of positions terminated or relocated
held by civilians who will transfer with the
realignment

FMP - Median number of persons per household of
military permanent parties

ALMP - Fraction of positions terminated or relocated
held by military permanent parties who transfer

FMT = Median number of persons per household of
military trainees
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ALMT - Fraction of positions terminated or relocated
held by military trainees who transfer

FT - Median number of persons per household of USAF
civilian transferees

ALRC - Fraction of positions terminated or relocated
held by civilians who retire.

ALR - Fraction of positions terminated or relocated
held by military permanent parties who retire

ALT - Fraction of positions terminated or relocated
held by civilians who will transfer with the
realignment

This equation calculated a weighted average family size.

The use of medians, rather than means, imply the distribu-

tion of family sizes is normal. This needs verification.

(17) Solve for PAF where:

PAF = (RLC+RLMT+RLMP)*FL

where:

PAF - The total population associated with base
employees

RLC = The number of civilian personnel who will leave
the region

RLMT = The number of military trainees who will leave

the region as a result of the realignment

RIMP = The number of military permanent parties who will
leave the region as a result of the realignment

RL = The average family size of the personnel affected
by the action

This equation estimates the total population associated with

all base personnel.

(18) Solve for BETCR where:

BETCR - 1-BETCO

where:

BETCR - Fraction of civilian personnel who rent

BETCO = Fraction of civilian personnel who own their
own homes

This equation estimates the fraction of civilians who rent

as being equal to 1 minus the fraction who own.

I. (19) Solve for BETMPR where:

BETPR = 1-BETMPO

where:
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BETHPR - Fraction of military permanent parties who rent
(for city 1, this will include the military who
live on base)

BETMPO - Fraction of military permanent parties who own

their own home

This equation estimates the fraction of military permanent

parties who rent as being equal to 1 minus the fraction who

own.

(20) Solve for BETMTR where:

BETHTR - l-BETHTO

where:

BETHTR - Fraction of military trainees who rent housing

BETMTO - Fraction of military trainees who own their own
home

This equation estimates the fraction of military trainees who

own their own homes as being equal to 1 minus the fraction

who rent.

(21) Solve for MPRL where:

MPRL - BETHPR*RLMP

. * where:

MPRL = Total military permanent parties who were rent-

ing who leave the region

BETMPR - Fraction of military permanent parties who

rent

RLMP = The number of military permanent parties who
will leave the region as a result of the re-
alignment

This equation estimates the number of military permanent

parties who were renting who will leave the ROI.

(22) Solve for MTRL where:

MTRL = BETHTR*RLHT

where:

MTRL = Number of military trainees who rent who leave

the retion

BETMTR - Fraction of military trainees who rent

RLMT - The number of military trainees who will leave
the region as a result of the realignment

This equation estimates the total number of military

4' trainees who rent who will leave the region.
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(23) Solve for CRL where:

CRL = BETCR*RLC

where:

CRL - The number of civilian personnel who rent who
leave the region

BETCR = Fraction of civilian personnel who rent

RLC - The total number of civilian personnel who will
leave the region

This equation estimates the total number of civilian

personnel who rent housing.

(24) Solve for GAF where:

GAF - PAF*(THETA/((T2-Tl)*P2)

where:

GAF = Annualized percentage change in population
associated with USAF action

THETA = The fraction of USAF personnel who currently
reside in the ROI

T2 = Date of completion of the action

. Tl = Date of initiation of the action

P2 = Total population at t2 excluding the action

This equation expresses the percentage change in population

caused by the realignment in annual rates. This is not a

very clear way in which to express this change.

(25) Solve for GHAT where:

GHAT = G2ROI-GAF

where:

GHAT = Projected growth rate including realignment

G2ROI = The average annual population growth rate in
the ROI

GAF = Annualized percentage change in population

associated with USAF action

This equation attempts to explain the new population growth

rate following the realignment. Unfortunately, it is not

clear that there is much logic to the equation.

(26) Solve for P2CI where:

P2CI - (((PBZ-PAZ)*(T2-TPAZ))/TPBZ-TPAZ))+PAZ

where:
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P2CI - Population of city 1 at t 2

PBZ - Population of city 1 at bz

PAZ -Population of city I at az

T2 - Date of completion of action

TPAZ - Date of PAZ data

TPBZ - Date of PBZ data

This equation estimates the total population loss to each

city using a linear interpolation of data inputed into the

model.

(27) Solve for THETAC where:

THETAC - (NC(K)+MC(K))/(MT+NT)

where:

THETAC = The fraction of USAF personnel who currently

reside in the city being analyzed

NC = The number of civilians residing in city i

MC - The number of military personnel residing in
city i

MT = The total number of military personnel

. NT = The total number of civilian personnel

This equation calculates the fractions of total employment

who live in each of "K" cities. It is important that

military on base be included in city one and that any

personnel not falling into a defined "city" be placed

together as the last "city."

(28) Solve for PAFC where:

PAFC - THETAC*PAF

where:

PAFC = The total population associated with base

employees who reside in city i

THETAC - The fraction of USAF personnel who currently
reside in the city being analyzed

PAF - The total population associated with base

employees

This equation allocated the estimated total population

associated with the realignment to each city. The assump-

tion made is that the population is distributed in theI.
same fashion as employees, or that all communities are
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identical in their ability to attract married personnel and

those with families.

(29) Solve for GAF where:

GAF - PAFC/(T2-Tl)*P2CI

where:

GAF - Annualized percentage change in population
associated with the USAF action

PAFC - The total population associated with base
employees who reside in city 1

T2 = Date of completion of the action

Tl = Date of initiation of the action

P2CI = Population of city I at t

This equation expresses the estimated percentage change in

population in the city being analyzed.

(30) Solve for G2 where:

G2 = (PBZ-PAZ) / (PAZ* (TBZ-TPAZ)

where:

G2 = The population growth rate for city i
PBZ = Population of city at tbz

PAZ = Population of city at taz

TBZ = Date of TBZ data

TPAZ = Date of TPAZ data

This equation calculates the simple rate of growth in the

population between two points, TBZ and TBAZ

(31) Solve for GHAT where:

GHAT = G2-GAF

where:

GHAT = Projected growth rate including realignment

G2 = The average annual population growth rate at t2
excluding realignment

GAF = Annualized percentage change in population

associated with USAF action

This equation attempts to explain the new population growth

rate following the realignment. Unfortunately, this

equation suffers from an absence of logic.

I. (32) Solve for P2AFC where:

P2AFC - P2CI-PAFC

where:
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P2AFC = Population of city i after tho effect of the
realignment

P2CI = Population of city i at t2 (before action)

PAFC = The total population associated with base
employees who live in city i

This equation solves for the new population of city i

following the realignment.

Population Thresholds Calculations

Population threshold calculations have not been evaluated

at this time.

Housing Calculations

(1) Solve for CRLC where:

CRLC = CRL*NC(K)/NT

where:

CRLC = The number of civilian personnel who rent in

city i who leave the city

CRL = The number of civilian personnel who rent who
tleave the region

NC(K) f The number of civilian personnel residing in
city being analyzed

NT = The total number of civilians assigned to the
base affected by the realignment

This equation allocates civilian to renter status in each

city by assuming that the distribution of civilians who

rent is the same as the total (renter and owner) distribu-

tion-of civilian by city. If cities tend to be "specialized,"

that is, tend to be more renter oriented, then the alloca-

tive methodology will not accurately predict the number of

renters who leave a particular city. Additional work on

this equation is needed to support or refine the relation-

ship modeled.

(2) Solve for K where:

IF(K.GT.l.O) GO TO 95

where:

K - Counts the number of cities being analyzed

This equation selects the next two equations for the first

city only.
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(3) Solve for MPRLC where:

MPRLC = MPRL*MC (K)/MT-DLMP*RL* (ALMP+ALRM)/LMP

where:

MPRLC = The total number of military permanent parties
who rent in city i who will leave the city

MPRL = The total number of military permanent parties
who rent who leave the region (includes on-base
military permanent parties)

MC(K) = The number of military personnel residing in
city i. (Note: city 1 must include military
on-base.)

MT = The total number of military personnel assigned
to the base

DLMP = The number of military permanent parties living
on-base

RL = Total size of the realignment

ALMP = Fraction of positions terminated or relocated
held by military permanent parties who transfer

ALRM = Fraction of positions terminated or relocated
held by military permanent parties who retire

LMP = The number of military permanent parties

currently assigned to the base

This equation estimates the number of military permanent

parties who were renting who will leave city i. It

allocates military permanent parties who rent (total) to

each city in the same proportion as the distribution of all

military permanent parties (renter and owner) by city. Each

city is thus assumed to have the same share of renter and

owner occupied housing by military permanent parties as the

region. If cities in fact tend to specialize in renter or

owner occupied housing, then the allocative methodology will

not accurately model the situation.

This equation also adjusts the number of military permanent

parties who rent in city i for the number of military

permanent parties on base. This adjustment is necessary

because MC(K) includes all military permanent parties living

in city 1 including on-base. MPRL also includes military

permanent parties on-base.

(4) Solve for LMT where:

b , IF(LMT.EQ.O.O) GO TO 96

I. •
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where:

LMT - The number of military trainees currently assigned
to the base

This equation will allow for the omission of the next step

when no military trainees are assigned to the base.

(5) Solve for MTRLC where:

MTRLC - PTRL*MC(K)/MT-DLMT*RL*ALMT/LMT

where:

MTRLC = The number of military trainees who rent in
city i who leave the region

MTRL = The total number of military trainees who rent
in the region (including those living on base)

MC(K) = The number of military personnel residing in
city i (note: city I must include military on
base)

MT = The total number of military personnel assigned

to the base

DLMT = The number of military trainees living on base

RL = The size of the realignment

ALMT = Fraction of position terminated or relocated
held by military trainees who transfer

LMT = The number of military trainees currently
assigned to the base

This equation estimates the number of military trainees who

were renting in city i. It allocates military trainees who

rent to each city in the same proportions as the distribu-

tion, by city, of all military trainees (renter and owner).

This methodology assumes each city will have the same

renter-owner distribution as the region. If the cities

tend to be more specialized in providing housing, the

methodology will not predict accurately.

The equation adjusts for military trainees who live on-base

which have been included in city 1.

(6) Solve for MPRLC where:

MPRLC = MPRL*MC(K)/MT

where:

MPRLC = The total number of military permanent parties
|-i who rent in city i who will leave the city

MPRL - The total number of military permanent parties
who rent who leave the region
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MC(K) - The number of military personnel residing in
city i

MT = The total number of military personnel residing
in region

This equation allocates the remaining (after city 1) military

permanent parties who rent to the remaining n cities. The

same comments regarding the distribution of owner-renter

status across cities made in statement 3 and 5 apply here

as well.

(7) Solve for MTRLC where:

MTRLC - MTRL*MC(K)/MT

where:

MTRLC = The number of military trainees who rent in city
being analyzed

MTRL = The total number of military trainees who rent
in the region

MC(K) = The number of military personnel residing in
city i

MT = The total number of military personnel residing
in region

This equation allocates the remaining (after city 1) military

trainees who rent to the remaining n cities. The same

comments regarding the distribution of owner-renter status

across cities made in statements 3 and 5 above apply here

as well.

(8) Solve for RLRC where:

RLRC = CRLC+MPRLC+MTRLC

where:

RLRC = Total number of off-case personnel who were

renting who will leave the city

CRLC = The number of civilian personnel who rent in
city i who leave the city

MPRLC = The total number of military permanent parties

who rent in city i who leave the city

MTRLC - The total number of military trainees who rent

in city i who will leave the region

This equation sums the three categories of renter status -

I- personnel who will leave each city.
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(9) Solve for MPOL where:

MPOL - BETMPO*RLHP

where:

MPOL = Military permanent parties who own their own
home who leave the region

BETMPO - Fraction of military permanent parties who own
their own homes

RLMP - The number of military permanent parties who
will leave the region as a result of the re-
alignment

This equation estimates the total number of military perman-

ent parties who own their own homes who leave the region.

(10) Solve for MTOL where:

MTOL - BETMTO*RLMT

where:

MTOL - The number of military trainees who own their
own homes

BETMTO = The fraction of military trainees who own their
own homes

RLMT = The number of military trainees who will leave
the region as a result of the realignment

This equation estimates the total number of military

trainees who own their own homes who leave the region.

(11) Solve for COL where:

COL - BETCO*RLC

where:

COL - The number of civilians who own their own homes
who will leave the region

BETCO - Fraction of civilian personnel who own their
own home

RLC - Total number of civilian personnel who will
leave the region

This equation estimates the total number of civilians who

own their own homes who leave the region.

(12) Solve for COLC where:

COLC - COL*NC(K)/NT

where:

COLC - The number of civilians who own their own home
who will leave city i

COL - The number of civilians who own their own home
who leave the region

'I
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NC(K) - Number of civilian personnel residing in city i

NT - Total number of civilians assigned to the base

This equation allocates the number of civilians who own

their own homes among the n cities. The methodology used

assumes that each city has the same proportion of owner-

renter housing as distributions of total civilian personnel.

If cities tend to be specialized in owner or renter housing,

the methodology will breakdown. Further research into this

area is needed.

(13) Solve for MOLC where:

MOLC - (MPOL+MTOL)*MC(K)/MT

where:

MOLC - Total number of military personnel who own their
own homes in city i who leave the city

MPOL = Military permanent parties who own their own

homes who leave the region

MTOL = Number of military trainees who own their own

homes who leave the region

MC(K)= The number of military personnel residing in
city i. (Note: city 1 must include military on-
base)

MT = The total number of military personnel assigned

to the base

This equation estimates the total number of military

personnel who own their own homes who leave the city. The

allocative methodology assumes that owner occupied housing

is distributed among the various cities in the same propor-

tion as the distribution of all military (renter and owner)

by city.

Note that since MC(K) where K-1 includes military on base,

MOLC for city 1 will be very high. This needs critical

evaluation.

- (14) Solve for RLOC where:

RLOC - MOLC+COLC

where:

RLOC - Total number of base personnel who own their own

homes who will leave the city

MOLC - Total number of military personnel who own their
own homes who will leave the city
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COLC - The number of civilians who own their own home
who leave the city

This equation sums the number of military and civilian who

own their own homes who leave city i.

(15) Solve for RLTC where:

RLTC - (RLMP+RLMT)*MC(K)/MT+RLC*NC(K)/NT

where:

RLTC = Total number of military and civilians who will
leave the city (not city 1)

RLMP The number of military permanent parties who
will leave the region as a result of the re-
alignment

RLMT = The number of military trainees who will leave
the region as a result of the realignment

MC(K) The number of military personnel residing in
city i (Note: city 1 must include military on-
base)

MT = The total number of military personnel assigned
to the base

RLC - Total number of civilian personnel who will
leave the region

NC(K) - Number of civilian personnel residing in city i

NT - Total number of civilians assigned to the base

This equation estimates the total number of personnel who

will leave each city. The allocative methodology assumes

that those involved in the realignment have residential

patterns in the same proportions as the distribution of

total base personnel.

(16) Solve for RLTC where:

RLTC = RLTC-DLMP*RL*(ALMP+ALRM)/LMP-DIMT*RL*ALT/LMT

where:

RLTC - Total number of military and civilians who will
leave city i

DLMP - The number of military permanent parties living
on-base

RL - Total size of the realignment
AP Fraction of positions terminated or relocated

_held by military permanent parties who transfer

ALRM - Fraction of positions terminated or relocated
held by military permanent parties who retire
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LMP - The number of military permanent parties currently
assigned to the base

DIMT - The number of military trainees living on base

ALMT - Fraction of positions terminated or relocated
held by military trainees who transfer

LMT - The number of military trainees currently
assigned to the base

This equation estimates the total number of civilians and

military personnel who leave city 1 as a result of the re-

alignment.

(17) Solve for DHAT2 where:

DHAT2 - RLTC

where:

DHAT2 - Change in total housing vacancies in city i
caused by the realignment

RLTC - Total number of military and civilians who will
leave city i

This equation sets housing vacancies equal to the number of

personnel who leave city i. This assumes that every indi-

vidual seeks separate housing in the city.

(18) Solve for DHAT2R where:

DHAT2R = RLRC

where:

DHAT2R = Change in renter housing vacancies in city i
caused by the realignment

RLRC - Total number of off-base personnel who were
renting who will leave city i

This equation sets renter housing vacancies equal to the

number of personnel who leave city i. This assumes that

every renter in the city seeks separate rental housing.

(19) Solve for DHAT20 where:

DHAT20 - RLOC

where:

DHAT20 - Change in owner housing vacancies in city i
caused by the realignment

RLOC - Total number of base personnel who own their
I. own homes who leave the city

This equation sets owner housing vacancies in city i equal

to the number of personnel who own their own home who leave
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the area. The equation assumes all base personnel who own

their own home in city i seek separate housing.

(20) Solve for H2 where:

H2 - (HBZ-HAZ)* (T2-THAZ) / (THBZ-THAZ)+HAZ

where:

H2 - The total number of year-round housing units at
t2

HBZ - The size of the housing stock at t2+x (or t1  if
projections are not available)

HAZ - The size of the housing stock at tl_y (or t70 if
no projections are available)

T2 = Date of completion of the action

THAZ = Date of HAZ data

THBZ - Date of HBZ data

This equation estimates the number of housing units avail-

able at t2 in the city. The methodology interpolates

between two numbers, or if not available, extrapolates to

find the value at t2.

(21) Solve for VE where:

IF(VE.GT.0.O) GO TO 93

where:

VE = The most recently recorded total housing stock
vacancy rate

This equation selects equations for estimating total housing

vacancies when detail on owner and renter vacancy rates does

not exist.

(22) Solve for PSIO where:

PSIO - HEO/(HEO+HER)

where:

PSIO = The fraction of the t2 housing stock that is
owner-occupied or for sale

HEO - The most recently recorded number of housing
units that are owner-occupied or for sale

HER - The most recently recorded number of housing

units that are renter-occupied or for rent

This equation calculates the fraction of total stock that isI.
owner occupied or for sale in a given year. If census data

is used, this fraction is for 1970. Later this fraction is

,h. used to allocate projected housing stock between owner and
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renter type. This is a questionable technique and needs

further research.

(23) Solve for PSIR where:

PSIR - HER/(HER+HEO)

where:

PSIR - The fraction of the t2 housing stock that is
renter-occupied or for rent

HER - The most recently recorded number of housing
units that are renter-occupied or for rent

HEO - The most recently recorded number of housing
units that are owner-occupied or for sale

This equation calculates the fraction of total housing stock

that is renter-occupied or for rent in a given year. The

same comments made above apply to this equation as well.

(24) Solve for H20 where:

H20 - PSIO*H2

where:

H20 = The total number of year round owner-occupied or
for sale housing units at t2

PSIO = Fraction of the t2 housing stock that is owner-
occupied or for sale

H2 - The total number of year round housing units at
t2

This equation estimates the total housing stock that is

owner-occupied at t2 by assuming the distribution that

existed at the date of HEO and HER is the same at t2.

Depending upon the time span between the date of HEO and

HER and t2, this could present problems in forecasting

housing stock at t2

(25) Solve for H2R where:

H2R - PSIR*H2

where:

H2R - The total number of year-round renter-occupied
or for rent housing units at t2

PSIR - Fraction of the t2 housing stock that is renter-

occupied or for rent

H2 - The total number of year-round housing units at
t2

This equation estimates the total housing stock that is
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renter-occupied or for rent at t2 by assuming the distribu-

tion that existed at the date of HEO and HER is the same

at t2 . The same comments made on statement 24 applies to

this statement as well.

(26) Solve for VHAT20 where:

VHAT20 = DHAT20/H20

where:

VHAT20 = Percentage change in the number of owner-
occupied housing units which will become
vacant

DHAT20 = Change in owner housing vacancies in city i
caused by the realignment

H20 = The total number of year-round owner-occupied
or for sale housing units at t2

This equation calculates the percentage change in the number

of owner-occupied housing units which become vacant as a

result of the realignment.

(27) Solve for VHAT2R where:

VHAT2R = DHAT2R/H2R

where:

VHAT2R = Percentage change in the number of renter-
occupied housing units which will become
vacant

DHAT2R = Change in renter housing vacancies in city i
caused by the realignment

H2R = The total number of year-round renter-occupied
if for rent at t2

This equation calculates the percentage change in the

number of renter-occupied housing units which become vacant

as a result of the realignment.

(28) Solve for VO where:

VO = VHAT20+VEO

where:

VO - The new (post-closure) owner-occupied vacancy
rate

VHAT20 - Percentage change in the number of owner-
occupied housing units which will become

* Jvacant

VEO - The most recently recorded owner-occupied
housing vacancy rate
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This equation estimates the new owner-occupied vacancy

rate.

(29) Solve for VR where:

VR - VHAT2R+VER

where:

VR - The new (post-closure) renter-occupied vacancy
rate

VHAR2R - Percentage change in the number of renter-
occupied housing units which will become
vacant

VER = The most recently recorded renter-occupied
housing vacancy rate

This equation estimates the new renter-occupied vacancy

rate.

(30) VDIFO = VO-VMAXO

(31) VDIFR - VR = VMAXR

These two equations are used to calculate thresholds, which

have not yet been examined.

* (32) Solve for VHAT2 where:

VHAT2 = DHAT2/H2

where:

VHAT2 - Percentage change in the number of total housing
units which will become vacant

DHAT2 - Change in total housing vacancies caused by
realignment

H2 - The total number of year-round housing units
at t2

This equation calculates the percentage change in the

number of housing units, both renter and owner occupied,

which will become vacant. This equation is used if detail

on renter and owner-occupied housing is not available.

(33) Solve for V where:

V - VE+VHAT2

where:

V - New (post-closure) housing vacancy rate

I. VE - The most recently recorded total housing stock
vacancy rate

VHAT2 - Percentage change in the number of total housing
units which will become vacant

This equation calculates the new vacancy rate when detail on

renter and owner status is not available.
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(34) VMAX = H700*VMAXO+H7OR*VMAXR

(35) H70 = H700+H70R

(36) VMAX = VMAX/H70

(37) VOIF i V-VMAX

The above four equations relate to housing thresholds and

have not been critically evaluated at this time.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

This review has led to a number of discoveries and resultant re-

commendations. These recommendations are divided into two classes, those

that can be accomplished immediately and those that require further study.

Line number in parentheses refer to statement number in the program list-

ing in Appendix C.

For Immediate Consideration or Change

1. The models output is burdensome and requires attention if

it is to be time saving rather than time consuming.

2. (Line 34). Delete "1,000" from equation and instruct user to

input either whole number or input in scientific notation.

Input sheet should be changed.

3. (Lines 64-65). Where "alpha" values are read into the model,

it would be easier to build the methodology into the model.

It appears that the same basic data for finding alpha's is

used in all studies. Thus the work of finding "alphas" can

be standardized.

4. (Line 100). Statement 100 is redundant and should be

eliminated.

5. (Line 262). Model has been changed to reflect new

methodology for finding BETCR, BETMPR and BETMTR. Delete

the read statement for these variables only. Also change

the input sheet to reflect this change.

6. (Line 241). Term CPIT4/CPI(K) is correct only if input

sheet is altered to read "CPIT4 = Consumer price index at

t4," or change all to a ratio of PDR's.

7. (Line 303). The use of "median" household size in this

equation is justifiable only if it is reasonable to assume

that the median equals the mean. Recommend the immediate

use of mean size to avoid the problem of assuming normal

distribution of household size.
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8. (Line 14, 54). Change PDIVT3 to PDWT3.

9. (Line 14, 54). Change PDIVT4 to PDWT4.

10. (Line 8). Delete "YT." It is not used.

11. (Line 10). Delete "LAMBCC" and "LAMBMC." They are not used.

12. (Line 285). Delete write statement for DKMD. It is written

twice.

13. (Line 269). Since it is not possible for DK1M to be less

than 0 without the number of on-base family housing units

occupied being greater than the number of military living

on-base (permanent party and trainee), the statement is

redundant and should be deleted.

14. (Line 59). This IF statement selects an allocation methodology

for determining local procurement expenditures. However, the

variable "LI" in the "if" statement will always exist and thus

the model will always select the allocative methodology even

if data exists. Care should be exercised on the input sheet

so that if YPG is inputed, LI should be set equal to "0."

Perhaps to avoid confusion, the "IF" statement should be re-

written with a different control variable.

15. I recommend deletion of the "worst-case" philosophy or

justification for particular inputs or algorythms. This

approach does not allow one to say, "this is what we believe

will happen," but rather must say, "if the worst of all

things occur, this will happen." I believe that the obliga-

tion of economic forecasts is to attempt to project the likely

future. Planners can react to that. How can they react to

statements that "this is the worst that will happen"?

16. The model contains two variables with the same variable

code (ES). This could result in errors if not corrected.

17. (Lines 83, 168). The variable EPSIH is printed twice. The

second write statement should be deleted.

18. In the estimation of OMMP and OMMT, care should be exercised

to avoid including that portion of income spent at the 8X as

- - part of income being spent in the region. Thus, both para-

meters should reflect only that portion of income which are

spent in the ROI (excluding on-base expenditures).
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For Further Research

1. Multiplier Analysis (Lines 39-40). The SRI model currently

allows for the calculation of the Ulman-Dacey multiplier or

the inputing of a multiplier from outside the model. Cur-

rently, the EIFS income multiplier is inputed and is used in

completing the LECS.

While there has been some suggestion that any multiplier can

be inputed into the SRI model, that in fact is not the case.

The SRI model uses as current input sufficient data to

calculate an implicit "Keynesian-type" regional multiplier.

Thus while it is true that any multiplier can be inputed into

the model, if it is significantly different from the "implicit"

multiplier, a question arises about the value of the selected

inputs used to calculate the implicit multiplier and other

attributes in the model. These variables are omc, tau, and

sigma.

If data can be found which would allow for regional specific

values of omc, tau and sigma to be used, then regionally

specific income multipliers can be developed in the SRI model

which would be internationally consistent. Possible sources

of such data are published: IRS data, savings information

from FDIC, FRS, and savings and loan association data.

It is recommended that research be conducted which will lead

to the adoption of a Keynesian multiplier approach using

regionally specific value of tau and sigma. Additionally,

omc should be investigated to determine its variability and

the determinants of its variability.

The results of such research would be the following:

(a) The SRI model would then be a self-sufficient model,
not dependent upon other models for significant
inputs.

I- (b) The SRI model would be internally consistent with
regard to the multiplier and valuesof omc, tau and
sigma.

1
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2. Non-Wage Income (Lines 67-78). The SRI model estimates lost

income to the ROI by adding to wage and salary income an in-

crement to reflect additional sources of income. As cur-

rently modeled, the addition of non-wage income significantly

overstates the income levels of base employees and thus

significantly overstates the lost income to the ROI. The

difficulty lies in the definition of non-wage income used.

Many of the items included in the definition used by SRI are

mutually exclusive of wage and salary income. For example,

proprietor's income is not likely to accrue to wage earners,

yet it is used in the current model. Other items represent

fringe benefits to the employee and do not represent income

lost to the AOI in a realignment. For example, employer

contribution to social security, health plans, and retirement

systems is technically "other labor income," but is not in-

come lost to the ROI in the event of a realignment.

Other problems with this sector include line 72 which assumed

that if K2 is not available, then K2 is equal to one-half K1.

There does not appear to be any reason for such an approach

and it should be proven or replaced.

The model also assumes that civilian and military permanent

parties have different "non-wage incomes." Do they? It

should be supportable if they do, changed if they do not. Now

wage income is also calculated for workers in retail, whole-

sale, service and construction sectors.

It is recommended that research be conducted to find a

reasonable estimate of non-wage income accruing to base

employees and that based upon these studies the estimates of

personal income lost to a community be rewritten in the model.

The results of the research will be:

(a) A more realistic; creditable and accurate forecast of
the income which will be lost to an ROI in a realignment.

(b) A more realistic estimate of the number of jobs lost to

the ROI.
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3. Productivity Index (Lines 57-58, 37, 34). The model esti-

mates lost jobs by dividing lost income by appropriate pro-

ductivity measures (PGAM, PKS, PRS and PWS). Each of these

measures is assumed to be constant in real terms. Since the

basic data used in estimating these values is 1972 special

studies (i.e., Census of Retail Sales, Census of Wholesale

Trade, etc.), it follows that the model uses a 1972 real

productivity index.

The question is whether or not real productivity is a con-

stant or has there been a general trend toward greater or

lower productivity. A subsidary question is whether or not

the average productivity is an appropriate measure of the

need to add or delete employees. Finally, there is an

important question of the variability of these measures over

the business cycle. If, for example, PRS is developed based

upo:. d year when the economy is in the bottom of a recession,

it may be that PRS is relatively high as firms attempt to

minimize costs. If we then forecast lost jobs at a period

when the economy is in a peak of prosperty, we would tend to

understate the impact of unemployment.

It is recommended that research into the question of trends

in the productivity index be conducted to establish confidence

in the manner in which they are currently modeled. If the

facts warrant, the model should be changed to more accurately

reflect the facts.

4. Estimates of Lost Income at t2. The model is thought to

project or forecast income lost to the local community at

t2 , the date of completion of the action. However, the

methodology used in the model only allows the estimation of

lost income at t4 based upon the population at t2 . If a

true estimate of lost income at t2 is to be made, the

methodology cannot rely totally upon a ratio of consumer

price indices.
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This problem also appears in several other sections of the

model and would need to be corrected if forecasts at t2 are

desired.

It is recommended that this problem be examined further and

that an appropriate measure of future lost income be

adopted.

5. Labor Force Participation Rate (Line iii). If there are no

available forecasts of the labor force at t2 or if interpo-

lation from other forecasts is not possible, the model uses

population forecasts and a projected labor force participa-

tion rate. In obtaining the participation rate, the model

increments a historic rate at .007 per year.

Two questions arise here. The first is the obvious one of

whether there is sufficient support for the rate. Prelimin-

ary evidence at the national level suggests that .007 is not

representative of any "trend." A good look at both long-run

trend and recent short-run changes is warranted, since this

variable may tend to result in errors in the size of the

labor force at t2 .

A second question is whether there should be a trend factor

which is the same for all ROI's. An examination of regional

variations seems appropriate if confidence in a national con-

stant is to be established. If significant variations are

found to exist, this item could become an input to the

model, rather than a constant term.

Additional research is recommended.

6. Allocation Methodology used in Housing Sector. When esti-

mating the impact of a proposed realignment on the housing

market in each city, the SRI methodology currently allocates

the number of civilians who rent in each city in the same

proportion as the distribution of all civilians. However it

appears that some cities around an installation are more

19.6
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appropriately "renter" communities others more appropriately

"owner" communities. The same methodology is used for

civilians who own homes in each city, military permanent

parties, and military trainees. This methodology probably

leads to significant errors in both owner-occupied and

renter-occupied vacancy rate in most of the cities (unless

in fact the distribution of owner and renters is exactly the

same as the distribution of each class of off-base employees).

Another problem area is the allocation of housing stock at t 2

in the same proportion as that which existed at the date of

the basic housing data. Since interest rates have moved

higher and higher, there may be a shift toward proportion-

atelv more renter units in a comMunity housing stock.

It is recmmendtid a thorough study of the housing sector be

maide in erie r to provido realit;ic projections of housing

vacancy rates.

Y . Cr i tica1 Re view 0ol "(ai 'Model and a lii irnd Calculations.

It: is rLcollniendi'd thrat the "Uait portion of the SRI model

be subjectc-d to a critical review similar to that given the

I (se s er 0!,ke I loi adAlition, ;ill rltad calculations should be

similarly .oval Iuted.

8. I t is recommended that addi: tonal reseat ( h be conducted to

establish -i mezhdology to disaggreigate personal income

losses Lo various se,,Lots in the local ecarlonv. The greater

detail would provide planners with the abilitv to pinpoint

.spoe.ific areas for possi hi i a.,sistance.

9. It is rc ormended thlIt resear ( h be conduf t ti to establish a

methodology which would provide significant detail on public

sector impacts of base realignments.

, 101). tntk gration of Additional Attributes into the Computer Model.

As currently used, the SRI Methodology Handbook contains

many variables which are calculated by hand. Where possible,

196
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these attributes should be programmed into the model.

Additional work now being done by hand (tabular presenta-

tions) can also be added to the computer program.

11. Addition of Permanent Data into the Model. Regardless of

the area or ROI, certain data in the model is used through-

out. For example, there is little reason to have to input

YT4, YT6, ET4, ET6 each time. These values can be loaded

into the program and thus ease the burden of data collection

each time. This researcher estimates that 26% of the data

now being collected for each study can be stored within the

program.

12. The specific treatment of NAF (non-appropriated fund)

civilian employees should be carefully evaluated so that

they are properly treated in income, unemployment, and

housing calculations.

13. The structure of the equation which estimates working

dependents jobs implicitly assumes that no family could have

more than one working dependent. Moreover, the manner in

which RHOWDC and RHOWDM have been estimated assumes that

only wifes/husbands of personnel occupy jobs. Research is

needed to restructure this equation to be more descriptive

of reality.

14. Complete restructuring of both inputs and outputs to a more

legible and useable format. Additional error checks should

be added as well as interactive statements to prompt the

user.

15. The demographic sector needs critical reworking if the model

is to be used in a predictive manner. Currently, there is

no allowance for migration in the model, nor is there any

allowance for age or sex adjustments occurring over time.

Io Both changes would be Important in forecasts of population

growth rates. Additional research is needed in this area.
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16. Sensitivity analysis should be conducted to develop a better

understanding of the model's stability and the data areas

where greatest care should be exercised. This should be

done on the final revised model at the end of any future

restructuring.

I°

I .'
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE DATA INPUT SHEET

EMPLOYMENT DATA

COMPUTER
VALUE SYMBOL DEFINITION

YT4 National output in year t4

YT6 National output in year t6

ET4 National employment in year t4

ET6 National employment in year t6

MU Fraction of output from new construction that
goes to the purchase of materials in each of the
following sectors:

1. Manufacturing
2. Transportation, communications, utilities
3. Trade
4. Finance, insurance, real estate
5. Services

_ GAMM Fraction of output from new construction that
goes to employee compensation (wages)

GAMN Fraction of output from new construction that
goes into property income

SJT6 National output for t6 in each of the following
sectors:

1. Manufacturing
2. Transportation, communications, utilities
3. Trade
4. Finance, insurance, real estate
5. Services

EJT6 National employment for t6 for each of the
following sectors:

1. Manufacturing
2. Transportation, communications, utilities
3. Trade
4. Finance, insurance, real estate
5. Services

PDCT5 Price deflator for the construction sector, t5

PDCT4 Price deflator for the construction sector, t4
|, SKST5 State construction sector receipts for the most

recently recorded year (t5)

_ _EKST5 State employment in the construction sector in
t5
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COMPUTER

VALUE SYMBOL DEFINITION

SWST3 Regional wholesale sector sales for the most

recently recorded year (t3)

PDWT4 Price deflator, wholesale trade sector, t4

PDWT3 Price deflator, wholesale trade sector, t5

SRST3 Regional retail sector sales for year t3

PDRT3 Price deflator, retail trade sector, t3

PDRT4 Price deflator, retail trade sector, t4

SSST3 Regional service sector sales for year t3

PDST4 Price deflator, service sector, t4

PDST3 Price deflator, service sector, t3

EWST3 Regional employment in the wholesale sector in
t3

ESST3 Regional employment in the service sector in t3

ERST3 Regional employment in the retail sector in t3

YPI Amount of procurement expenditures in ROI

y. ,_YQ Amount of procurement expenditures in ROI for

commissary and BX goods purchased by retirees

LI Number of persons employed by and assigned to
the base before the action (if data for YPG
exists, set LI=O)

YKG Change in construction expenditures because of
the action

TAU Fraction of total personal income remaining

after taxes

SIGMA Fraction of after-tax total personal income

remaining after savings

WWMT The average wages of military trainees affected

by the action

WWMP Average wages of military permanent parties

affected by the action

WWC The average wages of civilian personnel affected

by the action

OMMP Fraction of military permanent party disposable
total personal incomes spent in the ROI, exclu-
sive of on-base expenditures

____ OMMT The fraction of military trainee disposable
total personal income spent in the ROI, exclu-
sive of on-base expenditures

OMC Fraction of civilian disposable total personal

income spent in the ROI
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COMPUTER
VALUE SYMBOL DEFINITION

RHOWDC The fraction of new USAF civilian personnel in
the region who will have a dependent who will
seek employment

RHOWDM The fraction of military personnel transferring
to region who have a dependent who will seek
employment

ZETWD Working dependent full-time employment equi-

valency factor

LBZ The size of the ROI labor force at t2 +x (or tl-y
if projections are not available)

TLBZ The date of Lbz

LAZ The size of the labor force at tl_y (or t70 if
projections are not available)

TLAZ The date of Laz

E2 The unemployment rate at t2 if available. If
not available, enter 0

. T2 The date of completion of the action

Tl The date of the initiation of the action

RPBZ The projected population of the region at t2+x
or tiy

TRPBZ Date of RPBZ data

RPAZ The projected population of the region at tly
or t7O

TRPAZ Date of RPAZ data

YPG The change in USAF procurement expenditures as
a result of the action (if no data exists, input
YPI, YQ and LI)

M Net regional export base income multiplier

Run I

Run 2

Run 3

Run 4

Run 5

,_Run 6

.97
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PERSONAL INCOME DATA

COMPUTER
VALUE SYMBOL DEFINITION

K2 Ratio of non-wage income to wage income for
region of influence

KY Number of years of personal and labor income
data (up to ten years)

Y Total personal income for ROI number of years
specified in KY

Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
Year 7
Year 8
Year 9
Year 10

. YL Labor income (wages and salary) for ROI for years
specified in KY

Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
Year 7
Year 8 _

Year 9
Year 10

CPI Consumer price index for number of years specified
in KY

Year I
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
Year 7
Year 8
Year 9

____Year 10

PDRT4 Price deflator, retail trade sector, t4

PDRT3 Price deflator, retail trade sector, t3

,_ _ PDRTH Price delfator, retail trade sector, th

PDRTF Price deflator, retail trade sector, tf
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COMPUTER
VALUE SYMBOL DEFINITION

ENU Total national employment for tf

YH Regional per capita income for the most recently
recorded year, th

YK National personal income from other labor income
in tf

YM National personal income from wages and salaries

in tf

YN National personal income of proprietors in tf

WWST3 The total regional wages in the wholesale
sector in t3

WSST3 The total regional wages in the selected services
sector in t3

WRST3 The total regional wages in the retail sector in
t 3

7.
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POPULATION AND HOUSING DATA FOR THE REGION

COMPUTER
VALUE SYMBOL DEFINITION

LMP The number of military permanent parties
currently assigned to the installation

LMT The number of military trainees currently
assigned to the installation

FT Median number of persons per household of USAF
civilian employees at the installation

FMP Median number of persons per household of USAF
military permanent parties at the installation

FMT Median number of persons per household of USAF
military trainees at the installation

I1
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POPULATION AND HOUSING DATA FOR EACH CITY

(complete one set of forms of pages through for each city)

COMPUTER
VALUE SYMBOL DEFINITION

PBZ The projected population of the city (or community
under study) at t2+x or tl.y

TPBZ The date of Pbz data

PAZ The population of the city (or community under
study) at tl-y or t70

TPAZ The date of Paz data

NYEAR Number of years of population data for city (up
to 10 years)

PP Population of city for number of years specified
in NYEAR

Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
Year 7
Year 8
Year 9
Year 10

TP Date of PP data

Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
Year 7
Year 8
Year 9
Year 10

HBZ The size of the housing stock at t2+x (or tl_y
if projections are not available)

THBZ The date of Hbz data

HAZ The size of the housing stock at tly or t70

THAZ The date of Haz data

H700 The number of 1970 housing units that were either

owner-occupied or for sale
____ H70R The number of 1970 housing units that were either

renter-occupied or for rent
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COMPUTER
VALUE SYMBOL DEFINITION

VE The most recently recorded total housing stock
vacancy rate. If data exists for VEO and VER,
set VE=O.

HEO The most recently recorded number of housing
units that are owner-occupied or for sale

HER The most recently recorded number of housing

units that are renter-occupied or for rent

VEO The most recently recorded owner-occupied

housing vacancy rate (use only if VE-O)

VER The most recently recorded renter-occupied

housing vacancy rate (use only if VE-O)

1

I.
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UNIQUE DECLINER INPUT

COMPUTER
VALUE SYMBOL DEFINITION

RL The total number of positions to be terminated
at the base

ALT Fraction of positions terminated or relocated
held by civilians who will transfer with the
realignment

ALMT Fraction of positions terminated or relocated
held by military trainees who transfer

ALSP The fraction of positions terminated or relocated
held by civilians who will separate from the USAF

ALP The fraction of positions terminated or relocated
held by civilians who will be placed elsewhere

ALRC The fraction of positions terminated or relocated
held by civilians who will retire

ALMP The fraction of positions terminated or relocated
held by military permanent parties who transfer

ALRM The fraction of positions terminated or relocated

held by military permanent parties who retire

PIP The fraction of civilians placed by DOD in
positions outside the ROI

PIRC The fraction of civilian retirees who leave the
ROI labor force (i.e., retire from work or leave
region)

PIRM The fraction of military retirees who do not
enter the ROI labor force

PISP The fraction of USAF personnel that separate who
do not become employed elsewhere before t2

RHOSJC The fraction of USAF civilian personnel in the
region who have a second job

RHOSJM The fraction of military personnel transferring
from the region who have a second job

ZETSJ Second job full-time employment equivalency
factor

EEE The most recently recorded unemployment rate

EEl The unemployment rate in the ROI for the most
recently completed calendar year

_ _EE2 The unemployment rate in the ROI two years before
a the most recently recorded data

ESS The most recently recorded seasonally adjusted

unemployment rate for the state
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COMPUTER
VALUE SYMBOL DEFINITION

NYEAR Number of years of unemployment data for the ROI
(up to ten years)

EE Unemployment rate for the ROI for number of
years specified in NYEAR

Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
Year 7
Year 8
Year 9
Year 10

EN Years of unemployment rates stated in EE

Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
Year 7
Year 8
Year 9
Year 10

THETA The fraction of USAF personnel who currently
reside in the ROI

BETCO The fraction of civilian personnel who own their
homes

BETMPO The fraction of incoming military permanent
parties who own a dwelling unit

BETMTO The fraction of incoming military trainees who

own a dwelling unit

DKMF The number of on-base family housing units

occupied at t,
FOMP The fraction of military permanent parties who

live on-base

FOMT The fraction of military trainees who live on-base

LRC The fraction of civilian, retirees who leave the

!* region

LP The fraction of civilians placed by DOD outside
the region

LRM The fraction of military retirees who leave the
region
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COMPUTER

VALUE SYMBOL DEFINITION

NCITY Number of cities to be analyzed (up to 20 cities)

NC Number of civilian personnel residing in

City 1
City 2
City 3
City 4
City 5
City 6
City 7
City 8
City 9
City 10
City 11
City 12
City 13
City 14
City 15
City 16
City 17
City 18
City 19
City 20

MC Number of military personnel currently residing
in

City 1 (City 1 must be the city in which
City 2 the base is located)
City 3
City 4
City 5
City 6
City 7
City 8
City 9
City 10
City 11
City 12
City 13
City 14
City 15
City 16
City 17
City 18

_ _City 19

__ _City 20
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APPENDIX B

VARIABLE DEFINITIONS, "LOSER" MODEL

Variable Definition

ALC Fraction of positions terminated or relocated held by
civilians.

ALMP Fraction of positions terminated or relocated held by
military permanent parties who transfer.

ALMS Fraction of positions terminated or relocated held by
military permanent parties.

ALMT Fraction of positions terminated or relocated held by
military trainees who transfer.

ALP Fraction of positions terminated or relocated held by
civilians who will be placed elsewhere.

ALRC Fraction of positions terminated or relocated held by
civilians who retire.

ALRM Fraction of positions terminated or relocated held by
military permanent parties who retire.

ALSP Fraction of positions terminated or relocated held by
civilians who will separate from USAF.

ALT Fraction of positions terminated or relocated held by
civilians who will transfer with the realignment.

BETCO f Fraction of civilian personnel who own their own home.

BETCR = Fraction of civilian personnel who rent.

BETMPO = Fraction of military permanent parties who own their
own homes.

BETMPR The fraction of military permanent parties who rent
housing off-base.

BETMTO The fraction of military trainees who own their own
home.

BETMTR The fraction of military trainees who rent housing
units off-base.

COL The number of civilians who own their own home who
will leave the region.

COLC The number of civilians who own their own home who

will leave the city.

CPI = Consumer price index.

CPIt3 - Consumer price index at t3.

CPIt4 - Consumer price index at t4.

CPITF = Consumer price index at tf.
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CPITH Consumer price indes at th.
GNP Price Deflator for th.

CRL - The number of civilian personnel who rent who leave
the region.

CRLC M The number of civilian personnel who rent in city who
leave the city.

DDY Deviation from the mean change in personal income (in
constant dollars).

DEL Percentage deviation from the mean change in total
personal income.

DELMIN Lower bound threshold for annual change in personal
income.

DHAT2 Change in total housing vacancies caused by realign-
ment.

DHAT2R Change in renter housing vacancies caused by the
realignment.

DKMD = The number of on-base dormitory units occupied at tl.

DKMF = The number of on-base family housing units occupied
at tl.

t. . DLMP f The number of military permanent parties living on-base.

DLMT = The number of military trainees living on-base.

DHAT20 = Change in owner occupied vacancies caused by the
realignment.

DMP Number of military permanent parties living off-base
at tl.

DMT = Number of military trainees living off-base at tl.

DY = Change in real income in constant dollars.

E = Unemployment rate at t2, including the effects of the

AF action.

E2 The employment rate at t2 excluding the affects of

the action.

EAF The change in the size of the labor force due to the
USAF action.

ECAP M The threshold level of the ratio of regional unemploy-

ment to national unemployment.

EE M The most recently recorded unemployment rate in ROI.

EEl - The unemployment rate in the ROI for the most recently

completed calendar year.

EE2 W The unemployment rate in the ROI two years before the
most recently recorded date.

EEE The most recently recorded unemployment rate.
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EJT6 National Employment for t6 in each of 5 sectors
(Mfg., Trade, Finance, Services).

EK The change in the number of persons employed due to
the change in base construction expenditures caused
by USAF action.

EKSt5 = Total state employment in the construction sector at t5.

EMAX = The threshold unemployment level.

EMP = Number of military permanent parties who transfer.

EMT = Number of military trainees who transfer.

EN = The most recently recorded national unemployment rate.

ENU = Total national employment for tf.

EP = Number of civilian personnel who are placed by DOD in
other positions.

EPSIF = Wage adjustment factor for tf.

EPSIH f Per capita income adjustment factor for th.

EPSIT3 = Wage adjustment factor for t3.

ERC f Number of civilian personnel who retire.I
ERM = Number of military permanent parties who retire.

ERST3 f Total regional employment in the retail sector in t3.

ES = The number of secondary jobs (indirect and induced)
estimated to be lost as a direct result of the action.

ESJ The number of personnel who leave the ROI who hold
second jobs.

ESP Number of civilian personnel who separate from the
USAF.

ESS The most recently recorded seasonally adjusted un-

employment rate for the state.

ESST3 f Total regional employment in the service sector in t3.

ET - The number of civilian personnel who transfer with the
realignment.

ET4 National employment in year t4.

ET6 - National employment in year t6.

ETN Reads i-th value of EE.

EWD - Number of dependents of USAF personnel who are
employed.

EWST3 Total regional employment in the wholesale sector at
t3.

FL The average family size of the personnel affected by
the action.
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F

FMP Median number of persons per household of military
permanent parties.

FMT W Median number of persons per household of military
trainees.

FOMP W The fraction of military permanent parties who live
on-base.

FOMT W The fraction of military trainees who live on-base.

FT = Median number of persons per household of USAF
civilian transferees.

G2 The average annual population growth rate of the area
of analysis at t2 excluding the effects of the realign-
ment.

G2RO1 The average annual population growth rate of the ROI
before the action.

GAF Annualized percentage change in population associated
with USAF action.

GAM The fraction of output from new construction that goes
to wages, salaries and property.

GAMM Fraction of output from new construction that goes to

employees compensation (wages and salaries).

GAMN Fraction of output from new construction that goes to
property income.

GDIF Projected growth rate including realignment minus
minimum permissible growth rate.

GHAT The average annual population growth rate over the

period of analysis.

GI The average annual population growth rate of the ROI for

the period between ti+l and ti.

GMIN The minimum permissible average annual population
growth rate, i.e., threshold.

H2 a The total number of year-round housing units at t2.

H20 The total number of year-round owner occupied or for
sale housing units at t2.

H2R The total number of year-round renter occupied or for
rent housing units at t2.

H70 a Total housing stock in 1970.

H700 W Total owner occupied or for sale housing stock in 1970.

H70R - Total renter occupied or for rent housing stock in

1970.

HAZ The total housing stock at tl-y or t70.

HBZ The size of the housing stock at t2 + x (or tl-y if
projections are not available).
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HEO The most recently recorded number of housing units that
are owner-occupied or for sale.

HER f The most recently recorded number of housing units that

are renter-occupied or for rent.

I - Counter

3 - Counter

JEND Counter

K Counter

Kl Average of the time series for the ratio of personal

income to labor income.

K2 = Ratio of non-wage to wage income of primary workers.

KEND - Counter

KY = Number of years of personal and labor income data

(Ky < 10).

L2 The size of the labor force in the ROI at t2.

LAMBCC Not Used

LAMBMC Not Used
LAZ The size of the labor force at tl-y or t70.

LBZ The size of the labor force at t2+x or tl-y.

LI The total number of persons employed by and assigned to
the base.

LMP The number of military permanent parties currently
assigned to the base.

LMT The number of military trainees currently assigned to

the base.

LOG10 Not used except in Ulman-Dacy Factor.

LP The fraction of civilians placed by DOD outside the
region.

LPRT2 Labor force participation rate at t2.

LRC The fraction of civilian retirees who leave the region.

LRM The fraction of military retirees who leave the region.

M The net regional export base multiplier.

MC(K) The number of military personnel residing in city i.

(Note: City I must include military on base.)

MOLC Total number of military personnel who own their own

I. home in city i who leave the city.

MPOL Military permanent parties who own their own home who

leave the region.

MPRL Total number of military permanent parties who rent who

leave the region (including on-base).
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MPRLC Total number of military permanent parties who rent in
city i who will leave the city.

MT The total number of military personnel assigned to the
base.

MTOL = Number of military trainees who own their own homes.

MTRL = Number of military trainees who rent who live in the
region (including on-base).

MTRLC Number of military trainees who rent in city being
analyzed.

MU(K) Fraction of output from new construction that goes to
the purchase of materials in each of the 5 sectors
(Mfg., Trans, Trade, Finance, Services).

NC(K) = Number of civilian personnel residing in city i.

NCITY = Number of cities being analyzed (NC < 20).

NT = Total number of civilians assigned to the base.

NU = Fraction of output from new construction that goes to
the purchase of materials in other sector.

OMC Fraction of disposable total personal income of
civilian spent in the ROI.

OMMP Fraction of disposable total personal income of
military permanent parties wages spend in the ROI,
exclusion of on-base expenditures.

OMMT Fraction of disposable total personal income of
military trainees spent in the ROI.

P2 = Population of region at t2.

P2AFC = Population of city after the effect of the realignment.

P2CI = Population of city at t2 (before action).

PAF = The total population associated with base employees.

PAFC = The total population associated with base employees
who live in city i.

PAZ = Population of city being analyzed at tl - y or t70.

PBZ = Population of city being analyzed at t2 + x.

PDCT4 - Price Deflator, Construction Sector, t4.

PDCT5 = Price Deflator, Construction Sector, t5.

PDIVT3 = Price Deflator, Wholesale Sector, t3.

PDIVT4 = Price Deflator, Wholesale Sector, t4.

PDRT3 = Price Deflator, Retail Sector, t3.

PDRT4 - Price Deflator, Retail Sector, t4.

PDST3 = Price Deflator, Service Sector, t3.

PDST4 = Price Deflator, Service Sector, t4.
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PGAM Regional labor productivity in the sectors that supply
the construction sector.

PIP The fraction of civilians placed by DOD in positions
outside the ROT.

PIRC M The fraction of civilian retirees who leave the ROI
labor force (i.e., retire from work or leave the ROI).

PIRM - The fraction of military retirees who do not enter the
ROI labor force.

PISP The fraction of USAF personnel that separate who do not
become employed elsewhere before t2.

PKS f Regional labor productivity in the construction sector.

PP = Population of city for number of years specified in
NYEAR.

PRS The productivity (sales per employee) in the retail
trade and personal service sectors in the ROI.

PRTLBZ = Calculated participation rate cf civilian labor force.

PSIO ff The fraction of the t2 housing stock that is owner-
occupied or for sale.

PSIR The fraction of the t2 housing stock that is renter-

oi'cupied or for rent.

PT4 = Productivity of the national labor force in t4.

PT6 = Productivity of the national labor force in t6.

PWS = Productivity in the wholesale trade and service
sectors in the ROI.

R Ratio of unemployment rate to year of that unemploy-
ment.

RHOSJC The fraction of USAF civilian personnel in ROI who will
hold a second job.

RHOSJM The fraction of military permanent parties who transfer

who held a second job.

RHOWDC The fraction of USAF civilian personnel in the ROI who
have dependents who are employed.

RHOWDM The fraction of military permanent parties transferring

who have dependents who are employed.

RL = Total size of realignment.

RLC Total number of civilian personnel who will leave the

region.

RLMP The number of military permanent parties who will leave

the region as a result of the realignment.

RLMT The number of military trainees who will leave the
region as a result of the realignment.
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RLOC = Total number of base personnel who own their own homes
who leave the city.

RLRC = Total number of off-base personnel who were renting who
will leave city i.

RLTC Total number of military and civilians who will leave
city being analyzed.

RMEAN - The mean of the time series of the ratio of regional
unemployment to national unemployment.

RPAZ f The population of the region at tl-y or t70.

RPBZ = The population of the region at t2+x or tl-y.

RPLBZ f The projected total population at same date as labor

force (LBZ).

RSIGM = The standard deviation of the unemployment rate in the

ROI.

SIGMA f Fraction of after-tax total personal income remaining
after savings.

SJT6(K) National output for t6 in each of 5 sectors (Mfg.,
Trans., Trade, Finance, Services).

SKST5 f State Construction sector receipts for the most

y recently recorded year (t5).

SQRT f Square root function.

SRST3 f Regional retail sector sales for year t3.

SSST3 f Regional service sector sales for year t3.

SWST3 = Regional wholesale sector sales for the most recently

recorded year (t3).

T1 = The date of initiation of the action.

T2 = The date of completion of the action.

TAU = Fraction of total personal income remaining after
taxes.

TEMPM = Temporary multiplier inputed.

THAZ = Date of Haz data.

THBZ f Date of Hbz data.

THETA = The fraction of USAF personnel who currently reside in
the ROI.

THETAC f The fraction of USAF personnel who currently reside in
the city being analyzed.

TLAZ f Date of Laz.

TLBZ = Date of Lbz.

TP = Date of PP data.

TPAZ = Date of Paz data.
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TPBZ = Date of Pbz data.

TRPAZ = Date of RPAZ data.

TRPBZ = Date of RPBZ data.

U2 = The number of unemployed in the ROI at t2 excluding the
effects of the USAF action.

UAF The change in the number of unemployed as a result of
the USAF action.

UD = The Ullman-Dacey factor.

V = New (post-closure) housing vacancy rate.

VDIF = New vacancy rate minus old vacancy rate.

VDIFO = New owner occupied vacancy rate minus old rate.

VDIFR New renter occupied vacancy rate minus old rate.

VE The most recently recorded total housing stock vacancy
rate.

VEO The most recently recorded owner-occupied housing
vacancy rate.

VER The most recently recorded renter-occupied housing
vacancy rate.

VHAT2 Percentage change in the number of total housing units
which will become vacant.

VHAT20 Percentage change in the number of owner-occupied housing
units which will become vacant.

VHAT2R Percentage change in renter-occupied housing units which
will become vacant.

VMAX The allowable housing vacancy rate threshold.

VMAXO = The allowable owner occupied housing vacancy rate
threshold.

VMAXR The allowable renter occupied housing vacancy rate
threshold.

VO = The new (post-closure) owner-occupied vacancy rate.

VR = The new (post-closure) renter-occupied vacancy rate.

WC = Total personal income of civilian personnel affected

by the action.

WMP Totl personal income of military permanent parties

affected by the action.

WMT Total personal income of military trainees affected by
-' the action.

WNU = Total personal income per employed worker at tf.

WRS The average wage in the region's retail trade and

personal services sector.
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WRST3 = The total regional wages in the retail sector in t3.

WSST3 = The total regional wages in the selected services

sector in t3.

WWC The average wage in civilian personnel affected by the
action.

WWMP The average wage of military permanent parties affected
by the action.

WWMT The average wage of military trainees affected by the
action.

WWS Average gross wage per worker in wholesale and services
sector at t4.

WWST3 = The total regional wages in the wholesale sector in t3.

XIMP = The fraction of military who live off-base who are
permanent parties.

XIMT The fraction of military who live off-base who are
trainees.

Y Total personal income for ROI for number of years
specified in Ky.

* .Y2 = The total regional personal income at t2.

YAF = The total change in personal income resulting from the
action.

YC Disposable total personal income in ROI associated with
civilian personnel affected by action.

YDELTA Percentage change in total personal income in the ROI

resulting from the realignment.

YH Regional per capita income for the most recorded year,
th.

YIG The change in total amount spent by military civilian

personnel in the ROI due to the realignment.

YK = National personal income from other labor income in tf.

YKG = Change in construction expenditures because of the

action.

YKST4 = Total state output for the construction sector in t4.

YL = Wages and salaries for ROI for years specified in KY.

YM = National personal income from wages and salaries.

YMEAN = Average annual change in total regional income.

YMP f Disposable total personal income in ROI associated

with military permanent parties affected by the action.

YMT Disposable total personal income in ROI associated
with trainees affected by action.

YN National personal income of proprietors.
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YPG The change in USAF procurement expenditures in the ROI
due to the realignment.

YPI Total amount of procurement expenditures in ROI.

YQ Total amount of procurement expenditures in ROI for
commissary and BX goods purchased by retirees.

YRST4 Total regional output or sales for the retail sector
in t4.

YS The total income of people holding secondary jobs
(included and indirect jobs affected by unemployment)
adjusted for multiplier effects.

YSNW = Non-wage income associated with secondary job estimate.

YSST4 = Total regional output or sales for the service sector
in t4.

YT = Not Used. Delete

YT4 = National output in year t4.

YT6 = National output in year t6.

YW = The total personal income of USAF personnel involved
Yin realignment.

YWST4 Total regional output or sales for the wholesale

sector in t4.

YY2 = The per capita personal income at t2.

Z = The number of workers entering the area.

ZETSJ = Second job full-time employment equivalency factor.

ZETWD = Working dependent full-time employment equivalency
factor.

199
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ANALYSIS OF THE ADVANCED SIMULATOR FOR PILOT TRAINING (ASPT):

COMPUTER SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

by

Dr. John Hadjilogiou

The goal of this research was to investigate the matter of

reliability in a class of distributed information processing systems

composed of highly autonomous nodes, e.g. CPU's, connected through

common-shared memory modules. Distributed systems are often claimed to

be inherently more reliable than systems based on a large central

processor. That is, given that a distributed system is properly

designed, it offers better reliability. This claim is based on several

factors. First, distributed systems by their very nature provide

opportunities for redundancy. Second, error propagation is restricted by

physical separation of processes and resources. And finally, individual

nodes in the distributed system may be less complex than a large central

processor and, as a result, ought to have lower probability of failures.

Basically, distributed systems have a potential for being more reliable

than systems based on a large central processor; however, this potential

needs to be exploited through proper design.

Reliability of an information processing system is not merely a

question of the hardware components. Software errors, synchronization

failures, and errors of the human users must be anticipated and handled

gracefully. The only way to design a reliable system is to make it

"fault-tolerant", or robust in the face of a large variety of internal

failures and misuse.

This report documents the engineering design and development of the

ASPT general purpose computer system in its present configuration and

contains recommendations for future modification and expansion.
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M I

1. INTRODUCTION

The goal of this research was to investigate the matter of

reliability in a class of distributed information processing systems

composed of highly autonomous nodes, e.g. CPU's, connected through

common-shared memory modules. Distributed systems are often claimed to

be inherently more reliable than systems based on a large central

processor. That is, given that a distributed system is properly

designed, it offers better reliability. This claimis based on several

factors. First, distributed systems by their very nature provide

Ipportunities for redundancy. Second, error propagation is restricted by

hysical separation of processes and resources. And finally, individual

nodes in the distributed system may be less complex than a large central

processor and, as a result, ought to have lower probability of failures.

Basically, distributed systems have a potential for being more reliable

!han systems based on a large central processor; however, this potential

needs to be exploited through proper design.

Reliability of an information processing system is not merely a

question of the hardware components. Software errors, synchronization

failures, and errors of the human users must be anticipated and handled

qracefully. The only way to design a reliable system is to make it

"fault-tolerant", or robust in the face of a large variety of internal

failures and misuse.

This report documents the engineering design and development of the

ASPT general purpose computer system in its oresent configuration and

contains recommendations for future modification and expansion.
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11. ASPT SYSTEM COMPUTATION

The overall simulator system is composed of several SEL's general

irpose computers and one GE's large size special purpose computer.

1.1 General Purpose Computation

The ASPT computation system configuration consists of several high

*rformance SEL 32 general purpose computer systems. The 32-bit

omputing system is built around a multiple high-speed, synchronous,

c)ared, multiplexed SEL bus and one or more Memory Buses.

The communication between all functional elements of the system is

rovided by the SEL BUS. The modules that connect to the SEL BUS
nclude: Central Processing Unit (CPU), High-Speed Floating-Point Option

y SF), Writable Control Storage Option (WCS), Real Time Option Modules

JOM), Input/Output Microprogrammable Processors (IOM), Regional

rocessing Units (RPU) and High-Speed Data (HSD) Interfaces.

,1ltiprocessor Shared Memory Options and Memory Ports are connected to

he SEL bus to support shared and private memory. The SEL Bus

listributes information at a rate of 26.67 million bytes per second and

is capable of transferring information every 150 nanoseconds. The SEL

US sends and receives data between the CPU, the Memory Subsystem, the

Tnterrupt Subsystem, and the Input/Output subsystem.

Functionally the computer consists of three major divisions: the

CPU, Main Memory, and I/0 (External Device interfaces). The three

,ivisions of the computer are interconnected by a network of signal

,aths. Data processing programs and data are stored in the main memory.

Parameters, status, commands, and processor results are exchanged with

external devices. All arithmetic and logical functions are processed by

the CPU, using its internal Arithmatic Logic Unit (ALU) function.

20-7
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The CPU which employs instruction look ahead for fast instruction

execution consists of four major sections: The Control Section (CROM),

containing the controlling microprogram; the Control, Sequencing, and

Test logic; the internal storage registers; and the ALU. The instruction

repetoire includes 163 standard instructions and a set of eight

high-speed general purpose registers for use by the programmer for

arithmetic, logical, and shift operations. The High-Speed Floating-Point

Option Unit (FPU) provides a 64-bit wide data structure which optimizes

floating-point performance.

The Memory Bus Controller (MBC) which can support up to 16 memory

nodules provides an interface between the SEL BUS and the Memory Bus. If

a system is configured with more than four MBC's, every fourth MBC shares

an MBC Inhibit line and ID Tag code. In shared memory systems, two M5C's

are plugged into dedicated slots at the top and bottom of the shared

memory chassis. Inter MBC communication is provided by a group of lines

,:onnected across the foreplane section of the MBC boards. All timing in

lual processor systems is derived from a single Master 150 - nanosecond

.lock. The Memory Interface Adapter (MIA) provides a method for

• onnecting remote memory systems.

The TOM consists of three functional parts: a SEL Bus interface, a

i croprogranmable Processor and a device interface. A number of devices

-e available to provide custom interfacing. The High Speed Data (HSD)

,iterface is capable of transferring 32 bit data at 3.2 megabytes per

icond. The Regional Processing Unit (RPU) consists of 2,048 32 bit

irds of PROM and 4096 32 bit words of RAM for firmware and data. For

I2
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the Serial Data Interface (SO) data, commands, and status are

transmitted over the serial link in 20-bit frames at a rate of 10 MHZ.

Each frame contains a start bit, two tag bits, 16 bits of information and

a stop bit. A Manchester bi-phase technique, which Is self-clocking and

has a narrow bandwidth, is used for transmission on the serial link. The

teletypewriter line printer and card reader (TLC) controller is also

available and plugs directly into the SEL Bus. The Moving-Head Disc

(MHD) subsystem consists of a controller and a master MHD drive and

transfers data at the rate of 1.2 million bytes per second. The

Asynchronous Data Set Interface (ADS) provides for half or full duplex

asynchronous RS232C channels. The basic ADS operates at rates of 50 to

9600 baud and is fully programmable on an individual channel basis. The

Magnetic Tape Control Unit (MTC) is also implemented on a single plug-in

module.

The computer can accommodate up to 112 hardware priority interrupt

levels. These levels are used for IOM's and external signals.

Interrupts associated with 1/0 are provided within the IOM's. External

interrupts are provided by Real-Time Option Modules (RTOM). Each RTOM

provides 16 external interrupt levels, a real time clock, and a 32-bit

programmable internal timer. A system control panel is included in all

packages to provide a complete set of operator controls and indicators.

The Program Status Word (PSW) is the control mode which allows the

CPU to emulate the environment to run the Real Time Monitor (RTM)

Operating System. The CPU may run in the privileged or unprivileged

I- mode. In the privileged mode, the CPU performs all of its control

functions and can modify any part of the system. Privileged operation

20-9
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relates to input/output and to changes in tne basic control state of the

computer. Unprivileged operation is the problem-solving mode of the

CPU. In this mode, memory protection is in effect, and all privileged

operations are prohibited.

11.2 Special Purpose Computation

The special purpose computer performs real time high speed processing

on the data received from the general purpose computers and generates the

required video signals to simulate the visual environment. The video

signals are fed to the CRT electronics subsystems and to the operator

stations. Each of the 14 display channels contains 985 active television

raster 1000 element lines which are updated at each television frame of

1/30 seconds. Each element requires 10 bits to generate one of the 1024

(21U) gray shades which ranges from black to maximum brightness. The

CIG system is thus capable in outputing (14 X 985 X 1000 X 30 X 10) 4137

megabits per second.

The Special Purpose Computer is housed in 17 cabinets. The active

environment data is stored in the core memory of cabinet Al. Its

function is to accept data and supply the edge data to the edge

processor, priority data to the priority processor and channel assignment

data to the data product calculator. Active block storage is completely

updated as is viewpoint storage. The interface between the core memory

and the general purpose computer memory is handled by the interface

function contained in the Priority Processor cabinet A2. The priority

processor determines the proper priority of objects when in conflict and

!* sets up a listing of all active objects according to their priority. The

IN
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vector processor is also contained in cabinet A2 and provides a high

speed vector arithmetic data processing. The edge processor cabinet A3

performs edge projections, curved surface shading calculations, three

dimensional object fading and light brightness control. It utilizes

channel-specific viewpoint data to transform the active environment

numerical description held in dynamic and environment storage into a

stream of object-and channel-specific visible edges. The output of the

edge generator is a series of display edges which are sequentially loaded

into the edge generators 1 through 4 located in cabinets A4 and A5. Each

edge generator simultaneously generates television raster scan line edge

crossing data for the same four successive television raster field scan
Y

lines.

The orderer functions to arrange the edge data words received from

the edge generator in an ordered sequence. Each orderer cabinet (A6 to

A9) processes raster line edge crossing data for one out of every four

television raster field lines. With each ordered cabinet, the raster

line edge crossing data is ordered in raster line element sequence, and

the priority resolver resolves priority conflicts concurrent with digital

edge smoothing calculations. The output of each orderer cabinet is put

on a data bus which connects the output to the Input of the linepaths in

all 14 video processor channels, cabinets (AlO to A16). With each video

processor, four television raster lines are simultaneously processed, one

raster line per line path. The video processor outputs one television

raster line at a time in sync with the display television raster. The 10

bit binary gray shade of each display raster element 1 ne is converted

20-11
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into television video signal by means of a precision high speeda pecoa

digital-to-analog converter. The master timing generator generates all

of the basic timing clocks for the special purpose computer and provides

30 per second interrupts to both the CIG general purpose computer and the

basic simulator general purpose computer. Synchronization of the total

ASPT simulator is provided by the master timing which is part of cabinet

AS.

III. ASPT SYSTEM COMPUTER CONFIGURATIONS

The ASPT System is an advanced simulation system that is used in the

research program by Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL) to

investigate the simulator role in the USAF fighter pilot training

programs.

The ASPT system is composed of two major configurations: (1) Basic

System Configuration and (2) Visual System Configuration. The Basic

System uses five Systems Engineering Laboratory's (SEL) 32/75 computers.

These five computers form a distributed processor system which has

sufficient computation capacity for simultaneous operation of both

simulators, all simulator sub-systems, and limited background data

processing.

The Visual System, also referred to as Computer Image Generation

(CIG) System, is organized into three major equipment areas: (I) the

general-purpose computation subsystem (GPC), which consists of four SEL

32/75 computers; two SEL 8600 computers, which are used as an interface

between the General Purpose (GP) computer and the Special Purpose (SP)S

I* computer; and an Array Processor; (ii) the Special Purpose Computation

20-12
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7.

Subsystem (SPC), driven by General Electric Special Purpose Computer; and

(iii) the CRT's electronics.

111.1 Basic System Configuration.

The Basic System simulates the aircraft flight information which

includes the avionics, motions, G-seat, etc.

111.1.1 Hardware Architecture.

A five CPU system is configured as shown in Figure 1 with a full

complement of peripheral equipment. The Master (OMEGA) CPU has a total

of 128K-word of core memory contained in 16 Memory Modules which are

divided into two categories: the shared memory modules and the private

memory modules. The private memory modules have 96K-word of core which

will perform both the RTM and the Terminal Support Subsystem (TSS)

operations. The shared memory modules consist of two 16-K-word of core

shared between each aircraft simulator and the master CPU, respectively.

The slave (Alpha, Beta, Delta, and Gamma) CPU's each has 32 K-word of

core for its private memory and also two 32 K-word of core shared between

Alpha and Gamma and between Beta and Delta, respectively.

111.1.2 Software Function Allocation

The ASPT Basic simulator on-line software is functionally allocated

among the five CPU's as follows:

a. Omega (Master) CPU Functions:

RTM

Basic Systems Master Executive

I. Load slave (boot load)

Two rormation Flight Module

20-13
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4

Visual Interface

Navigation Communication

Background Batch Operation

b. Beta and Alpha CPU's Functions

Slave Executive

Flight Module

Accessory Modules (including instrument, sound, electrical,

hydraulic, etc.)

Engine module

Navigation

Motion Module

G-seat module

Visual fast linkage

c. Delta CPU's Functions

The Delta CPU is dedicated to the Avionic Subsystem of the

F-16 simulator due to the advanced on-board computer

system on the F-16. This software includes:

Fire control computer

Bombing and Strafing

Radar Slant

HUD Display

Navigation

Store Management

Visual Initial Module

d. Gamma CPU Functiors

For future expansion
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111.2 Visual System Configuration. The visual system generates a video

i iqnal that, when used with a television display, presents a simulated

,ial scene to the pilot.

1.2.1 Hardware Architecture.

The ASPT Visual GP system requires four SEL 32/75 minicomputers

i two SEL 8600 computers with a full complement of peripheral equipment

shown in Figure 2. Two SEL 8600 computers are used strictly for

,rfacing between visual GP computer and visual SP computer, and they

I *be replaced by two new SEL 32/75 computers in the near future. For

new six CPU's ASPT visual system, (shown in Fig 3) there will be a

lht modification on each CPU's function: The Master CPU with

't-word and the Environment CPU with 32K-word of core will perform the

base updating for the Special Purpose Computer. Four SEL 32-75

i-computers (Al, A2, 81, and B2) each with 32k words of core will

form the dynamic computation required for dual cockpit operations and

I provide room for expansion and system refinements. After being

laced, the two SEL 8600 computers will be used for the Data Base

* ling System for performing the simulation of Frame 1, Frame 2, and

user interactive data base development software processing.

.2.2 Software Function Allocation.

ASPT Visual Simulator's on-line software will be functionally

located among the four SEL 32/75 CPU's and the two SEL 8600 CPU's as

,lows:

a. Master CPU functions

RT?4
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Visual System Master Executive

Load Slaves (Boot Load)

Field-of-view program

Background batch operations

b. Environment CPU Functions

Slave Exec

FIND AlOM, IMPACT, INIT

Adjust range for LOD/LOD Processing

Model Read from Disc

Model/object Allocation

Model Ship to B
I.

Impact ship to B

PARAMOD

Stripe Bookkeeping

c. Dynamic Al CPU Functions

Slaxe Exec

Receive viewpoint (VP), Moving Model (M) and Impact data

from Basic side and convert LAT/LONG to CIG Coordinates

or Execute JOYSTICK

Ship PAOL/DIRLITE

Transform (RP-MM) to M coordinates

Compute VP to MM DIR COS Matrix

Channel Assignment Start

I. -Rotate U, V, W's Cockpit A

Blink Lights

20-19



Build Active Object List

Build Model Priority List

Array Processor Handler

d. Dynamic 81 CPU Functions

Slave Exec

Directional Light Range Adjustments

Terrain Elevation Computation

Fading

MM Size Adjustment

Rotate U, V, W's CKPT B

Transfer SW vector to MM

Pseudo Edge Vector Calc

MM Priority

Area of Interest (AOI) Bounding Planes

Hood Dynamics

FINTRAN (Prepare for Dynamic Ship)

e. CPU A Functions

Slave Exec

A Serial Terminal

B Serial Terminal

Channel Assignment

Ship Dynamic Data to SPC

f. CPU-B Functions

Slave Exec

Ship Environment to SPC
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

* General Description. Distributed systems present a number of new

problems that have to be solved to achieve reliable operations. The

major problem is uncertainty - the fact that it is Impossible to always

know the entire global state of the system. Also, in distributed

systems, the trade off between reliability and performance becomes much

more prominent than in the centralized systems.

IV.1 The Basic Distributive Processor System.

The complexity of operations peformed by the Distributive

Processor's 5 CPU system is increasing. Efficient maintenance becomes

more difficult because in order to trouble shoot problems, the entire

Basic Simulator processor is needed, and all of the simulator operation

will be interrupted. In order to make this system more fault-tolerant,

we recommend that the following items be added to the present ASPT Basic

System: (a) a new SEL 32/75 computer, (b) a multiport switch system, (c)

a Development Support System with a Test Stand and (d) a portable

diagnostic console. The advantages of adding each of these components to

the present system are described below.

IV.l.1 The Host Computer

A new SEL 32/75 computer will serve as a duo-purpose processor,

shown in Fig. 4 (a) It will act as a back-up CPU for the Basic

Simulator's Master processor, Omega and (b) as a host computer for the

Terminal Support Subsystem (TSS). The TSS in conjunction with the Test

Stand, which is for Development Support System, will serve multiport

terminal users, includinj text editing, interactive debugging, running
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diagnostics, checking and updating ION and RTON boards, and batch job

submission. This host CPU will be connected to the Omega through the

shared memory modules and through a Multiport Switch System. While Omega

is under normal operation, the new CPU will act as a host computer for

TSS operation. If the Basic system goes down due to a malfunction of the

Omega CPU, the new CPU will be released from its TSS mode and switched

over to serve as the Master CPU. With this configuration, the Basic

system will be up and running within 15 minutes without removing any

boards or cables. The malfunctioned Omega will then be available

off-line to run the diagnostics.

IV.1.2 Multiport Switch System
I.

A Multiport Switch System (MSS) provides a

manual/microprogrammable switch between two CPU's i.e., OMEGA and its

back up to their common-shared peripheral devices without removing any

cables and boards from either chassis. The system consists of (a) I x N

Universal Switch Controller to interface with up to 8 CPU controlling

channels (asynchronous) and its software support compatibility for the 1

x 2 switch system and 1 x 4 switch system, (b) Multiport Switch Panel

with (1) 16 single pole-single throw switch for manual control, (2)

hexdecimal display for each channel, (c) Multiport AOI/SDI switch for

Quad 2 x 1 serial data switch or 8 x I serial data switch, if selected,

(d) Multiport HSO Switch for a dual 1 x 2 port and I x 4 port operation,

if jumpered internally.

An alternative to use of the Multiport Switch System is the-Fast

Multiplexer System (FMS) vhich is just being introduced by SEL, at their

ii
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new product presentation at WAFB, AZ on 12 August 1979. The FM4S is a

high speed multipurpose interface which consists of an FMS chassis, a

Command/status interface (CSI), Memory Port Interface (MPI) and a Fast

Multiplexer Controller (FMC). The FMC connects external devices to the

FMS. A further study should be conducted to investigate the feasibility

of using an FMS in place of an MSS.

IV.1.3 Development Support System

The Development Support System (DSS) is a computer-based tool

for developing a total hardware/firmware/software system. Major elements

of the DSS are the universal RAM modules and their affiliated Test

Interface (TI) modules that enable a multiplicity of capabilities such as

V. snapshot, ROMSIM, Writable Control Store (WCS), and ROM decode. The TI

modules have been specifically designed for the DSS and can be used in

various combinations to instrument a target system. The TI Snapshot

module is the heart of the complex control hardware for the target system

in the DSS and controls all of the snapshot memory control functions.

The TI ROMSIM module is an interface to control the RAM/ROM Simulator,

RAM/Writable Control Store, and RAM/decade modules. The DSS is

structured to operate in both the instrumentation of

microprogram/hardware development mode and in the system development mode.

The DSS with the aid of the host computer, provides an external

monitor system. The monitor is logically invisible and totally

noninterfering with both the software and the ongoing process. It

monitors the behavior of the system programs both for debugging a system

and for measuring parameters needed to design higher performance

1
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programs. The host computer executes the Development Support Control

System (DSCS) software specifically designed for. the instrumentation of

the system being developed. The host system contains modes of control

and display of snapshot information, as well as control over target

machines. The snapshot instrumentation includes a high-speed random

access memory that captures certain conditions under the control of the

instrumentation software system. The OSS provides control over the

snapshot. Information can be captured either every cycle or on cycles

when a logical condition is met. The snapshot provides the history of

events that occurred just prior to a symptom and is under the control of

the host machine which set up the conditions for capturing the data in

the snapshot. The snapshot can store 64 bits of events every cycle. If

more than 64 events must be observed simultaneously, several snapshot

storage elements may be required. All DSS memory modules, whether used

for snapshot or for control memory, use a single type of high-speed

memory module which is identical to the Writable Control Storage (WCS)

used for RPU or CPU.

The development of a hardware/firmware product utilizing the DDS

involves several distinct phases. Each phase requires the support of a

segment of the total DSS capability. Microprogram Development,

Microprogram/Hardware Checkout and Burn-in of Programmable Read-Only

Memory (PROM) are the three major steps involved in the development

process. Currently, the DSS supports the Register Transfer Language

(RTL) source code for two major target machines. One supports microcode

development for a 32-bit microword structure (RPU) and I.he other a 64-bit

22
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microword structure (CPU). The primary difference between the two, from

a programming standpoint, is the amount of parallelism that can be

achieved in a single microinstruction. The RTL compiler qenerates all

addresses, makes all appropriate translations between symbolic

representation of addresses (labels), equate values, register numbers,

test addresses, order addresses, flip-flop addresses, etc. One major

capability of the DSS is the interactive microprogram/hardware debug

facility offered through the IU, ROM image memory and snapshot support of

the Unit under test in concert with the DSCS software residing in the

host computer. All communication between the DSCS software and user is

via the control CRT. All microprogram object code is stored on

user-defined disc storage under control of the host computer. The user

can change the microprogram usage or modify the contents of any specified

microprogram. The OSS commands allow the user to step through his object

code sequentially and direct the hardware status information both to the

CRT and to the printer to allow a detailed analysis away from the DSS

work station. When all problems in the hardware and microprogram have

been solved and the product is operational, the microprogram is

transferred from the RAM/ROMSIM to the PROM. The DSS loads the debugged

microprogram into the RAM/ROMSIN and then transfers its contents to the

PROM Burner which in turn burns the microprogram into the appropriate

PROM. The DSS can also be used as a stand alone unit.

IV.l.4 Portable Diagnostic Console

A portable diagnostic console consists of a card reader an

alphanumeric CRT, and a parallel system control panel with hex display.

0'2
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In order to perform efficient maintenance and easy trouble shooting, this

mobile station is needed to free the master CPU from haulting so it can

serve as a debugging tool from its system control panel.

IV. 2. Writable Control Storage

One of the desirable optional features of the SEL computer,

which is not presently incorporated in the ASPT, is the Writable Control

Storage (WCS). With this feature, users can expand the instructions

repetoire with macro level functions defined in microcode. The

microprogrammer writing a WCS routine has his program in direct control

of the Data Structure of the computer CPU, and this results in greater

program efficiency and faster execution time. Once control of the CPU

has been passed to a user program in WCS, the WCS routine is in total

control of the computer.

The 32 Series SEL computer uses a microprogrammed Control

Section (CROM) to decode and execute machine instructions. The WCS

consists of one or two 64 x 2K bit high-speed Random Access Memory (RAM)

boards that provide a physical extension of the Control Storage (CRO).

The WCS may be used as a CROM extension in the host computer, or it may

be used with the Development Support System (DSS), residing in the DSS

Test stand. Each instruction in the Main Memory is performed by a

sequence of Micro-instructions in CROM that defines the logical functions

to be performed. Software can execute much faster with the application

of microprogramming. This speed is achieved by several factors: The

ratio of Control Store speed over Main Memory; the ability of

micro-instructions to allow parallel operations within the execution

20-27
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timing of a single instruction; the direct interface of micro-instruction

to the hardware, thereby eliminating the requirement to do memory fetches

and decoding for all the instructions. Programming the WCS requires a

user with experience in assembly language programming. To successfully

implement microprograms, the user must learn about the computer

hardware. To write an efficient microprogram, an understanding of the

CROM is required. The CROM consists of a series of manufacturer supplied

READ-Only Memories (ROMs) which contain the decode and vector tables

within CROM to the microprogrammed routines that operate the computer.

There are a total of 297 internal registers accessible within the CPU by

the Micro-instructions. The control, sequencing, and test logic consists

of hardwired logic circuitry, interfacing directly with the output of the

Control Store (CROM). All control, sequencing, and testing is

accomplished directly by this logic, based on the signals received from

CROM. The ALU is controlled directly by the microprogram and provides

addition, subtraction, and logical functions utilizing the entire array

of registers available in the CPU. Most routines, when microprogrammed

in WCS, will show very significant increases in processing speeds. For a

benchmark program, the time improvement was 19 to 1 over FORTRAN and 6 to

1 over the Micro Assembled program. There are 64 entry points to WCS

from software. Entry into WCS is accomplished by the Micro-Instruction

Jump WCS, which addresses one of the first 64 locations in WCS, where a

micro-instruction jump to a routine WCS is accomplished using the WRITE

I, WCS Micro-Instruction. The reading of the information contained in WCS

is accomplished using the READ WCS Micro-Instruction whiuh is intended
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* for use in verification of data that was previously written into WCS.

The reading or writing of WCS is accomplished in 64-bit words. Overflow

conditions in loading or reading WCS are reported to the software through

the use of the Condition Codes. All executable code contained in WCS is

written in micro-code. In the CPU, the controlling hardware which

executes the microprogram is referred to as the Micro-engine. Timing

within the microengine generally requires two machine cycles, the first

being the CROM cycle, and the second being the CREG cycle. During the

•CROM cycle, the basic tests and the sequencing are accomplished. The

second cycle (CREG cycle) executes all orders that the micro-instruction

directs. The CROM of the present micro-instruction and the CREG of the

previous micro-instruction are executed at the same time, thus

effectively a micro-instruction is executed in a 150 nanosecond cycle.

The control structure includes Read-Only Memory, containing 4096

micro-instructions. With the WCS installed, an additional 2048 or 4096

user programmed micro-instruction locations are available. These

microinstructions control the CPU operations by testing, controlling, and

directing the various functions to be performed. The sequence control

section selects the source of addressing used for the control store for

conditional and unconditional changes in processing sequence. The CRO

consists of a main 48 - X 4K-bit Read-Only Memory (ROM), which contains

micro-coded routines that control the operation of the CPU.

There are several additional smaller ROMS that are used for

Io functions such as instruction decoding, floating-point, and ALU

decoding. The data structure contains a 32 X 32-bit general file

2 02



register, hardware registers and two multiplexers organized around an

arithmetic logic unit and a 256 x 32-bit local store. The full CPU

micro-word contains 64 bits. Only 48 of these 64 bits are directly

associated with CPU operations. The remaining 16-bits are used for the

optional high-speed floating point unit. Decode of the micro-word is

accomplished by division of the micro-word into specific test or control

fields. Decoding occurs during one or more CROM/CREG timing cycles. The

micro-word is divided into 13 main fields. Traps and interrupts do not

exist in the firmware environment. This decision is generally based on

the length of time occupied in the WCS routine. If the WCS routines are

kept short, there would be no need to service interrupts or traps,
t.

whereas if long WCS routines are used, it may be necessary to identify

and service interrupts and traps. Trap or interrupt occurrence

information is available to the WCS programmers through the process of

testing the condition of various flip-flops in the CPU hardware. As

previously mentioned, the DSS system will support the development of

microcode routines.

IV.3 Operating System

System Engineering Laboratories recently announced a new

operating system. This new Optional Mapped Programming (MPX-32)

Operating System will be continuously updated and will support all of the

SEL's new standard devices such as Extended I/O, Mag Tape Controller,

Disk Tape Controller, etc. The MPX-32 has interactive and batch

processing capabilities and claims to meet extremel%, demanding scientific

processing requirements. Other features include: multilevel batch
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processing; improved intertask communication; faster response to indirect

interrupts; less overhead; supports up to 64 interactive terminals;

interactive debugging; better editing capabilities; no memcry

fragmentation; and it possesses dynamic memory expansion and

contraction. It also supports the newly announced FOTRAN 77+ three-pass

-optimizing compiler which exceeds ANSIX3.9-1978, ISA S61.1, S61.2, S61.3

and MIL 1753 standards. At the 14 August 1979 new product meeting, SEL's

representatives announced that some companies engaging in real time

applications are starting conversion from RTM to the MPX-32 Operating

Systems.

y. Conversion to the MPX-32 Operating System requires, however,

additional hardware and extensive software modification. It is thus

recommended that further studies are needed before changing to the new

MPX-32 system. At the present time, the RTM is quite adequate for ASPT

simulator operation.

IV.4 System Expansion for the Third Simulator

There are two ways for introducing the third simulator to the

ASPT system: (a) as a stand alone unit, (b) as an dt4dition to the

existing system.

IV.4.1 Stand Alone Unit

It will be beneficial for the stand alone unit from both

software and hardware point of view to duplicate, with some

modifications, the structure of the existing system. This new system

will be composed of the Basic configuration and the Visual

configuration. With some minor updates, the new Basic configuration
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should be similar to the existing one. It will inclUde one Master and

two Slave computers. With the exception of the special purpose computer,

the new Visual configuration should also preserve the structure of the

existing one. The new Visual configuration should include a newer

version of the special purpose computer. By updating and performing as

much duplication as possible from the present structure, the design,

development, and testing phase of the third simulator will be kept to a

minimum. With the addition of two Slave computers, the capability will

also exist for supporting a fourth simulator.

IV.4.2 Addition to the Existing System

The Basic configuration, with an addition of the two Slave

CPU's, will support the third simulator as shown in Fig. 4, provided,

that the recommended host computer is incorporated into the existing

system to support the TSS functions. If no simultaneous operation is

required with the existing simulators, the Visual conficuration will

support this structure. To successfully utilize this ccnfiguration, the

special purpose computer down-time must be kept to a minimum. One

possible way of achieving this Is by performing, on a weekly or monthly

basis, failure analysis and system reliability performance tests. Data

from this task could be used to predict failures and some down time could

be avoided if certain failure prone parts were replaced whenever their

operational life was equal to or had exceeded their expected life.

Accurate failure history and strict control of the thermal and electricale.
environments of the romponents are essential for reliable expected life

predictions.

23
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V. SUMMARY

During the period of this investigation, several recommendations were

suggested to improve the operation and reliability of the ASVT system.

Some of the highlights of the suggestions are summarized below:

1. Dedicate a host computer into the system for sharing some of

the tasks and acting as a back-up Master computer.

2. Incorporate a switching mechanism for speed and reliability.

3. Acquire a Development Support System for troubleshooting and

hardware/software/firmware development.

4. Make available a portable diagnostic system to ease testing

and improve reliability.

5. Firmware implementation of software routines for increasing

the speed of instruction execution.

6. System expansion possibilities for a third simulator.

7. MPX-32 Operating System as possible alternative of the

present operating system.

20.3
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OPTIMIZED HOLOGRAPHY OF MICROSCOPIC PARTICLES

BY

K. M. Hagenbuch

ABSTRACT

A systematic application of holographic geometries leads to

optimized optical systems for producing high resolution holograms

of particles in the size range 10-50 microns. It is found that

where as in-line geometry with premagnification of the dust is the

simplest experimentally to employ, off-axis image plane holograms

give the highest resulution with lowest noise. Loss of contrast in

double exposure holograms is counteracted by image subtraction both

in the recording and in the reconstruction process. Recomendations

for additional research are made.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study done during this research effort concerns holography

of microscopic particles. The eventual goal of the continuation of

this work is to observe the impact of rapidly moving dust on a target

so as to understand the erosion process. This study relates directly

to two areas of interest to the Air Force: (1) the erosion of air craft

skins by impacting atmospheric aerosols; (2) the erosion of combustion

chamber walls by impacting particles carried by air or fuel.

The projected reentry of the space shuttle, for exanple, and the

flight of other supersonic aircraft produce considerable ablation of

leading edges because of Impacting particles through the shock waves

associated with these surfaces. Even fog or ice particles encountered

In high attitude clouds cause considerable damage, in addition to that

caused by solid dust. Such erosion, of course, can be produced in wind

tunnel facilities on aircraft models. Indeed, it is difficult to avoid

such erosion because of the naturally occurring aerosols contained In

air used in flow studies. Others have observed the propagation of

aerosol particles through shock waves,(1)although observation of impacts

were not reported. In those situations the impacting particles are

cold and the targets may be either cold or hot.

Virtually any contained combustion process produces erosion of the

combustion chamber walls through impacts with combusting particles, hot

gases, and abrasive, non-combustible particles contained in fuel or

air. In Jet engines there is the additional erosion of turbine components.

In these situations the impacting particles, the gases which carry then,

and the target surfaces are hot. Although the observation of the com-

bustion of individual microscopic particles has recently been reported,
(2 )

surface impacts in combustion environments has not.

Research presently being carried on at the Behrend College of Penn

State is directed at the single and double pulsed holography of the impact-

ing of microscopic abrasive particles with a variety of targets In both

hot and cold environments. To carry out this work a study was required of

various possible optical arrangements to produce high resolution holograms

of microscopic particles. The laser facilities at Wright-Patterson AFB

are very adequate to do this study. The results of the holography study,

then of the impact study will illucidate the erosion process.
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1I. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this effort are: (1) to survey the possible

optical arrangements for making holograms of microscopic particles;

(2) to produce the highest resolution holograms possible; (3) to

improve contrast in double exposure holograms. The last goal became

an important one to achieve as the work progressed on the first two.

These goals were accomplished with a helium-neon gas laser. A final

goal related to holography of rapidly moving particles is to align

and fire a pulsed laser system and to produce double pulses using a

Pockel's cell Q-switch.

lli. HOLOGRAPHY WITH A HELIUM-NEON GAS LASER

The reasons for doing holography rather than ordinary photography

are three-fold. First for rapidly moving particles a pulsed laser is

required to give sufficieutly short exposures. Second, for microscopic

particles to obtain sufficiently high intensity to give good exposure

at short exposure times, a pulsed laser is required. Third, sufficient

depth of field is obtained In holograms so as to see all particles in

a three dimensional sample In a single exposure.

Before attempting double pulsed holography of moving dust particles,

it was decided to find the best optical arrangement to obtain high

resolution. This can be done with a continuous laser at low power with

fixed sample objects.

A. Production of sample objects

Two sample objects were produced. The first was a dust field of

abrasive grit of maximum size 25 microns. The field was simply produced

by placing a standard microscope slide in a umall plastic box fitted with

two small holes. A small sample of dust was placed on the bottom of the

box and a jet of air directed at the sample. Dust settled and naturally

adhered to both sides of the slide, and a remarkably stable field of

particles was produced.

The second object was a 50 micron diameter hair set in a projection

lamp film mount.

2"
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B. In-Line Holograms

Physically, the easiest type of hologram to make is the simple

in-line type (Figure 1). Here one uses a single suitably filtered,

expanded, and collimated beam (a collimated beam is used here and else-

where mainly because of the ease of reproducing it in reconstruction).

The field to be "holographed" is placed in the beam and the holographic

film Is located a suitable distance behind the field.

LIILI2Th 1JK-l1u Recording

L'~ f ~ ~ - -- Ss Reconstruction

Figure 1. Geometry for In-Line Holography

In reconstruction, the same beam is used except that the field is

removed. A virtual image is reconstructed in the original position of

the field, and a real image in the "conjugate" position as shown. To

view the reconstructed image, a telescope is used on the virtual or a

microscope objective on the real image. If the images are both suffi-

ciently close to the film plane then a microscope objective may be used

to view both the real and virtual images.

Plate I is a photographic reproduction of the reconstructed real

image. One immediately sees that the particles are not well resolved,

I. that there is a lot of noise in the background, and that contrast is low.

In addition, the particles, which are quite dark when viewed through a

microscope, appear bright on a relatively dark background. The noise and

lack of good resolution are caused by a number of factors: (1) the refer-

ence beam, which Interferes with the beam scattered by the particles, is
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distorted through being scattered by other particles in the field. During

reconstruction, when the field is absent, no such distortion occurs. Thus

the reference beam is not the same in reconstruction as in construction.

(2) In viewing either image the scattered wave which would produce the

other image is also present. (3) Resolution is limited by the film

grain size which is on the order of a micron.

The low contrast occurs because one views the hologram by looking

directly into the reconstructing reference beam, and the particles are

bright on an already bright background. The reason that the particles

appear bright is shown In Appendix A.

A double exposure in-line hologram is shown in Plate II. The particle

field has been displaced 25 microns between exposures. Particle "pairs"

may be easily seen to a size of about 10 microns, but resolution is suffi-

ciently low that it would be difficult to match up pairs, were the dis-

placements considerably larger. Contrast is actually reduced even further

n the double exposure, though this may not be apparent from the photo-

graphs.

To improve these holograms, some magnification was done prior to

recording (Figure 2). This has an advantage from a practical point of

view. In wind tunnel or furnace experiments the field and holographic

film may be physically distant from one another, thus making film images

extremely small--causing resolution problems. With a microscope objective,

or other lens, one can put a real magnified image conveniently near a film

plane. The true image is viewed with a second microscope objective or

lens. Plate III is a photographic reproduction of such a view. Although

considerable background noise is still present, the resolution is con-

siderably improved, with particles of 2 or 3 microns clearly visible.

Contrast is still low and is further decreased in a double exposure.

Recording

Oil--a - ~ 7I i Reconstruction

Figure 2. Geometry for In-Line Holography with Pre-magnification
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C. OFF-AXIS HOLOGRAMS

To eliminate the problem of looking directly into the reference beam
in reconstruction, an off-axis geometry was produced (Figure 3). This
has the added advantages of separating spatially the real and virtual
images, during reconstruction, thus reducing noise, and of producing dark
particles on a bright background with better contrast. The main disadvan-
tage is the same as with all off-axis systems--that of requiring two
separate beams. Plate IV is a reproduction of the view of the real image
produced by such a hologram. Contrast is better and the particles are
dark, but resolution is still poor--no better than with in-line geometry.

Recording

I,%

/

I/ /

io~~ ~ --

/ /

Reconstruction/

Figure 3. Geometry for Off-Axis Holography

With premagnificatiun (Figure IV) by a 10 X microscope objective,
advantages are again gained as with the in-line geometry. The true Image
may be put at any convenient location and resolution is considerably
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improved. Plate V shows a view of such a reconstructed image. The con-

centric rings are produced by a flaw in one of the microscope objectives.

The double exposure, reproduced in Plate VI again shows good resolution,

considerable noise, and reduced contrast.

Recording

Reconstruction

Figure 4. Geometry for Off-Axis Holography with Pro-magnification

A final arrangement was tried to get rid of noise. This Is the

off-axis image plane. This is a simple modification of Figure 4 in

which the image of the field is made to fall in the plane of the holo-

gram. The holograms thus formed may be viewd in white light. (3) In

I, white light, speckle noise is absent. PlateVIl is a photograph of such

a "white light" hologram taken in white light. Background noise is

virtually eliminated, and resolution is essentially as good as the

objectives used In the production of the photograph. Plates VIII, IX, X

1N
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are photographs in white light of double exposure image-plane holograms

where the particle field has been displaced 25 microns between exposures.

Again contrast loss occurs. Efforts to improve contrast were made by

adjusting the beam ratios. High reference/object ratios produce the

highest contrast.

Based on the initial parts of this study a number of conclusions seem

clear. First some premagnification is necessary. Not only can the particle

field be "brought out of" the wind tunnel or furnace optically for close

viewing, but also resolution in holograms is considerably increased by so

doing. Good resolution is crucial to correlating particles in double

exposures. Second, off-axis holograms are much more noise free than the

in-line counterparts. Image plane holograms with premagnification give

the most faithful reproduction of a particle field. Unfortunately only

those particles in the plane of the hologram may be viewed in white light.

And if the particle field has considerable depth, then confusion will occur

In reconstruction and viewing between the real and virtual images, since

they will overlap. That is since part of that image is in front of and

part behind the film plane and since each side has its real and conjugate

virtual images, the virtual image of particles on one side will be con-

fused with the real image of particles on the other. Third, contrast is

better in off-axis holograms than in in-line. However, all holograms

suffer the problem of contrast reduction when multiple exposures are made.

D. Efforts at Contrast Enhancement

The first efforts at contrast enhancement in double exposures have

been referred to above, namely, increasing the reference/object beam

ratio. A certain improvement was gained thereby.

The cause of the loss of contrast can be seen from Appendix A and

the simple illustration, A3. Each additional exposure further reduces

contrast.

The effect is seen in Plates XI, XII, XIII. Plate XI is an Image

plane hologram of an 80 micron hair. Plate XI is a double exposure of

the same hair with 80 micron displacement between exposures. Loss of

contrast is evident. Plate XIII is a double exposure with the hair
present in the first exposure, and absent in the second.
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An obvious method for restoring contrast Is image subtraction, i.e.,

instead of summing amplitudes, subtract them. (4"5 ) This can be done either

during construction, or during reconstruction. To accomplish subtraction

during construction, one must reverse the sign of the aplitude function

during one of the exposures. This is done using a half wave plate in

the reference beam (the same could be accomplished in the object beam).

One exposure is made, the field is displaced and the half wave plate rotated

so as to produce the required reversal, then the second exposure is made.

This process is not as simple to do as to imagine. The reason is

that thermal gradients In the optical path of reference or object beams

are sufficient to produce half-wave path differences alone. One can thus

accomplish subtraction by chance and a number of trials. Likewise. if

thermal gradients are not minimized, subtraction will occur only by chance

with use of the half-wave plate.

The best efforts at subtraction of two images are shown in Plates

y ,XIV, XV. Here the background is essentially dark and the hair bright, as

to be expected.

The best effort at producing a dark hair on a bright background can

be seen in Place XVI. Here two ordinary exposures were made, than a third

with no field, but with the half-wave plate suitably rotated. This process

is easily understood by considering the algebraic addition of the three

object wave amplitudes.

The conclusion here is that coattrast can be restored, or maintained by

image subtraction during the construction process. However, this is not

easy to do, even with a continuous laser. With a pulsed laser, the half

wave path difference could be produced with a suitably switched Pockel's

cell in the reference beam path. This has not yet been tried.

Such subtraction can be done during reconstruction by using two

reference beams. One hologram is recorded using one reference beam. A

second is recorded on a separate plate using the other reference beam

and displaced particle field. Suitable spacing plates must be used in this

process, since the two plates will be "sandwiched" for viewing. Both

reference beams are used in reconstruction and the two plates are adjusted

to do subtraction. The result of such subtraction is shown in Plate XVII.

Again the particles appear bright on a dark background.
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This method has the advantage that one can adjust the holograms at

leisure while viewing to accomplish subtraction, whereas subtraction

during construction is not so easy to control. It does have & disadvan-

tage that the plates must be viewed in coherent light--thus produce a

noisy image. In addition with double pulsed holography some mans for

rapidly changing plates between exposures must be employed. (6)

Conclusions based on this study are: (1) Particles In the range 10-50

microns may readily be holographed with high resolution, with either in-

line or off-axis geometries, provided about 10 X magnification takes place

before recording. In-line geometry is by far simplest and foolproof.

However, noisy, low contrast holograms are produced. Off-axis geometry

produces higher contrast, lower noise holograms--especially if the In-plane

arrangement is used. In double exposure holograms--especially of rapidly

moving particles--some form of image subtraction to maintian contrast may

be necessary. Several possibilities exist for doing this, any one of which

may be made to work.

IV. PULSED LASER ALIGNMENT

In the original project proposal, most of the work was to have been

done on pulsed laser systems. However, it was determined that sufficient

problems existed in holographing stationary particles, that this should

be approached first, then work with pulsed systems would be done in the

remaining time available. It turned out to be a wise thing to do because

one of the originally available pulsed lasers developed a fault Just

before this study began and the other available system turned out to be

faulty in the Q-switch function.

After repair of a pulsed laser with dye cell Q-switch, several pulsed

holograms were made without fault after careful alignment of the laser

cavity. Practice was gained in the use of a dye cell.

In the final week of this study another pulsed laser with Pockel's

cell Q-switch was cleaned up and brought into operation. A digital storage

oscilloscope, photmultiplier tube, and power supply were obtained to study

the pulse shapes produced by the Q-switching. It was discovered that the

laser power supply was not applying sufficient voltage to the Pockel's cell

to enable the laser to fire with the Q-switch in place. Insufficient time

i"N1
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remained to have the power supply repaired. This part of the study was

very valuable to this participant in providing opportunities to diagnose

problems with operation of pulsed laser systems.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

High resolution holograms of stationary microscopic particles can be

routinely made provided magnification of about 10 X of the particles Is

done prior to recording. Off-axis in plane holograms viewin in white

light give for the most faithful reproduction of the particles. Imge

subtraction to maintain contrast in double exposures can also be done if

necessary. Pulsed holograms now should be made of rapidly moving dust to

determine the range of conditions for which the optimized optics will

produce fair resolution images.

.
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APPENDIX A. BASIC EQUATIONS FOR HOLOGRAPHY

Let be the wave front to be recorded A.

and reconstruc:ted, and the reference wave

used in the recording and reconstruction e

process. These functions may be taken in the

formgob -f

Figure Al. Wavefront Geometry
where k andk, have the same magnitude. At the film

A2 e R

The exposure E is proportional to

A3 ULL UO . l-Ul~ + ii 0 *iO -%s

_f%
The transmissivity T is proportional to E. where for a negative

hologram N 2. Then the reconstructed wavefront using the reference

wave is essentially

_& .. b -I& "W

A4 U0 -a up E I

which may be expanded for IUt 4p 01 '--- t o

AS i, r P. U. ce + 4 Ucc* e)]Figure A2.
I tjltj Wave Number Addition for Conjugate tms

where R is the polarization vector for Ulrt and e is the
angle between the polarization vectors of Ua and U0. y

considering the forms Al and Figure A2. the three terms in AS

are seen to represent.

1. The reference wave.

, 2. The object wave with reference

.. wave polarization.
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3. A complex wave conjugate to the object

wave about the reference wave direction,

having reference wave polarization.

In both in-line and off-axis holograms tL, is light "forward scat-

tered" by particles. This light is phase shifted by nearly 180* for

small particles. When in-line holograms are viewed one "sees" all three

terms in A5. The last contributes noise if one is focusing on the true

image. The first two terms add because of the scattering process, and the

particles look bright. When off-axis holograms are viewed one normally

only sees the second term. This is what one would see if the particles

were viewed through an ordinary microscope. Thus the particles appear

dark on a bright background.

In a double exposure, one uses the same reference wave, but different

object waves. Following the development from A2 to A5 with two exposures

E. l +um

..one finds that the two object wave amplitudes (not intensities) add in

A5, making possible image addition or subtraction during hologram

construction.

The source of the loss in contrast is thus seen in this addition of

object wave amplitudes in double or multiple exposures. Figure A3

illustrates this addition for a single-particle-field in which the

particle the amplitudes are added and the enhancement of contrast is

also evident when the amplitudes are subtracted.

amplitudeamlitude

--- amplitude 2

' 2 - .-- sum or difference

position

...........

Li r-- position

Figure A3. Amplitude Addition and Subtraction
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